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ECG MACHINES?:Ev 10AH HATTS24V 8A TX £Y,
goasmsners ECZi -ate :re
toot am odrada roc Sza- ski Way scan mace VsYrk,
dorm:bora on tre mar rod.adna vaeo ad etc an the from ;dery am
two 0U4 sockets for ozomo:rsa the eddy seraws Se-scrs not
ammo, trade 2 a Si InAldisertea taxi acd tx=s tgenrtrary nee a.
gdxicendseerfir =be and a EN? 24e Toro -dal tensfr.arer(mees
sou as see,. may rave use , rw", dcde so poor

storage £1599 ref VP2

HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROW YOUR OWN?
We base a fulls:odour hydroponiescataloguesvadablecordairaing
nutfients, pumps, fillings, enviromentil control, light fittings.
plants. test equipment etc Ring for your tree ccpy
PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU fro unt rrss a tote:
otwed292 earn-5Tssodarid =der braretcornasend 12 worse%
x.ye. 50345 5 cer.= etc irsae a 3 12, 72ari seated eel adia
=dares )?aciaotrters rrets-atfut load= 30 rswssat rtstatoad Made
ritnelet ay Maarten 110or 240v-acespur t5ssmITA -vat SA 12v
at 95. -t2v 5A eutorM 17W50aNks-rt -ex -a-d =rad £2995
Rai PCUPS2
WINDOWS 95 CDAss:MksawdiPervelPaceard FCsitesa
CDs I:meats-a wax* Oeson stem and eve ,amok) to be issaato
,rtxrd--e wr=ea cn a PC alter a CMS:, do I 15 Rat SOS

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD. PACKED WITH
HUNDREDS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY
RELATED ARTICLES.PLANS AND
INFORMATION ETC £14.50 REF CD56

aerial photography kit Tree tech comes wth a 5.a a
came, c fs; :pia 533 feet (150 m) turns oar era Madsen met
prt.tb,asiscrinegnasabefare Tterectsettheirer-rtrsdaty *Mrs Tl
xacsbuSinparactle TatursdaretadllUftlin Staciseciocraietewth
arts,"r rcrs: 3a aoso:" rad aos: 3 m-s..,..de rn, f"rt) 727, S-3 ref

SATELLITE MODULATOR MODULES prices from
lust 9p Seface rscurt mods:a-Jars tar cicomporerm Fr:eo vs= F
tyte connector am =sr type ccnnader Padcd 1.70£955 re SWO

PROJECT BOXES Arxrrer barges" for ycts am tode smart
ABS troyent bees smart N.0 psece screw Moaner case trees/11g
ger ot 695-x2" oorsVete win panetrod_rwed LED Is you wit End
SolidSot free bear Moe reads, orators claps rpckrnra bal.-as-as et:
Pack d 20 £19 95 re 1402

REMOTE HEATING CONTROLLERS wtm 30A
MATHS RELAY-frank_st99p Tteseseasweredesigred to be corned
rsso a Seepacescacet You men =Gel de dome and siorra row a
tamed tre hedeg cr. Ea= Oar tort -watts cleft a=kurg a ram

real csdck of 20 £20 ref --$1034

PIR CAMERA&OI 1 CCTV =rem (compare ul) IR
P5r diateme and tadwy to 'rt.orat

;doom Sows tne 'prere tre tel works eel as a darea' ina
Semen tree EMS CB ref 5581.1 Tilde sass are te&-ad raw mcdties
designed intake paumea et edralres 214 tnen =kar0t the palms
to teepada use The FIR =m em tre rbuder fans tie =ote
tgrd des era_ms a We,, pease ears as trot cSm'an The petse
a aped in rrertxxy .re.de the mra...le and t -en set ty modem (rut
rr..teed) dawn tre tnin-rarse .ore Tne arms also hews a road eatery
tack eds.xded pesos -natty fo rte pia cpa-aP-s, or tt* evert ct
raw Waee OUtIMA trans Ire Urreca a std. dad b." comeoate
320:24C pardsvan a 9265 oegree rtid d rsw, toe pdam =dry a
erreld-/Each PUR also co-Mns yaw cad sum end cortression
aot The Sara rtes arece Issa a reso- ut 1.5-rs Tire pr Pea a serge d
12m Power ragaements ate 12v do 4COrrA Posyrtes.pPesavarabe
a: ES ref SS53The estawe supplest wascco. e -rasa
do n.1 have arty ea:arab:0 on ram trecortspeon add ran, rein-
s eta-Senna to madam etc The uras do rave cpetaberes Pas.
adobes aost ea -teas (camaa E alto dv c.. ea Venda:id

Ivpp,.....)tis..vytuAl".,,ttaasetevouirtotrer-serVety
..;." to yet/Re-at prate for tre seas was n mess d 5200 sae
coca £39 95 ref SSSI Poser supp0s ES rd 5550

TELEPHONES arairstnaweek antiGedaveryoltere cres
ismnd new and reste-r Tap pece common= em Use boom:1g

keged lore et tg.seisoo.W-aiaze) lead rect.gt
dra cause. ntrAser and ca finget getch art wary =ngtucten
lasted 0 a swat Of Vire olcar and is surcie" d wits a stardarti

tender= lead (same as US or modems} / you wan to rase a BT
append to =nen tre-..e ase saber a151 SS

east rdBTLX Phones £4.99 each ref PH2 10 off 530 ref 552

3HP MAINS MOTORS szo? craze 240. utard Mo. 2
oc-e 3 '"-Ca S SCrws 7W rpm ttut=i resat coerkoad on-
set:air keyed soal (4.31Erral)Matle try Lees= en ref 1.=-1
BUILD YOU OWN WINDFARM FROM SCRAP
es.putleat_os godstmit-y step gusleto tx.largwadgeneares awl

:=codas Awed a SP 1155 p.almbon a -a a and icual scrap yzd
CCud make yOu Set s./foent _efectoolyt £I2 ref 10181

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICS Couateaixteifor
kxgra-gems-ritto_ers Esoside teamteomdesgoelter a Ire
gsztarreictatank. awn .01 ras bes sertx ctra..cts' taseM. r7 waxer
Moe Linz far aaaremert 7 rote range no =v../ ranrents d_e to
1/03. rare p.m £50.0307 L.S7 Each tryst nsa too gerxen
Ars.tae etxters Lasers 1 x 9 wit 1 x 3 wad 9X. -m wa.denatn
22vde ECEtrz eksre- fred.sercy Re uttz =eta:. an elects crie
redeses to dete:t rela:Sed. sgras rem targets £193 Ref t024
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND
ENCODING MANUAL £9.95 Cased van eye=s deacred to
read =Mard erer cards. complae Wen ecarotectromes PCC end

en.as cossorgeveryMnsayorcoadwarr to b6TO. at:ars:end= sas.-r,
- "et id -agree: amen -y=1' m -d ;.-st rt sefEAF' t31

Hi power 12v xenon strobevara-maraeras.ne,,,oces
ostrasty tzv RZE1 ezeo eon V..-roncs 3,4 a

Xer-a%ii_oei just a --y IN cc Ito Line rr..12YEI u -e bite ...*`
rya On Me board s a smal poterd4dratet veacn can be Lr.er... to vary
Mena-nral PCB rreasxres cat 70x5Srsers ana Cautlre tnxrp_raled
cao2 many rtereStrg EfireFLS1 Pers 413 IC a £43 re FI-S2

Hydrogen fuel
cells now in stock

Our new Hydrogen fuel cells are lv at up tp 1A output
Hydrogen input easily driven from a small elc-ctrolosis
assembly or from a hydrogen source, our demo model
uses a solar panel with the output leads in a glass of salt
water to produce the hydrogen! Each cell is designed to be
completely taken apart put back together and expanded to
what ever capacity you like, (up to lOwatts and 12v per
assembly. Cells cost £79 ref HFC11

We get over 8,000
hits a day

check us out!
http://www.bullnet.co.uk
PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC PLAYERS,
SCART OUTPUT, RS232 CONTROLLED
£24.95 REF VP406
SMOKE ALARMS Vara powered mode by the farnous
Gard odmparry, isy ft restto fkatetitngs ,pahetpart Packet 5E15

ret SW3, packet 12 524 re' SS24

4AH D SIZE WADS pack of 4E10 ref 4AHPK
ELECTRIC FENCE KIT EvVITrirg yd.; to euid a
12vEc zed= wet ZiErn at Sena ere E49 ref AR2

SENDER KIT CestansaitconactioltstoeuriaAN umrsrris
=rteeste wet case 05 ret VSXX2

10 WATT SOLAR PANELAn-...fo.A imnei fzeo
ass..als..rtrauds Tram Parse 3 ty »MI area

temores for easy oaresetixon 3' x 1- solar panel £55 ref MAG45
Unframed 4 pack (rail 08.99 ref SOLX
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMPFerfe
to many 12v CC us .. tram soar botars tommoories2

ST -42 and ccercaa Yeity..erttkworksitra.-1frcei Our 10 wad
reef es Wert sun Mat P2117 8 0.1.3Afickv = a Ulm 1 SA Ref ACS

£1899
SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50x 6x12" 650 solar
panels(amorphous)+50 diodes E99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO!
zs pr-na =ern =rrera van on teen sand' aba anal 2Zarn
swam (ata:Ina =whom) aleal idro:rdart sine:tante rat be
ntlden arryttag east a is Castle *en 15 matte
carte, cs: and cvsys =mem= E49.95 ter CC6.1
SOLAR MOTORS Tay rrotorsverch nes cute Ilapelly cr.
voingesfrocr-3-12y= Works Wolff Ey anon:nous 6' moats oral
yor can rim tram Man de srs)132rarn as.a 25-ses bock Li 50 eats
WAU<IE TALKIES 1 ME RANGE E37/PAIR REF MAG30
UQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices.
20 character 2 line, 83x19rnm £3.99 ref SMC2024A
16 charade( 4 fine, E2x2.5fren £5.99 ref SMC1540A
40 character 1 line 154x16(ren £6.00 ref SMC4011A

YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT
IN ELECTRICITY czeiroewee oat -s vat, k.vdscrint

dertgorg ay -a -et -a carear ocard elearorsta dc ET ref FYI

LOW COST CORDLESS MIC5m,,..---je. so- twrrz
1159, m 126 . rtsIn Exr F4=3 eatery redared ZIT ref MAGI rFI

AUTO SUNCHARGER ay,.,...arpEr.iwzoode
eta 3 metre lead toted wren a mart- rust 51, 2*-SI Ease REP
AUG11293

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 21 E`r5' Ey mnit
cats 4 LET"...s wren b.LTr. are= - 1 rey u arts" E7.99 REF
5.427

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 . AA coo £9 93 ref
SPAT&2x C arse 132 -.Z. ref EP -17;

5.25" FLOPPY DISKS eaotot5a3 oaks f25 ref FDs

REGISTER FOR OUR
ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTERS

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM
BULL ELECTRICAL

250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITHORDER PLUS LIM P&P PLUS VAT.

24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT.
ovutsEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS CI -Se

(ACCESS,VISA, swum AMERICAN EXPRESS)

phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electrical.com

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER forjust £69, 4
panels each one 3.x1' and producing 8w,13v.
PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX
200 WATT INVERTERS racs stt29-Y- r..0 Yax

sx.ka: a -c asTecw91s a 13A ScO. 93 you can run
your era derma from )1x/car tenery E49 95 ref SW
THE TRUTH MACHINE Tees/ sweares ryng Pis rratro
Lasky. nuervoce br_e9. doer -earl woria 0 gamma cornetmays
are ,s0 re pod -se and 7,/ at ...a:so £4149 ref 103

INFRA RED FILM. s.1-4a-eitsece otrzsert,a reel Gs -n troa
vsacreyeassv!R kgranda.cr. Fereaforcerryetrg =wary Ses-cres_
tat= te.Slyttsef= tordra red atput 0-4 ir...gs.0...ttorWse
Ease! afi to shape sTr =fusee its ref !TIFf.

33 KILO UFT MAGNETNeodynsterirri oartetes wtn
a tog toss= tre Morro asay moreng Ea= licvc-Emit1331aos.
4 rare= tort.ed tog Oda vat IR an aaadiart. 137 West EIS re
124233

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANStotsuourtori.eurt
OnM,CeDckenSttra;aa,t.'p-a.)..t..0-- Pne_--..,pa-sebdittalatlyetoaen
Let cot (good vaashop faottes reckeed) £8 set ref FP.

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interestegettardnp3e1c
raetra a5 asps cr a_stsg engrses id saes of =roe mace
erg-ream: reran aerosol can neargorsecarksaiEl2rdSTIR2

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS saves up to 15% e-W.Cary
elan used with hag= craws Loto2A Ecift. buibs,scklenrgirar6e
Ease a rd LOTT 1 10 pale EEO ref LOTT?

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Tyre 3 a a 12v
timer wet 3 arake canosMsre Elcanrestw:1 n era= in avisy
start strrtm et Wet El 499 rel Sin Type 2 a 20 ar-gker carreads
Our:Mixt( sermlnea equipment fieseci mle 1 tweet inoOdete
£29 resw Type I s al 2v Trager arc Urge caratMrs £49 ref
581

HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBESunta
1.2v PCB t-yva. rn =we- saute tae and cortna eMctretedsairel
zs-teed =red pater=meter. Perfect for saris: i.g =wets etc
7Co55ran120k opera= Efi as ref F1.51 pads d 10 549 ref Fly
NEW LASER POINTERS 450.k 15 mere raom tard
rem see runs on two AA Beres (sup:6W)67-Wat s.-79 ref CEC493

HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES CO"norebem'oe 270

c -ass tr.t.e.,:s a. ai,-ec:s nl spot tax.Ocren Sites mayday
rnater-d lr S,$Qs cones' redo £12 ref LIM

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG Val arm cti.vta
metres a 3 =-)s use tram a PP3 13'n s eu Me wt,ing tug'

less:ran 1' sotareaol a 10-twom pe-sera rarsv cea Ref LOTT CO

IR LAMP KIT 54.0-iE fs cots- mmeras e-setres tre ,s a
tote used in Mai darkness! £6 ref ET -138

INFRA RED POWERBEAMmarzrezcwm-ywoered
amp, 4e= rdecrarr soesateemerksipseetrareslignnfor
CC IV use mat-L*--0Jes etc £29 ret PB1

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTORtem
tottimetarand laser XK and KA term c.--ddicame-as and at knoksd
speed detection sy sterns 3C -t.1 degree coverage. frontir
ea-waves:roes I rc 7-146- 53 on vsor if dasn£149
LOPTX 1.ta:e cy Sa-rszE'a fa =sass TV in ea=

LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 24CaliErvn ts2resi
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK
FOR AN IDEA? 'AM tene noso-r-rd 1400 uaria trteitaS trat
pae you c6CC,elbre ciPem-e P.m -messes you peruse
(freest yPi.tlatSue uS'ng Ire teat esdeoronyosirPC Atio sr.adetiss
tre st.ssAte_e eraorro yco to repasts= tam set) tre mares= as
mush as e.:ti isms £14 ref E.074

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT
MAGNET Is -34/=,,erabsyr cr--ede4 itr.
WC% me -es 1EG-11 x75-nri wino Mdsm..x tarn =pashas wtn a
rra...yed !la Q.0 Fue-q adad-'T tau-1g toe NM) treeaSed toes ero-.
riutr4 tern tre from ref 5OT4

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS la Toe
17.3 ray Paved:Ms uses peek d 103E39 ref IREM

Online
eb catalogue

bull-electrical.com
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KITE=
lira ate -m mace a 510 ref IJAG17 Sae £5 T you buy them bout
:0;37E- =4141 oFer p-cei:35,ef
ar

SONY STEREO TV CHASSIS assembles oomptsseg
compete TV -ex..."kargtumara swncoa ?team sereo marta
apast Apmectotessasrtlfdtts-A3 asseen Viola prctabry begood
fOt SpeeS ar as a mast stereo P1 awns/ recover are aindeer
Fer KV29.111 and KV'elLts-BE-.90) P03 s 1-1M9-027-12
1-6580-14 1 -751 -BCC -II £20 re; STVI

RCB UNITS Inline IEC lead with fitted RC
breaker. Installed in seconds.
Pack of 3 £9.98 ref LOT5A
RADIO CONTROLLED CARS etc red les to
17:01-2ssoase xfos-wa'artaldmansiremsers. Sold asz rid serums
fts/ad fiVes £3 ea:ft reiRCE2
VOICE CHANGERS litid one of base teas can your
prcremes/npece any= ca-maustytat vote targ tread -nos=

s --es setere oprtated £15 ref C.C3
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LOOP AERIAL SW RECEIVER by Robert Penfold 636
Discover the thrill of making your own radio with this simple Starter Project!

VARIABLE DUAL POWER SUPPLY by Tony Sercombe 646
Fully variable from ±3V to ±15V up to 500mA, and short-circuit proof'

CHILD GUARD by Tom Webb 662
Helping to protect your loved ones, an audible warning sounds if children
(or others) approach a fire

INGENUITY UNLIMITED hosted by Alan Winstanley 668
Theatrical Cue Light; Morse Practice Oscillator; Keypad Code Controller;
Intercom/Baby Listener; TV Test pattern Generator

8 -CHANNEL ANALOGUE DATA LOGGER -2 by John Becker 688
How to use this highly versatile PIC16F877 micro -controlled design

$e0145 Aye7gatuoes
NEW TECHNOLOGY UPDATE by Ian Poole 640
Optical phase -shifting helps photolithography reduce chip sizes

POWER GENERATION FROM PIPELINES TO PYLONS -2
by Alan Winstanley 652
Concluding our on -site tour of electrical power generation and delivery

PRACTICALLY SPEAKING by Robert Penfold 660
A novice's guide to capacitor types and choices

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR DESIGNS - 3. Armstrong, Meissner,
Franklin and Butler, plus R.F. probes by Raymond Haigh 678
Worked examples and circuit info for hands-on constructors

CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell 693
Transducer User; Photo -sensor; R.M.S. - Stand by for the Maths;
Powerless to Help

NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan Winstanley 699
Desoldering Guide; Zoom through the Hayes; Big -Footed E-mail for Life;
Virus Updates

7ZC6141405 ela,50$010.5
EDITORIAL 635

NEWS - Barry Fox highlights technology's leading edge 643
Plus everyday news from the world of electronics

READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising 649

SHOPTALK with David Barrington 672
The essential guide tcrcOmponent buying for EPE projects

ELECTRONICS VIDEOS Our range of educational videos 675

CD-ROMS FOR ELECTRONICS 676
Parts Gallery + Electronic Circuits and Components; Digital Electronics;
Analogue Electronics; plus PlCtutor, plus Modular Circuit Design;
see also Direct Book Service pages

BACK ISSUES Did you miss these? 686

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE 696
A wide range of technical books available by mail order, plus more CD-ROMs

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND SOFTWARE SERVICE 700
PCBs for EPE projects - some at "knockdown" prices! Plus EPE software

ADVERTISERS INDEX 704

Our October '99 Issue will be published on Friday, Readers Services  Editorial and Advertisement Departments
3 September 1999. See page 627 for details.

Everyday Practical ElectroniesETI. September 1999
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625



Visit our website
www.distel.co.uk

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

19" RACK CABINETS

  

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor into a OUAUTY COLOURTilt

urn

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER

CABLE COLIPADBLE '

The TELEBOX o an raaaa±.e Ley cased mans powered um. ccreanng al
etc:onus ready to peg reo a has of ssiao mimeos or AV rodernarc why
aze Feed Wm a cora:as:a v.:Oa or SCART noel The compose° ado° was
cod also pag direct, rW iris VdE0 tom -Oars. akawg resection of TV than -
nets not normally receireabla an most television raxihrers* (TELERDX
MB) Push tuaan corc-ois on tra boa raIN &sow reoaptan d B key treat-- a
%se at UHF or saaasun laird TELEBOX MB coven virtaay at tee.,
son Ireouerkaes Via= aril UHF inducing the HYPERBA/a3 as used by
most cable TV operators. Idea kr desalop cornpuSer video systems & is
(Parrae n liaise; sires For comosete carpthbrity - earth for miner, ataan
salmi- an rsega 4 waft audo ancilfer and bw eat 14 R airdo artha are
pup alai as sorderi Erarbl new  blycLararread.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX ST1. as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39..50
TELEBOX MB Multband VHF/UHF:Cable/Hype:band tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable/ hyperband signal reception Teletex MB should be con -
raided to a rata type service. Sipping on as Telebea's code (B)

10s3State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
wen composite 1V pp video & NICAM hi hstereo scaredoutputs.

Micro electronics all at one smal PCB only 73 . 100
x 52 mm enable tul tuner; control via a simple 3 wire link to an

IBM pc type computer. SLccared complete with simple working pro-
gram and documentation. Requires +12V & + 5V DC to operate.

BRAND NEW - Order as WOO. Only £49.95 code (B)
See www.cfsteLco.uk/data my00.htm for picture # full details

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2W' - 8"
Al units (unless stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often
brand new equipment and are fully tested. aligned arid shipped to
you with a full 90 day guarantee. Call or see our web site
AVACcilstetco.uk for over 2000 feasted drives for spares cc reoaa
3a.' Mitsubishi MFSSSC-L 1.4 Meg Laptops only £25.95(8)
314* Mitsubishi MF355C-0. 1.4 Meg. Non Laptop £18.95(B)
51:- Teac FD-55GFR 12 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE £18.95(13)
SW Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40130 (for BBCs etc) RFE £29.95(B)
514' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF50113 360K f27_95(13)
Table top case writ intrat PSU for HH 5`A' Ropey., HD £29.95(8)
8" Shugart 8001801 8' SS refurbished & tested 1:210.00(E)
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New £195.00(E)
8" Shugart 851 5' double sided refurbished & tested £260.00(E
8' Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW £295.00(E
8' Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U DS samLne NEW f.295.00IE
Dual 8' cased drives lath integral power supply 2 Mb £499.00(E

HARD DISK DRIVES 214" - 14"
2W TOSHIBA laK1002/AAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 own H) New £79.95
2W TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 216 Gb laptop (19 mm H) New 09.50

4.3Gb Laptop (8 2 mm H) New £105.00
2W TOSHIBAMK6409MAV 6.1Gb laptop (12.7 torn H) New£190.00
2W to 3W conversion ka foe Pc's. complete arch connectors £14.95
3W FUJI FK-303-26 20mb MFM RFE
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE VF (or equre.) RFE
3W CONNER CP3144 eo rnb IDE VF (or equiv.) RFE
315' QUANTUM 40S ProdrIve 42mb SCSI VF. New RFE
5r.ra MINISCRIBE 3425 2Ornb MFM VF (or eqUN ) RFE
5':' SEAGATE ST -2.381a 30 mb ALL, VF Ref urb
51/' CDC 9-1205-51 40mb Hat MFM VF RFE tested
5'4' HP 97549 850 kro SCSI RFE tested
5W HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential FIFE tested
B. NEC D2246 65 Mb SMD nterteus. New
et FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD tar RFE tested
6' FUJITSU fa2392K 2 Gb SMD VF RFE tested

£59.95
£59.95
£69.00
049.0
£49.65
£69.95
£69.95
£99.00

£195.00
£199.00
£195.00
045.00

Many other drives in stock - Shipping on all drives is code (Cl)

OBSOLETE -SHORT SUPPLY -BULK
10,000,000 Items EX STOCK

era MAJOR SSMC'S
CALL OR SEE OUR WEB SITE www.distel.co.uk

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
ne o e ig es spec( Ica ion
dmArtmonitors you will ever see -
At this price - Don't miss it!!

Lalsubistd FA-3715E1XL 14' SVGA Morality= cobs rroasor weft Fne
028 dot odd-. lute and resoknoi d 1024 x 701 A
warty ol mats akaws ccrnectcn to a hod cl cornea-

' err reakk-g IBM PCs it CGA. EGA VGA & SVGA
jmodes, BBC, CORMODORE (rarirg Amiga 12X),
ARCHAIEDES and APPLE_ Marry beam Eldred
faosckee. text wrialeg and LOW RADIATION MPR

SLier.1C2tial Forty guaranteed, it EXCFI I F.1T Cola
r.ra tarcitcri Order esTot & Swivel Base 04.75 Only £119 re) yarn -SVGA
VGA cable for IBM PC inducted
External cabbie for other types al computers available - CALL

Ex demo 17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro
monitors, Full multisync etc.

Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E1

Just In - Microvitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Into

PHIUPS HCS35 (same style as CM8633) attractively styled 14'
colour monitor with Matt RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs vis SCART socket and separate phono jades
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
1N3 connect draft to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applCaticas with direct connection
to most colour cameras. HO cgality with many features sulk as
front concealed flap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good

coraition - fully tested - guaranteed on E99.nn
d-enensionsr H129a* x 151/2' D. '''"" (e)
PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9' colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 lahz video aput via SCART socket Ideal
for an monitoring / security apprcalons High malty. exam:Omen!
firey tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen burns). In attrac-
tive striate black plastic case measuring W10' x HIO' x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered Only £79.00 ID)
KALE 10' 151.110309 high definition colour mentors antis 0.28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.
Operates from any 15.625 khz arc RGB ciao.:
source. with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga. Acorn
A:charades & BBC. Measures only 13W x IV x
1 ta Good used condition. Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL at sold state colour monitors,
complete with composite video & optional sound neat. karat -tree
teak style case. Petted for Schools. Shops. Disco. Clubs. Cato
EXCELLENT bile used coalition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"...S155 26"....£185(19
We probably have the largest range of video monitors In
Europe, All sires and types from 4' to 42' call for Info.

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of powersupply you can tmagine.Over

10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall or see our web site.
TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

NITS. FA3445ETKL 14' Industrial spec:SVGA monrocs £245
FARNELL 0-60V DC 0 50 Amps. bench Power Supplies £995
FARNELL AP308:3 0-30V DC 0 80 Amps. benith Slippy £1850
I kW la 40Ct kW - 400 lit 3 phase power sorrow -ex stoat £POA
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit lover
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyser
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port love modules
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panet 82213-23-5050N
AIM 501 Lcw castonon Ostalialer 914z to 330Khz. IEEE
A LIGON 8360.11e -16a0 MHz hybrid power combiners
Treed OSA 274 Data Analyse+ with G703(21.4)64 Vo £POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
Marconi 2022C ICKHz-IGHz RF signal generator £1550
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generatoaNea £4995
HP16508 Logic Analyser £3750
HP3781A Pattern generator A HP3782A Error Detector £POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GRB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
HP6264 Rack rr ount variable 0-2DV 0 2011 metereo PSU £675
HP5412IA Da to 22 Gate Lour channel test set £POA
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator. GPIB etc £7900
HP A1. AC a pen HPGL high speed drum potters  from £550
HP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter
EG.G Brookdeal 95035C Pre croon lock in amp
View Eng. recd 1200 comp -tensed inspection system
Sony DXC-3000A Hs3it quality CCD colour TV camera
Kei trite y 590 CV capacitor I votlage analyser
Racal IC R40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries
Emerson A P130 25KVA industrial spec.UPS
Mann Tally MT645 High speed lee printer
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system 81.b Rain
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 1405.0 demur anatyser

£760
£2500

£750
£95

£550
£250

£750
£1893
EPOA
£995

£POA
£3750
£9500
£2100
£2200 PHIUPS PWI730/10 60KV XRAY generator & accessories £POA Windows for Workgroups 3.11+ Dos 622 on 3.5' disks E55.00
£945 CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V saga phase auto +ma rags £325 Wordperfect 6 ter DOS super -red en 3W disks with manual £24.95

£2950 CLAUDE LYONS 100A 24C/415V 3 phase auto. volt rags Enos shipping charges for software is code B

tia

uper qua Ity oottll
Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quell -.y 19' rack cabinets mace a UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
detgner. smoked acrylic lockable front door.
fun height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adatsdabie internal fixing struts, ready parricied
for any configuration of equipment mounting
.atus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket watched mans distriatatin strip make
tteee racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multble bays.
Overall camensdos are 77W H x 32W D x22' W Order es:

OPT Rack I Complete Was removable sde panels. £345.00 (0)
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels £245.130(01

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

Available from stock !!
32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab

Made Dry Eurocrat* Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack feature, all sleet construction with removable
side, front and doors Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and al are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a I a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to I.
enable status aracicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain uncaatusrae. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical Nang struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to tne bottom rear. provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 On switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered baok door arid double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may to removed for Rung
of integral fans to the sub pate ex Other features indude: rated
castors and floor levelers. prepuractied utility panel at Sower rear ter
cage / connedu access etc_ Suppbed a excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colcur,Royal blue. External dimensions
min...1625H a 6350 5 603 W. ( 64' H x 25' 0 x 2351' W)

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price 11

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off !!
A special butt purchase from a cancelled export Order brings you
the most amazing savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Ah
rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15
featuring pure lead plates %NCI offer a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year servaw kite Fully BT & 8S6290 approved Suppled
BRAND NEW and boxed Dimensions 200 wide, 137 high. 77 deep.
M6 bolt ter:mats Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70
each Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 (E)

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
Save Mrs by r.noasrig your next relay rrn our Massive Stocks
savoring type; such as M,'Iaty. Octal. Crad.se. Herrnercaly Sealed,
Continental Contactors. Time Delay. Reed, Mercury Wetted. Soria
State, Printed Cvcort Mounting etc . CALL or see our web site
www.disteLcauk to more inknoation. Many obsolete types from
stock. Save Ears

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS tv.,
Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology &

5.9our special baryirg power ! A quality product lea- .41,44
luring a turfy cased COLOUR CCD camera at a
gas away pica I teatures tua autolight sensing for

use in low light & high light
applications. A 10 mm fixed fools
wide angle lens gives excellent focus
and resolution from [Jose up to long
range The composite video output val
connect to any composite monitor or TV
(via SCART socket) and most video
recorders Una runs from 12V DC so
sleet to security & portable applica-
tions *tiers marts power raa avadada

Overall dimensions 66 man wide x 117 deep x 43 high Suppled
BRAND NEW & (sly guaranteed with use; data. 100e of applica-
tions include.; Security. Home Video. Web TV. Wed Cams etc. etc

Web ref = L(33 ONLY £99.00 or 2 for £180.0019)

SOFTWARE SPECIALS

HP6030A 0-200V DC 0 17 Amps bench power supply £1950
Intel SBC 4861125C08 Enhanced Muttars (MSA) New £1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphol) enissure control unit £1450
PHIUPS PM5518 pro. TV signal generator

E£125500

Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE CALL £POA
Trio 0-16 ado !near, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM trots screed band pater £1950
Fujitsu M30410 603 LPM poster with network interface £1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer £500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer E3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3250
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Vdeo VOA's £495
Sekonic SD 150H 1B channel dgaal Hybrid than recoroer £1995
8&K 2633 Microptcana pre amp £300
Taylor Hobson Teltysurt amplifier / recorder £750
ADC S5200 Carbon donde gas detector / monitor £1450
BBC AN2£V3 PPM Meter (Ernest Turner)  drive electronics MS
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-25Gat wavetorm moist.* £5650
ANRITSU 1;15900181 0.6-1.7 uM optical eaectrum analyser £POA
ANRITSU ML93A optcal power meter £990
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set £POA
R&S FTDZ Due. sound unit £650
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator £775
WILTRON 6630B 12.4 /20GHz RF sweep generator £5750
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope £1 250
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 300 MHz on-al-rarope rack mount £1965
TEK T05380 4C0Mhz digital realtrne + cask dine. F FT etc £2900
TEK TDS524A 5001,thz carafe, teatime+ colour casolay etc £5100
HP3585A Opt 937 20Hz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser

NT4 WorkStation, complete with service pack 3
and licence - OEM packaged. ONLY £89.00 re)
ENCARTA 95  CDROM, Not the latest - but at this price ! £7.95

£3950 DOS 5.0 co 3W oaks win concise bocas caw GBasic £14.95

DISTEL on the web !! - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distel.co.uk
r-.
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ALL MAIL TO
Dept PE, 29135 Osborne Rd

Thornton Heath
Surrey CR7 8P0

Open Mon - Fri 9.00 - 5:30

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon - Sat 9:00. 5,30

215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On LIA Bus Rout.

to Thornton /loath
Salnurst Park SR Rad Stations

DISTEL©
Visit our web site
www.distel.co.uk
email = adminedistel.co.uk

ALL Tr ENQUIRIES

0208 653 3333
FAX 0208 653 8888

e,lL_ L's Man:arra lint oaaorners add 175% VAT 30 TOTAL ado a'rKkift kb'rrssri oder £10 Bona Foe axcart or armed torn caOsefrrnest SOSCCIS
UrreerSaeS a -so tom) Aarroac-s  mrerion acme! Cede £55 Cheo. over £:132 are sulard to 10 arc -keg oarat. Deere -Le Carrep charges (Ala -69). tialK4 00
(13)a0 50, (CH:- 1350 (C1)012 50. cdp,f15 CO. (Elir£18AXI. FraCiaa CO. (GlaCaLL Mow aociata 6 clays tor sharing - taco CALL Al gcort. sustaed toas an.rd Corkkces

S3l and iswss slated guee-aaecri for 90 days. AS on a 'warn to base bees rign rsaarect to cname peas 1 screciza+cris went pro 'lace Caters :abed
13saxic Moos* kar aOurre lap CASH cross par: fo arias aLnai Al tradernalas Yeas/la-1,AS or, alcvMecirpi 9 Dacia) Beatorics 199E1 & 0 E 0799
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NEXT MONTH
PIC16F87x MINI TUTORIAL

As we explained in the 8 -Channel Analogue Data Logger of Aug Sept '99, the PIC16F87x
family of microcontrollers are much more powerful than the familiar '84 devices: up to
eight channels of ADC; serial communications I 0 at controllable baud rates; enlarged
program and on -chip EEPROM memories; 20MHz maximum clock rate; external serial

data memory read write.
In this Mini Tutorial we take a closer look at how the PIC16F87x family can be pro-

grammed to implement the type of functions offered by the Data Logger. Knowledge of
how and why these routines are written will greatly assist you in writing similar func-

tions for other applications. The discussions have the emphasis placed on the
PIC16F877 device, but in principle they equally apply to the PIC16F873, '874 and '876

devices as well.
Some of the author's investigations were clouded by ambiguities in the PIC16F87x data

sheet and took considerable experimental research to understand how to implement
some functions. By reading this article, you could be saved much time and heart -ache

when attempting to use the functions in your own designs. -

THE OWL LOUDSPEAKER
The design and construction of a Quarter
Wave Loaded loudspeaker system.
This article was written originally in 1988 for
ETI, and a modified version is presented
describing the incorporation of improved drivers
and a matching crossover. It is hoped that the
design will appeal to existing owners of the OWL
in terms of an upgrade, as well as to new con-
structors looking for a wide frequency range
loudspeaker occupying a reasonable floor
space.
The choice of loudspeaker is often a very per-
sonal decision and this design is the result of
hours of measurement and listening. Over the
years friends have been invited to audition these
speakers and. as their performance received
very favourable comments by even the most
candid listener, it is felt that the majority of read-
ers will not be disappointed with the results of
this project.
These loudspeakers are relatively cheap for the
performance obtained (as a useful rule of thumb
they compare very favourably with commercial
designs costing in the order of three times the
cost of the speaker units and crossovers in this
design) and are fairly simple to build. They
occupy very little floor space, are easily moved
to a desired position for serious listening, and
are of the right height to preclude the need for
stands. The overall design has been carefully
selected on the basis of a combination of good
measured frequency response, stereo imaging,
sound quality and efficiency.

MAINS CABLE
DETECTOR
Probably most do-it-yourself enthusiasts are
aware of the dangers of drilling into the walls of
practically any building, and use some form of
pipe/cable detector to check that it is safe prior
to doing any work of this type. Such precautions
should ensure that there are no nasty surprises,
but some types of cable can be difficult to
detect. Most pipe and cable locators are actually
metal locators that are optimised for this appli-
cation. They are quite good at finding things like
nails in doors and plasterwork, locating metal
pipes, and finding cables in metal conduits. They
tend to be less effective at finding electric cables
that are in plastic conduits. The problem seems
to be that there is simply not that much metal in
an electric cable, especially a lighting type that
is only designed to carry modest currents. This
makes such cables difficult to detect unless they
are close to the surface of a wall.
The project featured here uses an alternative
approach to finding cables, which is to pick up
the 50 -hertz mains 'hum' signal produced by
the cable. This signal is relatively easy'to locate
even with a small cable that is buried deep in
a wall.

PLUS:
ALL THE
REGULAR
FEATURES

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
riii7.¶)404.14

ELECTRONICS ETI
ELECTRON ICS
TODAT IITEITATIONAL

DON'T MISS AN
ISSUE - PLACE YOUR

ORDER NOW!
Demand is bound to be high

OCTOBER ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
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Computer Controlled Robotics

13604' EtextY

3 Axit Arm rAltkr. Carpet Rover

Technology Education In. ex
Telephone for our catalogue or

visit our web site for further details
40 Wellington Road. Orpington, Kent BRS 4AQ

Telephone - (01689) 876880
Web Site - http://www.technologyindex.com

Prices exclude VAT and f.5.00 next da carri  :e

PLASTIC BOXES

ENCLOSURES
Contact us for your free catalogue

S.L.M. (Model) Engineers Ltd
Chiltern Road
Prestbuo
Chelteneham
GL52 5J(,)

Telephone 01242 525488
Fax 01242 226288

HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF READING THERE'S ALWAYS 'SCOPE' FOR IMPROVEMENT!

MAPS PI3217

£300

GOULD OKKO

P=C

ONLY
.i...i.

THIS IS THE
BEST CHEAP

SCOPE
YOU WILL

EVER BUY!!!

GOULD 051103- C,a T ze.30AI:
Celt blr. str:k41c.
-Ana, so sn=to

II

TEKTRONIX 2215 - D.a T -am Otrs

Ssteo D.o.11
1-0.ots Z

ONLY

CID
1EXTSIONIX 400 SERIES

f
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1* t- '
7111 4177
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HC3502 Dual Trace 201.1Hz

7 -
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seca4ISso13.r.

1311apeir
TYSys

SPASM filaDO

THESE TWO HAVE NEVER BEEN SO CHEAP
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STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD. READING. BERKS. RG6 1PL

Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696
CaDers wetoome 9arn-5 30pm Monday to Friday (other wiles by arrangement)

RUKE SLIMMERS

POSAr14.roo41L IDAL
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TrA _LI 33
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SPECIALS - Limited Quantity
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Used Equipment -GUARANTEED. Manuals
Tr.; s a v ER r ALL SAP.!PLE OF STOCK. SAE or Ttgeprone torsiToPtase check irrtiabirety

bebre ardereig
CARRIAGE xi 101A3 £16 VAT to be added to Total c4 Goods and Cameips
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SURVEILLANCE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

for Kits
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12
;ears and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available ony, direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm thou' nuo.

3V -12V operation. 500m range. £16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
_mot-seiVing mioni-rtniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mc.
3V -12V operation. 1000m range. £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
-gh performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stabikly and
arge. Measures 22mm x 22m, including mt. 6V -12V operation. 1500m range. £15.45

VT500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providng eia.tent range and performance.
&ze 20mm a 40rran. 9V -12V operation. 3000m range..._ £16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current Variable sensitivity
and delay win LED indcator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects dread/ to 240V AC. supply for long-term motoring.
S4e 30nri x 35mm. 500m range £19A5

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrarrbed output from this transmitter carnet be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone fine anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm x 37mn 1000m range £23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
rear:100ms. Sae 32mm x 70mm. 9V -12V operation ........... £22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone Me (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
autornatically as phone is used. Al conversations recorded. Srze 16mm x 32mm.
Powered from tine_._- £13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside Lights,
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, Inomentari
or alternate, 8 -way d.I.L switches on both boards set your own unique
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35rnmx 90mm. Both 9V
operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits) £50 .95

Individual Transmitter DLTX. £19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX.._...... £37.95

MBXel HI.F1 Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great Idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi-Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourita music anywhere around the house,
garden. in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the
91.1's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range £20.95

SUMA
DESIGNS

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter fcit avaiable. !normal'', of 10mm 20mm!
Connects to fine (anywhere) and soothes on and off with phone use.
Al conversation transmitted. Powered from rave. 500m range_ £15.95

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best -sung telephone transmitter. Behg 20mm x 20mm it S easier to asserrbe
than UTLX Connects to are (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations trararralled. Powered from brie. 1000m range. £13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
ligh performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing exeetent stabilay
and performance. Connects to ale (anywhere) and swathes on and off with phone
use_ AA conversations transmitted. Powered from Me. ,

Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range. £16.45

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for

Size
or tracking purposes. figh power output gigrange up to 3000m.

25mm x 63mm. 9V operation 022.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo tamper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of lone increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source.
Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation. E30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
M luitiso'dur readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable senstrvity
used to detect and locate hidden transmters Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
Pagers. cellular. tails etc. Size 70rron x 100mm. 9V cperation £50.95

DTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM trarismter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and
tequilas the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue).
Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40.95

OLX180 Crysti3I Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTX1130 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20rrun a 67mm. 9V operatich. 1000m range . £40.95

OSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per OLX180 but draws power requirements from fire. No batteries required.
Size 32mm x 37rren. Range 500m. £35.95

QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
Far mutating any of the '0' range transmitters. Ho sett* unit. Ai RF sect o -
v.ippried as pre-budt arid algried rrint:e ready to connect on board so no
seftino up. Output to headphones 60rr- 75rnm. 9V oaeration £60.95

A buildup service is available on all our kits if required.
UK custothers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
MOO per order for BP. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO

TAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

DEPT. EE
THE VVORICSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE,
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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£9 BARGAIN PACKS
VIBRATING REED FREQUENCY METER, 55-65Hz_
Order Ref: 9P8.
BUMP '11 GO SPACESHIP KIT. Order Ref: 9P9.
10 MK AUDIO TAPES. Order Ret: 9P12.
2 -TONE HORN KIT. Order Rot 9P15.
TV REMOTE CONTROL, made by Philips. this wA con-
trol aYrdst e :erg Tv r...c.h-er or video. Order Ref: 9P20.

£10 BARGAIN PACKS
100A TIME SWITCH, ex-eleCfc-ty board. recoolsioned.
Order Ret: 10P14.
MAXIMUM DEMAND INDICATOR, 230V AC. Order Ref:
1 OP 15

TANGENTIAL BLOWER FAN, 28th. long fan watt motor
o mo.Se. Order Ret: 10P16.
POWER STATION TYPE VOLTMETER in Vo_ diameter
metal case. Order Ref: 10P25.
ALUMINIUM CASE, 19;:x12vie8. very good condtion-
Order Ret: 10P40.
POWERFUL WATER PUMP, operated by heavy duty
mains motor. Order Ref. 10P76
DOUBLE BLOWER, mare ccerateel suit greenhouse or
workshop. Order Ref: 10P84.
FLUORESCENT CONVERTER by P 'hips for 319ii.
tubes. Order Ref: 10P89
COMPUTER DRIVER, MS-DOS 4.01. Order Ref: 10P99.
MOTORISED DISPLAY. 12x10A micro mains switches,
ditien by mains motor. Order Peit: 10P101.
CRT ref. SE5J31, ari. Order Ref: 10P104.
HOT WIRE PANEL METER, 6o. Order Ret: 10P106.
DATA RECORDER, Erani ret. rraoo. Order Ret:
tOPt 10.
AMSTRAD MODEM Sel2400, may need attention. Order
Re1:10P111.
SOLENOID WATER VALVE, Dantoss, 12V DC or 24V
AC. Order Ref: 10P118.
POWER RELAY, 4:10A changeover contacts_ Order
Ref. t0P136.
10A AMMETER for RF. Order Ref: 10P144
BENCH SOLDERING IRON on base, kte storage soled.
Order Ref: 10P145
PRECISION VOLTAGE PANEL METER for exact read-
ing between 100 and 125V AC. Order Ref: 10P146.
SHARP DISK DRIVE IAZIFI 1. Order Ret: 10PL147.
FULLY ENCLOSED CROMPTON PARKINSON MAINS
MOTOR, 1 6 h p. 875 Loth. Order Ref. 10P149.
12 COPPER CLAD BOARDS, venous sizes from 6:3 to
12.x12_ Order Ref. 1013150.
ALARM FOR HOUSE OR CAR, ultrasonic, neatly cased.
ready -to -use when battery fated. Order Ref: 10P155.

EVEN BIGGER BARGAINS
gin. MONITOR by Phips, new, made to viork with OPD
computer. E15. Order Ref: 15P1.
METAL CASE for gin. mentor, supplied as a flat pack,
£12. Order Ref: 12P3.
91n. TUBE by Phips, as used in Our monitor, £12. Order
Ref. 12P7.
BIG AMPLIFIER BOX, 256x178x120mm. £12. Order
Ret: 12P30.
AMSTRAD 3In. DISK DRIVES, 2 with Peering faiths,
should be posstbkr to make one good one, £15. Order
Re!: 15P46.
ULTRASONIC ALARM for house or car. compete with
external horn speaker arid 12V power supply. £18. Order
Ref: 18P3.
100 ASSORTED COMPUTER GAMES, no more than 5
of any one type. ideal for remaking. £20. Order Ret:
20P12.
SAULLARD 141n. COLOUR TUBE, ref. A037590X £15.
Order Ref: 15P76.
MAINS STEP DOWN TO 115V TRANSFORMER, this is
1000W as auto Out has a separate wirkiTo to give 500W
115V so:red, E25. Order Ref: 25P18.
3In. DISK DRIVE. £29. Order Ret: 29P6.
SUPER 8 CINE PROJECTOR without sound. Order Ref:
39P1.
SUPER 8 ONE PROJECTOR with sound, £49. Order
Ref: 49P1.
PSU CASE, size 255:115:21Orren. black case with
labelled serer front and fitted carrying hanclles. Sean kit
reference 5096 or 5007. £12. Order Ret: 12P20.
BfL FLUORESCENT TUBES, brand new, in makers
wrappings, box of 12. £12. but you must collect. Order
Ref: 12..P11.
DIGITAL PANEL METER, conies complete with details
of tem to use it to depay amps or was, £11.50. Order
Ret: 11.5P2.
250m TWIN 5A EXTENSION LEAD, this is ideal for most
gardening tools, rubber but treated so that it cant perish
through sunSght, etc, £20. Order Ref: 20P35.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT with perspex cover, con-
tains reJtageable batteries and an inverter unit to power
the internal fluorescent tube. regular price over £30. our
price 05. Order Ref: 15P3E
SOIL HEATER, 100W transformer and wire. £12. Order
Ref: 12P33.
SPEED CONTROLLER for 12V DC motors up to 1/6
hp., kit of parts £12, Order Ret: 12P34, or made up £20.
Order Ret: 20P39.
SOLAR PANEL, 15V so wit trickle charge car battery,
EIS. Order Ret: 15P72.
CAMCORDER BATTERY CHARGER, suits =St cam-
corders. £15. Orcire. Ref: 15P73.

SPECIAL 12V RECHARGEABLE BATTERY. This
is the Jap made Yuasa. It is sealed so can be used
in any position. £3.50 each or 5 for £15. Order Ref:
3.5P11. The batteries have a capacity of 2.3AH
which may be a bit low for some jobs but remem-
ber you can join them in parallel to give a high
amperage.
RECHARGEABLE NICAD AA BATTERIES. You
can have these at a bargain price of 50p each, but
you have to buy a pack of 10 which would give you a
12V rechargeable battery. However, it is quite easy to
divide into 2 x 6V rechargeables or 10 x l -2V
rechargeables. Order Ref: 5P287. Made by Vane_
CHARGER FOR YUASA BATTERY. This battery
charger plugs into a 13A socket, charges at approxi-
mately so it would charge it at the correct rate.
Complete with croc clips. ready to go. £5. Order Ref:
5P269.
FOR QUICK HOOK-UPS.
You can't beat leasS with a
croc clip each end. You can
have a set of 10 leads, 2
each of 5 assorted colours
With insulated crocodile clips
on each end. Lead length 36cm, per set. Order
Ref: 2P459.
BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so over 4A.
Beautifully made and well insulated. Live parts are hi
a plastic 'frame so cannot be accidentally touched.
£3.50. Order Ref: 3.5P20.
TWIN 13A SWITCHED SOCKET. Good British
make. white, quite standard size so suitable for ?Ash
mountina or in a surface box. £1.50. Order Ref:
1.5P61.
1mA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mm x 50nen,
front engraved 0-100, price £1.50. Order Ref: 1/16R2.

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR. Nicety
cased. free stand -rig. has internal alarm which can
be silenced. Also has connections for external
speaker or tight. Price £10. Order Ref: 10P154.

VERY POWERFUL BATTERY MOTOR. Intended to
operate portable screwdriver. it is 21/2in. tog and 1l/ari.
diameter. Has a good length spindle. WA operate with
considerable power oft any voltage between 6V arid
12V dc. Price £2. Order Ret: 2P458.
D.C. MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. Size 60mm long,
30rrun diameter. Very powerful, operates off any d.c.
voltage between 6V and 24V. Speed at 6V is 200
rpm but higher with higher voltages of course. Price
£3. Order Ref: 3P108.
MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER. For d.c. motors up
to 24V arid any power up to 116 h.p. They reduce by
intermittent full voltage pulses so there should be no
loss of power. In kit form £12. Order Ret: 12P34. Or
made up and tested, £20. Order Ref: 20P39.
VERY THIN DRILLS. 12 assorted sizes vary be-
tween 0-6mm arid 1.6mm, price £1. Order Ref: 128.
EVEN THINNER DRILLS. 12 that vary between 0.1
and 0-5rnm, prize £1. Order Ref: 129.
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE. This is proper
heavy-duty cable for running around the skirting
board when you want to make a permanent exten-
son. 4 cores property colour coded. 25m length, only
£1. Order Ref: 1067.
A MUCH LARGER PROJECT BOX. Size
216mm x 130mm x 65mm with id arid 4 screws. This
is an ABS box which normally retails at around £6. All
brand new, price £2.50. Order Ref: 2.5P28.
LARGE TYPE MICROSWITCH with 2in. lever,
changeover contacts rated at 15A at 250V, 2 for £1.
Order Ret: 1/2IR7.
BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made,
when assembled deal for chemical experiments,
complete with tweezers and 6 weights 0-5 to 5
grams. Pita £2. Order Ref: 2P444.
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V
0.5A MES buds for just £2.50 or 1,000 for £20. They
are beautifully made, slightly larger than the standard
6.3V Pith bud so they would be Ideal for malting
displays for night lights and similar applications.
DOORBELL PSU. This has a.c. voltage output so is
ideal for operating most doorbells. The unit fs totally
encased so perfectly safe and it plugs into a 13A
socket. Price only £1. Order Ref: le3ORI.
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van, a
tractor or any vehicle that should always be seen.
Uses a Xenon tube and has an amber colour dome.
Separate fixing base is included so unit can be put
away if desired. Price £5. Order Ref: 5P267.
MOST USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. Rated at 9V 1A,
this plugs into a 13A socket Is really nicety boxed,
£2. Order Ref: 2P733.
1.5-6V MOTOR WITH
GEARBOX. Motor is
mounted on the gearbox
which has interchange-
able gears giving a
range of speeds and
motor torques. Comes
with kit instructions for
changing gears and
calculating speeds. £7. Order Ref: 7P26.

EVEN BIGGER BARGAINS
200W WOOFER by Challenger. Sin.. 4 ohm. £16.
Order Ref: 18P9.
250W WOOFER by Challenger, this is ltlin.. £29.
Order Ref: 29P7.
365 -DAY TIME SWITCH, has two 16A channeS.
£35. Order Rei: 35P7.
FIELD TELEPHONE, ex -GPO, est needs a pair or
wares to join together. £16 each. Order Ref: 16P8.
1,000 CYCLE LAMP BULBS, 6V 0.5A. £20. Order
Ref: 20P38.
SOUND SWITCH, can be operated by clapping
hands, shouting or almost any other noise. Comes
compote with instructions, assembled and ready to
work. but needs casing. Price only £3. Order Ref:
3P46.
LIGHT ALARM, could be used to warn when a cup-
board door is opened, light shining on the unit makes
the bell ring, completely built and neatly cased. re-
quires only a battery. £3. Order Ref: 3P155.
WATER LEVEL ALARM, be it bath, sink, cellar.
sump or any other thing that could Seed, this device
will tee you when the water has risen to the preset
level, adjustable over quite a useful range. ?featly
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery
fined. £3. Order Ref: 3PI 56.
BIKE RADIO, in fact, ife,more than a radio. it's an
alarm and a spotlight. the radio is battery operated, of
course, and needs 3 AA cells, only one band but th:s
is the FM band so will receive Rio 1 and 2, comes
complete with handlebar fixing dips, price £4. Order
Ref: 4P72.
ULTRA VIOLET -VIEWING UNIT, this is a very neat
metal enclosure about the size of a 6in. cube, the
lamp and =neat gear are in the top compartment
and an open epee. with a platform below allows you
to inspect paper or other objects under the UV fight.
intended for 230V mains operation, price £12. Order
Ref: 12P35.
4 -SOCKET MAINS ADAPTOR, we would say that
this is ideal for the handyman, but no doubt many of
you wit say its also for the handl/woman, Will take
up to a lead of 13A and 4 units can be used at one
time, has a neon indicator to show the power is on,
price £4. Order Ref: 4P 102.
MODERN TELEPHONE HANDSET, ideal home or
&fee extension, £2. Order Ref: 2P94.
CASED POWER SUPPLY FOR MODELS, mains
operated. gixes variable voltage from 6V to 12V and
reversible, ideal model trains. etc.. £12. Order Ref:
2P3.
INSULATION TESTED WITH MULTUAETER, in-
ternally generates voltages which enable you to read
insulation directly In megehms, the multimeter has
four ranges, AODC volts, 3 ranges DC miliamps. 3
ranges resistance and 5 amp range, these instru-
ments are ex -British Telecom but in very goo:,
condition, tested and guaranteed OK, probably cost
at least £50 each, yours for only £7_50 with leads.
carrying case £2 extra. Order Ref: 7.5P4.
REPAIRABLE METERS, we have some of the
above testers but slightly faulty, not working on all
ranges. should be repairable, we supply diagram, £3.
Order Ref: 3P176.
SUPERIOR 12V PSU. This is special in that the out-
put is regulated 12V DC at 600mA. It is in a normal
type plastic container with prongs to go into a 13A
socket. has an indicator wife light. Price £22.50
Order Ref: 22.5P25.
SOLAR EDUCATIONAL KIT, a kit comprising
400mA solar module. sun power DC motor.
connecting lead, fan impeller and selection of
turntable discs. Supplied complete with booklet
explaining the principles and applications of solar
energy. Th:s kit is an deal educational introduction to
solar power, price £5. Order Ref: 5P 160.
EQUIPMENT COOLING BLOWER, near enough
5th. square and thick, but a realty good mover,
mains operated, price £4. Order Ref: 715L
SOLDERING IRON, super mains powered with long -
life ceramic element, heavy duty 40W for the ex-
tra special job, complete with plated wire stand and
245mm lead, £3. Order Ret: 3P22.1.
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER, 4 Nimd
batteries AA (HP7) in about 10 hours or 2 in only 4
hours, 1 in about 2 hours. It is a complete boxed unit
which you can easily carry about, price £6. Order
Ref: 6P3.
MINI BLOW HEATER, 1 kW, ideal for under desk or
airing cupboard. etc.. needs only a simple mounting
frame, price £S. Order Ref: 5P23.

TERMS
Send cash. PO, cheque or quote credit card number
- orders under £25 add £3.50 service charce.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,

Sussex RH17 SPA
Telephone: 01444 881965
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Transform your PC.... Into an
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and multimeter...
The ADC -200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer
performance only previously available on the most expensive
'benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instruments into
one unit, the ADC -200 is both flexible and cost effective.

Connection to a PC gives the ADC -200 the edge over traditional

14-

1J -Ti
)1

rg 1

t I I

oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save waveforms is just one example.
Units are supplied with PicoScope for Windows which is powerful, yet
simple to use, with comprehensive on line help.

Applications
 Video
V Automotive
 Electronics design
 Production line tests
V Fault finding
 Education

All units are supplied with
software, cables and power
supply. Prices exclude VAT.

A sco

Features
Ni A fraction of the cost of comparable benchtop

oscilloscopes
 Up to 100 MS/s sampling
V Advanced tigger modes- capture

one off events.
 Up to 50 MHz spectrum analyser
V Large buffer memory

ADC -200//00 £499
747,e-200/50 £399
ref De -200/20 £299

e at our tin  erti 
Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have become smaller
and smaller. The latest development in this field has just arrived: a digital storage oscilloscope in
handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a pencil and about as thick as your thumb. Despite its smal

size, its performance can match that of a service oscilloscope.

11=1
wia-11

-as -

VP" Immull

Annlicntions
 On -the -spot measurements
 Hobby electronics
 Measurements in amplifiers
 Production line tests

V Can use PC display
V Sample rates from

5Ons to lms
to 20 MS/s

- --- -

Prices exclude VAT

Call for a FREP: soft w are demonstration diSk or visit our web site

E-mail: post@plcotech.co.uk Web: www.picotech.co

1014V



GENT
EE205 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST

Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.ukELECTRONICS LTD All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p. £6.99 next day

MAIL ORDER ONLY  CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT

CIO

MEM

...... M. 1.11 OM MIr EPE MICROCONTROLLER1 PIC PIPE DESCALER
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER!

 .SIMPLE
TO BUILD  SWEPT

I The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly '  HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY
I stable Et sensitive - with I.C. control I  AUDIO b VISUAL MONITORING
I of all timing functions and advanced I An affordable circuit which sweeps

I the incoming water supply with
variable frequency electromagnetic

' signals. May reduce scale formation,
I dissolve existing scale and improve

lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, PC.B, coupling

I coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

I pulse separation techniques.
 New circuit design 1994
 High stability

drift cancelling
 Easy to build

& use
 No ground

effect, works
in seawater

 Detects gold, I
silver, ferrous El
non-ferrous
metals

 Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

 Full kit with headphones & all
hardware

LKIT 847 ------£63.95

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned transformer.
Sweeping frequency output is designed to
give maximum output without arty special
setting up.

KIT 842 £22.56

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE
Our very popular project - with probe
components and diecast box. Picks up
vibrations amplifies, and drives headphones.
Sounds from engines, watches, and speech
through walls can be heard clearly. Useful for
mechanics, instrument engineers and nosey
parkersl A very useful piece of kit

KIT 865 £29.95

DC Motor/Gearboxes
Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor/Gearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1-5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds.

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

Stepping Motors

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99 ; 0)
MD200...200 step...£12.99
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

KIT 868 £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99

MICRO PEsT
SCARER
Our latest design -The ultimate
scarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/
pests away from newly sown areas.
play areas, etc. Uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts.

 RANDOM PULSES
 HIGH POWER
 DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99
KIT 867 £19.99
KIT- SLAVE UNIT
WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.
KIT 856 £28.00

£32.50

* TENS UNIT *
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue. 4

Set of
spare

electrodes
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this \ £6.50
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

1000V Et 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual -
scale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components. '

KIT 848 £32.95

hmt a a a a
1 SPACEWRITER
I  Art innovatve and exciting \I%
I project. Wave the wand through glek

the air and your message appears.
Programmable to hold any message

I up to 16 digits long. Conies pre -loaded 4t
 with "MERRY XMAS^. Kit includes
I Fail. all components Er tube pits

instructions for message loading.

- -

I

I KIT 849 £16.991I. M. MB ME ME ME OM M. UM ME ME M. ME ME ME

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe taw ccst eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply
(400mA). used extensively for mobile work - up-
dating equipawit in the field etc. Aisq, in educa-
tions! situations where mains supplies are not al-
lo.vect Safety interlock prevens contact with UV

KIT 790 £28.51

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a 'full bridge audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and head-
phonettape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give a stable, high peformance
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 £24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built b Tested ....E39.99

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
P.I. METAL DETECTOR
MKI
Magenta's highly
developed Et
acclaimed design
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil driv
D.C. coupled
amplification.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,
case
search coil.

e.

 KIT INC.
HEADPHONES

 EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

 POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE

 DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.

 190mm SEARCH COIL
 NO 'GROUND EFFECT'
KIT 815 £45.95

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A.
Based on our Mk1 design
and preserving all the
features, but now with
switching pre -regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment. Kit No. 845 £64.95

EPE
PROJECT

PiCs
NOW £5.90

Programmed PICs for
all' EPE Projects

Now one price

£5.90 each
('some projects are

copyright)

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly sown areas, fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios
etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
 KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB b CASE
 EFFICIENT 100V

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT  UP TO 4 METRES
 COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE RANGE

TO HUMANS  LOW CURRENT DRAIN
KIT 812 £14.81

O
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
INCREDIBLE LOW Kit 857 £12.99

PRICE!
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP Power Supply £3.99
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS

EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16F84 £4.84

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article, Magenta
have made a proper PCB and kit for this project. PCB has
'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and test L.E.D.s.
There are also extra connection points, for access to all A and
B port pins.

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM

Kit 860 £19.99
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB, Power Supply £3.99
INSTRUCTIONS AND
24 -CHARACTER 2 -LINE

LCD DISPLAY

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB,
industry standard 2 -LINE x 16 -character display, data, all
components, and software to include in your own programs.
Ideal develpment base for meters, terminals, calculators,
counters, timers - Just waiting for your application!

* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display *

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4 -CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER

 WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

 ZERO VOLT SWITCHING -
10 CHASE PATTERNS

I) OPTO ISOLATED
8 4 X 3 KEYPAD CONTROL
 SPEED CONTROL POT.
 HARD FIRED TRIACS
o 4 CHANNELS @5 AMPS

Now features full 4 -channel
chaser software on DISK
and pre-programmed
PIC16F84 chip. Easily
re -programmed for your
own applications. Software
source code is fully
'commented' so that it car
he followed easily.

Kit 855 £39.95 LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

PhizzyB ALL PARTS FOR SERIES INCLUDING
PCBs, PROGRAMMED CHIP, CD-ROM
AND DISPLAYS

MAIN BOARD - FULL KIT ... £131.95 BUILT ... £149.95
10 PORT KIT £16.99 BUILT £24.99
L.C.D. £12.49 POWER SUPPLY £3.99
8 -BIT SWITCH LATCH £7.95 INT. MODULE £10.45

68000 DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING KIT

8 MHz 68000 16 -BIT BUS
MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
2 SERIAL PORTS, PIT,
AND 1,0 PORTS

KIT 621
V £99.95

Y.-

PSU £6.99
SERIAL LEAD £3.99

Mini -Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach -In 7
As featured in EPE and now
published as Teach -In 7. All
parts
are supplied by Magenta.
Teach -In 7 is £3.95 from us or
EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.95 -
Power supply extra - £22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95
Built Micro Lab - £189.95

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932

EPE PIC Tutorial
At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands -On Series
3 -Part Series - Starting March '98
o Learn Programming from scratch

o Uses Re -Programmable PIC16F84 Chip

o Start by lighting an I.e.d. and work up through
over 30 tutorials to Sound Generation, Data
Display, and a Security System

o PIC TUTOR Board has Input Switches, Output
I.e.d.s, and on board programmer

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with
Component Layout and all components* (-nal ZIF
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a
disk with Test and Demonstration routines.

KIT 870 £27.95, Built Et Tested £42.95
Optional: Power Supply - £3.99, ZIF Socket - £9.99
LCD Display - With Software and Connection details £7.99

LED Display - Including Software £6.99

PIC TOOLKIT
 PROGRAMS PIC16C84 and 16F84
 ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE
Full kit includes PIC16F84 chip, top quality p.c.b. printed with com-
ponent layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software*
*Needs QBASIC or QUICKBASIC

KIT 871 . .. £13.99. Built and tested £21.99

-12r ---w-- -4MMIIPOIr -41.1111IPP -.119w

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
o READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
8 WINDOWS' SOFTWARE
o PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
o USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
o USES STANDARD MICROCHIP e HEX FILES
© OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
o PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

o SEND FOR DETAILED Kit 862 £29.99
INFORMATION -A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN

Power Supply £3.99

UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE. DISASSEMBLER
SOFTWARE £11.75

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER
INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16F84 WITH Kit 863 £18.99
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4 -phase unipolaymotor - up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and a_at.ep motor. Chip is
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re -program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

FATINT-9
All pricesinclude VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day £6.99

E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
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Ft IRONIC COMPONENTS

Station Read, Cellerseats,
Tyne & Wear, P1130 4PQ

40- r r
All Major Credit Cards Accepted grog sow

Prices Exclude Vat 017549r. Add £1.25 carriage
& Vat to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders
payable to ESR Electronic Components.

DIL Sockets mod, D Type Consorters

-r
Stamped Phi

Fin OIL Or
a Pin 01107
14 Pin OIL 07
16 Fin DIL
18 Pin 01103'
20 Pin DIL
24 Pin DIL 0.6
28 Pin P11. 0.6' E0.13
40 Fin OW £0.19

1
14
nt 0.7 £0.11

Pin 1311. 07 £0.20
16 PM 011. 07 113.23
18 Fin DIL o.r E025
20 Pin DR. 0.7 £0.28
24 Pin DX 0.6' £035
28 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.41
40 Pin OIL 0.6' £0.64
0.1. Pin Reader State
1136 Way Straight £0.38
2 x 36

Way
S9t0r'a ight £005

2 x 36 Way 90' £0.80
Available in 2,34,5 & 10
way. Also female PCII
sockets & jumper links.
20 Way Socket Strip£13.48
Transistor Sockets
T018-4 Base Socket £024
T05 Bose Socket £024
IDC Cable Sockets

10 Way Socket
14 Way Socket
16 Way Socket
20 Way Socket
26 Way Socket
34 Way Socket
41 Way Socket
:" .7..cket

PCB Box
Headers

10 Way Straight

16
11 Way

StraStraightWay
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Wcry Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90'
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90'
34 Way 90'
40 Way 90'
50 Way 90'
PH

Header,

10 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90'
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90'
34 Way 90'
40 Way 90'

Wcy
DIL Headers

'Lay OIL
16 Way DIL
24 Way OIL
40 Way Oil

f0.
£0.0066
£0.11
£0.11
£0.12
£0.12
£0.13

£0.25
£0.35
£0.37
£0.37
£0.38
£0.39

g55.80

0327
£036
£0.36
£0.32
£057
£037

.63£0
£0.96
£0.33
£0.42
£0.53
C0.70
£0.83.81

£0
03.95

£0.50
£0.0
£0.778
£0.81

££11£1.29
0/58
£0.78
£0 82
£1 06
£1.14
£1.26
£1.74

£0.54
£0.59
£0.90
£1.02

TransistIon Headers
in Way Tronsistion £0.49
14 Way Transistion £0.47
16 Way Timnixtion £0.47
20 Way Tramistion £054
26 Way Tramistion £0.62
34 Way Tronsistion £0.67
40 Way Transistian £0.90
50 Way Trarisislion £1.02

Solder Bucket
9 Way Male Km £0.26
9 Way Female Socket £0.27
15 Way Male Plug (036
15 Way Female Socket £0.39
15 Way H.D. Plu £0.47
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.78
23 Way Male Plcm £0.49
23 Way Female ,...riret £0.49
25 Way Male Plus 0336
25 Wicuaurnale Skt £0.39
IDC

Plug .08
9 Way Female Socket £1.08
25 Way Mole Plum £1.18
25 Way Female Socket£1.13
Right Angled PCB

9 Way Mole Plug 0337
9 Way Female Socket £035
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.77
25 Way Male PI im £053
25 W Female Socket 03.51

ers
9 Way Cover - Grey £0.30
9 Way Cover- Block £0.30
15 Way Cover - Grey £0.33
23 Way Cover - Grey £036
23 Way Cover - Wool( £0.36
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.34
25 Way Cover - Blade £0.37
9 to 9 Cover / Case £0.96
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0.84
9 to 25 Cover Case £0.96
Audi. Camden

2_5mm Jock _rug £0.21
25mm Line Socket £0.16
25mm Chassis Socket £0.20
35rnm Mono Plug £0.24

1mm Mono Line Skt £0.30
_5mm Mono Chassis £0.14
31nm Stereo Plug £0.36

3.5mm Stereo Line Ski £0.37
35mm Stereo Chassis£0.34
Si' Mono Plug £0.34
h' Mono Line Socket £0.35
14' Mono Chassis Sk £0.35

Stereo Plug £0.40
W Stereo line Socket £0.38
Si' Stereo Chassis Skt £0.40

INtennesamikon Plug ._81

2 Fin Line Plug £0.19
2 Pin Chassis Socket £0.15
3 Pin Line Plua £0.27
3 Pin Chassis Socket £028
4 Pin Line Plug £0.24
4 Pin Chassis Socket £026
5 Pin Line Plug 180' £0.30
5 Pin ChassisSkt 180' £0.33
5 Pin une MCI 240' £024
5 Pin °meals Skt 240' £0.32
5 Pin Line Plug 360' £0.24
5 Pin Chassis Skt 360' £0.32
6 Pin Line Plug £0.34
6 Pin Chassis et £0.35
7 Pin Line Plug £0.35
7 Pin Chassis Socket £0.37
8 Pin Line Plug £0.44
Eli in Chassis v.-irket £036
Metre Series

41IP'

RF Connectors

BNC Plug 500 Solder £0.99
BNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.68
BNC Plug 750 Solder £0.95
8NC Plug 750 Crimp £0.68
BNC Chassis Socket 0/.81
F Plug - Twist 03.24
F Plug £0.26
TNC Plug Solder CI _24
114C Plug Crimp cols
Thic Plug 750 Solder £1.40
TNC Plug 75a Crimp £1.16
UHF Plug 5mm Cable £0.43
UHF Plug Ilmm Cable0).75
UHF Chassis Skt- Sqr £0.50
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
Extensive range of RF con-
nectors in &Ws, inc.FME.
SMA. Mini UHF '& N Type.

Terminals __-----1-

Colours Red. Block, Green,
Blue. White or Yellow
2mm Solder Plugs WI 8
2mm Chassis Sockets £026
4mm Solder Plugs £0.35
4mm Stackable P' lugs £0.40
4mm Chassis Sockets £022
4mm Binding Pasts £0.54
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13
Power
DC LewC17:1=4.

DC Plug 0.71D 2.350D £0.47
DC Plug 13113 3.40D £0.32
DC Plug 1.710 4.00D £0.47
DC Plug 1:7113 4.75013 £0_47
DC Plug 2.IID 5.(1913 £025
DC Plug 2.510 5.0013 £0.24
DC Plug 3.1ID 6.3013 £0.46
PC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.57
DC Line Socket 25mm £036
DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.40
DC Skt 25mm £0.41
illiC alles 6A 250Var

3 Pin IEC ane Sodcet £1.08
3 Pin IEC Line rug £1.78
3 PM is Sex -*et £035
3 Pin ns Plug £0.72 Way

8 Pin line Plug P551 £4.08
8 Pi Ch Skt P5s2 £1_39

112,4klent

n assis

Push Switches

-F7,
0.10'

Mildahrre Reared
250mA 125V 28 x lOmm
7mm 0 Mounting, Hole
Non Latching Posit to Make
Black PTM £0.23
Red PTM £023
Yellow PTM £0.
Green PTM £02.3
Blue PTM £0.23
White PTM al.23
Non Latching Push to Break
Block FR £024
Standard Square_

IA 250V ( lit
x 15f.ffri

12mm 0 Moudfiii Hole
Non latching Pushto Make
Black PTM £0.60
Red PIM £0.60
Blue PTM £0.60
White PTM £0.60
Latching -push On push Off
Black £0.65
Red £0.65
Blue £0.65wroe £0.65
Rocker Switches
Miniature
EA Scmer Togs
SPST 21 x 14 x 16mm £0.69
D POT 21 x 24 x 22mm £0.96
SPST - Red Neon £1.02
PST - Green Neon £1.02
SPST - Amber Neon £1.02
Standard
15A 250V Push on Togs
SPST 313 x 11 x 22mm £058
DPDT 30 25 x 22rnm £1.12
Illundnaled
15A 250V Push on Togs
SPST 30x14mm Red £0_84
D 30x2 mm Red £1-40
DPST 30.2.5mm Arnber£1.40
DPST 30/25mm Green£1.40

P&III/Cuntiim
lA 24Vdc DPDT 5V £1.38
IA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £2.00
3A 110V SPOT £0
3A 110V SPOT 12V £0.
5A 110V SPOT 6V £0.72
SA 110V SPOT 12V £0.72
SA 110V DPOT 6V £0.93
5A 110y DPDT 17V £0.93
SA 240V DPDT 6V £1.76
5A 240V DPDT 12V £1.76
10A 240V SPOT 6V £1.25
113A 2401/ SPOT 12% £1.44
Iasi 240V SPOT 24V £1.44
Ceaarstse Accessories
Adaptors

. _

Boxes A. Cases Equipment Wire
Marry snore sizes_ _a_vai lable Colours Black, Brawn. Red.

Orange, Yellow. Green

...1 Per i0Om ReelSofid
Blue Purple.

1/0.6mmGrey
& White

£2.72
.., Stranded 7/0.2mm £2.53

- "-General Purpele ---. Plastic LftsClete Electronics
7S x 56 x 25mm £0.0875 x 51 it 22mm P.,....99 3mm Red Led

'-'-',,,, 3mm Green Led £0.09
x:r6 Ix 422e__Imm: £,,E11.169. £0.10x ''' I 4'"'"" £1 3mm Orange Led c8£0:8810

118 1 98 x 45rrini 7.-L.Va 5mm Green Led mos
150 x 100 x iSOmm £2.77 sieze yek,,,,, Led £0.08
15°....x 91115°mm £2,me -72 5mm oro,No Led £0.1050-= .317,7

,..imu
r., , 5mm Red Flashing £0.44
"'' 5mm Green Flashing £0.50

11°1212 X 65°2 X 255m3Irmrim 1:2£3:91355 5m5mmin 8i-eiCiojanurteding £09:131120 x 65 x 40mm £4.05 5eue yri,cele Led £0,28

1125°1 X it.E1° X 65°mIarn_.m £5E5.46ri 07,511.111111.1"'ItedC46111godaYse£0.78TiA° riNi" millmillagal 031' Red C.Anode £078
"" 1 7° x 37ffint M31:4 0.3' Red C.Cathode £0.78
1°2 x 182137mm CT*" 0.3' Red CAnode £0.78102 x 7 x 37mm £1.81 infraRod Devisesx63 x 50mm £1,98 3me, 18 Emitter £039

£,...1-3406 5rnm IR Emitter76 x 51 x 25mm £039
117528 X 112°27 X 63m5Cimmrn

£1...62 5mm3mm phPholop.-Trnmsarilstio°f £0°2.2646203 x 152 x 76mm £4.84 photo Diode e £0.75
..1°2.,., x i1L2 x 4,,_63mm C2(..., 4715 4N25 Opto-Coupler £0.36,..N.31[ iv& X u.aitt111 ......or 4N26 0,4..03,...,1... E036
152 ' 102 ' 76''rn C3-23 41432

Onto -Coupler £0.45
Steel Aluminium 6N1354Upto-Coupler £130Plastic coated.fillesi topx, mow 00,ceepier

f0.85Aluminiumbase 6N137 Opto-Coupler £0.90283152 ;12714 ; 4451innimm £4.19£5.04

229114 X 6.3122A67m3mrnm v...R....mrt°
cCNYNY127--2 °6-CCOrruppirer 09.38.

=ft 121: - CNY17-3 0 -Coupler £0.47

Price per 300mm ilft)
IS -74 Ogle-Cc:water
ISD-74 Ws -Coupler £0.96

10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11 IS t14-14_cpto-Coutaler
16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17 MO C3020 °pia- nac£0.68
20 Way Grey Ribbon £0.24 MOC3041 Opto-Tria .1,81..969
26 Way Grey Ribbon £0.28 ORP12 LDR
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 Solar Cells
40 Way Grey Ribbon £0.48 0.45V Screw Terminals
50 Way Grey Ribbon £0.53 100mA 26 x 46mm £0.85
60 Way grey Ribbon £0 64 20OrriA 35 a 56mm £1.19

Per 513g11.1.d2oz}"Reellf"
Wire 800,64,400mA 4665 ; 85.75maarn £c2..8706

500a reels available 1000nsA 76 x 95mm £332
14 SWG Enamelleda £0.97E wsri,,, c.,
18 SWG Enamelled £0.97 32768KHz
20 SING Enamelled £0.97 140,49yu cm.
22 SWG Enamelled £1.01 1_8432ATiz
24 SWG Enamelled £1.12 2.0mH2
26 SING Enamelled £1.14 2.457 Hz28 SWG Enamelled £122 3 .sy rj-Lz
30 SWG Enamelled £1.24 3329 5mHz
32 SWG Enamelled £1.25 3,6864mHz
34 SWG Enamelled £1.27 ,LomHz

- &OM1-12
Ttt 6.144MHz

9M Gender Changer £2.18 '1.1%G Tinned ...., e., 7.3728Mz
xm.' .0MHz9f Gender Changer £2.29 16 SWG Tinned £0.97 &867738MHz25M Gender Changer £2.60 18 SWG Tinned 0297 10.0MHz25F Gender Ch er 0.80 20 SWG Tinned £1.0 II owl,

Sob-tAlnleivre 9 Mole - 25 Female £1.90 22 SWG Tinned ELO 11 0592MHz
3A I 25V lA 250V 9 Female - 25 Mole £1.90 24 SWG Tinned £1 .03 12:0mHz
5mm 9 Mounting Hale 9M -6 Mini Din Male £2A0 26 SWG Tinned

36 SING Enamelled £1.29 4394304mHz
4838 sviSW2

Enamelled
£9..8455 44,,94,Th152mHlamitu

./191, Tinned Co Wire
Per 50g Poz) eel

reds available

SPST 5 x lOmm co 58 &Mini Din Female MAO 24 SING 'finned
£1.03 14 7456MHz

SPOT 5 x lOrnm Ko 60 5M Din 6F Mini Din £2.08
£1.03 16:0MHz

SPOT C/Off 5 x lOmm £0.81 5F Din - 6M Mini Din £2.08 20.0MHz
DPDT 9.2 x lOmm £0.66 1rM.5"rsiniTester/ Palch7
,sA 125V 250V Check Tester 18 LEDs £6.32

Enhanced + Switches £15.256.2mm Mounting Holt°
SPST 8 x 13mm 250 Jumper Box M -F £2.90

SPOT doff 8 x 13mm £0.60 0.e.,,,Ant'Stac..tic W611 S"P "76
SPOT do Biased 2 way£0 97 Surge Protector £5.43

Mains Surge Protector£11,99SPOT do Biased 1 wayEI-04
DPDT 12 x 13mm £0.72 4 Calm Surge pock £1530
DPDT doff 12 x 13mm £080 mil' A "bias
DPOT c/o Biased 2 way£1.28
DPDT c/o Biased 1 wcry£1.28
Standard
10A 250V Push on terminals
12mm 0 Mounting Hole
SPST 18 x 30mm £128
SPOT 18 x 3Ornm £1.31
SPOT c/off 18 x 30mm £1.43
DPDT 21 x 30rnm £165
DPDT doff 21 x 30rnm £1..68
Slide Switches

SPOT 8 x 13mm E040 250 Pat Box M -F £7.32

Black Line Prug £0.20 Mistake*
Red Line Plug £0.20

Yellow Line Plug 0120 304nA 125VWhite Line Plug 0220 7 x 15inm Mounting Hole
Red Line Sacker £0.20
Black line Socket £0.20
Yellow Line Socket £0.20
White line Socket £0.20
Red Chassis Socket £0.20
Black Chassis Socket £0.20
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.66
Gold Plated Plug Slack£13.66
XIA Series  metal

3 Pin Line Vag £1.46

3 Pin Chassis Plan asp Maknrisefore Break 22mm 0 8NC-1-Piece PFF E2-40
3 Pin Line Sodost £1.71

81413NE co.CouplerorrhF

£12£1.6355
3 Pin Chassis Socket £1.49 9-8nun 0 Mounting Hornle
Neutrik Line Plug £1,68 1 Pate 12 Way

£0:84 BNC RaitheiCrirnper£17.44Neutrik Line Soar et £1.99 2 Pole 6 Way E0_84 500 BNC Terminator £1.24Neutrik Chassis Plug £2.13 3 Pole Way E0.84 Thinner Cable per m £0.39Neuhik Chassis Societ £2 T2 4 Pole 3

111413L7aiirocii23mm 03.20

lA 125V
5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole
DPOT 12 x 35mm 10.25
DPDT do 12 x 35mm £0.27
Rotary Switches

150 250V

13rn Printer Le £3.40
5m Printer lead £938
10m Printer lead £8.75
Serial Printer 25M -9F £4.50
Serigl Primn=25= £4.45
9 Female - 9 Female £3.16
25 Female- 25 Female £4.463
9 Female - 25 Female me
9_ 9&25F'4to
Modem Leads

£552

25Male to 9Fernole £4.08
25Male to 25Female £4.75
PC Link Leads
Irprieirs k 25M to 251.4 £4.38

Load
25Male to 25Male £4303.422 la £2.60
In

HFloppyard Disk leIDE
A/B (3£1_65.00

N
Power 314-2 x 314 £1 .88
Power 58-2 x 511 £1.50
Power 514-2 x 314 £2.24
Power 5 54,58 2824

NC T Piece MF £1.71

£0.42

£1.49
£1.49
£1.24
£0.96
£0.81
£0.81
£0.81
£0.810811

f01£0..81

£0.81#
£0.51

03.81
£0.81
£0.66
£0.81

£0.83
£0.90

EVERDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS PROJECTSl
Discounted Component kits Now Availae

FLO deta:Is on our Web site
http://www.esr.co.uk

Pulsed Poise Sounder
High output peizo sounder with flying leads,
driver & pulsed circuit.
340Vdc.,18mA,
85dB (Min 9Vdc), 42mm0. fi

£0.85 044
£0.70 (25+) ...._,-......

buift in

(0)....
....

Normal Price_£1:60- to
DM830 Digital Muitimater
A sturdy well designed 3,, Digit LCD
hobby or professional use. Covering
18 ranges including 10Adc Current - DC
DC Current, Resistance, Diode Test and

Fee:dseraisoprerogingutins5trugio6dns.cer
complete

ideal for
fivefunctions with

Volts AC Volts,
a simple function

battery, test

I
_.

0148 3o lbrk4°
141111110.1\1:e,

AC Volts
0-200-750V
DC Vohs

(A.._
0-201111mV-2-20-200-1000V
DC Current
0-2000A-2-20-200mA-10A
Resistance
0 -2000 -2 -20 -200k0 -2M0
Diode Test
Di-nenvons 126 x 70 x 24mm

PCB Material & Equipment and Soldering
FREE Fully _ :  , ..,t catalogue, send Al SAE ;err, :

Telt 0191 2514363 Fax: 0191 2522296 BMA sales@esr.co.uk //www.esr.co.uk
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FUDGE
The mains supply in the UK. as everyone now knows (don't they?), is 230V a.c., changed

some years ago to fall into line with the rest of Europe. Why? Who }mows! However, if you
measure it you will find that it is actually 240V plus or minus a few per cent, carefully con-
trolled by the generating companies.

Most of the time it does not worry us editorially, we quote 230V because someone in
authority somewhere says that is the standard; we know it's actually 240V but when you are
part of Europe you get to a point where you let these things wash over you. This month,
however, we have had to make it clear that 230V and 240V are actually the same thing!

In Alan Winstanley's excellent Pipelines To Pylons feature, Alan explains how the mains
is derived and how we get to 240V (oops, sorry, 230V) from the 400kV that is originally
transmitted. Of course, if we call the mains voltage 230V none of the explanations in Alan's
article make any sense. So, please forgive us Mr. EU, we have had to tell the truth this month
and let readers know that 230V is just a fudge - what we in the UK actually get is a very
good, highly reliable. 240V a.c. 50Hz mains supply. But, of course, in future we will do as
we are told and call it 230V, unless of course at some other time in the future we have to tell
the truth to make the maths work.

Perhaps someone somewhere can give us a reason why we need to standardise with the
rest of Europe and call 240V 230V. It's not as if we have actually changed anything except
what we call it. We still exchange power with France across the English Channel and appli-
ances still work happily in any country in Europe. And, as Alan said to us in an E-mail
"either value is still enough to give you a frizzy hairdo" (or much worse).

DANGER
On a more serious note, Alan's article covers all the points readers have been querying

over the past months about earthing of the supply, etc. Although I know the basics of sup-
ply from my training back in the distant past. the article has clarified a number of points for
me and made me realise how complex power generation now is.

It also underlines some of the dangers, particularly of high voltage installations and I must
admit that I did not realise how far power could jump at these voltages. Such installations
are fenced off for good reason - the message is to stay well away. Don't ever think that you
will be safe simply because you won't touch anything; at the high voltages concerned you
don't need to touch anything to be killed.
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Starter Project

LOOP AERIAL
SW RECEIVER
ROBERT PENFOLD
You don't have to surf -the -net to
capture the world Just build this
/ow -budget receiver and be amazed/

E have been electronic projects
for just about everything imaginable
published in recent years, but a

simple shortwave (SW) receiver is still one
of the most interesting electronic devices
that you can build.

Commercial shortwave sets are now
highly sophisticated pieces of electronics.
and it is probably not feasible for the home
constructor to compete with these.
However, at the other end of the scale it is
possible to produce simple and inexpensive
receivers that are fun to build and will pick
up numerous stations from around the
world.

IN RANGE
The design featured here is intended for

broadcast band reception at frequencies
from about 4.5MHz to 14MHz. This pro-
vides coverage of the popular 49, 41, 31,
25, and 22 metre bands. it does not require
an elaborate aerial or an earth connection.
and the aerial is a form of loop antenna.

The term "loop" is perhaps not entirely
appropriate in this case, because the aerial
is actually about 2.5m of 300 ohm imped-
ance ribbon feeder. This form of loop
antenna has the advantage of being easy to
accommodate, and it seems to provide
quite strong output signals.

The loop is. in fact, about two or three
metres on one dimension and only about
lOmm on the other, rather than a circle of
around two metres in diameter, but this
does not seem to have a drastic effect on
performance. The output of the set is ade-
quate to drive either a crystal earphone or a
pair of medium impedance headphones.

This is a very simple design using just
three transistors. There are no unusual coils
to wind or buy berailus the loop aerial also
acts as the tuning coil. so it is very easy to
build.

TUNED CIRCUIT
The block diagram of Fig.1 shows the

simple arrangement used in this SW
Receiver. Conventionally, the aerial is a
long piece of wire which has one end con-
nected to the receiver and the other end left
unconnected. The aerial provides signals
over a wide range of frequencies and a filter
must remove all except those sienals that

are close to the required reception
frequency.

A sophisticated receiver has complex
circuits to provide this filtering. but a sim-
ple receiver such as the one featured here
has to rely on one simple filter. This is
invariably a parallel tuned circuit. which is
merely a capacitor connected in parallel
with an inductor.

This very simple form of receiver has
two main shortcomings, which are a lack of
sensitivity and inadequate selectivity. A
receiver's selectivity is its ability (or lack of
it) to pick clin just one transmission from
several stations on similar frequencies.
Without some help a single tuned circuit
does not provide adequate selectivity.

POSITIVE FEEDBACK
This help is in the form of positive feed-

back from the output of the amplifier to the
tuned circuit at the input. As one would

Fig. 1. Block diagram for the simple Loop Aerial SW Receiver.

At a certain frequency. called the "reso-
nant frequency". this type of circuit has
infinite impedance. Away from the resonant
frequency the impedance falls away rapid-
ly to a low level. In effect, signals at or
close to the resonant frequency are allowed
to pass through to the subsequent stage
while signals at other frequencies are short-
circuited to earth.

In this design the aerial and the inductor
in the tuned circuit are one and the same.
The aerial is a large single -turn inductor,
and the size of the aerial determines its
inductance. The capacitor in the tuned cir-
cuit is a variable type, and this permits the
reception frequency to be varied over a
wide frequency range. The aerial only
operates efficiently at its resonant frequen-
cy and at nearby frequencies, and this gives
much the same result as using a separate
long-wire aerial and tuned circuit.

The output from the aerial feeds a two -
stage amplifier that has a buffer stage to
provide a high input impedance. This is
essential, as loading on the tuned circuit
would otherwise reduce its efficiency to the
point where it would not give adequate
bandpass filtering. The second stage of the
amplifier provides a substantial amount of
voltage amplification.

expect. this recycling of some of the signal
provides an effective boost in gain, and
improved sensitivity.

Less obviously, it also provides'a great
improvement in selectivity. This is due to
the fact that there is more feedback at the
centre of the passband than there is away
from resonance where the receiver operates
less efficiently. This feedback, or "regen-
eration" as it is normally called in this con-
text, therefore provides a much higher
boost in sensitivity at the centre of the pass -
band, narrowing the passband in the
process.

There is a definite limit to the amount of
feedback that can be used, and exceeding
this limit results in the circuit breaking into
oscillation. Optimum results are obtained
with the regeneration control set just below
the point at which oscillation occurs.

The output from the amplifier is fed to a
conventional a.m. demodulator that recov-
ers the audio signal from the received r.f.
(radio frequency) carrier wave. Even on
strong signals the output level from the
demodulator will be quite low, and an
audio amplifier is therefore used to boost
this signal to a more usable level. Good
volume is obtained from a crystal earphone
or medium impedance headphones.
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TUNING

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The complete circuit diagram for the

Loop Aerial SW Receiver is shown in
Fig.2. LI is the loop aerial itself, and VC1
is the tuning capacitor. TR I is a junction
gate field effect transistor (j.f.e.t.) which is
used here in the common source mode.
Unlike an ordinary bipolar transistor, a
j.f.e.t. requires a reverse bias in order to
provide linear amplification.

Resistor R2 results in the source(s) of
TR1 being taken to about 0.5 volts or so
positive, while aerial coil LI biases the gate
(g) input to the OV rail and provides the
small reverse bias. Bypass capacitor C2
removes the negative feedback that would
otherwise be introduced by R2.

Transistor TR1 provides a certain
amount of voltage gain, but its main pur-
pose is to provide a high load impedance
for the tuned circuit. A high input imped-
ance is a natural characteristic of a j.f.e.t.
and other field effect devices.

GAIN
Most of the voltage gain is provided by

pnp transistor TR2, which operates as a
simple common emitter amplifier.
Regeneration control VR I enables a con-
trolled amount of feedback to be provided
over the entire amplifier via capacitor Cx.
The value of Cx is extremely low, and it is
not actually a "proper" capacitor. It is
simply two short pieces of insulated wire
twisted together.

REGEN. VOL.
OFF

14)

Capacitor C3 couples the output of TR2
to a conventional diode demodulator,
which has DI and C4 to respectively pro-
vide the rectification and the smoothing.
The amplitude of the carrier wave is pro-
portional to the audio signal voltage.

On the face of it, simply using some low-
pass filtering will give an output signal that
is equal to the average signal level, and
therefore provides the required audio out-
put signal. In practice this would not
happen because the carrier wave is an a.c.
signal, and the positive half cycles balance
the negative half cycles to give an average
output voltage of zero. Removing one set
of half cycles eliminates this balancing, and
gives the required demodulation.

Potentiometer VR2 is the "load resistor"
for the demodulator and is also the volume
control. From here the signal is coupled,
via C5. to a common emitter amplifier
based on transistor TR3. The output power
available from TR3 is not very great. but it

It
will also drive medium impedance head-
phones if the phones are connected in
series. Other types of headphone and ear-
phone are unlikely to provide acceptable
results.

The current consumption of the circuit is
around I InA or so. A good quality PP3
size battery is adequate to power the set.
but if it is likely to receive a great deal of
use it would be more economic to use six
AA -size cells in a holder.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1
R2
R3
R4

1k
560Q
470k
5k6

R5 .1M
R6 2k2

All 0.25W 5% carbon film

See

TALK
Page

Potentiometers
VR1 1k rotary carbon, lin
VR2 4k7 rotary carbon, log

Capacitors
Ci C3
C2, C4
C5
C6. C7

VCI

Cx

in Mylar (2 off)
10n ceramic (2 off)
in radial elect. 50V
100p radial elect. 10V

(2 off)
365p variable

(see Shoptalk)
twisted lead, see text

Semiconductors
DI 0A91 germanium

signal diode
TR1 BF244A n -channel j.f.e.t.
TR2 8C559 pnp silicon

transistor
TR3 BC549 npn silicon

transistor

Miscellaneous
S1 s.p.s.t. min toggle switch
B1 9V (PP3) battery,

see text
SK1, SK2 2mm or 4mm socket

(2 off)
SK3 3.5mm jack socket

(see text)
PL1, PL2 2mm or 4mm plug, to

match sockets SK1,
SK2 (2 off)

Lt 300 ohm ribbon feeder
(approx 2.5m) for aerial
loop (see text)

Metal instrument case, see text; 0.1 inch
pitch stripboard, size 31 holes x 20 copper
strips; control knob (3 off); crystal ear-
phone or headphones (see text); battery
connector; wire; solder pins; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only El 1

excl. bait. & variable cap

[AERIAL I

SEE TEXT
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Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Loop Aerial SW Receiver. The loop aerial is a single -loop- of about 2.5m of 300 ohm
feeder cable and full details can be found in Fig.3
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CONSTRUCTION
This simple receiver circuit is built up on

stripboard and the component layout and
wiring, together with the underside view
showing breaks in the copper tracks, are
shown in Fig. -1. The board measures 31
holes by 20 copper strips. but it is not sold
in this size.

Commence construction by cutting a
larger piece of board to size using a hack-
saw. cutting along the rows of holes. This
produces some rough edges but they are
easily filed to a neat finish.

Next the two 3mm diameter mounting
holes are drilled in the board and the three
breaks in the copper strips are made. A spe-
cial tool for cutting copper strips is avail-
able. but a handheld twist drill of about
5mm in diameter does the job quite well.
Whatever tool you use, make sure that the
strips are broken across their full width.

The board is now ready for the compo-
nents to be fitted. Fit the resistors and
capacitors first, making sure that the three
electrolytic capacitors have the correct

orientation. Use single -sided solder pins at
the points where connections to the sockets.
controls, and battery clip will be made.

Finally, fit the semiconductors, making
sure they have the correct orientation.
Diode Dl is a germanium device. which is
more easily damaged by heat than the usual
silicon devices such as TR1 to TR3. It
should not be necessary to use a heatshunt
when connecting this component, but make
sure that the soldered joints are completed
quickly. Having connected one lead. allow
a few seconds for the component to cool
down before connecting the other lead.

CASING -UP
Shortwave receivers are traditionally

built into metal cases, but this design does
not rely on the case to carry any connec-
tions and it can be housed in a plastic case
if preferred. It is important to keep the
wiring reasonably short, and it is probably
best not .to depart too far from the general
layout used for the prototype (see
photographs).

VARIABLES
It is advisable to use a large control knob

on tuning control VCI because this makes
accurate tuning easier. but it will necessitate
the use of a fairly tall case. Ideally. VC1
would be a high quality air -spaced variable
capacitor such as a 365pF Jackson type "0".

Unfortunately, components of this type
tend to be very expensive, and some of the
solid dielectric types (as used on the proto-
type) are not much better in this respect.
Probably the best low-cost option. if you can
find one. is to use a good quality "surplus"
air -spaced component. Any maximum value
from about 250pF to SOOpF will do.

Another alternative is to use a low cost
solid -dielectric component. such as used in
"transistor radios". These usually have two
"a.m." sections. which are used in parallel
(i.e. wire the two non -earth terminals
together). Any low value "f.m." sections
can be wired in parallel with the "a.m."
sections or just leTi unused.

Some variable capacitors require the
usual lOmm diameter mounting hole. but
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Fig.3. Stripboard component layout, off -board interwiring and board underside showing breaks in copper tracks. -Loop" aerial
details are shown at the top and the completed board above.
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most are fixed to the front panel using two
or three short screws that fit into threaded
holes in their front plates. With this second
type it is often easier to glue them in place
using a good quality adhesive such as an
epoxy type. If longer fixing screws are
used, make sure they do not penetrate so far
into the front plate that they damage or foul
the vanes.

SOCKETS
Sockets SKI and SK2 are mounted on

the rear panel of the case,and they must be
quite close together (a gap of 15mm is
about right). If the set will be used with a
crystal earphone SK3 must be a 3.5mm
jack socket, which matches the plugs nor-
mally fitted to this type of earphone. The
switch contact fined to open style sockets
of this type is not required in this case, and
one tag is therefore left unused.

A 3.5mm stereo socket is required for
medium impedance headphones of the type
sold as replacements for use with
"Walkman" style units. These sockets are
available in several styles, and the retailer's
literature should include connection infor-
mation. The 'phones are used in series,
which means that the common earth tag is
left unconnected and the board is wired to
the other two tags.

The circuit board is mounted on the base
panel of the case using metric M2.5 screws.
Include spacers about 6mm long between
the board and the case.

The wiring is perfectly straightforward,
see Fig..3. apart from capacitor Cx. Ideally
this would be made from two pieces of sin-
gle -strand insulated wire, but ordinary
multi -core connecting wire will do. Simply
twist the ends of the wires together so that
they are entwined over a length of about
50mm. If you use multi -core wire it is
advisable to wrap some tape around the
wires to ensure that everything stays in
place.

AERIAL
Details of the aerial are also provided in

Fig.3. A 2.5 metre length of 300 ohm
ribbon feeder provides the approximate fre-
quency coverage specified previously.
Alternatively, you can use two aerials of
different lengths to give the receiver two
bands, and broaden its frequency coverage.

Band changing is then achieved by
unplugging one aerial and connecting the
other instead. This is a rather crude way of
doing things, but is essentially the same as
the plug-in coil method that has traditionally
been used for simple shortwave receivers.

Realistically, the receiver is unlikely to
perform well at very high frequencies, and
there are relatively few a.m. broadcast sta-
tions to be found on the low frequency
bands. One aerial about 1.5 metres long
and one about 3.5 metres in length will pro-
vide coverage of the broadcast bands from
60 metres to 13 metres. Using 300 ohm
ribbon feeder is not particularly expensive,
so you might like to experiment with
aerials of various lengths to see what, if
anything, can be received at higher and
lower frequencies.

It is very easy to make the aerial. Start by
removing about 25mm of the plastic "rib-
bon" at each end of the cable using a sharp
modelling knife, taking due care not to cut
either yourself of the wires in the cable.

Suggested component layout and wiring inside the prototype metal case.The aerial
and headphone sockets are mounted on the rear panel. Space must be allowed for
a 6 -cell M -size battery pack if the receiver is to be used regularly.

Using ordinary wire strippers remove a
few millimetres of insulation from each end
of both wires, and "tin" the exposed ends
with solder. At one end of the cable solder
the two wires together to close the loop. At
the other end of the cable fit two 2mm or
4mm plugs to match the type of socket used
for SKI and SK2.

IN USE
After a final check of the wiring it is time

to connecting everything together and test
the receiver. The aerial will not work well if
it is left in a crumpled heap. but on the
other hand it does not have to be kept per-
fecdy straight. The prototype worked well
with the aerial at about 30 depees to the
horizontal with the far end fixed to a cup-
board with a piece of Bost& Blu-Tack.

With Regeneration control VR1 fully
backed -off in a counter clockwise direction
and Volume control VR2 well advanced it
will probably be possible to receive a few
stations, but not very well. Accurate adjust-
ment of the Regeneration control is crucial if
good results are to be obtained. Advancing
this control should give much improved
results with better sensitivity and selectivity.

However, as explained previously.
advancing the Regen-
eration control too far
results in the set break-
ing into oscillation.
This will be heard as
increased noise in the
headphones, and a tone
of varying pitch as the
set is tuned across a
station.

Optimum results are
obtained with the
Regeneration control

TU NI NC;

backed off just far enough to bring the set
out of oscillation. Any large changes in the
setting of tuning control VC I will probably
require some readjustment of the
Regeneration control in order to maintain
good results.

RECEPTION
The main shortwave broadcast bands will

provide a range of interesting stations at
practically any time of the day. Bear in mind
though. that reception is at the mercy of the
upper atmosphere. and is affected by factors
such as the weather, sunspot activity, and the
time of year. At times reception may be
exceptionally good, while at other times the
hands might provide few signals at all.

Normally, in the UK, it will be possible
to receive stations from all over Europe,
plus perhaps a few stations in North Africa,
the Middle East. etc. When conditions are
favourable it is possible to receive stations
from much further afield.

You do not have to be a linguist to follow
some of the programmes. as many countries
put out programmes in English. Forexample,
one of the first transmissions heard when
testing the prototype was an English
language broadcast from Turkey.

REGEN. VOL.
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New Technology
Update

TIPEsemiconductor industry has been
redicting the demise of photolithogra-

phy for almost as long as the technique has
been in existence. Photolithography is the
process that defines the details on the sur-
face of the semiconductor using masks and
photoresistive solutions enabling areas of
the surface to be protected or left exposed
for diffusion or etching. By repeating the
processes many times it is possible to build
up the different structures within the semi-
conductor circuit.

As the sizes of the different features in
the i.c.s have been reduced over the years,
so the requirements placed on the pho-
tolithography process have increased. Over
a period of ten years the feature sizes have
fallen dramatically. Now manufacturers
have to support sub -micron sizes for all
their new products. Sizes of 0.1 microns
are being talked about for production
although the procedures for achieving this
are not easily available at the moment.

Not only does this push the manufactur-
ing tolerances right to the limit, but it also
means that the photolithographic process
requires further development. To achieve
this the process needs to be optimised to
enable it to cope with the minute sizes that
are required, and a greater problem is that
the sizes are now below the wavelength of
light itself and this places a physical limit
on the ultimate performance of the
technique.

Problems Unmasked
Despite these problems the sizes have

continued to shrink. New methods of over-
coming problems have now been found
although a few years ago they appeared to
be insurmountable. This has enabled
today's i.c.s to become a reality. Further
developments are now required if the sizes
are to fall even further.

Whilst photolithography is a technology
that has been used for very many years, it
is one that is likely to remain for some time
yet. With the huge investments required to
enable new technologies to be introduced.
and the enormously competitive nature of
the industry, it is essential that manufactur-
ers quickly see a return for their money.

This has given the impression that com-
panies may appear to be very conservative
when it comes to revolutionary new tech-
nologies that require completely new lines
to be installed. As a result methods of sig-
nificantly improving techniques based on
lithography have continued to surface.

As feature sizes started to shrink towards
the limits of conventional light, ultra -violet
with its shorter wavelengths was used.
This approach is now used in the
production of many of the i.c.s being

Ian Poole investigates the problems facing the
photolithography process of producing today's i. c. s and
finds that new ideas and techniques need to be explored

manufactured today. However. to be able
to achieve the feature sizes that are
required for the new designs being devel-
oped it is necessary to progress further and
introduce new ideas to be able to meet the
required performance in manufacturing.

Phase Shilling
One way in which the required defini-

tion can be obtained is by the use of a
technique cal led "phase -shifting".
Although the technique has been known
for many years it is only now that it has
been developed to a stage that it can be
used commercially by a company named
Numerical Technologies based in Santa
Clara, California, USA.

Fig.l. Phase shifting technique.

The new patented approach basically
uses a software package to generate
masks to phase -modulate the light in a
two pass process. As shown in Fig. 1.
phase shifting selectively modulates the
phase of light as it passes through the
photomask. The high -quality image pro-
duced by this process greatly improves
resolution and depth of focus so that the
tiny features in designs can "print" accu-
rately on a wafer.

One of the advantages of the new system
is that it is compatible with existing indus-
try standards. The software package takes
inputs from industry standard i.e. layout
files and then automatically configures
them for phase -shifting photomasks. The
phase -shifting masks will print Rolyeate
lengths as small as 0.09 microns. about
half the length in today's leading -edge
i.c.s, using the standard 248nm wavelength
light.

The new system is being well received in
the market. Early this year Motorola indi-
cated they are to deploy the system in their
production to enable them to manufacture
PowerPC processors with increased speed
for communication applications. This was
undertaken as a joint venture between
NumeriTech and Motorola and will allow
them to shrink the gate lengths to 0.10
micron with the existing manufacturing
processes.

Optical Correction
In addition to using a phase -shifting mask

it is possible to further enhance the images
by using a process named optical proximity
correction (OPC). The process, it is claimed,
resolves the distortion that results from a
variety of (actors including optical proximi-
ty as well as diffusion and the effects
associated with etching and the resist itself.

It is fotuut that as the shapes progress
from the original design through the reduc-
tion to the final mask and then into the
manufacture of the silicon, they become
less well defined. This is witnessed by
effects such as the rounding of corners or
the shortening of lines.

There are a variety of techniques that are
used to achieve improvements. The outside
corners can be enhanced by the addition of
small squares. The inside corners can be
trimmed so that excessive rounding or line
shortening is reduced or prevented.

The corrections also make the final wafer
image match the designer's layout more
closely. preventing short and open circuits.
It also means that the final chip more
accurately matches the original simulations.

Alternatives
As might be expected phase -shifting and

optical correction are not the only tech-
niques that are being developed. Other
techniques have their place as well.

One, known as electron beam lithogra-
phy, uses the same basic techniques as
photolithography, but instead of using light
to expose the photo -resist, it utilises an
electron beam. Naturally a different photo -
resist must be used - one that is sensitive to
an electron beam.

As these beams have a much shorter
wavelength it is possible to achieve higher
degrees of definition. The system effec-
tively writes directly .onto the wafer, and
the performance is highly dependent upon
the beam forming optics.

One of the main drawbacks of this sys-
tem is that because it uses an electron
beam, rather than light, this process must
take place in an evacuated chamber. This
makes throughput much lower and this is a
critical aspect of any semiconductor manu-
facturing process these days.

Whatever techniques are used, it can be
seen that there are still plenty of options to
reduce the feature sizes within integrated
circuits still further. However, a point will
eventually come when it is not possible to
use photolithographical methods. Even
now research is being invested in possible
methods of overcoming these problems,
and it will be interesting to see what arises
in the coming years.
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QU IC KROUTE

Quickroute Makes it Easy
ri)

SPECIFICATION

Modern user interface
with dockable tool bars &
active buttons

Multi -sheet schematic
capture at the press of a
button.

Power rail & data bus
support

32 Bit mixed mode
analogue & digital
simulation

Support for a range of
SPICE .MODEL statements.

Copper flood fill
Netlist import & expod.

 CAD/CAM file
import/export. Gerber
Viewer.

PCB Design with 1-8
layer autorouter

 WMF, DXF, & SPICE file
export

1000+ Library Symbols
Engineering Change &

Design Checking

FREE DEMO

Download a free
demonstration version from

our web site at
http://www.quickroule.co.uk

It's not hard to see why Quickroute is so easy to use! We've integrated mixed mode

simulation, schematic capture, PCB design with autorouting and CAD -CAM support into
one integrated environment. Best of all, prices start at just S99.88 inclusive* for the
complete system with support for 300 pins - less than the price of some simulators alone!

Quickroute 4.0 features a modern user interface with active -buttons and dockable tool
bars. Frequently used tools can appear on floating tool pallettes for quick access, and
with tool -tips and on-line help you can be sure of getting information on Quickroute's
features fast.

To create a schematic in Quickroute 4.0, simply click on the symbol browser and select
and place symbols onto the design area. Use the 'intelligent' wires, power rails and data
bus elements to
quickly wire up your
schematic and
simulate the design
as required. When
completed, simply
press a button to
capture the
schematic, a PCB

rats nest will then
appear (no messy
netlists required!).

Use the multi layer
autorouter, and/or

manual routing to complete your PCB together with copper
fill, etc as required. Finally print your design, or create CADCAM files suitable for

manufacture (we even include a Gerber viewer for checking).

But it doesn't end there! Quickroute 4.0 includes engineering change for automatic
updating of your PCB from the schematic, netlist import & export so that you can link to
other EDA packages (including many simulators), DXF, SPICE, and \Arta' file export
together with over 1000 library symbols.

Call us now and find out why Quickroute 4.0 Makes it Easy!

Pr -:e UK Inclusive Price'

QR4 300 Pin £79.00 £99.88

30 DAY MONEY QR4 800 Pin £149.00 £182.13
BACK GUARANTEE QR4 Full £249.00 £299.63

IAC P&P Doti VAT. Phcne fcr ECAVcdct Pines.
"Design cycle figLre shows screen shots horn dttererd projects.
Prces & spe:drication subiect to change wfrout norce

FREEphone Ref 411

0800 731 28 24
FAX 0161 476 0505 TEL 0161 476 0202
Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House
Heaton Lane Stockport SK4 IBS UK
Copyright (C) 1998 Quickroute Systems Ltd. AI
rights reserved_ All tnxlemarks ore the property
of their respective owners.
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Radio Transmitters

FM radio transmitter kits from as little as and kitsE13.9!' professionally built systems
from only £19.95
Powerful systems: kits up to
35 -Watts po,..tul. professional
systems up to 220 -Watts
power
Full range of aerials
and accessories
available
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Professional
link systems available.
RSL USERS!
VeronicaFM V35 RSL systems
are cheaper than renting! High quality,
powerful RSL specific systems at
unbelievable prices: from just
RDs systems also available. as an add-on to an
existing transmitter, or as part of a complete system
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Buy a NEW PLL Pro II
transmitter kit and

you will receive the
ALL NEW Pro 11

Stereo encoder
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FREE!

CONTACT US NOWIand a free brochure
for more information
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News A roundup of the latest EverydayI News from the world of
electronics

PHONE -LESS INTERACTIVE TV
Irish viewers will soon be able to participate in TV programs while at home,

and without a phone -link. Barry Fox reports.

SountERN
Ireland will pioneer the use of

a new digital TV system that lets viewers
interact with the broadcaster, without need-
ing a phone, cellphone or cable connection.
The service will be launched next year by
Digico. a private company now being spun
off from state broadcaster RTE, -Radio
Telefis Eireann. Digico will offer teleshop-
ping and let millions of viewers vote on quiz
questions or political issues without over-
loading the country's phone system.

Digico will compete head on with
Ireland's Cablelink cable system, bought
recently by NTL, and with Rupert
Murdoch's Sky satellite service which
already transmits digital services into Eire
but needs a phone line for interaction.

WINDS in the Rigging
RTE is developing the technology, called

WINDS or Wireless Interactive Network
for Digital Services, with EU funds.
Digital terrestrial TV signals are broadcast
in the usual way, using Europe's Digital
Video Broadcasting standard. But the
home receiver also works as a low power
transmitter, sending data signals back to
Digico's masts from an existing UHF roof-
top or set -top aerial.

The Irish government has allocated
IMHz slices of the UHF spectrum to carry
the return path signals. Each slice is split
into 1000 very narrow channels and the
receiver can hop between channels until it
finds one in its area that is clear.

WINDS borrows from GSM digital cell -
phone technology to keep transmission
powers at a minimum, and so let the system
re -use the same frequencies in closely
neighbouring areas. The receiver transmits
and receives test signals, and automatically
optimises its transmission strength. Urban
areas will have more 1MHz slices and use
relay stations to let the receivers transmit at
very low power, in very small cell zones.

Wide Range Coverage
Because Ireland has spare UHF frequen-

cies and is a long way from other coun-
tries' transmitters, 30 masts will be able to
transmit digital TV programmes at high
power and reach 98 per cent of homes. Up
to 20,000 receivers can transmit back to
one broadcast mast at the same time.

The return path bit rate changes depend-
ing on what data has to be transmitted, and
the data is packaged like a TC/IP Internet
signal to make it error -resistant. Recent
tests with CCETT, the Centre Commun
&Etudes de Telediffusion et Telecom-
munications, at Rennes in France, have
shown that a home receiver can return a
data signal 30 kilometres with transmis-
sion powers of well under the one watt
licensed by the Irish government.

Although Digico will only have airspace
for six broadcast channels, carrying less
than 40 programmes, the company plans to
launch in September 2000 with a receiver
that houses a 25 gigabyte hard disk. This
will let the viewer store up to 10 movies
for later viewing.

Says Peter Branagan. Director of Digital
Planning at RTE, "Interactivity is the new
paradigm. WINDS can provide a wireless
return path that is free to use and adds less
than 30 Euros to the cost of the receiver.
And viewers will be able to interact even
when their teenagers are on the phone"

HEADBAND MAGNIFIER

APART from a good selection of test equipment and a wealth of enthusiasm, the intrepid
electronics enthusiast needs one other vital workshop aid, good eyesight. Sadly, good
vision is not necessarily an attribute always readily available and the miniature size of so
many of today's components can make a fair number of enthusiasts feel inadequately
equipped! Where funds permit, some enthusiasts faced with this problem emulate pro-
fessional workshop engineers and have a large bench -mounted angle -poise magnifier
complete with its own light source. Such things are not cheap, however.

Readers who would like to inexpensively improve their ability to view fine detail might
care to consider Sheshto's new versatile Headband Magnifier Kit_ It really is an astonish-
ingly simple yet ingenious approach to the problem. it comprises an adjustable head-
band, four interchangeable pairs of lenses, and a spotlight!

Shesto say that it provides the complete answer for achieving the best results when
doing close-up work and offers the ideal way to work on any craft, hobby or DIY project.
leaving your hands free to get on with the job. We salute our irons to that belief!

The four precision -ground optical lenses are designed to cover all focal lengths need-
ed from semi -close-up to very close-up and are easily changed over with the simple clip -
in slots on the headband. The lerfses can be pushed up out of the line of vision when not
required. The magnifications and working distances are:1.2x 520-620mm (20-24in), 1.8x
230-320mm (9-12in), 2.5x (150-25mm (5-10in), 3.5x 80-120mm (3-5in).

As can be seen in the photo, the battery operated adjustable spotlight is very neatly
incorporated on the top of the headband. It can be switched on for those extra delicate
close-up jobs. Those of us whose eyesight is no longer 20-20 will know that just increas-
ing the illumination on a subject can on its own help the eyes to focus better.

The price of £34.95 plus £3.00 p&p is a very small outlay for something that could well
enhance your ability to take a closer view of the world, and especially your hobby.

Shesto state that for 90 years they have specialised in tools, supplies and equipment
for technicians and craftsmen. They say that their Essential Tool and Reference Guide is
packed with useful information and features over 2000 hard to find tools and references;
its price £5.

For more information, contact Shesto Ltd., Dept EPE, Unit 2, Sapcote Trading Centre,
374 High Road. Willesden, London NW10 2DH. Tel: 0181 451 6188. Fax: 0181 451 5450.
(No web site or E-mail quoted.)
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HEAR, HEAR'.
Barry Fox, with ear to the ground, hears

whispers about a new amplifying system.
vECHNOLOGY is now available to help
I judges hear people who are nervous in

court, and let the world hear MPs who
mumble in Parliament. After developing a
system to help audiences hear what was
going on in a local children's theatre.
Philips of the Netherlands is using its
Profecta Acoustic Feedback Suppressor to
let a public address system sound four
times louder than is usually possible with-
out "howlround" feedback.

Audio systems howl because the micro-
phones pick up stray sound from the loud-
speakers, and feed it to the amplifier and
back to the loudspeakers. So the sound
goes round in circles, getting louder all the
time and finally resonating like an organ
pipe at whatever frequency the system is
most efficient at reproducing.

Early feedback suppressors worked by
filtering out the resonant frequency. This
kills the howl but makes the reproduced
sound very unnatural.

More modem systems de -correlate the
input and output sound by shifting the fre-
quency of all the sound from the speakers
by around 5Hz. So the microphones do not
reinforce the same frequencies in a vicious
circle. This limits feedback but adds a
myriad of faint echoes to the sound, all
with slightly different pitch, like an
acoustic hall of mirrors. So a single voice
starts to sound lace a choir.

If a de -correlation system adds more
than 3dB gain over the level at which feed-
back would normally start, the echo effect
becomes offensive and makes speech

unintelligible. As the human ear needs an
increase of 10dB to register a subjective
doubling of loudness, a 3dB improvement
is hardly noticeable.

Philips Communication and Security
Systems division has now programmed
digital signal pii.a.r;sing chips to shift the
frequency of the sound while predicting
what the added echoes will be like.
Profecta AFS then generates signals which
exactly match the predicted echoes in
pitch and level, and subtracts them from
the microphone input. So the shifted
sounds coming from the speakers never
reach the amplifier.

This lets the amplifier add around 20dB
more gain than would normally cause
feedback howl, and without a choir effect.

Philips first tried Profecta AFS at a chil-
dren's theatre called de Schalm near its
laboratory at Eindhoven in the
Netherlands. The theatre had to sling the
stage microphones high to stop the chil-
dren hitting their heads when they skipped
and jumped around the stage. The high
microphones were then unable to pick up
the performers' voices without feedback.
Since AFS was installed the audience has
for the first time been able to hear what is
being said and sung.

Philips then packaged AFS in a rack
mount for sale to PA firms, at around
£2500. Units have already been installed
in the Dutch and Spanish Parliaments, and
were recently demonstrated to the UK's
Houses of Parliament and Royal Courts of
Justice.

DIGITAL TV COLLEGE
WE were extremely interested to learn that the College of North West London has start-
ed courses on servicing digital TV equipment. Their press release comments that bridg-
ing the gap between old and new technology is the challenge that faces all training
establishments. Whilst digital TV was launched last year to a mixed reaction, it is now tak-
ing off in a big way and the College says that it is streets ahead of the field in offering the
latest state-of-the-art servicing facilities.

The College has invested £20,000 on installing 20 digital TV workstations, fully
equipped with digital storage oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and logic probes, to
allow students to test and fault -find using digital TV receivers, both satellite and terres-
trial. It has a selection of digital set -top decoders from various major manufacturers,
including Philips, Nokia and Pace, and trains students to service all of them.

It is still the only FE college in the UK to provide digital TV training courses, because
the technology is so new. This means that it attracts lecturers and engineers from
employers all over Britain, including the BBC, IBM, the Comet chain and other FE
colleges.

Deputy Head of Department John Raynard says that 'Our intention is to bridge the gap
between analogue/digital technology and microprocessor -based systems. We offer one -
day courses for the servicing industry, either on college premises or on site. They can be
either off -the -shelf or customised for service engineers who need a specific updating or
upgrading programme."

The College offers three current one -day courses, held approximately once a month,
leading to college certificates, which are: Digital TV Broadcasting and Reception,
Servicing Digital TV Decoders, Microprocessors for TV Service Engineers.

Additionally, the College has received accreditation to offer the City & Guilds course on
Digital TV at Level 3 of the Electronic Servicing 2254 from September '99. The College
will set the exams, but students who pass will get a C&G certificate - the first college -
devised unit of this type in the UK.

For further information contact Kay Shelley, College of North West London, Dudden
Hill Lane, London NW10 2XD. Tel: 0181 208 5196. Fax: 0181 208 5151. Web:
www.cnwl.ac.uk. (Say that EPE has told you about the College.)

GREENWELD
RE -LIVES!

IT'S always heart-warming to be able to
report good news about a situation that had
previously seemed depressing. In our July
issue we reported that Greenweld
Electronics had ceased trading, but that a
purchaser for  the business was being
sought. We are delighted to report that a
purchaser has indeed been found and that
the name Greenweld will soon reappear.

The name and assets of this renowned
electrical and mechanical surplus
company have just been bought by a new
company run by two brothers with a
science background.

By the time you read this, the company
will have started operations from their new
base in_ Essex- and a catalogue will be
mailed out at the beginning of September
to all those on the database. The new com-
pany will., continue to supply the same
range of -goods which it hopes to supple-
ment with additional items of a general
scientific and technical nature.

We have received this information just
as we go to press with this issue and do not
yet brow details of what is happening with
the previous Greenweld site at
Southampton, nor do we know details of
the new location in Essex. We hope to pub-
lish information on both matters in the
next issue. Hopefully we shall also be able
to tell you a bit more about the company
which has resurrected Greenweld.

All too often over the years we have seen
the demise of enterprising electronics
businesses. It is really good to know that
Greenweld has been saved and wish the
venture every success..

Until we can provide more details, you
can contact Greenweld as follows: E-mail:
greenweld@aol.com. Fax: 01992 613020.
Web: www.greenwelcLco.uk. (Phones had
not been installed at the time of writing.)

Hi-Fi Show '99
THE Hi-Fi Show, Europe's biggest hi-fi
and home entertainment exhibition, will
be staged at the newly refurbished Novotel
Hotel, Hammersmith. London on 23-26
September '99. This huge show has out-
grown its previous venue and the city -cen-
tre move will provide further expansion
with more rooms, exhibitors and products
to be launched.

The Hi -Ft Show '99 will be a pivotal event
in the history of home entertainment. As the
final show of the Millennium, it will be a
celebration of familiar and traditional tech-
nologies and a reception for the formats that
will shape our listening and viewing plea-
sure in the future. Over 200 of the world's
leading hi-fi companies will demonstrate
and launch their latest equipment.

Exclusively at the show, the BBC will
provide hands-on demonstrations of the
new Digital Radio Broadcast (DAB). This
will take over from FM, giving improved
quality and reception.

Tickets for the Hi -Ft Show '99 are avail-
able from the ticket hot-line 0181 774
0790. Adult admission is £4 in advance, £5
on the day. Under 14's go free. The show
is open 10am to 6pm.
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RAE COURSENET MUSIC PROTECTION
Barry Fox reports on the initiative for tighter copy-
right protection for Net -sourced music and games.

music and electronic industries'
TSecure Digital Music Initiative has now
agreed the framework for copyright control
on portable players that can download music
from the Internet (see SDMI's website
wwwsdmLorg). Leonardo Chiariglione. the
SDM1's Executive Director, is not bothered
that some companies. including Thomson.
and subsidiary RCA. have jumped the gun
by launching proprietary systems.

"They are all downstairs helping to write
the standard" he said during a 3 -day meet-
ing of 200 representatives from 150 mem-
ber companies in London. "Sometimes
different people inside the same company
have different strategies. Niche products
will not succeed because consumers need
the assurance that they are not tied to a
proprietary source of music. People must
be able to get what they want from any-
where that has it".

The SDMI was formed last December
when the music industry failed to block the
sale of Diamond Multimedia's Rio solid
state portable. Chiarielione. who heads the

TV Technologies division at Telecom Italia.
has for the past I I years chaired the corn-
miuees which set the MPEG digital video
compression standards.

SDMI builds on technology used in the
MPEG-2 standard for digital video disc
and TV, and IvIPEG-4 for video on the
Internet. The bitstream carries keys
which can be used, with extra keys in the
player, to unlock encrypted content.
When an SDMI-compliant PC down-
loads music from the Internet, or copies
it from a CD. it will encrypt the music so
that it can only be used in one portable
player which is electronically locked to
the PC.

By 31 March 2000 the SDMI will extend
this protection framework to cover the
entire delivery chain. whether the Internet
or broadcast airwaves.

Says Chianglione "SDMI will then protect
movies, games and TV. It's a fundamental
step which lets the seller and buyer agree on
a contract. This opens the way for an infinite
number of new business models".

THE Hildersione Radio Amateurs'
Examination Course commences on 23 Sept
'99 in the Sandwich area of East Kent (exact
location not yet advised). Tutor Ken Smith
G3JIX advises that this is the usual course
for the Amateur Radio Licence Exam, but
also much of the content covers a very good
grounding for general electronics interests
(including some of the history as well).

This course has been run at intervals for
many years, with eminent success. Ken says
that we have exciting times ahead for
Amateur Radio and that "wireless" methods
are growing amazingly throughout the pm-.
fessional and commercial world.
Furthermore, Amateur Radio continues to be
central to a stinudating,fim-based and enter-
taining introduction to modern technogy.

"It is", says Ken, "one of those pastimes
that increases your circle of friendships
greatly - and on rr world-wide basis. All
interested people. whatever their age etc..
are most welcome to explore with us this
remarkable technology with a very human
face: and the Exam does not have to be
sat, of course!"

For more information contact Ken Smith
via G3.1 -1X, or tel: 01304 813175. or via
ken_smith@sagnet.co.uk.

LOW ENERGY FOOD
NO, we are not about to advocate yet
another slimming diet, but to compliment
Sainsbury's for the energy saving con-
cepts being embodied into their new store
at the Millennium site in London.

The refrigeration system, for example,
will be partly cooled by the lower lying
ground water that remains at a constant
I0°C throughout the year. The heat output
by this system will be used to heat the store.
Earth banks around the building will help
insulate aglinct temperature changes, while
the reinforced concrete walls act as a giant
storage heater, absorbing heat in the day and
releasing it at night. Wind turbines and solar
cells generate power which is stored in bat-
teries and used to light the building at night.
There will also be free recharge points for
customers' electrically powered cars. It all
seems very forward looking.

The store will open in September:

CIRM JOINS
DELTRON

IF you use coils in your electronics
designs, the chances are. that Cirkit
Distribution will be one of the companies
who come to mind when you are thinking
about which supplier to use. You will
probably use Cirkit for other electronic
components as well. It will. therefore, be
of interest to you to know that Circuit
Distribution has been acquired by Deltron
Electronics.

Cirkit has been trading since 1984 and
has been part of the Bulgin Group since its
creation. Deltron is a growing public com-
pany primarily focussed on distribution
activities in the UK and abroad. The busi-
ness of Cirkit will operate as part of the
Roxburgh Electronics subsidiary of
Deltron.

FASTER PHONE LINES
BETWEEN now and next spring, BT
will be installing equipment that will
transform ordinary phone lines into dig-
ital channels which operate up to ten
times faster. Initially, 400 exchanges
around the UK, covering nearly six mil-
lion households and businesses, will be
upgraded.

The ADSL (Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line) technology can boost
existing local copper networks by using
sophisticated electronics at the exchange
and in customers' premises, without dig-
ging up streets and pavements.

ADSL works by transmitting and
receiving digital signals across the cop-

per pair of wires connecting each cus-
tomer to the exchange. It operates on a
frequency band higher than that used by
the voice line operating in the same cop-
per pair, so that the two services do not
interfere with each other.

At the customer's end the equipment
consists of two principal itetns. A filter, or
"splitter". provides separate physical
sockets for the digital service and the
voice service. A normal telephone plugs
into the phone socket on' the splitter. An
ADSL modem plugs into the digital port
on the splitter and is then plugged into
appropriate digital consumer equipment,
e.g. a PC or digital TV.

LISTEN TO THE ECLIPSE
By Barry Fox

The Rutherford Appleton Laboratory at Chilton in Oxfordshire has a plan to let peo-
ple research the solar eclipse on August 11, without travelling to. Cornwall, France,
Germany or Romania. All they need is a simple Medium Wave radio to log the recep-
tion of distant stations.

Radio waves usually travel in straight lines, and cannot reach past the horizon.
They also reflect off the upper (E and F) layers of the ionosphere, some 300km up,
to "skip" long distances. But during the day, the lower (D) level of the ionosphere, at
around 100km, absorbs radio waves. So distant radio stations can be heard at night
but not in the day.

RAL wants to use this effect to track what happens to the ionosphere when the
eclipse effectively turns off the sun's ionising radiation and the lower level decays
after a few seconds.

The last time the UK saw a total eclipse was in 1927. when radios were a luxury
and ionospheric science was a novelty. Now virtually everyone has an MW radio and
a tape deck to record reception.

RAL has checked all suitable frequencies and found two MW stations, Radio La
Coruna in Spain on 639kHz and Radio Marseilles on 675kHz, which are ideal for
the test_ Both can normally be heard only at night in the UK. If they can be heard
on the morning of the eclipse it signifies a dramatic change in the lower level of the
ionosphere which is letting waves through for reflection instead of absorbing them.

Anyone interested should tune to the station on a night before the eclipse, leave the
radio set to that frequency and tell RAL their post code and what they heard or did
not hear during the eclipse. RAL will then log the effect over the whole country.

Further details are available from RAI:s web site at vr.uw.Auficsl.ac.uk.
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Constructional Project

VARIABLE DUAL
POWER SUPPLY
TONY SERCOMBE

Fully variable from _±,3V to ± 15V,
this 500mA workshop tool is short-
circuit proof, and highly useful/

SOME time ago the author urgently
needed a split level power supply and
for quickness copied a previously

published circuit. It worked well, with one
exception, that it had no protection against
accidental short circuits.

In the author's case, these could happen
with the negative output, mainly due to the
fact that on most of his printed circuit
boards the negative and earth lines were in
close proximity. The slightest contact
between the two would cause instant
destruction of the negative feed transistor.
So, on the last occasion this occurred, it
was decided to revisit the circuit, and the
design described here is the result of that
investigation.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
As can be seen from the circuit diagram

in Fig.l, a centre -tapped transformer (T1)
is used so that both positive and negative
voltages may be obtained from the bridge
rectifier (REC1). Capacitors CI and C2
smooth the rectified voltage. Resistors RI
and R2 provide a discharge path when the
power supply is switched off.

Two LM301 op.amps are used as the
controlling elements. the negative con-
troller (IC2) being slaved from the positive

controller (ICI), the latter acting as the
master in conjunction with potentiometer
VRI, which sets the output voltages.

A reference supply voltage for the
op.amps is obtained from Zener diodes DI
and D2, which set it at ±I8V. Variable d.c.
feedback is applied to pin 2 of ICI via
VR I. Thus, as the feedback is increased the
output drops, and when decreased it rises.
IC2 is controlled by the output of ICI and
thus adjusts the negative line accordingly.

The outputs of each of the op.amps feed
the bases of Darlington transistors TRI and
TR3, via resistors R12 and R9 respectively.
The outputs from the transistors are then
fed via low value ( IQ) resistors to the
power output sockets. Capacitors C7 to
CIO help to smooth any high -frequency
spikes or noise at the output sockets.
Resistors RI5 and R 16 provide a discharge
path when the unit is switched off.

CURRENT 1111/11TIN7
The purpose of transistor TR2 and TR4

is to limit the current that can be drawn
should an excessive load be presented to
the unit's outputs. As more current is
drawn, an increasing voltage drop occurs
across resistors R13 and R14, so driving
the base of TR2 more positive than its emit-
ter, and the base of TR4 more negative.

The -se transistors now start to turn on. so
shunting the bases of TR I and TR3. having
the effect of turning them off in extreme
cases. The current drawn by TR2 and TR4
is restricted to a safe maximum limit by
resistors R12 and RIO in series .with the
outputs of the op.amps. The resistors also
serve to prevent the op.amp outputs being
sunk almost to ground in the event of a
complete short circuit.

The power supply will stand a total short
circuit at its outputs, with no damage being
caused to them, or to the transformer or
rectifier.

It should be noted that resistors RIO and
R I I across the output and feedback connec-
tions of the op.amps should be matched to at
least one per cent to maintain sensible tracking
between the two outputs. It may well be worth
measuring several samples with a multimeter
to get identically matching values.

A wirewound potentiometer is recom-
mended for VR1 since the resolution is
likely to be better in this application.

CONSTRUCT/EM!
Since this unit is mains pun ered, great

care should be exercised in its construc-
tion. If in any doubt about constructing
it, consult a qualified electrician. Mains
voltages can be lethal if abused.

Details of the printed circuit board com-
ponent positions and track layout are
shown in Fig.2. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 242.

It is a wise precaution to use sockets for
the op.amps as they would otherwise be
very difficult to remove without
damaging the p.c.b., should this become
necessary.

Although not used in the prototype. a OV
to 20V moving coil meter could be wired
across the outputs, with a changeover
switch to select which output is monitored.
However, these are quite expensive and the
prototype used a calibrated scale drawn
around the knob for potentiometer VR I. If
done with care, this method can have a very
neat appearance, and is probably accurate
enough for most purposes. Otherwise, the
output may be monitored with a

multimeter.
A metal case should be used to house the

power supply, and this should be connected
to the mains supply earth via the power
cable. The mains fuse can be of the car-
tridge type mounted on the back panel. A
cable clamp must be used for the mains
input cable.

For the prototype. 4mm single sockets
were used as the d.c. power output connec-
tors. Other types of socket may be used to
suit individual requirements.

TESTING
Once the p.c.b. has been assembled, fully

check for any mistakes, and for the good
quality of the soldering. On the prototype,
the mains transformer was pop -riveted
close to the edge of the long side of the
case, and the p.c.b. was secured to the base
with self-adhesive p.c.b. supports.
However, it is best not to fully fix the p.c.b.
until testing is complete.

A piece of insulating plastic sheet should
be cut to just under the size of the p.c.b. and
placed between it and the case floor. These
sheets are readily obtainable from model
shops.
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Fig.l. Complete circuit diagram for the
Variable Dual Power Supply.

When all the connections to the board
from the control panel have been complet-
ed and checked, and the mains cable fitted,
the unit is ready for testing. Connect a volt-
meter, set to a range of about 20V d.c..
across the positive output and OV. and
switch on the power supply.

COMPONENTS
Resistors See

Rt. R2 100k (2 off) _ -
R3. R4, R7 10k (3 off)

R8,
R6 1

2k2
30Q (2 off) TALK

R9. R12 1k t2 off) Page
RIO. R11 33k 1% (see text) (2 off)
R13, R14 1Q 0.6W (2 off)
R15, R16 4q (2 off)

All 0.25W 5% carbon film unless stated.

Potentiometer
VR1 10k wirewound

Capacitors
C1. C2 4700u radial elect. 35V

(2 off)
C3. C4 470u radial elect. 25V

(2 off)
C5, C6 47p ceramic (2 off)
C7. C9 10p radial elect. 25V

-(2 off)
C8. C10 100n ceramic (2 off)

Semicondpctors
TR1 . TIP142 npn Darlington

transistor
TR2 BC338 npn transistor
TR3 T1P147 pnp Darlington

transistor
TR4 BC328 pnp transistor
IC1,1C2 LM3O1 op.amp (2 off)

Miscellaneous
FS1 250mA fuse, anti -surge,

20mm
LP1 mains rated neon lamp,

panel mounting
REC1 bridge rectifier. 50V 1A

(in -line pins)
Si s.p.s.t. mains rated toggle

switch
SK1 to SK3 4mm single socket

(see text) (3 off)
T1 mains transformer,

15V -0-15V sec, 500mA
Printed circuit board, available from the

EPE PCB Service, code 242; metal case,
size to suit; cable clamp; 20mm panel
mounting fuseholder; knob: printed circuit
board supports. self-adhesive (4 off);
plastic insulating sheet (see text): con-
necting wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £31

excluding case
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Fig.2. Component layout and full size copper foil master track patte'rn, plus off -board connection details.

The minimum setting (fully counter-
clockwise) of potentiometer VRI should
result in reading of about 3V (2.8V in the
prototype). If about 15V is indicated.
reverse the outer connecting leads at each
end of the potentiometer track.

Now check the negative voltage output.
This should (inversely) match the positive
output within a few millivolts. Component
tolerances will inevitably have some effect
here, but the outputs should track together
sensibly. Should this not happen, the actual
values of resistors RIO and RI I should be
re-examined.

If all is well, and assuming that a built-in
panel meter is not being used. the Voltage
scale for VRI may now be marked. Use as
large a knob as possible with a pointer
printed on. so that an easily readable scale
may be drawn. Set the control at minimum
rotation and., using a water -based pen. mark
a reference dot.

Using your multimeter across the posi-
tive output. notate this voltage at the mini-
mum scale setting. Do similarly at I V
intervals around the arc of movement of the
control. The maximum end will get a bit
cramped and for this reason perhaps only

the "standard' voltages need to be annotat-
ed with figures. at 5V, 6V, 9V, 12V arid 15V
positions.

A spirit -based pen can now be used to
draw small freehand lines to indicate all
points at IV intervals. Next remove the knob
and the potentiometer, and gently rub the
water -based dots away with a moist cloth.

Now apply rub -down figures, burnish
and lacquer. The control potentiometer can
then be refitted, setting the knob to the start
mark, with the control fully counter -clock-
wise. The power supply is now ready for
use.
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READOUT
John Becker addrosses some
of the general points readers

have raised. Have you anything
Interesting 1-5 el say?

Drop us a line!

WIN A DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

The DMT-1010 is a 31.'2 digit pocket -
sized I.c.d. multimeter which measures
a.c. and d.c. voltage, d.c. current and
resistance. It can also test diodes and

bipolar transistors.

Every month we will give a DMT-1010
Digital Multimeter to the author of the

best Readout letter.

* LETTER OF THE MONTH *
OUT OF AFRICA

Dear EPE,
I have been an avid follower of your maga-

zine for many years under its various titles.
Unfonunately, coming from the Third World
country of Zimbabwe I could not always get it.
what with import restrictions and currency
devaluations. Whenever I could get my hands
on a copy (old or new) I read it from cover to
cover, absorbing all the informative articles
and drooling over the supplies available from
your advertisers.

However. now that I am resident in
England, a subscription to your magazine was
top of my birthday wishes list, and thanks to
my wonderful wife, I am now a proud sub-
scriber to EPE.

Unfortunately I missed out on a large chunk
of your publication and am therefore not up-
to-date with the new technology which fea-
tures prominently in EPE these days. My main
concern is for PIC technology, what does PIC
stand for? Pro in-ammine is obviously
involved, is this through a PC? If so what pro-
grams and hardware are needed?

Thanks to EPE, 1 have built and fitted two
car alarms to my wife's vehicle and mine in
Zimbabwe, They were invaluable there as car
theft is rife and not once did we have a prob-
lem. I also built an ainplifter for my mother-in-
law who is rather deaf and could not hear the
TV without it being turned up so loud as to
annoy everyone around. The amplifier
plugged into the A.V. audio output on the TV
and fed a pair of headphones. All this being
achieved with a lot of patience and only an
analogue multimeter for testing.

Thank you for an excellent magazine. By
the way, novelty circuits such as your Musical
Sundial (June '991 are always welcome.

P.S. What did the resistor sing when it fell
onto the multimeter's dial? an ohm, ohm on
the range!

Brian Cornish. Ringwood, Hunts

We are delighted to hear from you and wel-
come you as a full-time reader!

The word PIC in this context is a pmpri-
aary term owned by Arimna Microchip and
used to describe their range of microcon-
uollers. It probably stands for Programmable
InCirruit microcontroller, although we can-
not confirm this. Note that there are other
devices which have the prefix PIC as part of
their identity coding, bur these should not be
confused with the Microchip PICs.

Your best low-cost initial mute into under-
standing PIC' microcontrullers is through my
PIC Thtorial series of March to May 1998. lie
have run out of back issues for this, but photo-
copies of the three parts are available, as stat-
ed on our Back Issue page. If funs permit, a
more sophisticated approach can be taken via
our PICtutor CD-ROM, see our CD-ROMs for
Electronics pages.

We are surprised that you experienced
import restrictions over EPE. We have a num-
ber of readers in Zimbabwe who subscribe and
regularly renew their subscription. Currency
valuation we have no control over, but in UK
terms taking out a subscription is an economi-
cally viable way of ensuring you receive EPE
each month (and here begins the "Sponsor's
Message"). Subscription details are always
printed on the Editorial page, and order forms
are published frvm time -to -time (but you do not
need to use a fivin - any sheet of paper will do,
or we any other of the multitude of ways in
which you can conumuticate with us.)

Another way in which you can obtain EPE,
of course, is through our Internet EPE Online
site at http:11www.epemag.com. (Commercial
Break now over!)

Brian, we can't think of anything to com-
ment on your `oho* joke, let alone cap it, so
we won't try! We wish you continued success
with usur designing (and Mother -in -Late)!
Hope you find your multimeter reward a good
addition to your tools range.

OU AGAIN
Dear EPE,
Can I add to your answer to Matthew Stuart re

TV programs about electronics. The BBC2 pro-
grammes (not programs by the way!) post -mid-
night are called The Learning Zone and although
much is, not all the content is produced by the
OU (Open University), for example Science in
Action.

Many years ago I asked an OU presenter why
they didn't give more publicity to their output as
this might encourage more people to think about
taking an OU course. His reply was that the pro-
grammes weren't designed for the casual viewer
and the OU wasn't in the entertainment business!
I would hope this attitude has changed but don't
bother to contact OU because there's a far easier
way.

If Matthew gets in touch with BBC Education
Information he can register, as I did a couple of
years ago, to receive a free quarterly guide listing

every programme under separate categories e.g.
Computing. Maths and Number, Music. History
etc. alone with VIDEOPlus+ numbers. Contact
info: Tel: 08700 100222. CEEFAX: Pages 630-
636. Web: www.bbc.co.uk/educationflzone.

Hope this helps Matthew find what he wants.
By the way, there is an OU maths programme
called Modelling Turkeys which, if it is ever re -
shown, is a wonderful demo using a logarithmic
scale to produce a linear graph of turkey weight
vs. cooking time. This is followed by more seri-
ous applications of the principles which I have
made use of from time to time as an electronics
hobbyist.

Barry Taylor, via the Net

Thank you Bany. yes the Learning Zone is TV
well -worth matching and caters for many inter-
ests. You do need (usually) to get up a bit early
or stay up late to watch them (1 still don't trust
preset video recording Miters!).

RACEY WIRELESS MONITOR
Dear EPE.
Hello from New Zealand. I'm involved in dirt

track Stock Car racing. and we have been having
problems lap scoring 25+ cars round the track.
Then seeing your Feb '99 issue on the Wireless
.Monitoring System I have a few questions:

1. Can the transmitters send up to 300 differ-
ent identity codes continuously and for how
long? i.e. one per car that comes each race night.
and up to five hours before recharging.

2. Can I receiver pick up 25+ different I.D.
codes in order. which will pass by at
100km/hour. to allow the PC to display the cars'
order over the finish line. Istanitani/etc?

3. How many receivers can a PC monitor? i.e.
can we place 10+ around so we can plot the cars'
progress around the track?

Frank }Comer, New Zealand, via the Net

We passed Frank's E-mail on to the designer.
James litimphris, for his continents. lie replies:

I. The transmitters presently are limited to 255
different identifying codes i.e. encoded by an 8 -bit
binary word. However. with an alteration to the
source and destination software, this could be
increased to 16 bits fairly easily (i.e. 65535 codes).

2. This is the tricky one! Firstly each receiver
can only pick up a transmission from a single
transmitter at once. This is because all transmitters
operate on the same frequency and as such any
simultaneous transmissions are ignored (fully
explained in the article). This being the case, let's
assume that under the conditions of operation, a
useful ranee of 10m can be achieved. Lees also
assume that the cars pass the transmitter half -way
so we have an effective range of 20m. Let's also
assume that the transmission begins as soon as the
car enters this useful range.

Each transmission from each transmitter takes
330ms, so each car needs to be in the effective
range for at least this time. 100km/h eqoari-s to
100.000m/3600s = 27-7m/s. or approximately
28m/s. So. in 330ms, the car would travel 28 x
0-33 = 9-24m. Considering these constraints, the-
oretically it would be possible to register cars
passing the finishing line as long as they were sep-
arated by at least lOin, otherwise all information
would be lost. The other point is. you would have
to ensure that all transmissions began at a specific
point. I don't know how you would achieve this.

The transmitter -to -receiver link has only ever
been tested in a fairly static environment. i.e.
walking pace only, so the effect of 100km/h
motion has not been investigated. Possibly a bet-
ter idea would be to put receivers in the cars, and
a single transmitter continuously transmitting.
However, the accuracy of this idea would have to
be investigated.

The other point is that most modem motor
cars are fully EMI compliant. and I don't know
if stock cars would be as such. What I mean is
that the RFI from the ignition system may well
interfere with the r.f. between transmitter and
receiver. Have you considered an optical system
instead? This could be far more accurate.

3. The receiver can monitor an infinite number
of different transmitters as long as all transmis-
sions are independent in time (explained in the
article).

James Humphris, via the Net
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PIC TOOLKIT V2.2
Last month in Readout, 1 answered a letter

from Dave Buck whose PIC programming prob-
lem had been caused by his -illegally." using the
TAB key when writing .ASM code for use with
PIC Toolkit Mk2. We had thought it was general
knowledge that when writing in TASM grammar.
text formatting control keys were not allowed to
be used. It is a point very strongly emphasised in
our PIC Tutorial (Mar -May '98). and on the
PlCtutor CD-ROM. Erroneously. I had believed
DOS EDIT (which is my preferred/suggested text
editor) to be free of text formatting control com-
mands. and overlooked the potential threat of the
TAB key being used.

As it happens. Dave was not the only one whir
used the TAB key instead of spaces. a few other
readers reported assembly problems which turned
out to be caused by inclusion of the TAB control
character (ASCII 9). From Toolkit'spoint of view.
it was looking for space characters (ASCII 32)
from which to make decisions about which
columns the program code statements should
belong - Labels in column I. action commands
column 2. source/destination column 3. etc.
Whereas on -screen TABbed commands look like
spaces. Toolkit was seeing ASCII 9 instead of 32.
and so overlooking the desired column splits. The
result was chaos! Virtually every single command
line could thus cause an error situation because
things were not where they should be!

However, whilst I could have been hard-heart-
ed and simply left it that text format commands
are not allowed with Toolkit, and that this
restriction included ASCII 9 from DOS EDIT. I
succumbed to yet another challenge - to allow
Toolkit Mk2 to accept TABs. This it now does
and the revised software version. PIC Toolkit
Mk2 V2.2. has become the version on our
Internet FTP site and on the Toolkit disk avail-
able from the Editorial office (as detailed on the
EPE PCB Service page).

The files have the same names as the original
V2,0 versions. and should be copied to your
directories to replace the existing files of the
same name. Renders loading the Toolkit soft-
ware for the first time need not concern them-
selves with this matter, the original V2.0 files
have been replaced by V2.2 on the disk and FTP
site.

Interestingly. .Dave's original .ASM file that
he had sent. also showed up a few other matters
which I had not anticipated. He was inserting a
space immediately following the comma in bit -
related command statements. Toolkit looks for
commas in this situation and treats them as
another column separator. but because it also
uses the spaces as column delineators. the
intended bit source/destination that followed the
comma was being overlooked. Version V2.2 now
allows a single space (but no more than one
space otherwise you'll have an assembly prob-
lem) following the comma in bit -related com-
mands. However. you do not need to use a space.
the bit statement can immediately follow the
comma.

Additionally, another matter not expected was
Dave's occasional use of hexadecimal values to
indicate bit values. Toolkit V2.0 was seeing a
non -decimal value (in this case a statement pre-
ceded by a S sign) and was thus thinking that it
should now look for an equaled (.EQU) value of
the same form as listed with the other specified
equates - and not finding one. reporting this an
error situation. This has been rectified in V2.2.
and hex values may now be used to specify bit
values.

As a point of my own making, when extensive-
ly using the Send Message to EEPROM routine
in connection with another design being worked
on, I regretted not having allowed comments to
be added on the same line as the message data.
The Message routine has now been amended in
V2.2 to allow this to be done (preceded by a
semicolon, of course).

Dave's just E -mailed -Thanks for the revised
program files, I've got them up and working and
ii s 1001-".

PERPETUAL CALENDAR
Dear EPE.
Re the letter from Lloyd Kirk in Readout of

August '99, using my Sinclair microdrive car-
tridge Calendar program provides evidence that
the calendar of 1972 is the cam.- as that for the
year 2000.

R.L.A. Latham, Weeping Cross, Stafford

Marry thanks Mr Latham for kindly sending
printouts which prove the truth of Lloyd Kirk's
suggestion. The calendars included on nrr sever-
al PCs also confirm this and. moreover, that
1972 = 2000 = 2028 = 2056 = 2084 = ...? On
this short timescale, it seems that the calendar
repeats every 28 years. However, on a much
greater timescale does anyone know if this con-
tinues ad infinitum. or do extra leap days at
strategic intervals upset the cyclic uniformity?

As a spin-off from this question. I have found
that while my computers are supposed to be
Millennium Compliant (as confirmed by a mes-
sage box on start-up), they are not Millennium
2.1 Compliant! That is, the calendar baulks at
going beyond 2099, and reverts back to 1970!

So what?. some of you might exclaim, believ-
ing that it won't affect you or most of us around
now. Ah. but wasn't similar thinking in earlier
years partly responsible for us having a
Millennium Bug problem now? Shall our descen-
dents inherent a Y2KI Bug from us?

DIY PCB PRINTS
Dear EPE,
I have been a very keen follower of Practical

Electronics. Everyday Electronics and Everyday
Practical Electronics for the past 30 -odd years
or so, going back to the early 1960s and have
built many of your projects over the years. By
studying your projects, and in particular the cir-
cuits of Ingenuity Unlimited. I have been
inspired to investigate and build all sorts of navel
and useful devices. I have derived much pleasure
in trying many different ways of producing my
own p.c.b.s, they have normally been successful
although I have not always been totally satisfied
with the result.

In the past few years, 1 have obtained several
inexpensive computers, gradually working my
way up to a PC. In each case I have attempted to
produce (with the aid of a drawing program)
printed circuits resembling professional quality.
Recently, with the use of the PC and a decent
printer. I felt I could be getting close to reaching
my final goal. but when I come to print out the
results of my work on acetate film to produce a
negative. I find that the ink seems to refuse to dry
and is very pale, could you suggest a special ink
for this purpose?

Another idea I might suggest is. would it not
be possible to print out a circuit design onto a
backing sheet with some special etch resistant
ink, so as to be able to iron the image directly
onto plain copper laminated board, therefore
doing away with the need for expensive resist -
coated board and also the production of an
inter -negative, similar to the production of T-
shirt motifs. Awaiting with interest any
comments you may make in a forthcoming
magazine.

N. Dyson. Glossop, Derbys SKI3 SEP

Even in the days when I was professionally
manufacturing p.c.b.s. I used positive resist -
coated material for prototypes, and continue to
do so. However. 1 never did fitly solve the prob-
lem of achieving 100 per cent quality when using
a dot-matrix printer (with inked ribbon) as the
image producer.

Since acquiring an ink -jet printer however. I
now obtain perfect images when printing onto
acetate drafting film (to the "coarser" side).
These images are suitable for use directly with
photoresist board and a UV exposure unit.

Yes, there is an iron -on material available
from some major component suppliers. It's
called Press -n -Peel, but I have never used it and
cannot comment on its effectiveness.

WELL WEATHERED
Dear EPE,
Referring to Readout of August '99 and your

question about other reader's projects from past
years, I wish to share my experience with two
EPE projects that I have constructed.

After reading the Weather Station of Feb -Apr
'90. I started constructing it and finished all the
circuits in August '90 and installed it on my roof
that same month. From then on. it has worked
continuously with accurate readings and has
seen wind strengths of Force 9, and still it goes
well.

The other is the Digital Car Tachometer of
June '91. After I had prepared the circuit and a
metal box for it. I removed the dashboard of
my Fiat 127 car, to place the I.e.d.s and the 8 -
digit display near the speedometer. I fitted
everything in place and it is still working fine.
460. it survived a head-on collision that I had
with another car five years ago. I rearranged
the components and the metal box and after a
while it was working as new on my repaired
Car.

I am very proud of the above projects. As a
result I always refer your magazine to other peo-
ple as it is gives me what I want, and the know-
how to continue in the hobby.

Would it he possible for the author of the
Weather project to design additional circuits
that can be added to it so that I can connect the
data signals to a computer for logging
the parameters, showing the readout out on
the monitor, while still using the original
display? This idea has been in my mind for
years now, but I have not mastered design
techniques yet.

I want this extra facility so that I can utilise
my old 8086 or 386 computer. Also. I wish to
have an audible signal .from the anemometer,
adjustable to sound a borrpr when Force 3 or
Force 5 is in effect, using a switch to select the
wind force alarm.

Joseph Vella, Pieta, Malta

We are no longer in contact with the author
of the Weather Station and so cannot offer addi-
tional interface circuits specifically designed
for it. However, you might consider the Data
Loggerof Aug1Sept '99 for monitoring the data.
It can input up to eight simultaneous analogue
signals, and store them as digital values for
subsequent output and display on a computer
screen.

Taking a quick look at the original Wind
Speed circuit (Fig.8 Feb '90). it seems that you
might be able to tap the rotation pulse signal at
the output of ICI and feed it into an AND or
NAND gate additionally controlled !he sig-
nal line connected to one of the bargraph
l.e.d.s. The output from the gate could then be
fed via a suitable resistor and capacitor to the
input of any ordinary amplifier of any size. even
a simple amplifier module such as are sold by
various of our advertisers. You could use a
switch to select which bargraph output is the
gating source.

Great to know of the -impact- that the
Tachometer has had with you!

PIC ROUTINES
Dear EPE.
Over the past year or two I have become very

familiar with' the use of the PIC16C84 and have
designed several projects around it. However. I
feel a series which discusses programming tech-
niques on an algorithmic level would be very
useful. I am sure that most people find trawling
through someone else's source code extremely
tedious.

A series on subjects such as encoding.
decoding, pulse width measurement, serial data
transfer etc., would be beneficial and a logical
follow-up to your PIC Tutorial series.

Richard Cox, via the Net

A very useful suggestion Richard, which we
are investigating.
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Soldering station5.51-118 £65.00
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Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
Unit 5, Premier Works. Canal St, South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL

Tel 0116 277 1400 Fax 0116 2773945
E-mail sales@vanndraper.co.uk Home page www.vanndraper.co.uk

EPE reader offers

APPA201
Bench rnultirrieter5.1.39:a £99.00

SG4160B
Rf signal get p54:511£99.00

H6000
10MHz function gen g1943:5$ £149.00

3-5 dgn back it riii-Py
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 Powerful 24V 48W iron 6a terry& cper-.on 100nV output (ro bad)  Sne, wore & triangle
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 Spare to 0,8, 1-6, 12mm £1.65 ea Carrying strap & td stye! Crystal cheder tor -1y  0.-20, -03c23 cep coneor

115230Vm 51350 -Hz  EA freq rtutSneep

305LDD
Power supply £1.7rs03 £139.00

MX450
Muttirrieter W42129.00

AG2601
1MHz Audi) genglet.58 £99.00

DT830B
MultimeterlleSS £8.00

 0-30V SA cattail AC and DC vorsge 10tH -11.01t in 5 ranges AC & DC volts
 Twin LCD displays AC and CC cu-rect to 20A Sme and square cutors DC current to 10A
 Coarse & fine adaistment Ruse d 20Monm 600chrn output ripe:lance Transistor test
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Special Feature

POWER GENERA
FROM PIPELIN
TO PYLONS

ALAN WINSTANLEY Part Two
Supported by the expertise of the international power generation company National Power
plc, Alan describes some of the high technology involved in generating power- from a gas
pipeline to the turbines and generators and then to the electricity pylon and beyond!

IfirCONCLUDE our in-depth look at power
generation by examining some of the

techniques related to the provision of a 230V
a.c. supply to our housing and industry.

Power to the People
Let us return to the process of electrical

power generation and examine it in greater
detail. Previously it was mentioned that
each of the three gas turbines in our adopt-
ed power station drives an a.c. generator: a
steam turbine drives a fourth.

A power generator consists of an electro-
magnet (rotor) which is rotated directly by
the turbine shaft. Each revolution of the tur-
bine turns over the generator once. The
rotor is surrounded by stator coils in which
the moving rotor induces a voltage that will
ultimately be delivered to the consumer.

Power Spin
1f a simple two -pole rotor is used, this

could be likened to a simple electromagnet

having a North and a South Pole. The spin-
ning electromagnet induces a voltage in the
stator coils each time it passes by, and the
stator voltage will therefore reverse polarity
with every half -revolution of the rotor. The
voltage level generated in the stator coil
depends on how far the rotor has travelled
during one revolution (its rotational angle).

How a sinewave is generated with this
setup is depicted in Fig.9. Because it deliv-
ers alternating voltage, this generator is
more correctly called an alternator. (A
dynamo produces a d.c. voltage instead.)

To get the most out of each revolution of
the rotor, several stator coils are deployed
so that multiple sine wave voltages are gen-
erated per revolution. In fact, three coils are
spaced at 120 degrees apart (see Fig. 10)
and the coils are designated by a colour
code which will be familiar to every elec-
trician: they are Red. Yellow and Blue. The
generator windings produce 15.75kV
between the phases.'

51:5
eWE

ROTOR
Sth--PLY 54

--STATOR

ROTOR
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ANO_£, OF
ROTATCti
OF ROTOR

AtaaE CF
PIDTATO4

Fig.9. A sinewave is produced in the stator coil by the
spinning rotor. The voltage level depends on the rotor's
angle of rotation, and it reverses polarity every 180 degrees.

Rg.10 (right). A
three-phase
oenerator has
three fixed stator
windings, placed
120 degrees apart
around a spinning
rotor, which itself
is an electro-
magnet, having a
North and South
pole.

The overall result can be plotted as a
three-phase voltage, see Fig. I 1. it can be
seen that the voltage in the red phase is 120
degrees behind the yellow phase. which
lags 120 degrees behind the blue phase.

By increasing the rotor's speed. the fre-
quency can be increased, although the three
phases will always be '120 degrees apart.
This simplified approach assumes that
there is only one pair of magnetic poles on
the spinning rotor as shown, and this is nor-
mally the case in practice.

If the rotor spins once per second, then
the a.c. voltage generated in each phase
will have a frequency of one Hertz (Hz),

1 For reasons which will he clarified later. it is usual
in the power industry to talk of "line voltages" as
phase -to -phase voltages. rather than the voltage which
is generated in a single-phase cin.-uit with respect to a
"common- or "earth- reference. In a three-phase gen-
erator. the voltage which is nenerated in an individual
phase is 9.IkV. which is 15.751.V/s13. This produces
15-75kV between pluses. nRiV

Fig.11. Three-phase electricity generated by the alternator
of Fig.10. The three phases are 120 degrees apart.
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changing polarity every half second. The
frequency of the generated voltage is calcu-
lated by:

frequency =
no. of pairs of poles x revs. per minute

60

From the above formula, a generator
with one pair of poles as illustrated must
rotate at 3,000r.p.m. to produce electricity
at 50 Hertz, which is the declared system
frequency. The statutory limits defined in
the Electricity Supply Regulations of 1937
are 50Hz. t 1% (i.e. 49.5 - 50.5Hz)
although the National Grid (NGC) strives
for a variation of no more than 0.1% as best
practice. The turbines operate at this speed.
24 hours a day for months on end.

In the mid 1920's before electrical power
generation was standardised, several fre-
quencies could be used - anything from
what was probably a migraine -inducing
25Hz and must have been murder to read
by, all the way up to 80Hz. The Electricity
Supply Act of 1926 resulted in a standardi-
sation of supply frequency across Great
Britain, at 50Hz, although in the USA and
some other countries the supply has been
set at 60Hz.

In fact most generators tend to have two
poles although certain types e.g. hydro -elec-
tric generators may have four or more poles.
This allows for a slower rotor speed of 1,500
r.p.m for a four -pole machine- which is more
appropriate for the medium involved, whilst
still generating a 50Hz sinewave.

Frequency Control
The actual method of controlling the

supply frequency ultimately boils down to
speeding up or slowing down all the gener-
ators on the system, by increasing or
decreasing their load.

Great effort is made to maintain this
value and to eliminate cumulative errors in
the consumer's supply. which might other-
wise affect electric clocks, time switches,
audio equipment etc. Any minor change in
frequency is compensated for later on, in
order to enable frequency -sensitive equip-
ment to catch up (or slow down).

All power plants interconnected by the
National Grid can be considered as part of
an enormous "pool" of electricity hooked
together on an "infinite busbar", which
runs at a set frequency.

A circuit breaker unit connected to the gas turbine. Notice the colour coding -spots".

Every power station thus connected oper-
ates at this frequency. If at this time a small
isolated power station was not connected to
the busbar, but was then hooked in later, the
frequency of the existing "pool" would eas-
ily dominate the generator of the newly -con-
nected power plant. The net result is that all
parts of an interconnected system operate at
the same frequency.

The operating frequency of the rest of
the grid is thus physically applied to an
individual generator, in what is effec-
tively a contest of wills. Since a genera-
tor's stator is synchronised to its rotor
(and turbine shaft), it is necessary -to
ensure that a gas turbine runs at a speed
which enables the generator's frequency
to be matched to the rest of the grid.
Hence. the challenge is to supply just
enough fuel to the turbines so that the
generator runs at the prevailing system
frequency adopted by the rest of the grid.

Any increase in the fuel supply will not
necessarily cause the turbine to run any
faster, because the generator is already syn-
chronised or locked to the frequency of the
grid: instead the turbine will simply be
"loaded", which is undesirable. The system
frequency can be best controlled by ensur-
ing that the generator's MW output con-
stantly matches the consumer MW
(megawatts) demand

Test Run
The best analogy of this is to consider a

car which is being driven at a fixed speed.
If the car encounters a hill it will slow

down. making it necessary to open the
throttle to maintain engine speed.slf the hill
levels out, the throttle can be closed again.
If it goes downhill, the engine can be used
as a brake to slaiv the car.

The other key parameter is, of course,
voltage. For consumers, the statutory limits
on their 230V supply is t 6%. Unlike the
system frequency. the voltage levels can
vary in different parts of the transmission
system. The voltage output of a generator is
directly related to the rotor voltage - the
excitation voltage, which is controlled by a
complex automatic voltage regulation
(AVR) system. Every aspect of the genera-
tor and the turbine's performance is con-
stantly monitored by the power plant's fully
computerised control room.

Down -the -Line
The next part of the electricity genera-

tion process relates to the way in which the
power generated in the stator coils is trans-
mitted to the user. Typically. the generator
outputs 15.75kV and is rated for more than
two hundred megawatts (MW).

The three phases - red, yellow and blue
- are carried outdoors from the generator
by cables using large ducts which resem-
ble pipelines. These pipes are pressurised
in order to prevent corrosion or water
ingress. The ducts are also colour coded
to identify the phases, and this same
theme is used all the way through to the
end -user's premises.

One major problem is. how to actually
switch such high magnitudes of voltage?

Leaps and Volts
All of the high voltage areas at National Power's Killingholme

station - just like every other high voltage installation - are sur-
rounded by a perimeter fence or wall. Such areas are padlocked and
it is strictly forbidden to enter the area - even to pick a weed -
without the relevant safety permit.

Although much of the equipment is safely earthed, many high ten-
sion wires and terminals are of necessity uninsulated. High voltages
can (lash over and strike a human being with deadly effect if they
stray too close to high voltage power lines, transformers or other
electrical equipment.

For high voltage operations, the industry -standard minimum safe
working distances are:

400kV 3.1 metres
275kV 2.4 metres
132kV 1.4 metres

66kV 1.0 metres
33kV 0.8 metres

Remember that the human body is a walking 3 kilohrn resistor and is
effectively grounded at one end. If a person unwittingly encroaches
within the safe working distance then there is a very serious risk of arc-
ing and flashing over. That person may suffer devastating electrical

burns as well as risking death.There may also be an explosion and fire.
It would be impossible for anyone to rescue a person tram such

a dire predicament because of the same risks they would face from
arcing by the same high voltages. so any attempt to mount a rescue
near to high voltages would be highly dangerous.

If you should see a person next to high voltage power lines or
equipment whom you suspect may have suffered electrocution or
burns, thele is nothing you can do except stay a safe distance away
and call for help. All rescue attempts must be left to the experts who
will insist on making the area safe before entering it. (The separate
box -out -Heartfelt Shock -is a timely reminder of emergency first aid
procedure which can be undertaken for persons who may have
received a shock from the domestic 230V supply.)

Every year many people lose their lives by electrocution purely
through carelessness and ignorance. Children must never be per-
mitted to play anywhere near an electricity substation, and must
never attempt to retrieve, say, a lost ball from within a fenced -off

substation compound.
Playing near overhead power lines (including electric train over-

head wires) should also be strongly discouraged, so the flying of

kites and model aircraft in these areas is exceedingly dangerous.
The dangers of death caused by flashing over are very real and
are ignored literally at one's peril.
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Since these extremely high potential volt-
ages can arc across considerable distances
(see the box out entitled "Leaps and
Voin-), one can image the nightmarish
problems which exist in the power plant
when trying to switch thousands of volts.

The switchgear concerned must be able
to withstand not only their full loads but
six -fold overloads which occur when
motors are starting. They must also be
capable of carrying or interrupting fault
currents and must also cope with 17,500
volts peak across the contact terminals.
Evidently, we are not talking Gmm (t/,tin.)
toggle switches here!

The solution lies in the use of special
eas-filled circuit breakers. These are
spring -loaded and motor driven and are
designed to quench the high tension arc
which develops between opening contacts.
The compound sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)
is used and this is six times less conductive
than air. Earlier types used oil -filled con-
tacts or compressed air to snuff out the arc.

The 15:75kV (phase -to -phase) generator
voltages are stepped up to 400kV by an exter-
nal transformer - one per generator - for
onwards transmission to the National Grid.

Stay Cool
Many readers will be aware that large

transformers are oil -cooled in order to aid
heat dissipation. With the largest types, the
oil will be circulated by pumps and heat
will be exchanged with a water -filled
coolant circuit.

In the event of a transformer internal
failure (e.g. winding shorts, or contacts
starting to hum out), hydrogen is one of the

first gases to be produced, so by testing for,
this gas any trends can be spotted early. A
device known as a Bucholz relay is used as
an automatic switch that responds to
increasing levels of gas build-up in the oil.

More accurate tests of oil samples are
also undertaken by National Power and
other gases such as acetylene can be mea-
sured over, say, a month and a good esti-
mate made of the nature of an internal fault.
Ultimately the oil can be drained and then
the fault can be repaired.

Also worthy of mention is a small digital
counter near to the transformer's perimeter
steel fence. It displayed "20": when this
was queried, the author was cheerfully told
that this meant the transformer had been hit
by lightning twenty times . . . Er. quite.

Ouite a Buzz
A compound area called the "banking

compound" adjacent to the main power
transformers contains an array of insulators
and busbar isolating switches. Usually,
when Killingholme "A" is in full swing. the
crackle of high tension voltages fills the air
around this bus -bar area. The same com-
pound contains current transformers which
monitors the station's output.

From there. the 400kV supply is fed
underground to a nearby sub -station, before
finding its way on to a transmission tower.
the very first in a series of many hundreds
which will be used to distribute the power
around the countryside.

Super Grid!
The enormous 400kV supply - known

as the Super Grid 1.275kV in certain

Four 400kV transformers connected to
the outputs of the four generators.

A gas -filled circuit breaker, rated at
17-5kV 10,000A, connected to the gas
turbine generator.

A Bucholz. safety switch, relay is fitted
on oil -cooled transformers and detects
any build-up of gases in the oil.

Pylon on the Power
The electricity pylon - more correctly called

a suspension or transmission tower - carries
overhead three-phase electricity between
substations in all weathers. Terminal towers
are located at each end of the route, whilst
deviation towers enable the wire route to be
realigned.

These lattice' towers are significantly more
economical to construct and repair than
attempting to bury high voltage insulated
cables underground, and the ambient air also
acts as a natural cooling system to help with
heat dissipation on the wires. Larger towers
provide a greater span, needing fewer towers
to suspend cables over a distance, but varia-
tions in design are used depending on local
conditions (e.g_ aircraft or natural landscape
considerations).

The largest Super Grid towers support
wires operating at 400,000V. Fibre optical
cables are wrapped around many cables to
carry Internet traffic: the light signals are unaf-
fected by the high voltages. The smaller tow-
ers seen in the countryside or near towns and
villages are usually owned by the Regional
Electricity Companies (RECs) rather than the
National Grid.

Power cables are uninsulated and usual-
ly made of aluminium alloy, which is lighter
than comparable conductors so that slim-
mer, smaller towers can be used. The tow-
ers are inherently earthed, and an individual
earth conductor wire can often be seen
connecting the tops of towers together.

To ensure that the high voltage cable
and the earthed tower are separated from
each other, chains of porcelain or tough-
ened glass insulators are used. A 132kV
wire might use just nine insulators, whilst a

400kV Super Grid power line may demand
twin chains of 24 insulators. Atmospheric
pollution is another factor which deter-
mines how many insulators are needed,
because fall -out from industry and salts in
the atmosphere can degrade the insulating
effect.

Each insulator is actually a capacitor hav-
ing metal end caps separated by the dielec-
tric material of the insulator. This produces

Porcelain or toughened glass insula-
tors are used in chains to prevent con-
tact with the earthed transmission
tower. The voltage on the power line is
distributed across all insulators as
shown; which have metal caps and
therefore form capacitors.

a series of air -spaced capacitors between
the metal caps and the tower, resulting in an
uneven distribution of voltages across the
insulators. Hence the power line voltage will
be unevenly dropped across the capaci-
tances, but the one nearest the power cable
could operate near its maximum voltage
breakdown limit.

The addition of a guard ring helps
relieve the stress on the insulator

Typical pylon insulator set-up carrying
400kV supplies. Note the guard ring
nearest the cable.

dielectrics nearest the power cable by
shunting their capacitance, and it also
ensures that any possible flashover is
diverted away from the insulator surfaces
to prevent damage. see diagram.
Insulators have a undulating cross section
to increase their surface area. useful in
wet weather.
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National Grid engineers installing glass
insulators on an overhead cable.

regions) will be found hanging off the
largest of pylons (as a general rule. the
larger the pylon, and the bigger the insula-
tors. then the higher the voltage being car-

. tied). The same pylons also carry Super
Grid voltages generated by neighbouring
power stations.

If ever one wondered why there are three
arms to each side of a pylon, the answer is
suddenly blindingly obvious: there is one
wire per phase. with each tower usually
carrying two circuits. Sometimes, wires
may be paralleled, which will be witnessed
by two wires running next,to each other to
share the load. (See the separate box out.
"Pylon on the Power".)

These extremely high voltages are trans -
mined over considerable distances to region-
al sub -stations, where they are progressively
stepped down by transformers (auto trans-
formers are usually used on the Super Grid).
Outline structure of the electricity distribu-
tion system is shown in Fig.12.

The Super Grid is first reduced to a
132kV grid system and then to 33kV for
use by industrial estates and heavy indus-
tries. Light industries may require an
11kV supply which is provided by a sub-
station. The final reduction occurs in
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residential areas, where the 11kV is
stepped down to three-phase 4 I5V from
which single phase 230V a.c. is produced,
as we shall see later.

(Officially. UK domestic supplies have
been "harmonised" at 230V a.c. for reasons
best understood by the European Union. In
reality, UK supplies are 240V a.c. just as
they always have been, evidenced by taking
a quick measurement of 243V!).

In many cases, the customer (say, a
farm in a remote locality) will have his
own 11kV-to-415V step-down trans-
former and these are a common site in the
English countryside, perched on top of a
wooden pole. It is the job of the Regional
Electricity Boards to distribute power to
commercial and residential properties,
and sub -stations with suitable step-down
transformers will be used as appropriate.
From Fie.I 2 it can be seen how the Super
Grid voltage is systematically siepped-
down as the end users' locality is
approached.

More on Three -Phase
The red, yellow and blue colour code of

the 3 -phase system applies from the gener-
ator outputs of Killingholme "A" all the
way through to the 415V transformer found
by residential properties. One could be for-
given for thinking that the use of three very
large stator coils to generate three-phase
power would demand sir wires to conduct
the current, as shown in Fig. 13a, noting the
direction of each winding (or the start/end
of the coil) is denoted with a spot symbol.

A typical 3 -phase transformer, moun-
ted on a wooden pole. It has an 11kV
primary and a 415V secondary, from
which 230V a.c. is produced.

After all, a single-phase load requires two
supply wires to power it: normally known
as Live (or "hot) and Neutral, though the
live is more correctly called the Line
voltage.

However, a three-phase system is able
to transmit three times the power of a sin-
gle phase design without the need for six
wires, simply by arranging the windings
as shown in Fig. 13b. The start of one
winding is connected to the end of anoth-
er. and the three connections are brought
out as shown_ Because of its shape. this
"triangular" configuration is known as a
delta (or mesh) connection. Three wires
can be used to transmit a three-phase
supply in this way.

The alternative arrangement of windings
shown in Fig. I4a is called a star connec-
tion (or Y connection), and the central con-
nection is called the "star point" (or the
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neutral point). This is used universally by
National Power on the output of all of its
generators.

By cornmoning the "starts" of each
phase together as shown, a four wire -sys-
tem (three "line" voltages or phases, and a
neutral conductor) can be created. The net
current flowing into or out of the star point
is zero because each phase uses the other
two for its return path. The net voltage is
also zero at the star point.

The principles of delta and star circuits
are relevant throughout the power transmis-
sion network, all the way down to the 230V
a.c. supply delivered to a home. In the -case
of a three-phase 415V supply, see Fig. 14b,
a step-down transformer is used (not
shown) which has a I I kV delta primary
and a star -wired 415V secondary.

Therefore, 415V is supplied between
any two lines as shown. A voltage of
4 I5V/V3 = 240V will be developed across
a "load" placed between the star point
and a single phase. This is precisely how
a domestic 230V is derived - connected
to the star/neutral point and any of the
(nominally) 415V phases. (Note that our
"230V" supply is in reality 240V - see
previous page.)

On Neutral Ground
Having outlined the overall process of

power generation, let's explore in more
depth further aspects of power distribution
which will be familiar to us all: the need for
a neutral wire, and also the requirement for
earthing.

In order to provide a 230V domestic sup-
ply from a 415V three-phase supply, the
"live" 230V wire is taken from one of the
transformer's 415V phases and the neutral
is taken from the star point. The star or neu-
tral point is also physically connected to the
earth at the transformer, as depicted by the
earth symbol in Fig. 14b, for reasons which
will become apparent later.

In a typical residential installation, the
three 230V supplies which are provided by a
415V three-phase transformer are evenly dis-
tributed to balance the load on the trans-
former. This is achieved by, say, connecting
every third house to the same phase. A whole
street of small 2 to 3 bedroom houses may
have one phase whilst a small development
of much larger houses - which will demand
more power-might use a different phase to
try to balance the loading, and so on.

A significant side effect of this arrange-
ment is that neighbouring premises, whilst
each enjoying a 230V supply. may endure a
potential of 415V between their respective
live supplies: it can be seen in Fig. 14b how
415V exists between any two phases or
lines. For this reason, the 230V "live" of
one residence should never be used in
neighbouring installations because they
might not share the same phase.

Each house drawn in Fig. 15 is connect-
ed to one of the 3 -phase "lines", and the
diagram shows how all three houses have
their neutral wires commoned together to
the star/neutral point of the 415V supply
transformer. That same star point is also
connected to the earth.

Quite how an individual house will be
connected in practice depends on several
factors, but assuming that an underground
supply is taken to the property. then usually
a 230V supply will be routed there using an

Rg.13a. Three separate phases re-
quire a total of six connections.

Rg.14a. A star (or "1") connection with
the star being the neutral point.

armoured cable, see Fig. 16. The steel
armour is wired as a "protective earth" and
connects the house earth system to the
earthed star/neutral point of the local 415V
transformer.

This completes a good quality metal
earthing connection between the domestic
earth system and the star/neutral point of the
415V transformer. All exposed domestic

Exposed equipment with safety earth
wires fitted during maintenance.

How all exposed steel framework is
soundly interconnected with copper
bars and also earthed.

Fig.13b. A delta or "mesh" connection
for a 3 -phase supply dispenses with
the need for six wires. The net sum of
voltages around the delta configuration
is zero.
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Fig.14b. A 915V 3 -phase voltage
produces 240V across each load"
connected to the star point. Since the
net voltage is zero in the 3 -phase sys-
tem, the star point is neutral, or zero
volts. It is connected to the ground.

copper water pipes and other metal work
which could possibly become live through a
fault, are hardwired together by "equipoten-
tial bonding", which ensures that no indi-
vidual route to earth will be more resistant to
a fault current than any other.

Incidentally, the consumer's neutral may
also be directly connected to an earth stake
at their incoming supply, but usually this
only occurs if the existing earth connection
path is found to be inadequate. or if no

toparcsacoll
A typical armoured -cable terminator,
note the steel armour which is the
"protective earth".

The "neutral resistor" is designed to
limit fault currents in the generator. It
connects between the star point and
earth.
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Fig.15. How a 415V 3 -phase system is utilised to distribute
230V to the end user. Each -house- uses one phase in order
to balance the loading on the substation (ref. Fig.14b).

earth has been provided at all by the elec-
tricity supply authority. There are other
variations on house wiring as denied in the
lEE Regulations with which a competent
electrician will be familiar, and who should
be consulted if individual doubts exist. In
the case of overhead domestic supplies. the
earth terminal of the property might only
be connected to earth but not to neutral.

Getting Down to Earth
We have now shown how a 230V a.c.

supply is derived from a 3 -phase 415V
transformer, noting also that a consumer's
neutral wire connects to the transformer's
star/neutral point. A separate "protective"
earth (the steel armour of the underground
cable) runs between the consumer's earth
terminal and the (earthed) star point of the
transformer as well. What is the point of all
this "earthing"?

It is widely understood that the need for
"earthing" (or "grounding" in the
USA/Canada) is a safety measure designed
to prevent electric shock due to wiring
faults or insulation breakdowns. More
accurately, earthing is used as a method of
ensuring that no open or exposed metal-

work can accidental-
ly become "live"
should an internal
insulation fault arise.
This aspect is now
examined in greater
detail, and it's useful to start (courtesy of
National Power) by seeing what happens in
our adopted power station, Killingholme
"A", before we look at the situation in a
domestic residence.

In the field of electricity generation any
voltages expressed are always understood
to be between phases rather than with
respect to earth or "ground". A 415V three-
phase supply has 415V between phases, not
between a phase and ground (between
which. 230V a.c. exists). Recall how a
9.1kV generator coil produces 15.75kV
between phases. and it is this latter voltage
which everyone talks about.

However, the ground or earth plays a
fundamental safety -related role. Remem-
bering that the power generator's output
takes the form of a star connection, the star
point has a net voltage and current of zero.
In practice. the generator's star point is
connected to earth via a "neutral" resistor.
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Fg.16. How an earth connection is routed through to a con-
sumer installation. The steel afmoured cable ensures a good
earth continuity between the installation and the transformer
star/neutral earth. It is connected via a brass cable gland
which terminates the cable.

In the case of the generators used at
Killingholme "A". this resistor fills a metal
cabinet (see photo), but in older plants the
resistor can actually be in liquid form.
made from a tankful of potash and capable
of handling kilo -amps of current. However,
it should be realised that the only currents
which ever flow to earth are fault currents.

All exposed metal work, instrument
racking, chassis, cabinets and even the
metal girders of the power station's build-
ings are heavily interconnected with straps
and bonding wires and also physically
connected to the earth. This "rine of steel"
ties all of the open metalwork together to
form the escape route down which fault
currents can flow. It means also that all
earthed parts are at the same potential -
zero or very nearly so.

If any fault develops in the generator -
such as a failure in insulation - then if any
part of the exposed metal work becomes
"live" there will be an immediate short to

Heartfelt Shock and First Ald
ortE HUMAN BOO? is a water -filled resistor of approximately 3 kil-
1 ohms value, and is a good conductor of electricity. Since one

side of the mains power supply is grounded, then it is possible to
receive fatal electric shocks if your body comes into contact with
high voltages - the body will complete a circuit and current will flow
through the body back to earth.

The human heart is a muscle which happens to be most suscep-
tible to stimulation at a frequency of 50Hz. Perversely, this is also
the frequency of the UK mains supply.

The effects of shock depend on the level of current which flows
from a device (and where it flows through the body). Once a certain
threshold is reached, you will have no control over the actions of
muscles, which means that you may be unable to release your grip
on a device and may suffer electrocution.

A list of effects which would arise if you grasped a alive" appara-
tus or wire is as follows:

1mA Tingling
9mA Probably still able to release the device
16mA Borderline on ability to release the device
20mA Unable to release the device
16mA to 50mA Pain, possible unconsciousness. Heart and

respiratory functions probably continue.
> 100mA Heart tremor, asphyxia due to respiratory

paralysis. Severe shock and burns. Possible death.
Burns are caused when current passes through the skin tissue,

and because of their penetrating action, electric bums can be much

deeper than their size might suggest. Extremely serious burns can
result from contact with high voltage power lines.

First Aid
In the event of a person receiving a suspected electric shock from

the domestic mains supply. you should act quickly and calmly to
help the victim, without exposing yourself to the same risk of
electrocution.
 Avoid touching the victim if he or she may still be in contact with

the mains. Switch off and unplug, or use an insulating wooden
pole of wooden chair to push the victim clear of the supply.
If the victim has stopped breathing, you should apply artificial
respiration immediately.

 Then treat burns immediately. Relieve pain and reduce tissue
damage by cooling the affected area with plenty of clean cold
running water, or apply ice. frozen produce etc.

 Remove any items of a constrictive nature (rings, watchstraps,
bracelets) before swelling starts.

 Apply a sterile dressing for protection from infection. Do not
apply lotions, creams or ointments nor prick blisters.

 Seek medical attention.
No attempt should be made to help victims of high voltage

electrocution unless it is certified that the power source has been
completely isolated. See the section 'Leaps and Volts" for more
information.
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earth, because the star point is connected to
earth as well. The neutral resistor will limit
the current and prevent a serious failure.

Although a fault current will now flow, this
will be detected by earth fault relays, current
transformers. circuit breakers or other
devices. In the case of a major generator fault,
the neutral resistor is capable of withstanding
many tens of amperes for five seconds, at a
potential of some 10kV or more.

Ground Force
In the simple example of Fie.17, a gen-

erator phase has shorted to an imaginary
steel girder. one end of which is connected
to earth. It will be seen that the neutral lim-
iting resistor now forms the load for the
winding and a fault current will flow down
to earth and through the resistor, which
limits the current.

In his several days on -site at
Killingholme "A". the author saw countless
examples of all kinds of earth straps and
leads which are designed to ensure high
tension fault currents find their way direct-
ly to earth. It clearly makes a great deal of
sense to make it easy for fault currents to
flow through a massive conductor - the
ground - and trip a circuit breaker in the
process to disconnect the supply. A similar
form of protection is used in the home.

Remembering that the power station also

uses electricity itself for its own systems it
is interesting to note that even if the worst
happened and power was lost entirely. the
power station has a Battery Room contain-
ing several very large banks of lead -acid
accumulators which offer 48V. 110V and
220V d.c., sufficient to power auxiliary
equipment for many hours. Safety regula-
tions (danger caused by sparks) prevented
any photography in this area.

Greetings, Earth Links
We can draw parallels with the preceding

principles to examine the need for earthing
at a domestic or commercial installation.
The "neutral" wire of a 230V a_c. supply is
provided by the star/neutral point of the
transformer and is therefore always close to
zero volts with respect to the incoming
"live". The star/neutral point is also
earthed as shown in Fie.14b and Fig.15. A
separate good quality metal earth connec-
tion usually runs between the installation's
earth circuit back to the transformer (e.g. to
its metal body, which is also earthed).

The arrangement for domestic/com-
mercial installations is virtually identical
to that used by the power station genera-
tors to isolate failures in the insulation or
other faults. If every
piece of exposed non -
live metal is earthed.

Fuses - The Race To Protect
Fuses are the last gasp" and sometimes the only protection

found in most domestic electric appliances as well as electronic
circuits. A fuse is primarily used in a mains plug -top to oversee
the mains cable (power cord) and will "melt' if the cable is severed
or damaged, when an excessive current could flow. The fuse is

an insulation
fault, such as a short to earth, arise within the apparatus.

Fuses are the most rudimentary type of over -current protection
and rely on a wire melting to interrupt the supply. They offer little
protection to human beings in preventing electric shock, other
than to disconnect the supply if an overload condition (e.g. a short
to earth) occurs.

Old open -type fuses found in some fuseboards contain bare
wire which will melt if the rated current is exceeded. However, fuse
wire can eventually start to oxidise which may cause premature
failure. An HRC (High Rupture Capacity) fuse uses a sand -filled
ceramic cartridge to prevent oxidation and also to extinguish the
arc. These are typically found in UK mains plugs but larger ver-
sions are used in industry. Continental fuseboards use such
ceramic cartridge fuses as well.

Electronic equipment often utilises a variety of glass -bodied car-
tridge fuses: 20mm 5mm for up to 10A current. whilst larger
32mm (11/4in.) types are produced with ratings exceeding 25A.
Some types are anti -surge. meaning that they will not 'nuisance
trip" when equipment surges during first powered up. It is always
very important that fuses are replaced with the same type, size
and rating. Failure to do so may cause both a fire and an electro-
cution hazard.

The miniature circuit breaker (or MCB) is a resettable form of
fuse or "trip switch" which will act to open the circuit when an
excessive current is drawn by the load. The best form of protection
though is Residual Current Device or RCD, also known as an
earth leakage circuit breaker (ELCB) or Ground Fault Circuit
Interrupter (GFCI) in the United States.

These devices look for" an imbalance between the currents
flowing in the live and the neutral wires. If any difference arises,
any losses must be due to current leaking to earth. and an RCD
will typically trip within 40ms of detecting an earth leakage current
of 30mA.

Not to be confused with an MCB, a Residual Current Device
offers the best personal protection against electrocution and is a
wise investment when using outdoor power tools. Most RCDs now
offer "double -pole" protection which disconnects both the Live and
the Neutral wires to ensure total isolation, and feature a test but-
ton. Fuseboards fitted with RCDs are now quite common.

then it will be very easy for "escaping"
fault current to flow to earth as well: it
will strive to complete the circuit back to
the earthed star point of the 415V trans-
former. In so doing, a massive current will
flow which will melt an in -line fuse or
operate a circuit breaker. (A separate box
out "Fuses - The Race to Project" gives
a little more background to domestic cir-
cuit breakers and fuses.)

Heated Exchange
Taking the example of an ordinary elec-

tric heater (see Fie.18), its metal casing is
connected to the earth terminal of the
mains plug. Alternating current flows
between the live and neutral wires when the
heater functions normally.

If a live wire should come adrift within
the heater and touch the metal cabinet.
then a heavy current will flow to earth
which will melt the fuse in the mains
plug. thereby disconnecting the supply.
Such action prevents the user from being
able to touch a "live" metal cabinet and
acquire a potential, because he or she
could be fatally injured by the fault cur-
rent flowing through the human body en -
route to earth.
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PRACTICALLY SPEAKING
Robert Penfold looks at the Techniques of Actually Doing It!

CAPACITORS must rank as just about
the simplest form of electronic com-

ponent, and a capacitor is basically just
two metal plates with a layer of insula-
tion in-between. The insulating layer is
called the dielectric.

Practical components are usually in
the form of two strips of thin metal foil
interleaved with two strips of plastic foil.
The strips are rolled or folded up to pro-
duce small components that have a
large plate area. This enables high val-
ues of capacitance to be condensed
into small physical volumes.

Although capacitors are fundamen-
tally quite simple, they seem to cause
more confusion than all other types of
component combined. Supposedly, the
reason for this is that there are so many
different types available. If you look in
one of the larger component cata-
logues for a 1nF capacitor you will
probably have about 15 to 20 compo-
nents of this value to choose from! So
how do you select the right one?

Square Pegs Into ...
When dealing with capacitors you

have to take into account the physical
characteristics of the components as
well as their electrical ratings.
Capacitors come in a variety of shapes
and sizes, and it might be impossible to
fit a component into the available space
on the circuit board if you do not
choose carefully. Taking a 1nF capaci-
tor as an example, they are readily
available in printed circuit mounting
versions with various lead spacings.
axial versions, and even leadless
surface mount versions.

Printed circuit mounting (pcm)
capacitors are usually box -shaped
components, but they are sometimes
disc -like, cylindrical. or even globular in
appearance. Whatever the shape, they
have what are usually very short lead -

out wires emanating from the same
side of the component. This makes it
easy to fit the capacitor onto a printed
circuit board, but only if the spacing of
the leads matches that of the corre-
sponding holes in the circuit board.

With the early printed circuit mount-
ing capacitors any attempt to manoeu-
vre them into a layout having the wrong
lead spacing usually resulted in one of
the leads breaking off. Modern capaci-
tors of this type are much tougher, but
it still pays to be very careful when
dealing with the open construction
type. Due care needs to be exercised
when soldering them in place, since the
heat from the iron tends to weaken the
joints that hold the leads in position.

The types that are encased in plastic
are much tougher, and can usually be
manipulated into place without too
much difficulty. However, this is only
likely to work if you are moving up or
down by 2.5mm (0.1in.). Using compo-
nents having the wrong spacing gives

physically weaker results and could
compromise reliability.

Axial capacitors are tube -shaped com-
ponents with a leadout wire at each end,
like ordinary resistors. It is sometimes
possible to fit an axial component in
place of a printed circuit mounting type,
but it may be necessary to mount it verti-
cally. This again gives a physically weak
construction and is best avoided.

Printed circuit mounting capacitors
are unlikely to fit into a layout intended
for axial components. It can sometimes
be achieved with the aid of soldered -on
extension leads, but this type of thing
gives scrappy looking results and very
poor reliability. This is all right as a stop-
gap solution to get a project -up and
running" until the proper component
can be obtained, but it is not viable as
a normal construction method.

Modern component layouts tend to
be quite compact, and the amount of
space available for each component is
usually very limited. The fact that a
capacitor has the right lead spacing or
the required axial case style does not
necessarily mean that it will fit into the
layout. Particularly with axial compo-
nents and the higher value printed
circuit mounting types, there are
enormous variations in size.

Some capacitors have an overall
length that is about the same as the
lead spacing, while with others the
overhang at each end is so great that
they are about 50 per cent longer than
the lead spacing. If space on the circuit
board is limited it is advisable to check
the maximum dimensions of the capac-
itors in the component catalogue, and
to make some measurements to check
that they will fit into the layout.

Foiled Again
Having found a capacitor that will fit

into the layout correctly, how
do you know whether or not
it is suitable electrically?
The components list should
give some basic guidance,
and for any out of the ordi-
nary capacitors it should be
specific.

In components lists and
catalogues you will normally
find capacitors referred to as
something like "ceramic",
"Mylar', or "polyester". This
is the material used as the
dielectric. The best dielectric
depends on the application
for the capacitor.

Ceramic capacitors
operate well at high fre-
quencies, but their toler-
ance ratings are usually
quite high and their values
can change quite drama
tically with changes in
temperature and the pas-
sage of time. Capacitors

having a plastic foil such as polyester
or Mylar are generally more accurate
and stable, but do not work efficiently at
very high frequencies. Silvered mica
(also known  as just plain -mica")
capacitors are used where the ultimate
in stability is required. but these are
only available at low values of up to
about 1nF.

Letters from readers having prob-
lems with projects sometimes point out
that certain capacitors they are using
are not the correct type. and query
whether this could be the cause of the
problem. Using capacitors of the wrong
type is definitely not a good idea, but it
is unlikely to prevent a project from
working at all.

If a filter requires expensive plastic
foil capabitors having a tolerance rating
of 5 per cent, but you use lower quality
plastic foil or ceramic components, it
will still work after a fashion. However.
the filter frequency could be well away
from the required figure and there
could be other anomalies in the fre-
quency response obtained.

If plastic foil capacitors are used
instead of ceramic types the circuit
could operate inefficiently, and in some
cases there is a risk of it becoming
unstable. If a radio design requires
mica capacitors but inexpensive ceram-
ic plate capacitors are used instead,
the frequency coverage could be incor-
rect, and the tuning could drift.

In many circuits the exact type of
capacitor used is not critical, but unless
you know exactly what you are doing it
is best to use only the specified type. If
an unusual capacitor is required the
components list should make this clear,
and there will probably an explanatory
note somewhere in the article as well.

For example, most capacitors can
work safely at potentials of i0OV or

Eight varied types of capacitor of 1p F or so in value.
The disc ceramic one (bottom right) is physically the
smallest. but has the highest value.
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There is a counter -argument which states
that if no earth were installed, then even if
a human being did accidentally touch a live
terminal. no ill effects could arise because
there would be no reason for current to
flow through the body to earth. The body
would merely be "floating" at the live volt-
age but no potential difference would exist
across him or her, and no harm would be
done.

Anyone who has suffered at the hands of
a very cheap open -type mains transformer
will know that standards of electrical insu-
lation are sometimes less than 100 per cent,
and !calve currents can occur. This means
that the earth (or, say, the chassis of an
apparatus) could still not be completely
isolated from the supply even if the supply
has no apparent direct connection to earth
and is supposed to be "floating-. Poor
insulation allows a leakage current to flow
given a suitable opportunity.
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There are other ways in which the earth
can form a return path for fault currents. even
if the supply is supposed to be "floating". As
IEE guidelines state, electrical insulation can
itself be thought of as a capacitor dielectric.
with the live wiring forming one "plate" and
the earth fanning the other.

This stray capacitance could form an
adequate route for an a.c. fault current to
pass, should a human body accidentally
contact a live wire (see Fig.19). There is
thus the prospect of receiving an electric
shock from earth fault currents even if it is
thought that the mains supply is floating
and supposedly unearthed.

In Shock
Still on the subject of accidental elec-

trocution, the human body, being full of
water, is the walking equivalent of a 3
kilohm resistor and it only takes a current
of 20mA to pass through a muscle to

cause uncontrollable spasms and render
the body unable to release a live wire. A
separate beix out entitled "Heartfelt
Shock" explains some things about the
human body and its reaction to electric
shock. and there is also some useful first
aid advice to help with cases of suspected
electrocution.

There are various earthing configura-
tions permitted under the UK Institute of
Electrical Engineers' 'Wiring Regulations:
but how earthing is achieved in an installa-
tion depends on whether the incoming sup-
ply is via underground cables or from an
overhead supply. Due consideration is also
paid by installers to the method by which
earthing has been implemented in the local-
ity by the supply authorities.

It should be again emphasised that the
domestic electricity supply should
NEVER be interfered with except under
expert guidance.
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more, whereas most circuits operate at
15V or less. Consequently, maximum
operating voltages are not always
specified in component lists because
they are irrelevant. If a circuit requires a
high voltage capacitor then the operat-
ing voltage will be specified, and there
will probably be a warning note in the
text of the article as well.

High Values
Ordinary capacitors are only avail-

able in values of up to about 1/1F or so.
Higher values tend to be rather bulky
and expensive to manufacture. Many
circuits do actually require higher val-
ues though, and these values are avail-
able in the form of polarised capacitors.

By far the most common form of
polarised capacitor is the electrolytic
type. Internally an electrolytic capacitor
is not much different to a plastic foil
type, and it mainly differs in that the
dielectric is in the form of a paper like
material impregnated with an elec-
trolyte. This enables small components
having values of hundreds or even
thousands of microfarads to be
produced at low cost.

Unlike ordinary capacitors, the elec-
trolytic variety only works properly
when supplied with a d.c. potential of
the correct polarity. You therefore have
to be careful to connect them the right
way round. If an electrolytic capacitor is
connected with the wrong polarity the
circuit will probably fail to work and in
many cases there will be a real danger

From left to right. radial electrolytic,
axial electrolytic and tantalum capaci-
tors. Although it has a value of 241F
the tantalum has a maximum diameter
of just 3mm.

of a high current flowing and the
capacitor literally exploding.

Always be careful to fit electrolytic
capacitors with the correct polarity, espe-
cially when dealing with high value com-
ponents. The polarity is indicated by
and (or) "-` marks on the components
themselves, and on the layout diagrams.
With the axial versions there is also an
indentation around the end of the body
that has the positive leadout wire.

As pointed out previously, maximum
operating voltage is not normally a
consideration when dealing with capac-
itors. The situation is different with
electrolytic capacitors though, as they
often have quite low maximum voltage
ratings. Component lists. therefore,
usually indicate a suitable "working"
voltage rating for each electrolytic
capacitor.

From the electrical point of view
there is no problem in using a compo-
nent having a higher voltage rating than
the one specified. Physical size is again
an issue here though, and higher volt-
age rating normally translates into
increased bulk. An electrolytic capaci-
tor having a grossly excessive voltage
rating is likely to be far too big to fit into
the available space on the circuit board.

Making the Grade
There are alternatives to electrolytic

capacitors, but the only common one is
the tantalum variety. These are also
known as "tantalum beads", due to
their round and bead -like appearance.

Electrolytic capacitors provide high
values in small physical volumes, but
they tend to have high tolerances. high
leakage currents, poor high frequency
performance, and poor stability.
Tantalum capacitors, on the other
hand. offer much better performance,
but at what is usually a much higher
cost.

Like electrolytics, the tantalum vari-
ety is polarised and must be connected
the right way round. Tantalum capaci-
tors are very intolerant of polarising
voltages of the wrong polarity, so be
very careful to fit them the right way
round.

Most component
catalogues now list
some superior grade
electrolytic capaci-
tors that give
improved perfor-
mance over "bog
standard" compo-
nents. If a compo-
nent list specifies a
tantalum component
or an "improved"
electrolytic type it is
essential to use a
high quality compo-
nent here.

Sometimes an
ordinary electrolytic
capacitor will not work in place of a
superior grade component or a tanta-
lum capacitor. A timing circuit may fail
to time-out, or a low frequency oscilla-
tor might fail to oscillate. In a less
extreme case operation may be erratic.
with a timing circuit producing elongat-
ed and variable delay times.

If a superior grade electrolytic is
needed for a switch -mode power sup-
ply there is a risk of the circuit coming
to expensive grief if a cheap electrolyt-
ic is used instead. If a high quality
capacitor is specified in a component
list, it has been specified for a reason.

Some polystyrene capacitors look as
though they are polarised, because
they have one end of the body tinted
red (sometimes yellow). In some high
frequency circuits it is better if the com-
ponent is connected one way round or
the other, and this is where it would not
be a good idea to have the outer plate
of the capacitor connected to a sensi-
tive part of the circuit. These capacitors
are not polarised though, and in most
circuits they can be connected either
way round.

Variable Capacitors
Variable capacitors are little used

outside the realm of radio where they
act as the tuning controls for radio
receivers, signal generators, and so on.
Strictly speaking a variable capacitor
has two values, which are its maximum
and minimum values. In practice it
tends to be only the maximum value
that is specified. The values available
are quite low, and 500pF is the highest
value you are likely to encounter.

There are two main types, which are
the air -spaced and solid dielectric vari-
eties. Air -spaced variable capacitors are
the most expensive, and use air as the
dielectric. There are two sets of metal
vanes, one fixed and one that can be
rotated via the spindle. Moving the rotating
vanes into the fixed ones increases the
capacitance of the component, andsepa-
rating them reduces the capacitance.

It is essential to use the "kid glove"
approach with air -spaced capacitors
since the slightest distortion of any
vane is likely to cause a short circuit at
some settings of the component. Some
careful straightening will usually
redeem the component, but could
significantly change its value.

Solid dielectric capacitors are much
the same as air -spaced components,
but have thin sheets of plastic to ensure

The fixed and moving vanes can be clearly seen on the air -
spaced component (left). The variable capacitor on the right
is a large solid -dielectric type.

that the two sets of vanes cannot short-
circuit. This makes it possible to
produce smaller and cheaper compo-
nents, but with reduced stability. It is
tempting to use a cheap solid dielectric
variable in place of an air -spaced type,
but results are likely to be poor.

Read the line print" before buying
one of the very cheap solid dielectric
variable capacitors. Some of these
have very short spindles of a non-stan-
dard diameter.

There are preset versions of variable
capacitors, or -trimmers" as they are
often called. Some are basically just
scaled down versions of variable types.

CompresSion trimmers are a form of
solid dielectric variable capacitor,
where the vanes are made from a
springy metal. By adjusting a screw the
vanes can be forced closer together to
give increased capacitance.

Trimmers vary greatly in size and
shape, and it will usually be necessary
to seek out the exact component spec-
ified in the component list. Otherwise
physical considerations may make the
component unusable.
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Provides an audible warning if
children land others) approach a fire.

Cmu) Guard is a design intended to
help prevent young children from
burning themselves. It does so by

means of an audible warning if the child
approaches a hot fire. The circuit may be
used with any equipment designed to pro-
duce heat, e.g. electric, gas or coal fire.

The design produces a coded infra -red
beam which detects the proximity
of a person by bouncing infra -red
off them as they approach, yet
without being confused by other
infra -red sources. A separate sen-
sor detects the random infra -red
radiation being emitted from a
hot fire. If anyone approaches the
fire, a warning buzzer sounds.

The block diagram in Fig.1
shows how the circuit is split up
into separate sections.

INFRA -RED CODING
A system based on a continuous infra-

red signal would not work in this applica-
tion, since the receiving circuit would be
heavily influenced by stray background
infra -red emission from lights etc. A
coded infra -red signal is better since the
receiver can be set up to respond to a spe-
cific code.

There are a number of encoding and
decoding devices available but two from
Holtek are used for this circuit. An HT I 2B
transmitter encodes the signal and adds a
38kHz carrier signal for greater reliability.
A separate demodulating sensor detects the
coded signal and provides a clean output
waveform with the 38kHz carrier removed.
An HT I 2D receiver then decodes the signal
to give a steady output.

The HT12B and HTI2D devices were
discussed in detail in the Reliable infra-
Red Remote Control article in EPE October
'98, to which readers are referred for more
detailed information.

The HT12B allows for a binary code of
between 0 and 255 to be set via its pins AO
to A7. The pins are internally biased high
but any may be taken to the OV line to set a
different code. In this application, only pins
AO and Al are connected to the OV line.

The Dour pin provides the coded output
superimposed on a 38kHz carrier signal.

the same pins on IC5 are also connected to
OV.

When IC5 receives a correctly coded sig-
nal, its pin 17 (VT) goes high. This causes
transistor TR2 to conduct, which turns on
the reed relay (RLA) and le.d. D4. The high
output from IC5 pin 17 also causes capacitor
C5 to charge up. to provide a delay before
TR2 turns off again following the end of the
signal from IC5. This ensures that the relay

does not go on and off too quickly.
Diode D2 prevents C5 discharging
into the VT pin.

Resistor RIO sets the oscilla-
tion frequency for IC5 to the
required rate of 150kHz. The
value is chosen to suit a power
supply of between 4.5V and 5V.

The I.e.d. D4 is used to indicate
that the circuit has received the

HEAT/FIRE SENSOR
When the reed relay is turned on, power

is now supplied to the temperature sensor
circuit through the relay contacts RLAI.
Power is conserved by keeping this circuit
switched off when a coded infra -red signal
is not being received.

Two heat sensors are used in this circuit.
ICI and 1C7. They are TS1.260 devices.
chosen because they are sensitive to lower
frequency infra -red. in the spectral ranee of
350nm to 1050nm, such as that radiated
from hot fires. The intention of allowing for
two heat sensors is in case there are two
heat sources to he watched.
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
The complete circuit diagram for the

Child Guard is shown in Fig.2.
The circuit around transmitter IC6 is

designed to produce the coded infra -red
beam. The 455kHz oscillation frequency
required by IC6 is generated across pins 15
and 16 by the ceramic resonator X 1. in con-
junction with resistor R15 and capacitors
C6 and C7.

Fig.1. Block diagram for the Child Guard.

This drives the infra -red diode D5 via
Darlington transistor TR3.

Potentiometer VR3 is in series with D5,
allowing the transmission power to be var-
ied. Ballast resistor R16 prevents a power
supply short circuit through D5 and TR3
when VR3 is set to minimum resistance.

Infra -red detector 1C4 only responds to
infra -red signals that are modulated by a
38kHz carrier signal. When it detects a sig-
nal having this frequency. it outputs it to
transistor TR I, via resistor R8. which
inverts and supplies it to the decoder IC5.

The code to which IC5 responds is set by
its pins AO to A7. Since pins AO and A 1 on
the transmitter (IC6) are connected to OV.

Completed Child Guard with two heat sensors.
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The heat sensor outputs are jointly fed to
the op.amp comparator stage formed
around IC2a and IC2b. The bias voltage at
the non -inverting input of IC2b is con-
trolled by preset VR1, which is used to
compensate for differences in d.c. output
from the sensors. Preset VR2 adjusts the
op.amp's gain.

The output from IC2b feeds into IC2a.
which acts as an inverting comparator.
When the voltage at pin 2 reaches the
threshold voltage set on its pin 3 by resis-
tors R.3 and R4, the output front pin 1
switches from almost +5V to almost OV.
This diggers the astable IC3, which now
starts oscillating, causing warning beeps to
be output from the buzzer, WD I.

The output frequency of IC3 is set by the

components on its pins 2 and 6. Capacitor
CI charges up through a small value resis-
tor, R5, and then discharges through a larg-
er value resistor, R6. Diode D l allows the
capacitor to charge up quickly, bypassing
R6, but discharge slowly via R6. This caus-
es an uneven mark -space ratio so the
buzzer (an "active" type) generates a short
beep with a big pause, to reduce irritation
to the user.

The beep length is calculated as
0.7x1001d2x4-7oF=0-329 seconds. The
pause length is calculated as 0.7x
I x 4-7u =3.29 seconds.

AL TERNA TIVE PIR
OPTION

The use of a passive infra -red sensor

(PIR) is another option if you want the
device to be triggered more easily, detect-
ing the motion of someone moving near to
it. The PIR's own normally -closed internal
relay contacts are wired to transistor TR2
via resistor R11. When the PIR detects
motion TR2 is turned on, activating relay
RLA and its contacts.

Note that R11 is only required if a PIR
detector is fitted - if a PIR is not included
it is essential to omit RII. It is assumed
that the PIR contacts are normally -closed,
hence TR2 is normally switched off. When
the proximity of someone is detected, the
contacts open and TR2 is switched on, due
to the current flowing via resistors RI1 and
R12.

If a PIR is used, IC5 is not required (nor
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Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Child Guatd. The optional PIR sensor is shown in -circuit and is designated X2.
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can it be used), i.e. the PIR is an alternative
to the other infra -red detection circuitry.
Consequently. IC4, IC5 and IC6 and all
their associate components should be omit-
ted in this application.

POWER SUPPLY
Power to the Child Guard is intended to

be from a I2V battery. This is suited to
powering the PIR sensor if used. The bat-
tery supply is regulated down to +5V by
ICS to suit the rest of the circuit.

Since the standby current is 10mA and
the "on" current is 5ChnA, a battery pack
containing eight AA -size l -5V cells could
be used. A 12V d.c. mains adaptor is a suit-
able alternative. Typically, the latter can
supply 300mA.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1, R3, R4, See
R9, R17 10k (5 off) 01©[?

R2 22k
R5 100k
R6 1M PageR7. R16 10052 (2 off)
R8, R10 47k (2 off)
R11 1k (see text)
R12, R14 4k7 (2 off)
R13 330Q
R15 10M

All 0.25W 5% carbon film.

Potentiometers
VR1 47k min. preset, vertical
VR2 100k min. preset, vertical
VR3 4700 min. preset, vertical

Capacitors
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6, C7

TALK

4u7 radial elect., 16V
100n ceramic disc
1000p radial elect., 16V
100p radial elect.. 16V
10u radial elect., 16V
100p ceramic disc (2 off)

Semiconductors
Dl. D2 1N4148 signal diode

(2 off)
D3 1N4001 rectifier diode
D4 5mm red I.e.d.
D5 infra -red diode
TR1 BC184L npn transistor
TR2, TR3 TIP122 or TIP121 npn

Darlington transistor
(2 off)

C1, IC7 TSL260 heat sensor
(2 off)

LM358N dual op.amp
555 timer
PIC26043SM IR receiver
HT12D decoder
HT12B encoder
78L05 +5V 100mA

regulator

C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
CB

Miscellaneous
RLA1 5V SIL reed relay
WD1 3V to 24V active buzzer
X1 455kHz ceramic

resonator
X2 PIR motion sensor
Printed circuit board, available from the

EPE PCB Service, code 241; plastic
case, size 130mm x 64mm x 42mm, (see
text); single -hole insulated power socket -
connecting wire; solder, etc.

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £30

excl. PIR Sensor & Case

If a PIR is not used, a lower voltage sup-
ply source may be used, such as a 9V bat-,
tery. Alternatively. a d.c. power supply of
5V (4.5V) could be used by inserting a wire
link in the place of ICS.

Note that IC5 and IC6 must not be sup-
plied with a voltage greater than +5V.

C2 and C3 are decoupling capacitors to
help smooth the supply lines.

CONSTRUCTION
Apart from the two temperature sensors,

all the components are contained on a sin-
gle printed circuit board (p.c.b.). The
topside component layout and full size
underside copper foil track master are
shown in Fig.3. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 241.

Begin construction by soldering in the
resistors and wire links, noting that one link
is under the socket for IC2 and another
under the buzzer WD1. Ensure that the
electrolytic capacitors (Cl, C3, C4, C5).
transistors, diodes and the buzzer are con-
nected the right way around. Note that on
the ER diode (D5) the long leg may be the
cathode (k) - check with your component
supplier's catalogue. Do not insert the dual -
in -line i.c.s until construction has been
completed and fully checked.

If a PIR sensor is not being used then
RI I must be omitted. If a PER is being used
then be sure to connect its power pins to the
+12V supply rather than the +5V regulated
supply. Four -core wire can connect the PIR
sensor to the circuit.
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Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout and lull size underside copper 101
track master pattern.

Components mounted on the prototype circuit board.
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The IR receiver 1C4 has a "dome" on its
sensitive side, this faces outwards from the
p.c.b.

Ultimately, if it is found that the beam
from the IR transmitter, D5. is being detect-
ed by the IR receiver. IC4, through stray
reflection inside the case, the transmitter
and receiver devices could be partially sur-
rounded by Blu-Tack, or even a small tube
could be used.

CASING
A metal box should be used if the device

is to be positioned very close to the heat
source, but otherwise a plastic case is suit-
able. If using a metal case, the p.c.b. should
be mounted so that it cannot come into
contact with it, which could cause a short
circuit across the copper tracks.

Drill holes in the case to suit the posi-
tions of the IR receiver and IR diode.
Suitable holes are also needed for the
power supply input, and the cables to the
heat sensors. Additionally, three holes in
the case are required to allow adjustment
access to the three preset potentiometers,
using a small screwdriver.

Fig. 5. Suggested assembly technique
for the heat sensors.

It is advisable to use an input socket for
the power supply, plus a switch, although the
latter was not used on the prototype. Suitable
holes for these should also be drilled. All
holes should be drilled accurately to corre-
spond with their respective components.

Position the p.c.b. so that the IR receiver
and diode are as close as possible to their
case holes, as shown in Fig.4, to prevent
any loss in range.

You can either have the heat sensors
mounted on the outside of the box or in a
separate box attached to 4 -core wire. This
enables two separate heat sources to be
detected.

The heat sensors are each mounted on
small pieces of stripboard, as shown in
Fig.5a. Since they could receive interfer-
ence from surrounding lights, causing the
circuit to be active all the time, they need to
be partially enclosed. One option is to sur-
round them by a metal tube, otherwise a
piece of plastic tube may be used if it is
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Fig.4. Child Guard p.c.b. and its connections within the case.

covered by some white insulating tape.
The stripboard should be cut to the right

size to fit into the tube. Construction of the
sensor tubes is shown in Fig.5b. Use small -
diameter 3 -core cable to attach the sensors
to the circuit (or use 4 -core cable and trim
off the fourth wire at each end).

TESTING
The first check is to make sure voltage

regulator IC8 is the correct way round.
Connect the circuit to the battery and then
check that +5V is present on the output pin
of IC8. If it is, disconnect the power and
then insert the remaining chips, correctly
orientated.

Testing of the infra -red modules presents
a problem as if one does not work then the
other will seem not to be working as well.
If in doubt use a voltmeter or oscilloscope
as follows:

Test the voltage on the VT pin (pin 17) on
IC5 (receiver). it should be normally at OV
but change to about 5V when a signal is
received. If the VT test fails then check that
IC4 is fitted the right way round, with its
"dome" facing the outside edge of the p.c.b.

Now check three voltages on the pins of
IC4. Pin 3 should be +5V and pin 2 at OV.
When a signal is not received, pin 1 (the
output pin) should be at just under 4V.
When a signal is received this voltage
should fall by about IV.

Note that as the signal is oscillating, a
voltmeter provides a rather approximate
guide to voltage. If an oscilloscope is avail-

able it should be possible to view the
encoded signal, in which case the trace will
rise and fall between 4V and OV.

If this test fails then try sending a signal
from a TV remote control unit. The signal
will not_be decoded, but you will at least
know if the receiver device is working, and
hence determine if the fault lies in the
transmitter or the receiver, or both.

If the output from IC4 is working, test
the signal at the Data In (pin 14) of IC5. It
should be at about OV when no signal is
received, rising to about 1.3V on a volt-
meter when a signal is being received. An
oscilloscope will show that the signal
actually pulses to about 5V.

If the VT pin on the receiver is working
then simple voltmeter tests should establish
the position of any other faults.

While testing the temperature sensing
part of the circuit, connect the +5V supply
to test point TP1, as this will give that part
of the circuit a constant +5V supply, rather
than being cut off by the reed relay when-
ever you move out of the range of the infra-
red beam. Use a torch to provide a source
of infra -red to the sensors.

SETTING -UP
All the presets can be adjusted to suit the

user's own particular needs. The following
is a summary of their functions:

VR1 is in a potential divider circuit
which sets the voltage at which the com-
parator (IC2a) is triggered. Reducing the
resistance lowers the voltage being looked

Completed Child Guard showing the heat sensors and power socket wired to the p.c.b.
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Finished Child Guard together with a miniature PIR Sensor. The heat sensors are
encased in tubes. Note the holes for setting the presets and the transmitter/receiver
'windows

for, which increases the sensitivity. Note
that if the resistance is lowered too much.
the circuit will pick up background IR
radiation.

VR2 sets the feedback resistance for
op.amp IC2b, thus setting its gain. If the
resistance is increased, the gain is
increased, along with the sensitivity. If the
reistance is increased too much, the circuit
will pick up background radiation.

VR3 adjusts the range of the infra -red
beam by decreasing or increasing the
power going through IR diode D5.

Reducing the resistance extends the range.

COMMON PROBLEMS
Typical construction mistakes include

dry joints and bridged pads i.e. adjacent
pads accidentally joined together with sol-
der. Other potential problems might
include failure to insert wire links, espe-
cially the one under IC2 and the buzzer.

Also check that the components are cor-
rectly placed, and the correct way round.
Note again that some IR I.e.d.s are unusual
in that the longer lead denotes the cathode.

If the PIR sensor is not working, then check
that you have connected it to the I2V
supply.

IN USE
The system can be used in many ways,

but the main intention is to give a parent a
warning if their child approaches a heat
source, such as a fire. It is especially useful
if they have inquisitive babies who are
beginning to walk.

Another use could be to warn blind or
partially sighted people if they are about to
touch something dangerously hot, such as a
stove.

The Child Guard could be placed above
the heat source (e.g. fire) to be monitored,
with both sensors facing it, and the IR
diode or PIR detector facing into the room.
Another location could be above a stove,
this time with the heat sensors pointing
towards the hobs. 0

Start To Turn a hobby into a career
FREE TRAINING!! ! ! !

CITY & GUILDS 7261 QUALIFICATION
in

Electronics & Computing systems
Certificate or Diploma levels

Young or old, Employed or Unemployed these courses are
designed to suit all

2 days per week for 30 weeks, or 4 days if on a New Deal
program

Training rooms in the following areas:
Birmingham; 0121 200 2646
Chelmsford; 01245 345 218
Gravesend; 01474 535034
South London; 0171 274 4106
Other courses are available:
Telephone your nearest centre for more information

We are an Equal Opportunities organisation

Bridgwater; 01278 445 210
Derby; 01332 202828
East London; 0181 507 1377
West London; 0181 566 5252
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PIC BASIC
Write your PlCmicro programs in BASIC!

Quicker and easier than "C" or assembler Expanded
BASIC Stamp I compatible Instruction set. True com-
piler provides faster program execution and longer
programs than BASIC interpreters. 12CIN and 121COUT
instructions to access external serial EEPROMs. More
user variables Peek and Poke instructions to access
any PlCmicro register from BASIC. Serial speeds
to 9600 baud. In -line assembler and Call support
(call your assembly routines). Supports PIC12C67x,
PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x, 6xx, 7xx, 84, 92x and PIC16F8x
microcontrollers. Use in DOS or Windows Compatible
with most PlCmicro programmers.
The low-cost PicBasic Compiler (PBC) makes it easy to
write programs for the fast Microchip PlCmicros. PBC con-
verts these programs into hex or binary files that can be
programmed directly into a PlCmicro microcontroller. The
easy -to -use BASIC language makes PlCmicro programming
available to everyone with its English -like instruction set. No
more scary assembly language!

The PicBasic Pro Compiler runs on PC compatibles.
It can create programs for the PIC12C67x, PIC12CE67x,
PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C55x. 6xx, 7xx, 84, 9xx. PIC16CE62x
and PIC16F8x microcontrollers. The PicBasic Pro Compiler
instruction set is upward compatible with the BASIC Stamp
II and Pro uses BS2 syntax. Programs can be compiled
and programmed directly into a PlCmicro, elliminating the
need for a BASIC Stamp module. These programs execute
much faster than their Stamp equivalents. They may also be
protected so no one can copy your code!

Pic Basic - £49.95
Pic Basic Pro - £149.95

Supplied with full documentation
Free PIC MACRO compiler

and
sample basic programs
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EPIC TM
 Low cost programmer for PIC12Cxxx,

PIC12CExxx, PIC14Cxxx, PIC16C505, 55x,
6xx, 7xx, 84. 9xx, PIC16CE62x and PIC16F8xx
microcontrollers

 ZIF adapters available for 8/18- and 40/28 -pin
DIP, 8-, 18- and 28-prri SOIC, 44 -pin MQFP
and 44- and 68 -pin PLCC PlCmicros

 Runs off two 9 -volt batteries or optional AC
adapter

 Connects to PC parallel printer port
 Software uparadeable for future PlCmicros
 Includes "8051" style PlCmicro macro

assembler
 Available assembled and tested or

as bare board with diskette
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EPic Programmer £49.95
or £35 if purchased with

PIC BASIC or Pro
25 -pin cable £5.95

PIC16F84 £1.90

AIII plus £5 P&P and 17.5% VAT
Join the world wide PIC Basic mail list and access the PIC Basic Knowledge Base via FTP

E-mail: majordomo@qunos.net with "subscribe picbasic-1" in the message

PIC16F84104P £1.90 each
PIC12C508!509 £0.65 each
24LC16 £0.75 each
24LC65

PIC16C620
PIC16C621
PIC16C622

£1.50 each
£1.95 each
£2.25 each
£2.50 each

LCD DISPLAYS
Various types available from

£7.50 (2x16 line)
Ideal for use with PIC Basic.

Example code supplied
with every unit

Lou POW.ert easy
serial interface Serial LCB Display

Drivers (PIC16F84)
£2.00

AMAZING LOW PRICES

PIC PROGRAMMER KIT
Programs the Popular PIC 16C84, 16F84, 24xx series serial memory devices. Connects to the
serial port of a PC and requires NO EXTERNAL power supply. The kit includes Instructions for
assembly, circuit diagram and component layout.

This handy little programmer is easy to build, taking no more
than 30 minutes to assemble and test The Professional quality
PCB is double -sided. through -plated with solder resist and
screen printing to aid efficient assembly. It is supplied with driver
software to run in DOS on a 286 PC upwards and under
windows 95 on 486 or Pentium and a Disk full at interesting
proiects. is and data sheets for PIC devices. including FREE
Assembler and Simulator.
Only £15.00 including Delivery and VAT
(requires 9 -pin 0 -type to 9 -on D -type cab's to connect to serial
port of PC)
CABLE £5 INC VAT AND DELIVERY

PIC Micro CD ROM Packed with 600Mb of information, all current data sheets,
Programs and Diagrams. Application notes, PDF Viewer, includes PING-PONG and TETRIS
with video and sound out of a PIC'84 BASIC language ASSEMBLY routines!
£10 Inc P&P & VAT

Crownhill Associates Limited
The Old Bakery, New Barns Road, Ely, Cambridge, CB7 4PW
Tel: 01353 666709 Fax:01353 666710
www.crownhill.co.uk E-mail: sales@crownhill.co.uk
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INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
Our regular round -up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere.
The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word -processed, with a brief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all
circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BS21 1PF.
They could earn you some real cash and a prize!

Theatrical Cue Light - tee@ apategme
ctecurr diagram presented in Fig. I

Ewill provide a simple but effective means
of communication between a theatre stage
manager and lighting operator so that the
stage manager can "cue" lighting changes.
The stage manager controls the "Master
Station" and the lighting operator has a
"Slave Station". Both stations have a red and
green l.e.d. and a pushswitch and are linked
by three -core cable.

Communication is initiated when the stage
manager presses the "Call" or "Master"
pushswitch S2. The red I.e.d.s on both units
flash, warning the lighting operator that a
lighting change is pending. This "Standby"
call must be acknowledged - the operator
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WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage Oscilloscope
 25MHz Spectrum Analyser
 Multimeter  Frequency Meter
 Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.
Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage 1

oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single cflarinel ADC -40s will be
presented to the runners-up.

presses the "Slave" pushswitch S3, and the
red l.e.d.s become steady.

An unacknowledged call may be cancelled
by a further press on the "Call" switch. When
the lighting change is required, the stage
manager presses the "Call" switch again.
Both red I.e.d.s extinguish and the green
I.e.d.s light to give a "Go" cue.

To reset the system ready for further cues,
the "Slave" switch is pressed; however, a
timer has been incorporated to perform the
reset approximately three seconds after the
"Go cue" has been issued.

The main circuit is, essentially. a state.
machine; each state is determined by the two
1K flip-flops within ICI. Table I explains

each state; the order shown depicts normal
use with alternajE presses of the Master (S2)
and Slave (S3) switches. If the Master switch
is pressed during state 2, the system will
return to state 1.

Flip-flops IC 1 a and ICIb are clocked by
the Master and Slave Station switches respec-
tively. The former is debounced by capacitor
C2 and resistors R4 and R5. The Slave switch
S3 simply shorts the 'B' and 'C' interconnec-
tions; when closed, transistor TRI will con-
duct providing a high clock pulse for IC lb.
Capacitor Cl removes unwanted spikes when
the red I.e.d.s are flashing.

The flip-flops are connected so that their
state preceding a clock pulse depends upon
the state of their partner. When IC I b is reset,
ICla works in toggle mode, changing state
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Fig.1. Circuit diagram for a Theatrical Cue Light.
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with every clock pulse. When 1C1b is set,
ICla will reset when clocked. ICIb is config-
ured to act as a 13 -type flip-flop. adopting the
state of IC la after a clock pulse.

The timer circuit is based around the reset
pin of ICIb (pin 12). When the green 1.e.d.s
light, the inverted output of IC la (pin 2) will
go high, and capacitor C3 charges via resis-
tors R6 and R7. After about three seconds
1C1b will reset. so the system reverts to state
1. Diode Dl ensures a speedy discharge path
for C3, as soon as the inverted output ICla
goes low.

The l.e.d.s are driven by the dual timer IC2.
Which I.e.d. is lit depends on which of IC2's
outputs is high. When they are both low.
neither 1.e.d. is lit. IC2b is connected in an
astable mode which flashes the red I.e.d.s.
The reset input (pin 10) is connected to the
output of (Ma which when low, forces the
timer's output low. With a high output from
ICIb. transistor TR2 will prevent capacitor
C4 from charging, which inhibits IC2b. This
will result in a steady +9V output.

The other half of IC2 provides a push-pull
drive. with the addition of a logic function.
The output (pin 5) is at OV at all times except
when the reset (pin 4) is high and the trigger
and threshold inputs (pins 2 and 6) are low;
i.e. during state 4.

Both sets of I.e.d.s are connected in series.
Each pair of I.e.d.s could be replaced with a
single hi -coloured I.e.d. and the circuit can be
powered by a 9V PP3 type battery.

Steve Teal,
Witney, Oxon.

Morse Practice
Oscillator -

ea ff77 t P
ALTH HOUG there is a vast amount of Morse
tutorine software available. a small Morse

Practice Oscillator is handy for occasions
where a little spare time is on hand, and the
circuit of Fig.2 was produced for a simple
battery -operated device to assist with Morse
practice sessions.

The oscillator, centred around ICI, is a
phase -shift type, the frequency of which is
determined by components Cl, C2, R4 and
R6. (The equation to determine the actual
frequency is f=1/2.7rRC.) A split supply is
produced by the voltage divider resistors
RI and R2 and is decoupled by capacitor
C3. To make the output a sinewave the gain
of ICla has to be kept at around x3 and this
is accomplished by the feedback resistors
R3 and R5.

As the circuit was to be powered by a bat-
tery and also drive a loudspeaker, a way to
minimise the current consumption was
needed and the output stage centred around
IC1b was the result. Transistors TR1 and
TR2 are a complementary pair which has no
base bias: therefore when the key is not
pressed the stage consumes practically no
current.

Usually, operating a complementary pair
in this way would produce severe crossover
distortion but as the output is fed back to
ICIb inverting input. the heavy negative
feedback here almost completely eliminates
distortion. None of the device types are
critical and those shown could be readily
substituted.

Stephen Forsyth,
Garmouth,

Morayshire.

Keypad Code Controller -Megardp Comercell
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Fig.3. Circuit diagram for the Keypad Code Controller.

viiE circuit diagram shown in Fig.3 pro -
I vides a CMOS active high signal at the

output following the correct entry of a four
digit code on a standard 10 -digit keypad. It
may be used to control many different circuits
and devices.

Assuming that pushswitches SI to S4 are
wired for a code of 1234 for example. the cir-
cuit functions as follows: upon the press of
"I" the first flip-flop in ICI is set and its QO
output (pin 2) goes high. Consequently this
sends one input of 1C3a high together with
one input of ICSa, wired as a 4 -input AND
gate.

When switch -pad 2 is pressed. the second
input of IC3a is brought high, generating a
high output and setting the second flip-flop of
ICI. This brings the second input of 1C5a
high and one input of IC3c. When pad 3 is
pressed . pin 9 of IC3c goes high thus setting

the third flip-flop of ICI. Output Q2 goes
high, which brings the third input of IC5 and
one input of IC4a high.

Finally, when pad 4 is pressed this brings
the second input of IC4a high, setting Q3 of
ICI, and bringing the last input to IC5 high.
This causes the circuit output to go high at
IC5c pin 10, which can be used to control
external circuitry.

The circuit is protected from incorrect key -
presses because all unused keys (represented
by S5) are tied to the Reset inputs of all the
flip-flops. Also, in the example, if 4 is pressed
instead of 3, this brings the second input of
IC4b high, hence its output goes high. All
flip-flops will then reset. All other incorrect
keypresses will reset the circuit in the same
way.

Damien Maguire,
Greystones, Ireland.

Fig.2. Morse Practice Oscillator circuit diagram.
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Intercom/Baby Listener -reabsy Taa

Fig.4. Circuit diagram for an Intercom/Baby Listener unit.

simple Intercom/Baby Listener circuit design shown in Fig.4 is
based around the LM3fi0. The intercom delivers good tone. and

around 500n1W (n/,W) of power. It functions best when one speaks direct-
ly into the loudspeakvr, but will reproduce sounds a few metres away.

Pushbutton switch S2 switches the intercom from "Listen" to
"Talk" mode by reversing the positive connections of the loudspeak-
ers. Therefore, the intercom is normally in listening mode and may be
used as a "Baby Listener".

Only a twin -core cable is required to connect the "remote station".
LS2. The transformer T1 provides impedance matching between the
loudspeakers and the amplifier. (A small mains transformer was used
as audio transformers were hard to come by locally). The intercom
draws around 10mA current on standby, and should, with a 9V PP9
battery, give more than a fortnight's continuous service, alternatively
rechargeable batteries could be utilised.

Rev. Thomas Scarborough,
Fresnaye, Cape Town, Republic of South Africa.

TV 'rest Pattern Generator -
flGME NIB:ad@
A Low-cosr solution to testing colour TVs and monitors without
Moving to resort to expensive kits or custom i.c.s is shown in cir-
cuit diagram Fig.5. It should satisfy the majority of repair and align-
ment tacks. The circuit consists of a sync generator, ICI. followed by
buffer amplifier transistors TR2 to TR4 and a colour encoder IC2.

A teletext timing chain Lc. (ICI) is used as a sync generator and is
driven by a 6MHz master clock source from oscillator TR I. ICI pro-
duces several outputs, including composite sync from pin 5 and field
rate signals from pins 19 to 23, which are used for the test patterns.

Unfortunately, these field rate signals mean that the bars are hori-
zontal instead of vertical, but provided one remembers to trigger the
oscilloscope at field rate instead of line rate, no problems should occur.
Transistor TR5 is a logic inverter which is used to send pins 19 to 23
into a high impedance state during blanking, and for slightly longer
because of the teletext border. Switch S2 is the pattern selector.

The buffer amplifiers TR2 to TR4 match the high impedance outputs of
ICI with the low impedance input requirements of 1C2. and they also
reduce the 5V logic level outputs to standard 1V peak -to -peak video lev-
els. Presets VR1 to VR3 can be adjusted with an oscilloscope for IV p -p
at their outputs. or by using a 1'V or monitor for correct colours.

Crystal X2 is the colour subcarrier oscillator reference which can be
fine-tuned via timer capacitor VCI to obtain colour lock on the TV or
monitor. The usual 4433hIliz bandpass filter and luminance delay line
were omitted to conserve space. The CVBS signal is output from pin 20
of IC2 and fed to the monitor via the video output or to a modulator such
as the UM1233 via VR4, which is adjusted for correct contrast on the TV.

If constructing the circuit on stripboard. since the circuit operates at
r.f. frequencies, join all unused tracks to ground and no problems
should be found. An unregulated p.s.u. of 9V to 12V d.c. at 100mA
can be used as a power source. The CXA 1 I45P used for IC2 is avail-
able from CPC in Preston.

Lee Archer, Ashton-in-ilfalcerfleld, Wigan.

INGENUITY UNLIMITED
BE INTERACTIVE

IU is your forum where you can offer other readers the
benefit of your Ingenuity. Share those ideas, earn some

cash and possibly a prize!
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Fig.5. TV Test Pattern Generator circuit diagram.
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TELNET
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL
ESTATE.
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

emises situated close to Eastern -by-pass In Coventry with easy access
to Mt, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Becknun 9020 - 29.4.11t: -Mai Owe.
Gould OS 245A25025530130003351,4000 from £125
Harriett Packard 150.1119001814.132C from £150

from £300
Hearten Packard 541000 - 161-14 __C1250
Herded Packard 54200A - 5014H4
Hawast1 Packard 542015 -309%01z ' £1250

_1500
Hewlett Packard 5451213- 93311044- GSA 4-Channt

__
C2250

Haulm: Packard 54501A -1601,61-t- IGO Us's 4-Cearnel ._ £1250
Hitachi YI52F4/302134VX2R1(353RV550849650p

Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 1744A, 100184 Dm/ Charnel

C
Hitachi WAIF - 604114DualTh tram ££50000

£e0M0
Hitachi V1100A - 10o141-tr4Overost 10600
Miran 2020 - 20Uktr CksatriSiorme (NEW) 1450
Matsu SS511CeSS5702-201,1144DMI'M kom £125
'Mauro - MS0 1270A- 20 MHz Swaps (tiEW) _1450
Leavy 6304 AM -23318M - MO Mars 4 -Channel rum
Lamy 2450A -13CANO400 last D.S.O. 2-Charrel £7250
Philips PM 3055 - 504ffez Mat Tenet:me t450
Phelps PIM 3211,PM 3212Pla 3214/443217/Pfl 3234421 32401.1132411

Pia 32441414 32617113262141 321597113540 80na £125
Prams PM 3295A- 40014iez Came Cma-rel £1803
Maps PM 3335 -506.81420 Mai 05.0 2-Chma-e; 050
Tektronix 455- 501,94z Qua' (Sand __1200
TakIrorte 464,465 - 100ktkir Analogue Sacra:A . Maas C100
TektrorM 465 4658 - 10041Hz OuliCrucref from 1230
Teldrordx 468 -10018tt 0.5_0. £500
Telracrix TAS 475 - 100Mitz -4 -Channel _
Tektronix 47547511 - 200411025060tr Dual Charm- - Mae £400
Tektronix 485-S5014Hr - 2-Channe - 1750
Tektronix 2211- Dm --..V Sc. ewe -501,91z __ _
Tektronix 2213- 6WHZ DACCrarreal
Taktrontx 2215- WWI_ Dual Trace
Tektronix 2220 -Mat: Mat Carnal DSO. _ .
Tab:trona 2221 - 6011Hz Doter= 2.Charrte _
laktroniz 2225- 531.014 Ike!
Tektronix 2235 -1001.9* Dial trace
Ulan:eta 2336 - 0_aiTraoa 1036160
Tektronix 2440- 3031.01.4500 dab13=eaw awl . _
Tektronix 2445 - 1506812- 4 -Charred+ MU
Tektronix 2445A-10046* -a-Craned _
Tektronix 24769 -400Ukb -4-Chirreal ___ - _ ___ _
Tektronix 5403 - 60604 - 2or 4 -awns'
Tektronix 7313, 'M 7523, 7833- 1001katz 4-Cranra _ _
Tektronts 7704 - Zs04otz 4 -Chant
Tektronix 7104-50010M
Trio Cs -10n - 20MHz -Dual Charm."

Other scopes available too

£150

HavelleiPadord 3755A- __.w Ge-ers.r. + Receom £1250
timelati Packard 379030- Segraang Teel Sat Pao 7 and _ _ E4250
IM PaCtard P382A - Varr_rt k_,-smszr (250
Hawlatt Packard 4192A -1F 1-reclee- A-ayser 16500
Heelarti Packied 4262A - Do --..x; LCR Mater
Hardin Packard 4342A- 0 Meter _1603
Hernial Packard 415A or B Porter Mate' (,rata 3481A45484A) trim C400
Hewlett Packard 436A and 4378 -Poker Mew and Siena _trim CM
Hewitt' Packard 4948A - (7£1[5) Transcrasacn trroannentkaSet 01000
Ha et d Pat card 4372A -Lin Prorecol Aransas' _ ___11250
Hswien Packard 5183- Wavelormaitoarder £1250
Newlin Packard 5236A- Carder 1004.110 5250
Hewlett Packard 5314A- 100104 lawenal Muni', . 1250
Herded Packard 5316A - Co.ssee MU) _1400
P.4 wtert Packard 5335A -2001.0trikep Pwlernaros Spasm Orkeler 12103
Henien Packard 5324A - leraoalke Frequency Coster (50011841813112)003 1.3
litreiett Packard 53594 - Reackacn Trre Srawmair 12950
Herat Packard 53708 -IAlarsd Trrentamter 12000
Hakim Packard 5354A -2251,110frequarcy Costar cam
Heenan Packard 5385A - Foquercy Corder- 113.0 -(HP 12A)wits ans comosomos -VW
Hewlett Packard 6033A- Poker Supra, 4750
Hanatett Packard 6253A- Power Sway 20V -330 - £200
Heiden Packard 6255A -Power Siaxiy 40V -15A Tan £200

HEWLETT PACKARD 52618
Power Sear* 20Y- S3A £350 Discount for Ousralss

Firatan Packard 62548 - Power SLecay '0-20Y. 0-25A)
14tati Packard 62568 - Form D.rpoy4411 - SA eg,0
Heeled Packard 62718 -Power Supply 60V - 3A £225
Nettie -ft Packard 6524A -Grad Power Sum* 12003
Hewlett Packard 6632A - Poor &coy pleraY -S10 1803
Heodso Packard 6652A -.MY - :54 5,stali PS U
HtAtet Packard 7475A-6 Pt- - --
Heerlen Packard 7550A -8 P,. - _.
Heenan Packard 7760 - C.ose - - -:,:,,i1Couplar
Healail Packrd 5015A - 50' r- - - "-rata
Heeled Parkad 8165A -5Cv -, =- - -a-le Sava SoLece _11250
Hewlett Packard 6160A -Ora ..5,-- - - 0150)
Heaton Packard 8182A- Ota Ara:, : 11500
Hanlon Packard 63_%8 - Seeep Cec :- kMalirmw-- (amicatplag-in cak= eraiatia) _12503
Hearken Packard $3554A - Wens Sc._-:... ,0:ea44 a -s b 40044z nue
Heeded Pacitede355511- klarnew- aY.ne Soral Modals 33-503Hr risen
Hewlett Packard 8405A -Val V:4--keer 5350
Heenan Packard 6073C - Swam C:_ :'x Ltarirams from 1250
Heron Packet 65408 -So-, - - - - :5125612.1 from ism
Kneen Packard 8642A -St-_ : _ _ -00110 PertimanCaSynibesim £6500
Headed Packard 66554 -5  - - ....: ----Ei GIMIIIMEar mgo
Heerlen Packard 36568 - , - - 5

&lir' mi Generaba £1430
Hawien Packard 06574 - _,-a-att (100044-10401111141 '1600
Hauled Packard mesa - ,F.,- -,: :ed sbaral Generate (101.1t240£5110) £3250
Hared Packard 8750A- Stiags aranw.- £295
Heiden Packard 8758A -Scour fieneon Arayear _ _ .11500

awn Hewlett Packard 8757A -Scant Nawork Arayser 12250
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SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
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.... 7 7:3 J 155528 - 100.0.1700V4* - 41665
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_ ." ard 1827+65568-o-1 to 1500113* £1250
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TIM°Heerlen Packard 3565A -20HZ-401014
Hearten Packard west, - (an to nom) rum
Hewlett Packard 55046A -"5- ParaTenar, Test Set 12503
Hearten Packard 8753*- Nareork MEOWS from 13000
Heenan Packard 87538- Network AMY/4r from E4500
iFR 7753- 10a1M-IGItz along
Uegur USA 4901 - 1.31:0610 (AS WWI 50
Uvula

e
USA 4912-1-16Hz (AS NEW) 41000

Rohde & Schwarz -SACS 5 PoNshop 01-130056U £1500
Takada Raw 4132 - I -06Hr Spearman Arayme ________12100
Tektronix 7118 won p.m A.,..a (1-5-60&tr wen edema rims) £2000
Tektronix 4954 - 10014-116111_  .,wnraW- [4500
Te-knc-af 1 496P - 1 ktirrISG94z .6.- J-i. Ararrsar 44250

MISCELLANEOUS
Atha 740A -1C0kHz-11200JetsSr,'Iwiesiad 5 C-ewearx
Mutsu laG 3501A Sera' Garklea. Er 1-1 rEr
Munn/ ME 4628 091 Tra a, . Arataw
Andisu MG 6458 So-ai Ge-Mirai, 005-1C*CA... £750
Scordon 92C RF MincockMar £195
Boonton 93A EF14 RIES Voynew _ £195
Dranetz 625- 44.513C - lautatnatn Anatre_r £500
EIP 331 - Frozkency Courts, 11319Hr £450
EIP 545 - Freo_ency Caner 18Cd4 _ £1230
EIP 575 - Freo.enryr Career 18610 ____11450
Enek SUPS -Para_ S.toy 60Y917V 1350
Fantod TSV-70 WM PrNre'Swoosy MN - 5,4 or 35V - 10A) 1200
Farad D50-1 Sy -n7-,., mead Signal Genwars
Prima AP 9-03.50A Poem Smarr -3Y-2505 £1750
Freatack PFG 605 Power R.reccon Gancracr - £150
9-,ut a 51 COA -Ca__>-:
Gil ELIA! EPR31 9CM Si., aTe..g fiatordEr
GuddLne 9152 - T12 6. -very Paradard CO
"imam Packard 16300 - Lopt A -Maser (43 ammo%)
Hawker* Packard 16500413 and C- Raced art 16610,4155tAn6153114St5531A

- lac Ar,frd from £2003
Himself Packard 331A- Ottorpan Anayser r100

300newton Packard 333A - Distortion Arctlyser 1
lernsiolt Packard 334A - Detentes Arai/ter ____1300
Neale! Packard ark5A - 21160 Synthateme:Fercems Gerarattr 1900
lia-wien Packare 3335A- %re:MAW Sqral Generator . ketzt _X2750
Hewlett Packard 33360- Spereased Sipa Generate 10114-21114121 13300
Hewlett Packard 34A -6-rk Chat Lturarrekr (Aath) _1:5130
Haw tee Packard 3456A - Y"eraerar 1600
liewtan Packard 3488* -x' -18 Sri.o.n.. Control Una (arrasPlukra ZrEblE44) OS°

Hackard 3666A -SelecteeSefectrra Lan*
Hee tell Packard 36600A - Bug OsAndeleaton

P
=it SsralAnakter _13750

D300
Hayden Packard 371110712A3/91E167938- lacrowevel_kk Arahar . _.£1510
Heenan Packard 3746A- SMectrat kaaam.kam Ewe ____EEE10
Heenan Packard 3776A - KU Torrneot Tsai Set __MOO
Howler! Packard 37791.37790 - Prowl( Max from £400.=
Header' Packard 3784A -0460Trarronsacat 0400

___C1250
MOO

£350

£5 0 3

Hewlett Packard 9901A - kl0l/a6cre Areyser £1000
Heenan pedaled moult -ticessicer /2003
Hewlett Packard 9903E -DiMarton Airtime 216130
Hewlett Packard 119038 - Dolottn Arm/year (WY) 11500
Hewlett Packard 11920A -RIF Cares Test Set _12500
Hewlett Packard 119228481- Ramie Canna Tem Seta (GSM.) fromal£00
Heiman Packard mak -Collier Ratio Irleriam _______111£00
Keytek 112-1SIEC - Lfrizap 15kV Hard-HOS ES 033eta= _ __SITS)
&rebottle 2200- LnLoa Sweep Generator _1995
Kroh -161a 4074A -Oa:Matt 0250
Krohn -HIM 5203 -Seem FerciolGrertor rwri

- 1250
Laader L066170- Delon= War _1350
Leader 3216 - Surat Genera= (100kHat40kHz) A.WFUCW ash tuel-lit FU Pere°

roaralor (natal 1995
Marconi 10668 -Darranplear =I Founs (ulna}
Marconi 2019 -93kFir-10400AU S Gtelaralor

EPOA

Krohn -Ma 6500 - Phase Meter

£750
Marconi 2019A -6001z-1040laktr - Genmeior £1000
Marconi 2111 - 114.G Sirettestssr (men £P0A
Marconi 2166 - 1 5a -le Prwrerat A.,renfo (mai CPO*
liarccni 2305 -14c0._.n Wear £1750
Marconi =37 A -h...!,c 0...O.--.... Maar 150
Marconi 2610- Tr.. 9045 ',.- --e-eu £700
Marconi 2871- Data Cc. --r-.3 Arayser 1500
liarC0111 2455 - Rwao Com-. -a Ten Sal £2000
Marconi 6310- Sr.w Ge-r,,.."--4 -Ploirarrnukse-114M(270010) elVe3
Marconi sssassso - Pres, 1,-0!& 3 Senlet from MO
Marconi 69041- Power Yves 3 Seem _ - from £950
Marconi 893 - AT Rawer Meter _1:250
Phiaps PM5167 elm Practon GareeMze £403
Philips 5190 - L. F SreleSber (G. PIE) £500
Phelps 5518 -Sod-eased Firer= Ge-mter - - 51500
Philips PU5519-11/ Pattern Gw-eratr _ £350
Ph/Spa PIA5715-50160 Pulse Generate
Prams 4000 -64 Mt Mutineer (NEW)

Racal 1992 - 1-3Gl-tr F

Racal Dana 9031'9032- Saranessixt 3i[aetffaxGenaralor521594_ from £400

Ouanziock 2A -Of- Fre:p..1=1.Z=u =

Ramil 61116151 - GSVT=CYCce-rat Tobacco' SAO*

Rem! Dana 9064-
Racal 9301A - InmWRICsidla=aller

104114£450
£303

Racal Dana 9302A- RE lAdirecerreast (tvitfr Mike) £375
Racal Dana 9303- FVF Level Ilialer & Head _ 0650
Racal Dane 9917- UHF Freeway, /lees 5601/Ps £17-5
Rohde 6 Senntri ism - 604HtGenr4 De4ay Sasso Generalor 1250
Rohde & Schwan CIITA 94 -GSM Rado Co-"Tra Ant sew 16995
Schaffner 14543 203A - Ls* Waage Varatat %Tama £750
Shat USG 222A - axeranrcs Srrs-aoar £7700)
Schaffner MSG 223 - I ',wake.* Gans £700
Schkaentaarger 2720-125069M Freawrof Correa 1403
Schkunbarger 4031 -1Ga4 Redo Cams Tell Se, 14995
Scriumbaram Stabloct 4040 -Ratio Cams Tear Set £1435
Schtumbarger 706070557075 - IAAInelera n
Stardord Rematch DS 940- IS/Hz Syriressed Futtan gem ardArbium

fro

Wa-renr: Greralor 01200
Systron Donner 6030- Woman* Fre:me-or Career (255020) 01995
Tektronix 1111503 .751501 -P6302- Cunard Proterempirer _ MI5

m500 Tektronix PG506 +113501.343500 411/503 -Osoliseacpe Caffairor 01995
Taktronix 577 -area Irma - .01150
Tektronix 1240 -loge 1530
Tektramic 141 A- PAL Test Generate ___ £250
Tektronix AA5001 & 1115£05 .9 -Prue - trolarban Arayme _11565
Tektronbt7115003,- AEG 5101 - Arixtray Ferman Gazer:dor -51500
Tektronix- Pkrens - ,-any. orwatle suds as SC534. SW503. S0502,

PG605, Fero04, 90463. 'TG501. T16503 a -marry mare EPDA
Rom 11811 4 P+.0.,..c9i.Resistarce £400
Time 9514 - Votaga Catirmor £550
Valhalla Scientific -2724 Progrannatie Resestance Sanded £P0A
Wendel &Gollaraures PF0.11- ErroLlkaar Test cak 01500
Wandel A GoNermenn PC814 ( 4 =Cow) £9950
WandellGollarmann &IWO - Tett Foil 5.. -rear 11603
Wayne Pear 4225 -LC11 Endo, Lsoo-£1230 Wavelak 171 -Sn A:waxed Fak.a.k, GrwaMr _..1250

£'0£0 Wavelek ms- Nov....1So Wan Sas= C0000M-1404* _ AlsoA
E550 Wavelek 184- Serea0 GererEtOr - web £250
£500 Wavetek 9010 -1-16Hr Skgr-al Generate _ _ _11260

Wiffron 5409-R9 Analysers (l WU-26Hz) £PDA
Winton MOS -Fru". u,..t.M Swum Generate' (356H24-561432 _1650
Wiltron 874740- Swept Fre=yrabester(10443M-20321 _12950
Yokopoira 765- az:eyeing

AS

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE SAE FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING -
CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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Child Guard
Ceite a few items for the Chili Guam oneect took some naming down and cer-

met parts will be hard to fed amongst your local suppliers' stocks. This applies
panicularty to the 'semiconductor- devices, and possibly the heat sensors.

Starting with the 3 -pen infra -red receiver chip type PIC26043SM (no. it is not a
microcontieder), this is available from Fame!! (is.0113 263 6311). code 139-877.
Interestingly, the model was built using the "IC12043 but on checking for suppees
it was found to be obsolete and we were advised of the suggested substitute. If
you have any PIC12043s you can certainly use these_

In a previous article, the HT12O decoder and HT12le encoder i.c.s were called
for and we highlighted FML Electronics (a 01677425840), who boughein stocks
espedatly. They still have stocks and they cost £1.49 each. plus £1 p&p. The
TSL260 heat sensor came from Electromall is 01536 204555), code 176-387.

The 'active- buzzer (code 35-0030) and the single in -fine (SIL) relay (code 60-
0650) were both purchased from Rapid (e 01206 751166). The neat little 2-1mm
power d.c. socket can be purchased. for the inclusive sum of El. from Harrogate
Electronic Services, 25 Regent Parade, Harrogate, N. Yorks, HG1 5AZ (a
01423 564353), quote code DCS21R. They can also supply a matching pig.

The internal PIR motion detector, with dosed relay contacts. caused a small
problem but you might find your iota! DIY store can help here. The one with the
model is a Micromark (MM9466A) type. tut they have failed to come back to us
with a source. CPC of Preston (a 01772 654455) list a sirn'lar one and you could
contact them for a price and handing charge. quote code SR00090.

The pre rated a cult beam is are -Palle from the EPE PCB Service, code 241.

Variable Dual Power Supply
Fest sighting of the parts listing for the Variable Dual Fbwer Supply project

looked fairly straightlorward and ee were not tweeting arty supply problems. until
we started looking -up the preferred wirewound potentiometer. This component
(trod to be widely stocked and be reasonanly priced, not anymore! We found one
listed by Electromail (code 812-853) tor just over £7. So, it may be wise to rethink
and revert to a carbon or conductive polymer track type for about £ 1 to £2. even
though they are rated with a are. tolerance.

Just in time to get us out of a fix came the welcome news that Greenweld
Electronics is to continue trading - see News par 644 They rid eatry 'quay
surplus- components, inducing wirewound pots, and it might pay to contact them
by Faxon 01992 613020 or greenweld@aol.com. Otte, eleiperrees you
could try are: Bull Electrical is 01273 2035001, J&N Factors (e 01444 881965)
and WCN Supplies (a 01703 226522).

The mains transformer vi the prototype .orginally came from Cirkit but this
company has now been absorbed by the Deitron Group into their subsidiary

Roeburgh, who do not run a mail order operation for small orders. We have not
found a 15V -01/-15V 500mA type replacement, but advertisers should be able to
offer a suitable alternative rated at around lA te 2A. Provided it is chassis mount-
ing, fit in the reee and has 'tying" leads or wiring tags for connection to the
p.c.b.. it should do the lob.

The same situation applies to the in -fine bridge rectifier. You will probably
be offered a 1 A to 2A at 100V to 200V version. Any of these will work in this
circuit_

The printed circud board is available from the EPE PCB Servicee, code 242
Page 700).

Loop Aerial SW Receiver
One of the major problems with selecting the components for the Loop flergd

SW Reeeiter protect will be the final choice of tte tuning capacitor. The -rice di-
ferentials can be quite staggering, ranging from the level of £18 (proc e engi-
neered) down to about £2_50 for the 'transistor radio- type. So. it it, eve eely a
cave of el eeeiey around for the 'best buy'.

Ideafre the tuning capacitor would be a quality 365pF single -gang, a -spaced,
Jackson type -0'. Unioreinately. this one tends to be expensive (approx. £18) and
the solid -dielectric (Deacon) types, as used in the model, do not fair rrech better
at £13.50 appear.

A tow -cost option in this case (if there is one) is to purchase a quality 'sur-
plus' air -spaced item. To this end, you could try contacting the likes of
Greenweld. Bull Electrical and J&N Factors who sometimes offer these as
'bargain buys of the month' - see Variable Dual Power Supply section#bove.
Any maximum value from 250pF to 500pF will do. Another option is to go for
a miniature 'transistor radio sold -dielectric type. This will only set you back
about £2.50. Don't forget to check the mounting arrangement before. -
purchase.

Finally, you will have to purchase a larger than needed piece of stripboard and
cut it down to size_

Data Logger -2
As promised. last month, the latest updated news on the supply of 'spe-

cials' for the Data Logger project is that stocks of the new 'F87x family micro -
controllers should now be appearing. In fact, an unprogrammed 40 -pin
PIC16F877, 4MHz version is available now from Forest Electronic
Developments for the sum of £9.50, plus £3 for p&p. Phone 01425 274068
or check their web site at: httpe/dspace.citalpiperecorntrobin.abbotVFED
for more details

We also understand Famell (er 0113 263 6311) we be receiving supplies
around mid -August and have created us code 300-2690.They also have stoves of
the 24LC256 serial EEPROM memory chip, code 360-1696.

The latest news from Magenta Electronics (er 01283 565435 or
hUp://magente2000.co.tik) is that they are now producing a complete kit.
inclusive of case, eight 24LC256 EEPROM memory chips and a ready -pro-
grammed PIC, for the all -in figure of £49.95. The price of £10 for a prepro-
grammed PIC16F877 quoted last month is correct.

I! New from FED, PIC 16F877 Chips and Support !!
PIC Programmers, Development Kit and C Compiler

PIC 16F877 Chip - now in stock!
Microchip's latest EEPROM device - 40 -pin, 10 -bit ND converters,
master/slave IIC bus, full duplex USART, 8K ROM, 352 bytes file
registers, 256 bytes internal EEPROM, upwardly compatible with
16C74/16C77, but instant erase and rewrite. Supported by our
programmers, PICDESIM and our new C Compiler.

PIC 16F877 devices, 4MHz, 40 -pin DIP device £9.50

The FED PIC
C Compiler

Supports all PIC16Cxx, 12C6xx devices
Integrated Compiler Environment includes
FED's PICDE for simulation and debugging

Ring/Write for details or visit our Web Site:
£100 CD-ROM, £120 with printed manuals

http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/robin.abbotVFED

PIC & AVR Programmers
PIC Serial -Hanotes serially programmed PIC devices in a 40 -pin multi -width ZIF
socket 16C55X. 16C6X. 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X, 12C508, 12G509, PIC 14000 etc.
Aix) IreCecuit programming. Price: £4Sildt, £50,bullt & tested.
PIC Introductory -Programs 8 & 18 -ten devices : 16C505. 16C55X, 16C61.
16C62X, 16C71. 16C71X. 16C8X. 16F8X, 12C50&9. 12C671/2 etc. f:252kit.
AVR -1200.2313, 4144, 8515 in ZIF_ Price : E40ldt £45 built & tested. .

Scenic - SXIINSX28 in a 40.pm ZIF. Price : £401d1 £45 built & tested.

Programmers operate on PC serial interfe No hard to handle parallel cable
swapping! Programmers suppled with instructions. - Windows 3.1,9596NT
software Upgrade Programmers from our web site!

AVR, PIC, Scenix - Windows Development
AssemberSenuator allows development of your AV R. PIC or Scenix protects in
one Windows program. Incorporate multiple Nes, view help file information
directly from code, edit within protect. buiketrace errors deacey in source. then
simulate. Many breakpoint types, follow code in source. set breakpoints in source.
Run, single stepeorstep over. Logic Analyser Display!
Input stimuli includes clocks, direct values and serial data.
Profiler-examine and time frequently called routines use the information to
optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to 50 times faster than MPSIA41

Cost mom. Specify PICDESIM (Includes Scenix) or AVRDESDA version

PIC BASIC Products - See our web site for details
16C74 version -4 & 20MHz

£30.00 Kit, £35.00 Built & Tested
(Add £3.00 for 20MHz version)

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Walkford Road. Christchurch, Dorset. 13H23 5QG.
E-mail -"rohin.abbottigdiaLpiptx.com-
Web Site --hup://dsp....ve.dial.pipex.comfrohinabbotrit-tir
01415-274068 (Voice/Fax)

Prices are fully inclusive. Add 0.00 for
P&P and handling to each order.
Cheques/POs payable to Forest Electronic
Developments, or phone with credit card
details

ELIP,JCIAF 0
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QUASAR ELECTRONICS
Ural 14 Sursartorla, WHOPS STORTFORD. 114913 C6123 2PA

TEL: 01279 306504 FAX: 01279 306504
WEB: httpil.Www.quasar.-electronics.treeserve.co.uk
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Bell College of Technology
Almada Street
Hamilton ML3 W8
Tel: 01698 283100
Fax: 01698 459790

BEI , college

Make your
expertise pay!

In todays world you need qualifications to obtain and keep
employment. Our open learning courses make obtaining those
qualifications as convenient as possible.

Choose from our dozens of SOA accredited units, either
singly to update your skills or as a group to obtain a Higher
National Certificate.

Learn at your own pace in your own home
Support from professional engineers via phone,
FAX and the Internet .
Courses from Introductory Bridging Modules
to HNC Electronics
Units from Programmable Logic controllers
to Engineering Computing
DON'T DELAY - we are waiting to hear from you.
Contact: Laura Murdoch, Open Learning Co-ordinator
Tel: 01698 283100 Extension 214.
E-mail: Imurdoche.bellac.uk
Web: http://floti.bellac.uktopenlearnIng
Member of the British Association for Open Learning
Preview Centre for Financial Times Management
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SQUIRES
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS

A comprehensive range of Miniature Hand and Power Tools
and now an extensive ranee of

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
featured in a fully illustrated

336 -page Mail Order Catalogue

1999 Issue
SAME DAY DESPATCH

FREE POST & PACKING
Catalogue free of charge to addresses in United Kingdom.

For overseas send 6 International Reply Coupons to:

Squires. 100 London Road,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex

P021 1DD
Tel: 01243 842424
Fax: 01243 842525

SHOP NOW OPEN VISAAtareriC11)
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SURVEILLANCE KITS
Sepia Technologies Ltd specialise in the production of top quality surveillance kits

designed to operate on either FM/Air band frequencies. All kits are supplied with easy
to follow instructions. Circuit diagrams and high quality components and pc.b.s

TRANSMITTING PEN KIT
PTX A breakthrough. When

assembled this quality Sheafer
pen appears just like any other

working pen, yet concealed
inside is a fully working micro

miniature transmitter with its own
internal power supply (3 x button

cells). It will pick up the slightest
whisper and transmit over a range of up

to 500m.

ONLY £27.95 inc. P&P
All parts included except batteries.

ROOM MONITORING KITS
UMTX ULTRA MICRO ROOM TRANSMITTER
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P
Without a doubt the smallest transmitter kit in the world - only
10mm x 16mm, powered by 3V -12V. Range up to 1000m.

SMTX SUPER MICRO ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P
Micro -sized transmitter kit, only 20mm x 20mm - the most popular
by far. Range up to 1200m, powered by 3V -12V.

HPTX HIGH POWERED ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P
A high powered micro transmitter kit, yet still only 24mm x 24mm.
Range up to 1800m. powered by 6V -12V.

UPTX ULTRA HI -POWER ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £17.95 inc. P&P
Ultra high power transmitter kit with a superb range of 3000m, yet
still only measures 16mm x 38mm. powered by 9V -12V.

VTX VOICE -ACTIVATED ROOM TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £18.95 inc. P&P
A variable sensitivity controlled Vox circuit which activates its own
transmitting circuit from the slightest whisper. Only 20mm x 65mm.
Range up to 1200m, powered by 9V -12V.

MPTX MAINS POWERED ROOM TRANSMITTER
ONLY £18.95 inc. P&P
A powerful transmitter kit measuring only 30mm x 40mm including
power supply circuit. Range up to 1000m. Can be concealed any-
where!!! 110V/240V.

COUNTER SURVEILLANCE KITS
RFD BUG DETECTOR
ONLY £29.95 inc. P&P
A pocket-size kit only 40mm x 50mm which will locate all those
hidden bugs. L.E.D. and sounder with gain control to pinpoint
devices. 9V required.

RFD II BUG DETECTOR
ONLY £44.95 inc. P&P
A professional unit with multi L.E.D. readout, sounder and audio

ADAPTOR BUG KIT
When assembled this appears

just like any other fully
functioning two-way mains
adaptor, yet concealed
inside is a powerful mains
powered transmitter which

will pick up the slightest
whisper and transmit up to

1000m. Ideal bugging device -
just plug in and go.

ONLY £24.95 inc. P&P
All parts required included.

confirm. Will also locate most telephone devices. 9V required. Only
60mm x 100mm.

TELEPHONE MONITORING KITS
MTTX MICRO TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £14.95 inc. P&P
Smallest kit available - only 10mm x 18mm, powered by the tele-
phone line. Transmits only when phone is in use. Range up to
1000m.

STTX MINIATURE TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER
KIT
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P
Measures only 20mm x 15mm. Powered try line, with a range up to
1500m. Transmits only when phone is in use.

HTTX HI -POWER TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £15.95 inc. P&P
The most powerful available, up to 3000m - yet still only 20mm x
30mm. Transmits only when phone is in use. Line powered.

ATS TELEPHONE RECORDING INTERFACE KIT
ONLY £12.95 inc. P&P
Connects between telephone line and cassette recorder.
Automatically switches on tape when phone is used. Powered by
line. Only 15mm x 25mm.

TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT
TTX II TRACKING TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £19.95 inc. P&P
Ideal for tracking applications, gives out a continuous signal - fully
variable. Range up to 3000m. yet only 25mm x 55mm. 9V -12V
power. Complete with details of how to adapt a receiver to
locatertrace.

ROOM/TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT
RTTX ROOM AND TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER KIT
ONLY £24.95 Inc. P&P
A breakthrough - this line -powered unit will transmit all telephone
conversations when phone is in use, then when the call ends it will
monitor and transmit all room conversations. 35mm x 35mm.
Range up to 1200m.

ADT

HOW TO ORDER
BY POST
Please send cheque or money orders (cash by SEPIA
registered post) Chreiseas customers please add E5.00 per order.

BY PHONE
7.30 am to 9 pm -7 days
We accept all major credit cards
Immediate despatch.

VISITORS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

2 DUKE STREET
SUTTON COLDFIELD

WEST MIDLANDS
B72 1RJ

LTD TEL: 0121 362 1862 I
FAX 0121 362 1881

E-MAIL: sepiatekgaol.com

WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE I
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VIDEOS ON
ELECTRONICS

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful in schools.
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc

vr201 to VT206 is a basic electronics course
and is designed to be used as a complete
series, if required.
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits.
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms
law, how to use the digital multimeter and
much more. Order Code VT201
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits.
This is your next step in understanding the
basics of electronics. You will learn about how
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in
common circuits. Order Code VT202
V1'203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semicon-
ductors. Gives you an exciting look Into the
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained.

Order Code VT203

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power
Supplies. Guides you step-by-step through
different sections of a power supply.

Order Code VT204
V1205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers.
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have
never seen them before. Class A, class B.
class C. op.amps. etc. Order Code VT205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators.
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in
oscillator circuits. Order Code VT206

£34.95 each
inc. VAT & postage

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

- ---

VCR MAINTENANCE
VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning. not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input to
the audio,video heads then from the
heads back to the output.

Order Code VT102
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

Order Code VT103

DIGITAL
Now for the digital series of six videos. This
series is designed to provide a good ground-
ing in digital and computer technology.
VT301 54 minutes. Digital One: Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven of
the most common gates which are used in
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. Order Code VT301

VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops
will further enhance your knowledge of digital
basics. You will learn about Octal and
Hexadecimal notation groups. flip-flops,
counters. etc. Order Code VT302
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers
and Displays is your next step in obtaining a
solid understanding of the basic circuits
found in today's digital designs. Gets into
multiplexers, registers, display devices, etc.

Order Code VT303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and
ADC shows you how the computer is able to
communicate with the real world. You will
learn about digital -to -analogue and ana-
logue -to -digital converter circuits.

Order Code VT304
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory
Devices introduces you to the technology
used in many of today's memory devices. You
will learn all about ROM devices and then
proceed into PROM. EPROM. EEPROM,
SRAM. DRAM. and MBM devices.

Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six: The CPU
gives you a thorough understanding in the
basics of the central processing unit and the
input/output circuits used to make the system
work. Order Code VT306

ORDERING: Price includes postage to anywhere in the world.
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage
and packing, wherever you live In the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments

in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank).
Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number, card expiry date and

cardholder's address if different from the delivery address.
Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days.

longer for overseas orders.
Send your order to: Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne, Dorset

BH21 1RW (Mail Order Only)
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Publishers of EPE

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.

E-mail: editorial(51i'epemag.wimborne.co.uk

VT401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The
most complete video ever produced on a.m.
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m. trans-
mission and proceeds to the five major stages
of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is
detected, converted and reproduced. Also
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m. stereo
system. Order Code VT401
VT402 58 -minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. F.M.
basics Including the functional blocks of a
receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator.
i.f. amplifier,.limiter and f.m. decoder stages
of a typicalf.m. receiver. Order Code VT402

VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Pad 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, Frequency dou-
bter, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding
and decoding. Order Code VT403

MISCELLANEOUS
vr501 58 minutes. Fibre Optics. From the
fundamentals of fibre optic technology
through cable manufacture to connectors,
transmitters and receivers.

Order Code VT501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic
introduction covering some of the common
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the
Ruby Rod laser. HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers
the basics of CD and bar code scanning.
Order Code VT502

Each stdeu uses a mixture ,,l animated current
flow in circuits plus tom. plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very hill comment4,10 get the
points across. The tapes are impoiteti by us and
originate from VCR Eilucaliostal Prixhicis Co
an American supplier. We me the. worldwide
distributors PA! Tc;(1 "AJ1.'04 ni
these tapes (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically
request SECAM versions.)
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Everyday Practical Electronics are pleased to be able to offer all readers these

ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS
OANALOGUE

ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley

Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for
this most difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM
includes a host of virtual laboratories, animations.
diagrams. photographs and text as well as a SPICE
electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre -designed
circuits.
FUNCTIONS
The component values on all
circuits can be edited and the user
can use the simulation engine to
see how the value of each
component affects circuit
performance. You can, for instance,
alter frequency and phase angle
and plot outputs on a virtual
oscilloscope or show load line
graphs etc.

COVERAGE
Sections on the CD-ROM include:
Fundamentals - Analogue
Signals (5 sections), Transistors (4
sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6
sections); Op.Amps - 17 sections
covering everything from Symbols
and Signal Connections to
Differentiators; Amplifiers - Single
Stage Amplifiers (8 sections).
Multi -stage Amplifiers (3 sections):
Filters - Passive Filters (10
sections). Phase Shifting Networks
(4 sections). Active Filters (6
sections); Oscillators -6 sections
from Positive Feedback to Crystal
Oscillators; Systems - 12 sections
from Audio Pre -Amplifiers to 8 -Bit
ADC plus a gallery showing
representative p.c.b. photos.

 Includes SPICE circuit
simulator with over 50
circuits

O Unique virtual laboratories
O Editable assignments
0 Design parameters for circuits

included

0 Complete hi -ti amplifier case
study

Prices for each of the

TWO
APPLICATIONS

ON ONE
CD-ROM

Virtual laboratory - sinusoids
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Gallery - Wideband Amplifier

two CD-ROMs above are:

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley
Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components (below), and
takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to
the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on
screen.

Virtual laboratory - Flip -Flops

Disimis,-.  val    

we. ^mrs mer.I.11.1.0 dftulnarr

Virtual laboratory - Traffic Lights

Microprocessor

FUNDAMENTALS
Fundamentals introduces the basics
of digital electronics including binary
and hexadecimal numbering
systems, ASCII, basic logic gates
and their operation, monostable
action and circuits, and bistabtes -
including JK and D -type flip-fiops.

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic
functions and specialised logic
functions such as majority
vote, parity checker, scrambler,
halt and full adders. Includes
fully interactive virtual
laboratories for all
circuits.

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC
Introduces sequential logic
including clocks and clock circuitry,
counters, binary coded decimal
and shift registers.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
AD and OA converters and
their parameters, traffic light
controllers. memories and
microprocessors - architecture,
bus systems and their arithmetic
logic units.

GALLERY
A catalogue of commonly used
IC schematics taken from the
74xx and 40xx series. Also
includes photographs of
common digital integrated
circuits and circuit technology.

HobbyistStudent £45 inc VAT

Institutional (SchoolsiFIEFEIndustry) £99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

ELEC IRONIC CIRCUITS & cuiVIPONENTS
+ THE PARTS GALLERY by Mike Tooley

Electronic Circuits & Components provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of

electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and
pre -designed circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their understanding as they proceed through the sections on
the CD-ROM. Sections on the disk include: Fundamentals: units & multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating

circuits.Passive Components: resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers.
Semiconductors: diodes. transistors, op.amps, logic gates. Passive Circuits . Active
Circuits
The Parts Gallery, - many students have a good understanding of electronic theory but
still have difficulty in recognising the vast number of different types of electronic
components and symbols.
The Parts Gallery helps overcome this problem; it will help students to recognise
common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams.
Se'ecllons on the disk include: Components ,Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols
Quiz, Circuit Technology
Hobbyist Student £34 inc VAT
Institutional (Schools+IEFElndustry) £89 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £169 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) Circuit technology screen



Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PICtutor by John Becker
Developed from John's EPE series, this highly acclaimed CD-ROM, together with the PICtutor experimental
and development board, will teach you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on the
PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as
your programming skills develop. This interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC
Simulator to show exactly what is happening as you run, or step through, a program. In this way the CD
provides the easiest and best ever introduction to the subject.
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence.

HARDWARE
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PlCtutor
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work once you
have mastered PIC software writing.
Two levels of PlCtutor hardware are available - Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39
Tutorials.
The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug -top power supply (the Export Version has a battery
holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4 -digit 7 -segment I.e.d. displays. It allows users to
program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC and to follow the 39 Tutorials on thd CD-ROM.
All hardware is supplied fully built and tested and includes a PIC16F84 electrically erasable programmable
microcontroller.

The Virtual PIC

Deluxe PICtutor Hardware

PICtutor CD-ROM
Hobbyist/Student £45 inc. VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE Industry) '£99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

HARDWARE
Standard PICtutor Development Kit £47 Inc. VAT
Deluxe PlCtutor Development Kit £99 plus VAT
Deluxe Export Version £96 plus VAT
(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN by Max Horsey and Philip Clayton
Developed from Max Horsey's Teach -In series A Guide to Modular Circuit Design (EPE Nov
'95 to Aug '96). This highly acclaimed series presented a range of tried and tested analogue
and digital circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface them. Thus
allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols to design and build their own
projects.
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or "A' level electronics or technology and
for hobbyists who want to get to grips with project design. Over seventy different Input,
Processor and Output modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed
information on construction, fault finding and components, including circuit symbols, pinouts,
power supplies, decoupling etc.

Single User Version £19.95 Inc. VAT
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT' prices)

designing your circuit
simply select your modules from the wde choice avaslatre,
read how they work and pot them up to matte your circtit

precinct,

1 bond that 1 coact design a citclit *Word my teacher's NO
And d worked! Everything was to hand - which chips to use -
and which pins did what' Andrew Preston (GCSE student)

A Web Browser is required for Modular Circuit Design - one is provided on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (see below) but most modem computers are supplied with one.

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/33MHz, VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM,
8MB hard disk space. Windows 3.1/95/98/NT, mouse, sound card (not required for PICtutor or Modular Circuit Design).

r
CD-ROM ORDER

Please send me:
 Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery
O Analogue Electronics
O Digital Electronics
O PICtutor

FORM
0 Hobbyist/Student
O Institutional
O Institutional 10 user

Note: The software on each version is
the same, only the licence for use varies.

O PiCtutor Development Kit - Standard
O PICtutor Development Kit - Deluxe

Note: The PlCtutor CD-ROM is not
0 Deluxe Export included in the Kit prices.

O Modular Circuit Design - Single User
O Modular Circuit Design - Multiple User
Full name:

Address'

Post code- Tel. No:

Signature:

o I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £ Card expiry date:
Card No:

Please supply name and address of cardholder if different to the delivery address.

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK

POSTAGE

StudentSingle UseriStandard Version
price includes postage to most

countries in the world
EU residents outside the UK add £5 for

airmail postage per order

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe
Versions - overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage (do not
add VAT unless you rive in an EU country, then
add 1712% VAT or provide your offical VAT
registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

33 Gravel Hill, Merley, Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1RW

(Mall Order Only)
Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne

Publishing Ltd.To order by phone ring

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax
Goods are normally sent within seven days

Demos (not Modular Circuit Design) available on the EPE CD-ROM No. 1 (Free with the November '98 issue) - send £2 for this CD-ROM if you require the demos.
Minimum order for credit card payment is £5.



Special Series

MACTICAL
OSCILLATOR
DESIGNS
RAYMOND HAIGH

Most text books deal with oscillators in a theoretical way. This series, prepared with the
electronics enthusiast and experimenter very much in mind, is intensely practical. Tried and
tested circuits are fleshed out with component values, and their vices and virtues are exposed.

PART THREE THE ARMSTRONG, MEISSNER, FRANKLIN AND BUTLER
OSCILLATORS, PLUS PROBES FOR R.F. VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.

EARL1ER articles covered the Hartley and Colpitts oscillators,
and their variants, in some detail. This month, circuits attrib-
uted to Armstrong, Meissner, Franklin and Butler will be

considered.
With the Hartley circuit, feedback is applied to a tapping in the

tuning inductor with the Colpitts, the tuning capacitor is tapped.
Quite apart from questions of performance, these circuits are con-
venient because of the way they simplify coil design.

ARMSTRONG OSCILLATORS
Oscillators attributed to E. H. Armstrong. the great American

radio pioneer, involve more complicated inductor arrangements.
1 \vo of his designs rely on a separate winding to feed maintaining
energy back to the tuned circuit. Another has a pair of tuned circuits
with feedback via the anode/grid capacitance of a coupling valve.

Conceived during the decade following Lee De Forest's invention
of the triode, the circuits were of crucial importance to the emerg-
ing radio industry and, from 1917 to 1924, there was much acrimo-
nious patent litigation between De Forest and Armstrong. The
American courts decided in De Forest's favour on the basis of a
legal technicality. However, in Britain, the validity of Armstrong's
patents, and of his claim to be the true originator, has generally been
upheld.

GETTING IN TUNE
In their original form, with triode valves as the maintaining devices,

the circuits became known as tuned grid, tuned anode, and tuned
grid/tuned anode. Clearly, the circuits take their names from the way
the frequency determining components are connected to the valve.

The tuned grid circuit came to be adopted almost universally as
the local oscillator in valve superhet receivers. (The superhet
receiver was invented by Armstrong whilst he was a US Army
Signals Officer stationed in France during the First World War.) No
doubt the ability to connect coil and capacitor to ground made it the
natural choice for this purpose.

With the growing use of bipolar transistors during the 1960's, the
valve tuned grid circuit fell from use as it did not adapt well to the
new low -impedance devices, or to the type of mixer/oscillator
stages which became standard in mass produced radios. It was,
however, replaced by another very early oscillator circuit. the
Meissner; more on this later.

The subsequent development of field-effect transistors, with their
more valve -like characteristics, saw its resurrection as the local
oscillator in simple, wide coverage communications receivers. A
typical application of the tuned gate oscillator stage of the radio
receiver front end is shown in Fig.I a.

OSCILLATORS IN SUPERHET
RECEIVERS

Superhet oscillators operate at a higher frequency than that of the
incoming signals. This higher frequency is combined with the
incoming signal in a mixer (see Fig. lb), and the difference between
the two, the intermediate frequency, or i.f., is selected by tuned cir-
cuits and amplified.

Domestic radios have an i.f. of between 455kHz and 470kHz.
Older, high-performance valve sets had an i.f. of 1.6MHz, and mod-
em communications receivers have multiple i.f.s which can include
40MHz, 10MHz, 455kHz and lower frequencies.

Tuning of the signal frequency and oscillator stages is via a dual -
ganged tuning capacitor, and some provision must be made, there-
fore, for this frequency difference to be constantly maintained over
the tuning capacitor swing. Taking the medium wave band as an
example, and assuming an i.f. of 460kHz, the signal frequency
tuned circuit will sweep from 1600kHz down to 530kHz, whilst the
oscillator must cover 2060kHz (1600+460) to 990kHz (530+460).

The different coverage is achieved by making the oscillator coils
of lower inductance than the signal frequency or r.f. coils, and by
placing a capacitor in series with the oscillator gang of the tuning
capacitor in order to reduce its value when fully meshed. The series
capacitor is called a "padder". By this means, the oscillator circuits
can be made to track the signal frequency circuits almost perfectly,
and the 460kHz difference is maintained over the full swing of the
variable tuning capacitor. (Strictly speaking. absolutely perfect
tracking is achieved at three points on the dial.)

ARMSTRONG OSCILLATOR -
TunedGate FE. T. Version

We can now consider the functions of the various components of
the Armstrong oscillator stage (Fig.. l a) in our receiver "front-end"
circuit of Fig.1, where the tuned circuit formed by L2 and ,variable
capacitor VC1a determines the frequency of oscillation. The swing
reducing padder capacitor C2 is connected in series with the coilLZ

PLEASE NOTE
In the "Tuned Circuit Calculations" panel in Part 1 (July
'99 issue) page 522, the third and fourth equations for I
should be as follows and not as printed:

5.033 159155
f f

LC 1,1-M
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to simplify band switching (this has virtually the same effect as con-
necting it directly in series with VCIa). Trimmer capacitor VC2
permits the precise matching of the minimum capacitance in the r.f.
and oscillator circuits, and fixed capacitor C3 is required to opti-
mise tracking only on the longwave band.

Coupling or "reaction" winding Li must be connected so that the
feedback is in -phase, and the correct arrangement is indicated on
the circuit diagram. Resistor R1, capacitors Cl and C7 decouple the
oscillator from the supply rail, and the tuned circuit is connected to
the gate (g) of transistor TR1 via capacitor CS. Gate resistor R3
ensures correct biasing.

Valve and f.e.t. versions of this circuit are prone to "squegging",
i.e., the transistor goes in and out of oscillation, usually at a low
radio frequency. Resistor R2 is inclUded to inhibit this. If the prob-
lem is encountered despite the inclusion of R2, modify the time
constant of the gate input circuit by reducing the value of C5 and/or
R3. Increasing the value of RI may also effect a cure.

BIASING
Biasing has to be optimised or the circuit will not oscillate over

the full swing of a 365pF tuning capacitor on the highest shortwave
range (10MHz to 30MHz). The source bias resistor is, therefore,
made up of R4 and preset potentiometer VR1. If such extensive cov-
erage is not required, a single fixed resistor of around 2-2 kilohms
can be substituted when 2N3819 transistors are used, or 4-7 kilohms
when 1310s are wired into circuit.

The output is taken from the "hot" end of
the tuning coil via a low value capacitor C4.
It must be fed into a high impedance load or
oscillation will be inhibited. Output voltage
is reasonably constant over the full swing of
a 365pF variable capacitor, and the wave-
form is of excellent quality.

Connecting a diode from gate to
ground/OV (diode cathode (k) to ground) to
limit forward conduction of the j.f.e.t.'s gate
makes oscillation weak and erratic on the
highest shortwave range. and, for this rea-
son, it has been omitted. If extended high
frequency coverage is not required, connect-
ing a diode will limit oscillation amplitude
and prevent a slight flattening of the wave-
form which can occur at low frequencies.

ARMSTRONG
INDUCTORS

The feedback or reaction winding LI
must be tightly coupled to the tuned winding
L2. The rule -of -thumb adopted for valve
versions of the circuit was to make the num-
ber of turns on the feedback coil between 30

ARMSTRONG'S
OSCILLATORS

Three early valve oscillators are
attributed to Edwin Howard Armstrong:
the tuned grid, the tuned anode and the
tuned grid/tuned anode. They were all
used in transmitters, and the tuned grid
circuit was adopted, almost universally,
as the local oscillator in superhet
receivers until bipolar transistors began
to take the place of valves.

When field-effect transistors (f.e.t.$),
with their more valve -like characteristics,
were introduced, it saw a revival in
receivers with some pretensions to high
performance. A typical circuit is given in
Fig.1.

The Lei. version of Armstrong's cir-
cuit oscillates readily from audio up to
50MHz or more. A near perfect sinewave
is produced, and output is reasonably
constant over the tuning capacitor
swing. On the downside, a separate
feedback winding is required on the tun-
ing coil, and output impedance, with this
particular circuit, is high.

per cent and 50 Ter cent of the turns on the tuned winding. It was
also recognised that the capacitance across the feedback winding
had to be kept to an absolute minimum in order to avoid "squeg-
ging" and other forms of erratic operation.

With the f.e.t. version of the circuit, a ratio of 10 per cent up to
2MHz, then progressively increasing to 50 per cent on the high-
est shortwave range, should ensure reliable oscillation. Wind
feedback windings over the "earthy" end of tuned windings. sep-
arating the two by a layer of insulating tape: coupling must be
tight or oscillation may not be maintained over the full tuning
range.

MOSFET MIXER
A well tried mixer circuit completes our receiver circuit and is

illustrated in Fig. 1 b, where incoming signals, tuned by IA and
VCI b. are applied to gate 1 (g 1 ) of the dual -gate MOSFET TR2.
The oscillator voltage is fed to TR2 gate 2 (g2).

For best results, mixers of this kind require an oscillator injection
of at least IV. and preferably close on 2V r.m.s. Clearly, therefore,
the output voltage of the tuned gate oscillator, and the high input
impedance of the MOSFET mixer, make this an effective combina-
tion. The whole arrangement is reminiscent of the old triode-hexode
valve frequency changers, where the grid of the triode section was
extended into the electrode stream of the hexode mixer in order to
inject the local oscillation.
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Fig.1. Radio receiver "front-end' using an Let. version of an Armstrong oscillator.
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Here the two circuits are coupled by means of capacitor C4.
Readers who have coil packs from old valve receivers will find that
they usually work well with this dual f.e.t. arrangement.

INPUT CIRCUIT
The aerial is coupled to the r.L tuned circuit by means of coil L3

and potentiometer VR2 acts as a simple, but effective, input attenu-
ator to prevent strong signals causing cross modulation. Trimmer
capacitor VC3 matches the minimum capacitance in the ef. tuned
circuit to that of the oscillator section. Capacitor C8 is required only
on the longwave band to ensure good oscillator tracking.

Source (s) bias for TR2 is provided by resistor R6, which is
bypassed by capacitor C9. Bias on TR2 gate 2 is fixed at around IV
(the optimum level when MOSFETs are used as mixers) by con-
necting it to the source via resistor R5. If difficulty is encountered
in securing oscillation at the maximum tuning capacitor setting on
the highest shortwave range, try increasing the value of this resistor
to about 220 kilohms.

Supply line decoupling is effected by R7 and C12, and the mixer
output is taken from the secondary of IFT I, at pin 4. The primary
of this r.f. transformer forms the drain load of TR2 and is, of course.
tuned to the intermediate frequency. In practice, the setting of the
adjustable core, within the coil former, is very broad.

MIXER/OSCILLATOR COMBINATION
Our receiver front-end, formed by combining the circuits in Fig.1,

will significantly out -perform the bipolar or Lc. arrangement adopted
in most domestic radios. Correctly set up, it will display greater sen-
sitivity, reduced oscillator "puffing" (the shifting of the oscillator fre-
quency by strong incoming signals), reduced noise and, if the aerial
input attenuator is used judiciously, lower cross -modulation.

Readers may wish to try the circuit by coupling it to the i.f. strip
in a domestic transistor radio, and Table I gives full details of Toko
inductors and trimming and padding capacitors for a full coverage
( I 50kHz to 30MHz) receiver.

The values quoted are for an if. of 450kHz to 470kHz.

ALTERNATIVE INTERMEDIATE
FREOUENCY

An If. of 1.6MHz is to be preferred. This reduces image inter-
ference (spurious responses spaced, in the main, at twice the i.f.)
and it would permit the output to be injected into the aerial socket
of a car radio or domestic portable to form a double superhet.

Unfortunately, the Toko range of inductors does not include all of the
double -winding coils required for an Armstrong oscillator in a receiver
with a I.6MFIz 1.1. The simpler inductor arrangement of the Franklin
oscillator does, however, permit the windings of standard Toko coils to
be series connected to produce inductors of the required value.

A circuit suitable for receivers with a I -6MHz i.f., based on the
Franklin oscillator, is given in Fig3, and coil types and padder
capacitor values are scheduled in Table 3.

PADDER CAPACITOR
The padder capacitor is invariably connected into circuit in the

manner shown for C2 in Fig.la, as this simplifies range switching.
(Coil and capacitor are controlled by the same switch bank.)

With this arrangement, however, padder C2 and variable capaci-
tor VC la form a capacitive tapping across L2, which changes with
the setting of the tuning control, thereby increasing the variation in
output voltage. Locating the padder in the position marked X on the
circuit diagram avoids this, and if single band operation is all that is
required, this is the preferred option.

With the padder connected as shown, oscillator output on MW
varies between 2.5V and 3.6V r.m.s. With the padder located in the
alternative position, output changes by only 0.I V from 3.5V to 3.6V.

ARMSTRONG AS SIGNAL
GENERATOR

The tuned gate Armstrong oscillator, together with the buffer
stage described in Part 2 (Aug '99), would make an excellent signal
generator. Constructors wishing to use it in this way should substi-
tute the coils listed for the r.f. stage, and delete the padder and trim-
mer capacitors (C2, C3. and VC2).

The bottom end of coil L2 should, of course, be connected to
ground (OV line). This will ensure continuous coverage from
around 150kHz to 30MHz if a 365pF variable capacitor is used.
Output coupling capacitor, C4, will have to be kept very small, and
attenuation circuitry may have to be provided, in order to prevent
the overloading of the buffer stage.

TABLE 1:
Tuned -Gate F.E.T. Version of Armstrong Oscillator

Tuned circuit components for r.f. and oscillator stages of a
superhet receiver with a 460kHz i.f. (See Fig.1)

Band
R.F. Coil

L3 L-1
Fig.lb

Oscillator
Coil Ll/L2

Fig.la .

Padder
C2 (pF)
Fig.la

Range
MHz

LW CAN1A350EK RWR331208N2 150 014 - 0.3
MW RWR331208N2 YMRS80046N 330 0.53 -1.6
SW1 154FN8A6438EK 154AN7A6440EK 680 1.5 - 4

SW2 154FN8A6439EK 154AN7A6441EK 1500 3.5 - 12
SW3 KXNK3767EK KXNK3766EK 2000 10 - 30

Notes:
(1) The quoted tuning ranges are approximate. The tuning capacitor
should have a minimum capacitance of not much more than 10pF
and a maximum capacitance of at least 300pF.
(2) To improve tracking on the LW band only, a 56pF capicitor is
connected across the r.f. stage tuned winding, L4. (C8 in Fig.lb).
(3) To improve tracking on the LW band only, a 150pF capacitor is
connected across the oscillator stage tuned winding, L2. (C3 in
Fig.1b).
(4) The coil reference numbers are for Toko inductors.

MEISSNER OSCILLATOR
Alexander Meissner's valve oscillator represented an early

attempt to increase the isolation of the tuned circuit from the
maintaining device. In its original valve form, coil windings in the
anode and grid circuits provide the necessary feedback, and a sep-
arate tuned winding determines the frequency of oscillation.
Coupling between the valve and the tuned circuit is, therefore,
purely inductive.

High r.f. voltages are developed across the tuned circuit in the
output stages of transmitters, and the elimination of a direct con-
nection with the valve reduces the risk of inter -electrode break
down. Despite this advantage, the circuit fell out of use before the
end of the valve era.

Once again, the gradual shift from valves to transistors during
the 1960s saw the re -introduction of Meissner's circuit in the
local oscillator stage of radio receivers. It seems to have been
particularly suited to the then new, low impedance devices with
their modest gains. Single transistor mixer/oscillators, using an
adaptation of Meissner's feedback system, became standard
world-wide.

MEISSNER OSCILLATOR -
Bipolar Transistor Version

Simple superhets invariably incorporate the front-end shown in
Fig.2, where coils L3 and IA couple transistor TR1 to the oscillator
tuned circuit formed by 1.5 and tuning capacitor VC lb. Base bias
for TR1 is provided by resistors RI and R2; and resistor R3,
bypassed by C2, sets the bias voltage on the emitter (e). Signal
input, via LI, is tuned by the combination of L2 and VC la, and cou-
pled to the base of TR I via a low impedance tapping to avoid exces-
sive damping on the resonant circuit.

Long aerials are connected to the receiver via LI, again to min-
imise damping. (The input attenuator VR2 shown in Fig. lb could be
used to great advantage here.) Short whip aerials present a high
impedance at frequencies up to 30MHz or so, and they are usually
connected to the "hot" end of L2, through socket SK2. Connections
to a ferrite rod aerial are shown in Inset A.

Signal mixing (strictly speaking combining) takes place within
TR1, and the required 460kHz output is selected by i.f. transformer
IFT I. The tuned primary of this transformer is tapped to ensure a
reasonable match with the collector circuit. Resistor R4 and
capacitor C4 decouple the circuit from the supply line.

Trimmers, VC2 and VC3, enable the minimum capacitances in
the r.f. and oscillator tuned circuits to be matched, and C5 is the
padder capacitor which modifies the frequency coverage of the
oscillator stage.

REWIND
In order to simplify coil production, the emitter of TR I is some-

times connected to a tapping on the tuned winding. Whilst this
arrangement compromises the best feature of Meissner's oscillator,
the feedback paths are the same. Commercially produced three
winding coils are no longer available to the home constructor, and
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readers who wish to experiment with this circuit will have to either
wind their own coils or adopt the emitter tapping modification so
that standard Toko inductors can be used.

Base connections for Toko coils are also given in Fig.2, and type
numbers and padder values are scheduled in Table 2. Readers who
wish to wind their own coils should give the collector winding 10
per cent of the number of turns on the tuned winding up to 2MHz
or so. then gradually increase the ratio to 25 per cent on the coils for
the highest shomvave range.

The emitter winding should have between two and three turns on
all ranges. The three windings must he tightly coupled. and con-
nected as shown in Fig.2.

PERFORMANCE
The circuit is effective in simple transistor radios where the

swing of the tuning capacitor VC1 is usually less than 300pF and
shortwave coverage does not extend much above ISMHz. However,
oscillation is not likely to be maintained on the shortwave ranges
when the tuning capacitor setting approaches 300pF. On the highest
range (10MHz to 30/vIHz), oscillation will probably fade when the
tuning capacitor is set above 150pF.

To avoid these problems. the oscillator in some early transistor
radios ran at half the normal frequency on the highest shortwave
range, and the second harmonic was used for mixing purposes.

TABLE 2:
Bipolar Transistor Version of the Meissner Oscillator

Tuned circuit components for r.f. and oscillator stages of a simple
superhet receiver with a 460kHz i.f. (See Fig 2 with Inset B for

circuit diaaram)

Band R.F. Coil
L14.2

Oscillator
Coil L3/L5

Redder
C5 (pF)

Range
MHz

LW CAN1A350EK RWR331208N2 150 0.14 - 0.3
MW RWR331208N2 YMRS80046N 330 0.53 - 1.6
SW1 BKANK3333R BKANK3426R 680 1.5 - 4

SW2 BKANK3334R KANAK3337R 1500 3.5 - 12
SW3 BKXN3335R MKANK3428R 2000 10 - 30

Notes:
(1) The quoted tuning ranges are approximate. The tuning capacitor
should have a minimum capacitance of not much more than 10pF
and a maximum capacitance of at least 300pF. A miniature poly-
thene dielectric capacitor would be appropriate for this circuit
(2) The coil reference numbers are for Toko inductors.

Even this modest level of performance may prove difficult to
achieve if TR I emitter resistor R-3 is nol selected to suit the tran-
sistor used. In the modified emitter circuit given in Inset B. the
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value of R3 has been reduced and a preset potentiometer. VR I.
has been added in series with it so that the biasing can be
optimised.

Only one low cost transistor is used, and it is probably this, more
than anything else, that has made the circuit so popular with radio
manufacturers for almost 40 years. Readers who wish to experiment
with simple superhets would be well advised to adopt the circuit
based on the Armstrong oscillator. shown in Fig.!. or the adaptation
of the Franklin given in Fig.3.

Although field-effect transistors are more expensive, these circuits
are more willing to oscillate with adverse DC ratios, band switching
is simpler, and performance is superior.

FRANKLIN
OSCILLATOR

British radio engineer, Charles S
Franklin, added an L/C tuned circuit to
Abraham and Bloch's multivibrator and pro-
duced his oscillator. The tuning inductor
comprises an untapped single winding, and
range switching is considerably simplified.

Waveform quality is acceptable for radio
receivers and simple signal generators, but
the output voltage varies with the setting of
the tuning capacitor to a greater extent than
.is the case with some other circuits.
Measures can be taken to regulate the out-
put, but this is at the expense of more com-
plicated range switching.

Loading on the tuned circuit is very light.
even with the transistor version, and this
contributes to the good frequency stability
for which the circuit is renowned.

Operation below 100kHz or so tends to
be erratic. The circuit will, however, oscillate
up to 60MHz and beyond.

FRANKLIN OSCILLATOR
Involved for much of his working life with

Marconi. C. S. Franklin was a prolific inven-
tor. He originated the variable capacitor,
ganged tuning, coaxial feeders and, of more
direct interest to us here, a versatile oscillator
that is renowned for its stability.

His design involves the addition of an
DC tuned circuit to a capacitor coupled.
i.e. an astable or free running, multivibra-
tor. The multivibrator was first described
in 1918 by two Frenchmen. H. Abraham
and E. Bloch, and it is a matter of conjec-
ture whether Franklin modified their
concept or independently developed the
whole circuit.

FRANKLIN OSCILLATOR
- F.E.T. Version

The f.e.t. version of the Franklin oscillator
is illustrated in Fig.3. Field-effect transistors
TR I and TR2 are configured as common
source amplifiers with their drains and gates
cross coupled by feedback capacitors, C3 and
C4/C5, in the manner of Abraham and
Bloch's multivibrator. Resistors RI and R4
are the drain (d) load resistors and gate resis-
tors R2 and R3 ensure correct biasing of the
transistors.

A free running multivibrator can be syn-
chronised by injecting pulses at almost any
point. Franklin connected a tuned circuit
across the feedback path in order to fix the
frequency of oscillation, one of the feedback
capacitors being tapped to facilitate this.

In Fig.3, the parallel tuned circuit formed
by LI and VC1 has a high impedance at res-
onance. Because of this, feedback capacitors,
C4 and C5, can be made very small and
damping is kept to an absolute minimum.

In the original valve version. these capacitors were no more than
107, and the oscillator was renowned for its low level of drift. To
ensure reliable oscillation down to 150kHz with this wide -range
f.e.t. version, the value of C4 and CS has to be increased to 10pF. If
the circuit is to be used exclusively at higher frequencies and max-
imum frequency stability is important, these components should be
reduced in value until oscillation is only just maintained.

This circuit is decoupled from the powers pply by resistor R5
and capacitor C8. Signal output is taken from the drain (d) of TR2
via d.c. blocking capacitor C7. If the oscillator is to be used in a
radio receiver, the output should be applied to gate 2 of the dual -
gate MOSFET TR2 shown in the mixer stage in Fig. lb.

Fig.3. Circuit diagram for a Franklin
oscillator using an f.e.t. Can be used as
the local oscillator in a superhet receiv-
er in conjunction with the mixer stage
shown in Rg.1 b. If a wide coverage
signal generator is required, delete Cl,
C2 and VC2 and connect coil(s) Ll
directly across tuning capacitor VC1.

a)
STANDARD
comecrioN

srRica
CONNEC DON
(TO itiOREASE
NDUCTANCE)

Fig.4. Connections to Toko coils listed
in Table 3.

TABLE 3: Field -Effect Transistor Version of the Franklin Oscillator
Table of tuned circuit components for a superhet radio with a 1.6MHz i.f.

(See Fig.3 for circuit diagram).

Band Oscillator
coil Ll

Base
wiring

Cl
pF

C2
pF

C6
pF

Range
MHz

LW 154FN8A6438EK B 74 39 220 0.16 - 0.45
(47+27)

MW 154FN8A6438EK B 110 18 82 0.53 - 1.6
(100+10)

SW1 KANSK4960EG A 335 6.8 1.6 - 5
(330+5)

SW2 KXNK3767EK B 950 ' -- 4 - 13
(680+270)

SW3 KXNK3766EK A 1500 - 10 - 30

Notes:
(1) The quoted tuning ranges are approximate. The tuning capacitor should have a minimum
capacitance of not much more than I OpF and a maximum capacitance of at least 300pF.
(2) Fixed capacitors, C2. are connected across the oscillator coil, on Long and Medium Waves
only, to improve tracking.
(3) See Fig.1b for the circuit of the r.f. and mixer stages. Fixed capacitors, C2, are not con-
nected across the r.f. tuned circuit on any range.
(4) See Table 1 for details of the r.f. stage coils.
(5)The coil reference numbers are for Toko inductors. See Fig.4 for details of the base
connections.
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it should be noted that J310 transistors will not work in this cir-
cuit: 2N38l9s should be used

FRANKLIN SUPERHET OSCILLATOR
The tuning arrangements depicted in Fig.3 enable the circuit to

be used as the local oscillator in a superhet receiver. Tuning coil LI
has a single winding. and this makes it possible to series connect
coifs in the Toko range to create inductance values appropriate to
the production of a 1.6MHz intermediate frequency.

Padder capacitor Cl limits the swing of tuning capacitor VC1.
Trimmer VC2 permits the matching of minimum capacitances in
the r.f. and oscillator circuits, and C2 is required to ensure correct
tracking only on the long and medium wave bands. Suitable Toko
inductors and capacitor values are listed in Table 3. Oscillator coil
connections are shown in Fig.4.

REGULATING THE OUTPUT
The output from Franklin's circuit varies with the setting of the

tuning capacitor to a greater extent than the Armstrong or Butler
oscillators and, with swings of 10pF to 365pF, the variation can be
significant. (The impedance of the tuned circuit falls as the capaci-
tance ratio is increased, and this reduces the level of feedback from
the drain of TR1 to the gate of TR2, especially at low frequencies.)

Output can be made more constant between 150kHz and 5MHz
by connecting capacitor C6 (shown dashed) between TR2 drain and
ground (0V). The improvement is particularly noticeable between
150kHz and 450kHz, where the variation is from 1.25V to 4V r.m.s.
without the capacitor, and 2.9V to 3-1V with the component in cir-
cuit. If this capacitor is not provided, it may be necessary to
increase C4 and C5 to 27pF to ensure oscillation down to 150kHz
when the circuit is used as a sienal generator.

Including capacitor C6 will, of course, necessitate another switch
bank, and this detracts from the extreme simplicity of the arrange-
ment. However, the circuit will function perfectly well with the
mixer stage shown in Fig. lb without this component. Used in a
radio receiver with a 1.6MHz i.f., the lowest oscillator frequency is
1750kHz when tracking a signal input of 150kHz. Fade at low fre-
quencies is not, therefore, a problem.

I. F. TRANSFORMER FOR 1.611411z
Toko do not list a 1.6MHz i.f. transformer, but one can be con-

trived by tuning a medium wave r.f. coil with an external capacitor.
The details are given in Fig. lb. The 1.6MHz if. output can be
injected, via a short length of coaxial cable, into the aerial socket of
a car radio tuned to the extreme ILL end of the medium wave band.
This combination forms a double superhet which, if properly
aligned. is capable of quite a high standard of performance.

WAVEFORM OUALITY
Waveform quality varies with the setting of the tuning capacitor

VCI. A perfect sinewave can be obtained when the values of C4 and
C5 are as low as possible. consistent with reliable oscillation. A
fairly high ratio of capacitance to inductance in the tuned circuit
will make the selection of the feedback capacitors less critical.

Only spot-freAuency or narrow -band versions of the oscillator
can be made to produce a perfect waveform in this way. Fortunately,
radio receivers are tolerant of a measure of local oscillator wave-
form distortion.

FRANKLIN SIGNAL GENERATOR
If Fig.3 is to be used as a simple signal generator, the output

should be buffered: the amplifier described last month would be
suitable. In view of the output level at low frequencies (approxi-
mately 3V r.m.s.). it would be prudent to locate a switched attenua-
tor between oscillator and buffer and gang it with the range switch.
By this means a reasonably constant output could be ensured.

Use the tuned windings of the coils listed for the r.f. stage when
the circuit forms a signal generator. Readers who like to wind their
own coils should refer to the first part of the series for details of a
suitable range of inductors.

EXTENDING THE RANGE
Operation of the circuit becomes erratic below 100kHz. It will,

however, oscillate above 100MHz with the appropriate tuned circuits.
Constructors can hand -wind self-supporting coils for these fre-

quencies, or purchase S18 type coils from the Toko range. Toko
inductors for v.h.f. working were scheduled in connection with the
Colpitts oscillator, and a Jackson 25pF C809 type variable capacitor
would be suitable for tuning purposes.

The circuit displays an increasing reluctance to oscillate above
35MHz unless a 22pF capacitor is wired in the C6 position.

SUTLER OSCILLATOR
Also known as the cathode -coupled oscillator, Frederick Butler

developed his circuit whilst he was serving with the RAF during
World War Two. He published details of it in 1944.

The original design was, of course, based on the use of valves. It
shares the advantage, with the Franklin...of only requiring a single
winding, untapped coil. The tuned circuit is not, however, isolated
from the active devices to the same degree.

Variants of Butler's circuit sometimes -form the basis of the oscil-
lator stage in domestic radio i.c.s in order to simplify coil design
and switching (e.g., the CA3123E and the TDA1083).

BUTLER OSCILLATOR -
Series Fed F.E.T. Version

The Butler oscillator can be configured in either the series or
shunt fed modes and a typical series fed arrangement, with
field-effect transistors (f.e.t.$) as the active devices, i%given in
Fig.5.

Configured as a source follower, f.e.t. TR1 has a high input
impedance at the gate, and a low output impedance at the source.
Grounded gate stage TR2 has a low input impedance at the source
and a high output impedance at the drain. In this way, the circuit
ingeniously ensures a good match for the direct coupling of the
active devices and imposes minimum damping on the tuned circuit
formed by LI and VCI.

The frame and moving vanes of VCI are grounded for conve-
nience, and the tuner is connected across the coil via bypass capac-
itor C3. Output from the drain (d) of TR2 is coupled to the gate (g)
of TR I via feedback capacitor Cl. Signal output is developed
across source resistor R2 and C2 acts as a d.c. blocking capacitor.

Despite the indirect connection of the tuning capacitor, which
places the supply voltage across its vanes, this circuit is to be pre-
ferred to the shunt fed version depicted in Fig.6. which is more
reluctant to oscillate at range extremes.

Substituting J310s for the 2N3819 field-effect transistors increas-
es the output but biasing is more critical and operation can be errat-
ic. Readers wishing to try J310s should reduce the common source
resistor R2 to 150 ohms.

Output is pretty constant from 150kHz to 10MHz, but falls at
higher frequencies when the ratio of tuning capacitance is high, and
when2N3Sl9s are 'mgt. This fall in output is avoided when 1310s
are the active devices.

Shunt Fed -FE:T. Version
The shunt fed Butler oscillator circuit depicted in Fig.6 is usual-

ly adopted when there is a need to ground the tuning coil. With this
version. the tuned circuit is connected to the high impedance gate of

Fig.5. Circuit diagram for a field-effect transistor (f.e.t.)
version of the series fed Butler oscillator.
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Fig.6. Circuit for a parallel (shunt) fed f.e.t. version of the
Butler oscillator.

TR I and feedback is developed across an r.f. choke, L2, which acts
as the drain load for TR2.

Resistor R2 is a "0" spoiler included to prevent the internal reso-
nances of the choke triggering erratic operation. Even when this pre-
caution is taken, there is a tendency for the oscillator to malfunction
below 500kHz or so, and the circuit will not oscillate over the full
swing of a 365pF capacitor on the 10MHz to 30MHz shortwave range.

Unless there is a compelling need to connect the tuning inductor to
ground, the series fed circuit given in Fig.5 is muchto be pie .

However, between 500kHz and 15MHz, the shunt fed circuit works
well, providing a reasonably constant output with a tolerable'waveform.

Series Fed - NPN Transistor Version
Butler's ingenious combination of a grounded grid (grounded gate

or base with transistors) and a cathode follower stage (source or emit-
ter follower) makes it possible for bipolar transistors to function well
in this circuit. Configuring bipolar transistors in this way increases
their normally low base and modest collector impedances, thereby
limiting damping on the tuned circuit to the point where oscillation
can be maintained, over a wide frequency range, and with reasonably
large ratios of capacitance to inductance in the tuned circuit.

A design based on npn transistors is given in Fig.7. It is very sim-
ilar to the series fed f.e.t. version given in Fig.5. but the biasing
arrangements for the bipolar transistors are more complicated.

The base (b) bias voltage for both transistors is set by the potential
divider chain formed by resistors RI, R2 and preset VRI, the d.c. bias
being applied to TR2 via signal isolating resistorR4. Emitter (e) bias is
developed across resistor R3 and preset VR2. The inclusion of the pre-
set potentiometers enables the biasing to be adjusted to accommodate a
wide range of transistor types, and the compromise between output
voltage and waveform purity can be optimised for a particular applica-
tion. The base of TR1 is grounded at radio frequencies by capacitor Cl.

Tuning inductor L1 is connected in the collector (c) circuit of
TR1, the grounded base configuration of this stage making the out-
put impedance high enough to avoid excessive damping_ Again, tun-
ing capacitor VCI is connected across the coil via decoupling
capacitor C3. Capacitor C2 completes the feedback loop by linking
the collector of TR1 to the base of TR2.

Arranging TR2 as an emitter follower increases the base impedance
of the stage. This enables the value of feedback capacitor C2 to be kept
low, thereby minimising the damping on the tuned circuit. Resistor R5
acts with C3 to decouple the circuit from its power supply.

Signal output is taken from the "hot" end of the tuning coil via
capacitor C4. Output can, alternatively, be taken from the coupled
emitters via a low value blocking capacitor. Signal voltage at the
emitters remains fairly constant between 500kHz and 15MHz, but
there is a reduction in output on the highest shortwave range
(10MHz to 30MHz) and below about 500kHz.

Moreover, the quality of the waveform at the emitters is poor. a
chain of rounded pulses which cannot be improved by adjusting the
bias potentiometers.
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Fig.7. Bipolar npn transistor version of the series fed Butler
oscillator.

Series Fed - PNP Transistor Version
By substituting pnp transistors, it is possible to invert the circuit

and connect the tuning inductor to a negative ground. Most small
signal pnp transistors with a high enough fT will work in this circuit,
but some, particularly medium power types. have high internal
capacitances, and this limits the high frequency coverage for a given
output voltage. (Coverage can be maintained by adjusting VR2. but
signal output falls.) BC557s work well, and pnp transistors designed
for r.f. working should be particularly suitable.

Biasing, feedback and decoupling arrangements are identical to
those adopted in the circuit using npn transistors.

With appropriate tuned circuits, the bipolar transistor versions of
Butler's oscillator will function from 201cliz to above 60MHz.
Purity of waveform is excellent if the bias potentiometers are adjust-
ed to hold the output below IV r.m.s. (approximately 3V peak -to -
peak).

MEASURING R.F. VOLTAGES
Some means of detecting the presence, and assessing the magni-

tude, of r.f. voltages, is essential when conducting experiments with
oscillators.

Conventional digital or analogue test meters will not measure
voltages alternating at much above a few hundred Hertz. The addi-
tion of a simple and inexpensive diode probe will. however. enable
basic test meters to be used for the detection and measurement of r.f.
voltages into the u.h.f. region.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES
Semiconductor signal diodes, which rectify the r.f. and produce a

d.c. voltage which can be measured by conventional meters, are
used in probes of this kind_ Germanium diodes begin to conduct
heavily at a lower voltage than their silicon counterparts (02V as
opposed to 0.00. and they are to be preferred for this purpose.

If a probe is to be used with a moving coil meter, 0A47 diodes
will be found to produce a marginally greater output at very low
voltages, but any germanium or Schottky diode should prove. suit-
able. Silicon signal diodes, e.g., the 1N4142, can be used success-
fully if their reduced small -signal sensitivity is taken into account.

17.F. PROBE FOR DIGITAL TEST
METERS

The circuit given in Fig.11a shows how the diode is connected in
probes to be used with high input resistance digital or eledionic test
meters. The input resistance of instruments of this kind is usually 10
megohms, and the diode must be shunt connected in order to main-
tain sufficient current flow for the rectifying action to takeplace.

The d.c. voltage developed at the diode's cathode (k) is approxi-
mately equal to the peak value of the applied a.c. voltage (i.e., 1414
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times its r.m.s. value). Resistor RI forms a potential divider with the
10 megohm input resistance of the meter to reduce the peak voltage
to its r.m.s. equivalent (Strictly speaking, a resistor of 4.14
megohms is required, but the reduced value offsets inefficiencies,
particularly at low signal levels.)

If the input resistance of the meter is less than 10 megohms. the
value of RI must, of course, be reduced proportionately to ensure
an r.m.s. reading.

R.F. PROBE FOR MOVING COIL
METERS

The low input resistance of moving coil meters, on the low cur-
rent and voltage ranges, makes it possible to use the voltage dou-
bling circuit given in Fig.8b in order to maximise sensitivity.

Current flowing through diode D 1 during the negative -going
half -cycle charges capacitor CI to the peak value of the applied r.f.
voltage. This is added to the voltage supplied by D2 during the pos-
itive -going half -cycle, and approximately twice the peak value of
the r.f. voltage is developed across C2. which removes residual r.f.

Used in conjunction with this probe, inexpensive moving coil test
meters become quite sensitive detectors of the presence of r.f. volt-
ages. If regard is had to the gradual fall in efficiency below 0.5V or
so. reasonably accurate estimates of the actual magnitude of the
voltages can be made.

CALIBRATION.AND USE
If desired. the probes can be calibrated, at 50F17., against known

a.c. voltages. Temporarily increase the value of capacitor Cl to
100nF to avoid attenuation of the low frequency input before under-
taking the calibration.

The input impedance of the probes is sufficiently high to permit
readings to be taken without excessive disturbance to the circuit
under test. Remember, though, that the maximum reverse voltage of
an 0A47 diode is only 25V. and this limits the input to the probe.
No problems should be encountered with the signal levels produced
by the oscillators in this series. If a higher reading capability is
required, substitute a diode with an appropriate PIV rating.

Next month: Construction of a stabilised power supply and
negative resistance oscillators will be covered_
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Constructional Project

ANALOGUE
DATA LOGGER
JOHN BECKER Part 2

The new P/C16F877 microcontroller
analogue data logging opportunities.

AVING discussed the circuit and
constructional details last month, we
now describe how to use the Data

Logger and view its recordings.

PROGRAMMING
THE P/C

To program ICI using PIC Toolkit Mk2
(May and June '99 issues), connect the
CLK, DATA, MCLR and OV pins on the
Data Logger board (near top centre as
shown in Fig.2 - last month) back to the
RB6, RB7, MCLR and OV pins (in that
order) on the Toolkit Mk2 board.

Switch on power to both units. From the
Toolkit Mk2 software, select main menu
Option 1- Configure PIC Factors.

Accept the first three default options (XT,
WDT no. POR yes), select the 'F87x option
instead of the '84 option, then accept the
remaining defaults, through to and including
sending the configuration data to the PIC.

The PIC's configuration register bits
affected are shown in Table 2. The data is
read from left to right, bit 13 to bit 0. A full
explanation of the bit functions is given in
the PIC16F877 data sheet.

Now call up Toolkit Mk2 main menu
Option 2 (Program PIC with TASM
Binary code), key in DATLOGOI and
send the data to the PIC as instructed on
screen.

Note that PIC Toolkit Mkl , PIC Tutorial
and PICtutor cannot supply the full config-
uration data required by the PIC I6F87x
devices and that their program handling
capacity is 1023 bytes (the Data Logger
program is in excess of that length).

SECOND CHECKS
With the programmed PIC in -situ, and

with the power off, insert all the remaining
i.c.s. As said last month, not all the memo-
ry chips IC5 to ICH need to be used, just
insert those you want in ascending numeri-
cal order position. Connect the I.c.d. and
set the wiper of preset VR I fully anti-
clockwise. Switch off Si (Run/Stop).

If you have a signal generator (one that
can output a waveform whose min -max
peaks lie between OV and +5V - even a
square wave will do), couple it into channel
1 (SK 1). Set the generator for its lowest
possible rate, ideally of much less than the
1Hz sampling rate about to be selected.

Alternatively, you could connect a
potentiometer (10kcl lin, say) across the
+5V/OV rails and connect its wiper to
channel 1, adjusting the rotation while
sampling.

As a last resort, just connect a temporary
link between the Data
Logger's +5V supply
and channel I.

Switch on power
again, and double
check that +5V still
exists on the output of
regulator IC2. Look at
the l.c.d. and check that
seemingly meaningful
data is shown on its
screen - never mind the actual content at
the moment just check that something is
there on both lines. Adjust VR1 to change
the contrast if preferred.

Switch off the power again, and wait a
few seconds before following the actions
for the next stage-Reset.

RESET
Sample Counter Reset

With switch S3 (Reset) pressed, switch
on the power and look at the l.c.d. Now
release S3 (but don't touch any of the
switches again until we've explained mat-
ters a bit further).

Note that the Data Logger's Reset mode
can only be entered in this fashion, i.e. at
switch on.

Photo

offers versatile

(Actually, if the Data Logger is connect-
ed to the PIC Toolkit Mk.? board at this
time, Reset mode can be entered by just
pressing and releasing Toolkit's Reset
switch (S1) while Data Logger S3 is
pressed, which avoids having to power
down and then up again. The action resets
the PLC's internal program counter, as also
occurs when power is switched on.)

Immediately power is switched on, the
software should recognise that S3 is
pressed and the I.e.& should display the
information shown in Photo 1.

1. Reset mode screen, phase 1.

The l.c.d. screen should show RATE=.5
on the top line. This is the default rate at
which samples will be taken unless you set
it otherwise (as in a moment). It means that
all eight data channels will be sampled as a
group once every half -second.

In the lower l.c.d. line, the words
COUNTER RESET will be seen. It means
exactly what it says, the sample counter has
been reset, to zero.

Sample Rate Changing
At this point in the Reset procedure, you

can change the sampling rate. Press switch
S2 (Up) once; the rate will be seen to
change to 1 - one sample group (all eight
channels) per second. Press again to show a
Rate of 2 - one sample group every two

Table 2. Configuration setting for the PIC16F877.
CP1 CPO DBG NIL WRT CPD LVP BOA CP1 CPO POR WDT 0S1 OSO

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
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Photo 2. Typical Lc.d. display following Reset.

seconds. Keep pressing a few times more
and note that each press increases the peri-
od between each batch of eight samples by
one second. The maximum period between 
samples is 62 seconds, about 10 days -worth
of continuous data sampling, if you wish it
and have the 24LC256 chips installed!

The Rate counter setting is bi-directional
- up or down. Down -counting is controlled
by switch S3 (Down). Press it and observe
the sampling Rate descending. Once you
reach RATE=.5 again, the next press of S3
will roll the internal counter over to 63, but
instead of seeing RATE --63, you will see
the statement RATE=EXT. In this mode the
sampling rate is determined not by the soft-
ware's controlling clock routines, but by
any digital signal (+5V/OV) fed into the
Data Logger at socket SK1O.

For the moment, return the sample rate
to show RATE= 1.

Maximum Sample Quantity Setting
Even though you may have installed

memories of considerable data storage
capacity, there are times when you might
wish to leave the Data Logger running
unattended but want to restrict the number
of samples that it can take before you
return.

This is where the next phase of the set-
ting up will be useful, setting the maximum
count limit. Switch Si (Run/Stop) on to
enter this phase.

To the right of l.c.d. line 1, the message
M= followed by a value will be seen. Letter
M stands for Memory and the value is like-
ly to be 16384 (although this may differ the
first time the program is run). The value is
the maximum count that can occur on this
setting before the sampling is automatical-
ly ceased.

To reduce the count limit, press S3
(Down). At each press. the count limit will
be lowered by a factor of two. The order is
16384, 8192, 4096, 2048, 1024, 512, 256,
FREE RUN, and then rolls over back to
16384 etc. In reality, the actual limit for the
first seven values is always one byte less
than that shown - the software is written to
detect when the counter, which is incre-
mented after each sample, reaches the limit
set, and then refuses to take any more.

Pressing switch S2 increases the count
limit selected.

Be especially aware that if you set a
count limit which is greater than the capac-
ity of the memory chips you have used,
once the sample count has reached the
chip's capacity, the chip's own counter will
roll over to zero and start over -writing the
previously recorded data. This, though,
could be beneficial in some sampling situa-
tions where the signal data you want to
record could occur at any unexpected time.

This is the purpose of the FREE RUN
setting, which does not impose a maximum
limit and sampling goes on and on indefi-
nitely until you stop it.

Photo 3. Typical Lc.d. display diiring sampling.

Leave the count limit set on 16384. Now
switch off SI.

When in Reset mode, if you do not want
to change any of the parameters but just
reset the sample counter, simply switch SI
through its two-phase sequence, returning
to the Run/Hold mode.

Note that the Reset function does not
actually reset the serial memory chips to
hold zero values. This action would seri-
ously shorten the lifetime of the devices,
which is about 100,000 write cycles (there
is no limit to the number of read cycles).

RUN/HOLD MODE
The act of switching off Si when in

Reset mode phase 2 terminates the Reset
mode and puts the Data Logger into its
RunMold mode. Had you not entered the
Reset mode by pressing S3 while switching
on power, Run/Hold is the mode that would
have been entered instead.

The l.c.d. screen now shows the Rate and
count limit on the top line, and line 2 shows
the message HOLDING AT 00000, the
zeros confirming that the sample counter
has been reset. Photo 2 shows the l.c.d. in
this condition.

Simultaneously with S I being switched
off, the new rate, sample limit and count
values are stored in the PIC's internal LEP-
ROM memory. The first two are retained
there until you initiate the Reset sequence
at some future date. (The count value will
be updated from time to time as described
shortly.)

To start sampling, just switch on S I
(Run/Hold).

After a very brief pause, sampling starts
and its progress is displayed on the I.e.&
On the far left of the top line is shown the
channel number whose sampled data is dis-
played immediately to the right of it. On
the right of the top line the elapsed time is
shown in HH:IvINISS format, on a 24 -hour
basis. It increments at one second intervals,
irrespective of the sample rate selected
(except in EXT CLK mode, see later).

The elapsed time counter is always reset
when power is first switched on.

The sample data value shown on the top
line is that immediately received from the
analogue -to -digital converter, prior to it
being stored in the serial memory. If u sig-
nal generator is being used the value could
be any between 0 and 1023. If a +5V link
provides the data voltage, the value will be
about 1023.

The value of 1023 is
the maximum value
that the 10 -bit ADC
sampling will produce
when the channel is at
the same voltage as the
ADC's internal upper
reference voltage. The
minimum possible
value is zero, for a OV
input.

READ HACK
Following storage of the data, it is read

back and displayed on line 2, prefixed by
the letter R (for Read). Provided that a
memory chip has been installed for the
channel on display, this number should be
the same as the one on the top line.

However. if the channel does not have a
memory chip installed, the value displayed
on line 2 will be 65535. This is because the
memory routine has found nothing but
logic I on -the deli line when each bit for
that memory location is read. It is the pres-
ence of resistor R22 that causes this result,
pulling the clata line high.

At the moment, with channel I. you
should see identical sample and replay val-
ues on the top and bottom lines.

You will also observe that the clock
counter is busy incrementing, as is the sam-
ple counter at the right of line 2. A typical
screen display is shown in Photo 3.

To stop the sampling, switch off S 1. If
you watch carefully, when you switch off
S1, the sample counter fairly rapidly
increments by five counts. This action
places zeroes in the next five memory
locations, an aid to later determination
(when the data has been transferred to the
computer) of where sample batches start
and end.

When the five zeros have been written,
the sampling process for this batch has
ended and I.e.& line 2 shows the message
HOLDING AT, followed by the current
count number.

Additionally at this point, the software
stores the current count value in the PIC's
own internal EEPROM memory, and this
value is retained even after the Data Logger
has been switched off. It is recalled when
the Logger is switched on again, although
the value shown then will be one higher
than that on display at the moment of
power switch off.

Switch off the power, wait a few seconds
and switch on again. The software now
retrieves the last -used Rate, count limit and
sample count values from its EEPROM
memory, and displays them on the I.e.&
The message that should greet you on this
occasion is RATE= I M=I6384 on the top
line, with line 2 showing HOLDING AT
followed by the count value retrieved.
Photo 4 shows a typical screen.

To start sampling once more, switch on
S I, switching it off again when you want to.

Photo 4. Typical l.c.d. display when first switching power on
after a previous batch of data has been sampled.
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Photo 5. Typical Lc.d. screen during data transfer to PC, the
baud rate is confirmed as 9600.

stop sampling. Try it. Then we'll tell you
about viewing the other channels.

CHANNEL VIEWING
With the Logger running, briefly press

switch S2. Within one second (the rate of
sampling) the switch status will be read and
the channel number on display will be
incremented. Release S2 when the number
changes to indicate channel 2.

On the top line, the sample value should
show zero since this channel does not have
a signal source connected, only the OV con-
nection via its pull -down resistor.

If you have a memory in location IC5,
the bottom line should show a value of
zero. If the location is empty, though, a
value of 65535 will be seen (as explained
earlier).

Press S2 again, but this time keep it
pressed. Each time a sample occurs, the
channel displayed will increment, up to 8
and roll over to 1. Pressing S3 instead will
decrement the channel number.

It is important to note that all eight chan-
nels are always sampled as a batch, irre-
spective of which channel is on display.

Note also that the current channel num-
ber on display is not stored in EEPROM
memory and will always default to channel
1 when power is first applied.

When you have finished sampling,
switch off SI.

MEMORY FULL
When a limit has been imposed on the

sampling count and that limit has been
reached, .sampling ceases and the 1.c.d.
advises on line 2 that a MEM FULL condi-
tion exists.

The only action that can be performed
when the memory is full is to transfer the
data to the PC. When you see the message,
switch off Si. You may also switch off the
power, since even on power -up the full
memory condition is recognised.

To clear the full memory condition, the
Reset sequence has to be performed during
power up.

TRANSFER TO PC
Data can be transferred to the PC com-

puter at any time that S I is switched off
(except in Reset mode).

The Data Logger's serial data acquisition
program that is run on the computer is cen-
tred around a machine code routine the
author has written specifically for the
Logger. It is accessed from Basic (QBasic
or QuickBASIC), which also does all the
formatting and sending of the processed
data to the hard disk.

The machine code configures and reads
the computer's internal serial registers via
interrupt calls. Its source code can be read
as a text file, DATLOGOLL It was written
for the shareware A86/D86 (8086 et al)
assembler, which generated the loadable

DATLOGOI.COM
binary file.

(There are additional
notes as a text file with
the software - these
should be read through
your text editor.)

The 10 -bit data sam-
ples are transmitted by
the Data Logger as two
8 -bit bytes each limited

to a maximum value of 127, plus Stop bit.
The computer's internal interrupt routine
receives the data as an inverted byte of
twice the value transmitted. The software
inverts and reformats the data to its original
value as stored in the serial memory chips.

From the MS-DOS screen, enter the
directory in which your QBasic or
QuickBASIC software is held.

If you are using QuickBASIC, type
QB/L to load QuickBASIC complete with
its library routine that allows Basic pro-
grams to be run with the associated
machine code program.

With QBasic (which has its own
machine code access facility built in), just
type QB.

From within the loaded Basic, load the
Data Logger program DATLOG01.BAS.

COM PORT SETTING
Near the head of the program you have

the option to set which PC COM port is to be
used. Find the statement in which the
variable COMPORT% is given a value
(COMPORT% =). To use COM port 1 set
COMPORT% = 0. To use COM port 2 set
COMPORT% = I. If you now iesave the
program, that same COM port value will be
the one selected each time you run the
program.

Immediately the program is run (starting
it in the usual way for Basic), the author's
serial -reading machine code routine is
automatically loaded. The Basic program
then enters that routine and waits for the
serial data from the PIC to start being sent.

To start sending data to the PC, press
switch S2 (Up/Send) - S 1 must be
switched off for the software to recognise
that S2 is pressed.

Once S2 has been pressed. the PIC's
software first sends six zero value bytes
and then proceeds to read and transmit all
the stored data from each memory in turn,
starting at channel 1 (see Photo 5). The
double -byte (word)
data for each sample is
sent as LSB (least sig-
nificant byte) first,
with each bit being
sent in ascending
order from bit 0 to 7.

ALL EIGHT
CHANNELS

All eight channels
will be read even
though some may not
have memories
installed. However,
when the software
detects the value of
65535 (as produced
from an empty memo-
ry location, the routine
for readine that chan-
nel is terminated).

Normally, for installed memories, the
same quantity of samples will be sent as the
number of samples taken since the Data
Logger was last reset (i.e. from sample 0
upwards). When FREE RUN is selected.
the software attempts to read back from
16383 memory locations, but terminates
that channel if a memory is uninstalled. If
memories having' a lesser capacity than
16384 samples (less than 256 kilobits) are
installed, their contents will be read mote
than once - intelligent inspection of their
PC files must be applied to find the start of
duplication.

TERMINATION CODE
When the last sample from each channel

has been sent, a termination code is sent,
consisting of two bytes each having a value
of 127. The next channel is then transmit-
ted, until all eight have been dealt with.

Each time the machine code recognises
the termination code of a channel. the routine
returns to Basic and the block of sampled
data is output to the hard disk as a binary data
file named. CNPICLOG\DATLOGx.DAT,
where x is the channel number. (Directory
C:\PICLOG is created during program
installation.)

When each channel has been read, the
computer screen shows the values of the
first nine samples received for that channel.
When all eight channel blocks have been
saved to disk, they are each recalled and
their first and last ten samples are dis-
played. Photo 6 shows a typical display.

TEXT FILES
Next. the same .DAT binary files are

again recalled in turn and eight new files
are created, each holding the sample values
as individual numbers expressed in
text format. The files are named
C:\PICLOG\DATLOGx.TXT, where again
x is the channel number.

A third stage follows in which all eight
.TXT files are opened simultaneously and a
composite single file, C:\PICLOG\DAT-
LOGIO.TXT, is created in which the values
of each channel are combined into lines of
eight columns separated by a TAB charac-
ter (ASCII 9). This suits the file for input to
Microsoft Excel for subsequent graphing
and analysis (more on this later).

The .TXT files can (probably) also be
read by any word-processing program. MS-
DOS EDIT is well suited to this.
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Photo 6.Typical PC screen display during serial data input
from the Data Logger.
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V -SCOPE FORMAT
That's not all - four more files are now

created, suited for display using the Virtual
Scope (Jan. and Feb. '98) software (you
only need the software, the hardware is not
required).

Each file holds the data for two channels.
the pairs are 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8 and the files
are named 0110000x.Y00 where x is a
value of 0 to 3 in order of each pair of chan-
nels. These files are stored in the same
directory in which your Basic program
resides.

The apparently unusual file names (orig-
inally intended to be date and time related)
allow the files to be accessed and viewed as
oscilloscope -type traces through the V -
Scope's Directory facility. They may be
manipulated in the same way as any other
V -Scope files.

Once the V -Scope files have been creat-
ed, the transfer process is complete and you
can come out of Basic in your usual way.

So. then, if that selection of data file
options doesn't suit you, nothing will! (But
do tell the author via EPE if he's wrong on
this point, and make practical suggestions.)

A final point on the files, however: the file
names used are fixed in the software. It is sug-
gested, though, that in normal use of the Data
Logger, you rename the recorded files to
those of your choice, allowing fresh batches
of sampled data to be imported without over-
writing the previous batch_ It is preferable that
the same extension names should be retained
(especially with the V -Scope files).

VIEWING VIA EXCEL
Microsoft's Excel software offers an

excellent way in which the Data Logger
data can be examined and graphically dis-
played. The following is one way in which
it can be used (determined from the
author's Excel 7).

From the Windows desk -top display
("main menu") perform the following steps
(all "clicks" are left-hand mouse button
clicks unless stated):

 Open My Computer (double-click)
 Open [C:1 drive (double-click)
 Open MS Office (double-click)
 Open Microsoft Excel (double-click)
 In Excel, open File menu (top left)
 Click Open
 Click arrow to right of My Documents

panel
 Click on [C:1
 Open PICLOG directory (double-click)
 Click arrow to right of Files of Type

panel
 Click Text Files
 Select DATLOGIO (double-click)

The file is now loaded and Text Import
Wizard screen displayed
 Click Finish (bottom right)

This last action formats and displays the
DATLOGIO.TXT file as eight columns of
numerical data with a row count corre-
sponding to the sample count. At the head
of each column is also displayed some tex-
tual information. Box I states the number
of samples (N =) for that column. Boxes 2
and 3 just show zeros. Box 4 states the
Logger channel number. Box 5 shows the
sample rate that applied when the recording
was made. The final box in the column sim-
ply states END. Now do the following:
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Photo 7. Typical Excel graph display of data recorded -during first examination of the
Data Logger.

 Click box in column I row 5 (box 5A)
 Hold down shift key
 Press cursor down arrow
 Allow cursor to scroll down the rows.

with the selected boxes being high-
lighted

 Stop scrolling on last box before the
word END (if you go too far. press
cursor up key instead)

 Release cursor key but keep shift key
pressed

 Press cursor right key once to highlight
column 2 as well

 Release shift key

In one of the panels above the tabulated
data an icon showing a graph should be
seen - its position and style has been found
to be slightly different between computers.
(If it is not on display, click on View in the
top line then click on Chart to make a tick
mark. Click OK then proceed as now
described.)

 Click the small arrow immediately to
the right of the graph symbol.

 From the graph selection revealed, click
on the waveform -like image

 Shift the cursor arrow (which now looks
like a graph symbol) over the high-
lighted data area and click to reveal the
Chart Wizard box

 Click on Finish

A coloured graph of the data in columns
1 and 2 now appears, representing the
values of the first two channels of data you
have recorded.

Only the line for channel I should show
waveform changes, representing the instan-
taneous values captured from the signal
generator waveform (or just a straight line
near the top if a +5V link was used). Photo
7 shows a typical example.

Channel 2 should be represented by a
constant value of zero (this should be the
case whether or not channel 2 has a memo-
ry chip installed).

The height and width of the graph can be
changed by positioning the mouse cursor
on one of the corners of the graph box so

that a "diagonal" cursor appears. Hold
down the mouse left-hand button and drag
the cursor in any direction, the box size and
shape will change accordingly.

All four box corners can be used in this
way, plus midway -points on the box sides.
The box can be extended way beyond the
limits of the screen area. To end the re -
sizing, release the mouse button. Keyboard
scroll and pan keys can now be used to
examine various parts of the graph. The
graph can also be moved around by
click/hold somewhere within it and drag-
ging to a new position.

The data and graph can be jointly print-
ed to paper via the Print option of the File
menu (top left). Just the graph on its own
can printed too - explore the tool bar
options to find out how.

To clear the graph. right -click the mouse
over it and select Clear from the revealed
menu.

There are many functions that Excel can
perform, including all sorts of manipula-
tions of the data and displays. But'this mini
intro to Excel is not going any further.
Explore for yourself!

SUNDIAL MONITORING
If you have built the Musical Sundial

(June '99), it is an ideal subject on which to
use the Data Logger in a real -life situation.
Although not stated in the Sundial text, it
can be very easily coupled to the Logger
and monitored either at a rate set by the
Logger, or as triggered by the Sundial
itself.

Hopefully, you will have seen in
Sundial's Fig.4 (bottom right) the reference
to its test switches being used with the
Logger. In which case you simply make
connections between Sundial switches and
Logger as shown now in Fig.3.

When Sundial's switches S4 and S5 are
switched off, two voltage sources are rout-
ed to the Logger. S5 routes the I.d.r. voltage
(relative to the level of sunlight illuminat-
ing the sensor) at the output of the multi-
plexers ICI and 1C2 to Logger channel 1.
S4 routes one of the multiplexer selector
lines (DA7) to channel 3 and provides a
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Fig.3. Connections between the Musical Sundial and Data
Logger.

sync marker relative to Sundial's 16 -step
cycle.

Monitoring of when Sundial goes into
one of its several musical modes can be
monitored directly flout the speaker LS1,
but requires the temporary addition of a
1N4148 diode (Dx) and a 100nF capacitor
(Cx), as shown in Fig.3. These two compo-
nents rectify the signal level present on the
speaker when an audio signal is being out-
put. The rectified signal is input to Logger
channel 2.

AFTER THOUGHT
After EPE went to press with Sundial, the

author decided to allow its software to gen-
erate a trigger pulse on RB4 suited to use as
the Logger's external clock. To this end, an
RB4 pulse is generated at the start of each of
Sundial's 16 sampling steps, allowing each
sensor's voltage to be synchronously moni-
tored through the full cycle.

It is recognised that you may have
already sealed your Sundial's p.c.b. and can
no longer gain access to its pin RB4
pin 10), in which case this synchronous
monitoring option is not available to you.
However, if you can get to RB4, link it to
the Logger at its external clock input
(SK10).

To monitor Sundial synchronously, set
the Logger's rate value to EXT. When run-
ning, the positive -going pulses from
Sundial RB4 will cause the Logger to sam-
ple the respective l.d.r. voltage at each
cycle step, plus the voltage present on the
multiplexer control line. The start of this
pulse going high signifies the start of
Sundiars cycle. Sundial's audio output is
not monitored in this mode.

For non -synchronous monitoring of
Sundial, set the Logger's sampling rate to
any value you fancy, but a one -second rate
is probably best for a trial run through. In
this mode, it can never be accurately deter-
mined which 1.d.r. is actually being moni-
tored at the point of sampling, but the data
can still provide a good indication of

prevailing sunlight
conditions. The multi-
plexer pulse voltage
will be recorded at
each sample but is
really of little value
when you come to
analyse the recording.

What does become
interesting, though, is
the recording of the
audio output in relation
to sunlight conditions.
It is even possible (with
a bit of practice) to
recognise when the
hours are being marked
(chimes, pips and full
tune), and when the
"Sun's brightening"
and "Sun's going"
mini -themes are played.

The time at which
these events occur
can be calculated
from the sample
count value at that
point on the graph in
relation to the known

sampling rate.
When graphing the recording through

Excel, highlight columns 1, 2 and 3.1f your
recording is very lengthy it might be best to
examine it in sections.

An example display of data recorded
from the Sundial is shown in Photo 8.

DATA SHEETS
The full data sheets for the Microchip

devices used in the Data Logger are avail-
able from Microchip: PIC16F87x family,
code DS30292A, serial EEPROM memo-
ries: DS21203D (24LC256). DS2I191C
(24LC128), DS21189B (24LC64),
DS2I162C (24LC32). There are three ways
to obtain them from Microchip: as down-
loads from their web site, from their fully

inclusive CD-ROM (all products data and
applications info), or as individual booklets.

For further information contact Arizona
Microchip Technology, Microchip House,
505 Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle,
Woking, Berks RG41 STU. Tel: 0118 921
5858. Fax: 0118 921 5835. Web:
http://www.microhip.com.
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MINI P/C TUTORIAL
Those of you who are interested in pro-

gramming PICs are recommended to read
the Mini PIC16F87xTutorial which is to be
published next dionth. It discusses how to
use some of the options offered by the
PICI6F877 and, by implication, the other
three PICs in this family, the '873, '874 and
'876. All four devices were discussed in the
PIC16F87x Review.

1.11
PIC16F87X
DATA SHEET
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Photo 8. Example of data recorded from the Sundial and graphed by Excel.
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY
and IAN BELL

An interesting photo -sensitive amplifier comes under scrutiny in _this month's round-
up of readers' queries. Our resident team offers a new definition of P.M.P.O. ratings

and a maths -intensive approach to R.M.S. values.
'THIS month's column is somewhat
I maths -intensive but we hope there's

something for everyone. starting with a
straightforward query from a reader
involved with car electrical systems.

11.ansducer User
I'm more of a car mechanic than an elec-

tronics engineer and need help using piezo
sounders in various car projects. I under-
stand these sounders need a "driver"
circuit, could you explain?

I would also like to use 3mm and 5mm
Le.d.s on the 12V supply but I am unable to
find the correct resistor. I have a good
understanding of car electrics but am a bit
lost with some electronics! John
Learmonth, Catrine. Ayrshire.

Piezo (pronounced either "peer-zo" or
"pee-ayt-zo") sounders are solid-state
transducers which can be used as alarm
tone generators as well as high -impedance
microphones. They fall into two cate-
gories: a piezo transducer is nothing more
than a disk of piezo ceramic material, and
it is this which requires a separate driver
circuit (in the same way, a loudspeaker will
not make a warning sound unless you drive
it with a suitable audio signal.)

What you need is a piezo buzzer, or
piezo siren, which is a completely self-
contained unit that will generate a warning
tone as soon as a supply is connected. It
already contains the driver circuit, and
some will produce an ear-splitting sound.
They are readily available from good mail-
order vendors, but be sure to choose a
buzzer and not a "dumb" transducer. There
are some practical details in Circuit
Surgery, May 1997.

Light Work
Typically, a "forward voltage" of about

2V appears across a correctly -biased Le.d.
when illuminated. You must, therefore,
"drop" the remaining 10V (of your car
electrics supply) by using a series resistor,
which must be of a suitable value to limit
the current to the required level (say,
10mA to 25mA) as well. How this is
achieved is explained in Fig.1.

However, the most practical way of util-
ising 1.e.d.s for what you're doing is to buy
the type which has a built-in series resistor.
They can be bought for 5V and 12V oper-
ation from some mail-order suppliers.
Light -emitting diodes are not always much
use on car dashboards, though, as they can
be "washed out" by direct sunlight.
(ARW.)

Photo -sensor
Some rime ago I

used the 2N5777
photo -Darlington
transistor which now
seems to be obsolete.
Is an equivalent avail-
able? P. Jenkins,
Liverpool.

Yes it does appear to
be obsolete - I have
one in stock and I'm
banging on to it! It has
a completely transpar-
ent T092 body and was a popular choice
of photo -sensor ten years ago.

An old 1995 Cricklewood Electronics
catalogue lists them at £5.50 even then! An
alternative would be the MEL12 photo
Darlington transistor (Maplin) which has a
high gain and will probably be every bit as
good.

Photo -Darlington transistors are

I - 10,A(001A1
,.12v

ov
(CHASSIS)

I 2V  2V)
001

11,2

Fig.1. Calculation of a typical series
resistor if using an l.e.d. on a 12V car
electrical supply, assuming 10mA
forward current.

extremely sensitive, relying on the energy
imparted by incidental light onto the semi-
conductor junction to "trip" the device into
conduction. (Old germanium transistors
performed the same way, whether you
liked it or not. The glass -bodied OC71
transistor was painted black and could be
converted into a simple phototransistor by

Fig.2. Simple light -to -voltage converter circuit using the
Texas TSL250 visible light sensor chip.

scraping away the paint! Hence, I think.
the OCP71, a very early photo -transistor.)

Texas Instruments offers an interesting
range of CMOS light -to -voltage conveners
including the TSL250 (for visible light -
the TSL260s are tuned for infra -red). They
are housed in transparent single -in -line
three -pin packs containing a 1 mm square
photodiode and amplifier behind a lens, all
on a single monolithic i.c. The output volt-
age is directly proportional to the inciden-
tal light level. They are very easy to set up
and they operate from 27V to 5.5V at
10mA absolute maximum load.

A practical light sensor circuit, which
outputs a voltage that is proportional to
ambient light, is shown in Fig/. I mea-
sured about 3.4V output at maximum
brightness. down to 300mV in near
darkness.

All that is needed is, say, a comparator or
Schmitt trigger and you have an instant
snap -action switch without the trial -and -
error biasing arrangement that iS often asso-
ciated with photo -Darlington circuits. The
TSL250 range is also useful for data recep-
tion systems, or by using them to measure
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light reflected from an object, a simple
proximity sensor may be coast/octal.

Data sheets can be had from Farnell's
free data sheet service (tel. 0113 231
0160). Farnell also sell the devices, e.g. the
TSL250 I tested (code 460-898) is £1.87 +
VAT, minimum credit card order is f10.

Another product from Texas seems to
have gone the same way as your 2N5777,
Mr. Jenkins - I couldn't find the useful
TSL220 voltage -to -frequency chip listed
anywhere. (AMY)

R.M.S. - Stand by for the .

Maths
We received a number of queries relating

to the subject of audio amplifier power
output and volume. We hope the following
covers most of the concerns addressed by
these readers - our reply gets a bit mathe-
matical in places but we have aimed to
describe the concepts so that readers who
dislike maths can just ignore the equations!

If you have any difficulties understand-
ing it please let us know and we will try to
help. There are also some nifty little maths
books available from bookstores, including
the Collins Pocket Gem series which act as
a useful memory aid for rusty mathemati-
cians everywhere.

How can 1 make the output of a 555
timer, drive an 8 ohm 11W speaker at full
power from a 12V rail without any com-
plex audio amplifier i.c. or circuitry? The
output from pin 3 of the 555 is a short -
duration (3 second) tone of about 300Hz.
The nuivimum 1 can obtain is 5V a.c. which
equates to roughly 3 watts. P. Male, Worcs.

Before we answer this specifically we
need to discuss what we mean by "power"
when dealing with a.c. waveforms, and
also make some comments on measuring
a.c. signals. The power in watts dissipated
in a resistor when a constant (d.c.) voltage
is applied is easy to calculate. It is simply:

P = TV =-- P -R = VIM (1)

This calculates the dissipation in watts
for a resistor R (ohms) with a voltage V
(volts) across it and a current / (amps)
flowing through it. Any of the three equa-
tions can be used, depending on which cir-
cuit values are }mown.

When we have any form of varying volt-
age or current (that is, an a.c. waveform)
the situation is more complicated. The case
usually considered is that of a sinusoidal
varying voltage, or sinewave. This is a sig-
nal which changes in time in accordance
with the mathematical sine function (see
Fig. 3).

On Average
The power dissipated in a resistor driven

by a sinewave varies from instant to instant
in accordance with the equations given
above. However, we often need to know
what the average power dissipated over a
period of time actually is.

This is not simply a matter of taking the
average voltage or current - it is zero for a
sinewave, but practical experience quickly
demonstrates that a resistor will get hot if
an a.c. source of sufficient magnitude is
connected across it -so the resistor's aver-
age power is obviously not zero! In fact,
the heating effect produced in a resistor

traditionally forms the basis of how we
define power for non-d.c. signals.

To work out the power for an arbitrary
cyclic waveform, we need to add up all the
"contributions" for instantaneous power
and average them over the cycle. To find
the average height of a number of people
you would measure the height of each, add
up all the heights and then divide by the
number of people.

To find the average power of an a.c.
waveform, it would seem to follow that we
take PR for each "instant" of the wave-
form, add them all up and divide by the
number of instants. Unfortunately, there
are an infinite number of instantaneous
power values - the current varies continu-
ously, unlike our "people example" where
there are a finite number of individuals. So
we have to use a special mathematical
technique called integration to find our
average power.

The average power dissipated in a resis-
tor, R, for a cyclically varying current, i,
over the cycle time T of a waveform is
given by the equation below. We integrate
(indicated by the symbol f) the waveform
over one cycle (0 to 7) to add up all the
"instantaneous contributions" and divide
by T to get the average. The dt in the equa-
tion represents an instant of time (t).

iTP = fP Rdt (2)

If we compare this formula with P=12R
for a d.c. signal we can find a value of d.c.
current which would give the same heating
effect (power dissipation) as i averaged over
one cycle. This is obtained by dividing the
above equation by R and taking a square
root (if this is hard to follow note we would
get / if we did the same to /2R , which is our
d.c. power value). The result is:

.s/Dc-=
T
-j I at
irs'

(3)
a

This means that P = Rx1Dce,thakru. This
equivalent current is called the Root Mean
Square or r.ms. value of the a.c. current.
Observe that the current is being squared
(P in the equation), averaged by integration
and division by T (hence mean) and square -
rooted (the V in the equation) - which is
where the name comes from. We can define
an r.m.s. voltage in the same way.

If we have a sinewave then
i=1,,easin(27rtIT) where t is time and /,,k
is the peak value of the a.c. current. Now
we have to do some more maths - substi-
tute the sinusoidal current equation in
equation 3 and perform the integration. We
will not go into the details here, but we get
Inc nrau = /pe,A l V2 or 0.7074,,,A.

Fig.3. A sinewave, so called because
of its mathematical sine function.

This is a formula that may be well
known to many readers - to find the r.m.s.
value of an a.c. voltage or current, divide
peak value by the square root of 2. The
ratio of a waveform's peak value to its
r.m.s. value is known as the crest factor.
The crest factor is 1/2 for sinewave.

At this point it is worth noting that mains
electricity voltages are usually quoted as
r.m.s. values. For example, an actual 230V
a.c. (the UK mains voltage) implies a peak
value of 325V a.c. or 650V peak -to -peak.
The r.m.s. value is quoted because people
are usually interested in heating effect,
light output, or power consumption in gen-
eral when dealing with the mains.

From our equations it should be evident
(even if the actual calculation is a bit diffi-
cult) that if the waveform is not a
sinewave, then when we apply equation 3
to get the equivalent current we will not
get the same answer. The formula /Rms =
07071a is onlitrue for pure sinewaves.
For any other wave shape we have to apply
equation 3 from scratch.

Watts On
This brings us back to the problem posed

by the reader. Let us assume that the output
of the 555 (or the driver circuit) is a 50 per
cent duty -cycle square wave switching
between OV and 12V (this may be not be
exactly the case, but it will serve our pur-
poses). This waveform is nothing like a
sinewave, so what is the r.m.s. value of the
voltage?

Fortunately, in this case (now we under-
stand the principles involved) the situation is
simple enough to bypass equation 3. The
average heating effect of the waveform is
intuitively half that of 12V d.c. - our square
wave is like a 12V d.c. signal which is only
on for half of the time. So the r.m.s. voltage
is 6V. If this was applied directly to an 8 ohm
load the power would be 62/8 or 4-5W.

It is also worth noting that a 6V peak
sinewave (i.e. I2V peak -to -peak) would
dissipate 2.25W in 8 ohms. A 12V peak
sinewave (you would need a dual rail
±12V supply to handle this) would deliver
9W into 8 ohms. These figures should indi-
cate why the reader is having difficulty,
and why power amplifiers often hive large
supply voltages. For a given maximum
drive voltage, the power can be increased
by reducing the load resistance (e.g. using
a 4 ohm speaker instead of 8 ohm) if the
drive circuit is able to cope.

It is not clear how the values were mea-
sured in the circuit. Measuring a.c. signals
using meters poses some problems.
Traditional moving -coil a.c. meters
respond to the average of the absolute
value of the current (known as the rectified
mean) but are calibrated to show the r.m.s.
value for a pure sinewave. (An
"absolute value simply means ignoring
the sign, for example, the absolute values
of +2 and -2 are both 2.)

Such meters will not give accurate read-
ings for signals other than pure sinewaves,
however, it is possible to calculate correc-
tion factors for other waveshapes.
Particular care must be taken if measuring
a.c. waveforms with d.c. components (i.e.
containing a d.c. offset voltage - perhaps
an a.c. signal swinging around a d.c. bias
voltage rather than OV) as the d.c. part may
influence the measurement.
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It is also possible to use a "true r.m.s."
converter. and these may be incorporated
into digital multimeters. You can purchase
r.m.s. to d.c. converter chips which give a
d.c. output proportional to the true r.m.s.
value of the input waveform. Some of
these chips are quite expensive (over £20),
but the SSM2110 from Analogue Devices
is only around £7. for example.

Measuring Up
Returning aeain to the reader's query.

our calculations above assumed a 12V
square wave (equal to the supply) signal
applied to the load, however it was stated
that only 5V a.c. was obtained. We do not
know how this was measured (i.e. if this is
a meter reading. or the peak value of a
square wave). The low value may be due
to measurement error as the waveform is
not sinusoidal, or due to the driver circuit.
or a combination of the two.

For the driver circuit we basically need a
switching device capable of handling 1.5A
(12V into 8 ohms) so a typical low voltage
power transistor should do the job. A suit-
able Darlington driver should be able to
achieve this, particularly as the 555 timer
can sink or source up to 200mA. It there-
fore seems likely that the problem is with
the measurement of the output power or
interpretation of the power available.
(IMB).

Powerless to Help
At the same time, we received a relat-

ed query from a Malaysian reader ask-
ing: "Can you tell me the differences
between the P.M.P.0 and r.m.s? I found
the first terms on most hi-fis and the

latter used in the 20W Stereo Amplifier
published in May. 1998. It seems that
both words are related to the output
power of an amplifier. but I don't under-
stand the differences between them and
how to calculate the P.M.P.0:' . N. J. -
How, Malaysia (by E-mail).

The term PALF'.0. stands for Peak Music
Power Output and is often seen embla-
zoned on consumer electronics - stereo
systems, CD players etc. - sold in the High
Street. The problem with p.m.p.o. figures
is that they only indicate the maximum
power that can be output for a very short
time (usually less than one second) so the
figure does not really relate to sustained
loudness over normal listening periods.
Multimedia loudspeakers are a good
example. with 240W to 300W p.m.p.o.
being quoted.

On the other hand. the r.m.s. figure for
an audio amplifier or loudspeakers gives
the continuous power that can be handled
- which does directly relate to "perceived
loudness". Although p.m.p.o. figures
sound impressive and manufacturers love
to quote them, they do not really mean
much.

There is no agreed industry standard for
p.m.p.o. nor is there an accurate way to
relate it to r.m.s. figures. A rule of thumb
some people use is to divide p.m.p.o. by a
factor to get an approximate r.m.s. figure,
but we have seen values from 2 to 20
quoted for this factor!

Quoting p.m.p.o. figures can be very
dubious, and may be measured at unac-
ceptably high distortion levels, and more
impressive -looking still. "total p.m.p.o."

ratings can be classed as the sum of the
two stereo channels combined (usually
r.m.s. per channel is quoted on stereo
amplifiers). Furthermore, what does
"music power" mean? Music signals are
very variable. R.M.S. is usually land
should be) quoted for a pure sinewave at a
low output distortion value.

In general. if audio equipment specifica-
tions quote a p.m.p.o. figure and no r.m.s.
value you should be wary. Maybe p.m.p.o.
should stand fol: Pretty Meaningless
Power Over -exaggeration. (RMS - Rated
More Sensibly? - ). (1MB.)

* In August 1999 Circuit Surgery. P. 614.
fourth paragraph. the text should read:
"The value of R2 must be large enough to
prevent excessive current flowing in Tit l's
collector"

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. If you

nave any gueries or comments, please
write to: Alan Winstanley. Circuit Surgery,
Viimborne Publishing Ltd.. Allen House,
East Borough. Wimborne, Dorset. BH21
1PF. United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply
cannot always be guaranteed
but we will
try to pub- ^a41
lish rep-
resentative
answers in
this column.

Y.
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EPE BINDERS
KEEP YOUR MAGAZINES SAFE RING US NOW!

This ring binder uses a special system to allow the issues to be
easily removed and re-inserted without any damage. A nylon strip
slips over each issue and this passes over the four rings in the
binder, thus holding the magazine in place.

The binders are finished in hard-wearing royal blue p.v.c. with the
magazine logo in gold on the spine. They will keep your issues
neat and tidy but allow you to remove them for use easily.

The price is £5.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. If you order more
than one binder add £1 postage for each binder after the initial
£3.50 postage charge (overseas readers the postage is £6.00
each to everywhere except Australia and Papua New Guinea
which costs £10.50 each).

Send your payment in Vs sterling cheque or PO (Overseas read-
ers send £ sterling'bank draft. or cheque drawn on a UK bank or
pay by credit card), to Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen
House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202
881749. Fax: 01202 841692. E-mail:
editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk.
Web site: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
(We cannot reply to queries or confirm overseas orders by Fax

due to the cost.)

We also accept credit card payments. Mastercard or
Visa (minimum credit card order £5). Send your card
number and card expiry date plus cardholder's
address.
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ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN No. 7.
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanlay and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
TnS highly acclaimed EPE Tea:-.h-kt series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and develops -rent units, has been put together in
took form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to com-
pliment the course and a FREE DISK covering the fast two
parts of the course is included with the book -

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-
fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics.
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels. and starts
with fundamental principles.

If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teach-ln No. 7 will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learn-
ing aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in actiont The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those develop-
ing microprocessor projects.
160 pages IMETWEIMI £3.95

icr

FREE
SOFTWARE

1

BOOK SE 111

(tcanke, amid Dee911
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
USING ELECTRONICS WORKBENCH
plus FREE CD-ROM
M. P. Horsey
This book offers a wide range of tested circuit mod-
ules which can be used as electronics projects, Part of
an electronics course, or as a hands-on way of get-
ting better acquainted with Electronics Workbench. ith
circuits ranging from 'bulbs and batteries to complex
systems using integrated circuits, the projects will appeal
to novices, students and practitioners alike.

Electronics Workbench is a highly versatile computer
simulation package which enables the user to design, test
and modify their circuits before building them, arid to plan
PCB layouts on -screen. All the circuits in the book are
provided as runrusble Electronic Workbench Res on the
enclosed CD-ROM, and a selection of 15 representative
circuits can be explored using the free demo version of
the application.

Contena Some basic concepts; Projects with switches.
LEDs. relays and diodes; Transistors; Power stipples:
Opemp projects; Further op.amp circuits; Logic gates; Rent
logic circats; Logic gate multivibratiss; The 555 timer;
Ffip-flops, counters and deft registers; Adders, comparators
and multiplexers; Feld effect transistosa Thyristors. tries
and discs; Constructing your circuit; Index.
227 paces Order code NE29 614.43

FREE
CD-ROM

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide practical informa-
tion to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of
components currently on offer. An advanced knowledge
of the theory of electronics is not needed, and this
book is not intended to be a course in electronic theory.
The main aim is to explain the differences between
components of the same basic type le.g. carbon, carbon
film, metal film, and wire -wound resistors) so that the
right component for a given application can be selected.
A wide range of components are included, with the
emphasis firmly on those components that are used a
great deal in projects for the home constructor.
170 pages Order code BP285 £4.99

The books listed have been selected by Everyday Practical
Electronics/ETI editorial staff as being of special interest

to everyone involved in electronics and computing. They are
supplied by mail order to your door. Full ordering details are

given on the last book page.
FOR ANOTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE

THE NEXT TWO MONTH'S ISSUES.
Note our UK postage costs just E1.50 no matter how

many books you order!

COO mmang
WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED
R R. M. Oliver and N. Kantaris
If you would like to get up and running, as soon as posivible.
with the new Windows 95 operating system, then the is the
book for you.

The book was written with the non -expert busy in
mind. It explains the hardware that you need in er to run
Windows 95 arccessfully, and how to install arid optimize
your system's resources. It presents an overview of the Wm -
doss 95 environment

Later chapters cover how to work with folders
and documents; how to control Windows 95 and use the
merry accessories that come with it; how to use DOS pro-
grams and, if necessary, DOS commands and how to corn -
murk ate with the rest of the electronic wort&
170 pages Order code BP400 £5.96

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES
R. A. Penfold
Once you know how, PC interlacing is less involved than
interfacing many eight -tit machines. which have tended to
use sorre wasual interfacing methods.

This book gives you: A detailed description of the limn
present on the PC expansion bus. A det isled ci...--rosSran of
the physical characteristics of PC expansion cards. The LO
mat and details of the araas where your add-on can be
fitted. A discussion of address decoding techniques. Practi-
cal address &coder circuits. Sim le TTL 8 -bit input and
output ports- Details of using the 6255 parallel interface
adaptor. Digital to analogue converter circ-...ts. In fact every-
thing you need to know in order to produce successful PC
add -ors
ED Pages Temporarily out of print

EASY PC INTERFACING
R. A. Penfold
Although the internal expansion slots of a PC provide
full access to the computer's buses, and are suitable for
user add -one, making your own expansion cards re-
quires a fait amount of expertise and equipment. The
built-in ports provide what is often a much easier and
hariale-free way of interfacing your own circuits to a
PC. In orgasm, a PC printer port plus a small amount

of external hardware provides a surprisingly versatile
inputroutput port_ The PC "games" port is less useful for
general interfacing purposes, but it can be useful in
some applications.

This book provides a number of useful PC add-on
circuits including the following: Digital inputioutput ports;
Analogue -to -digital convener; Digital -to -Analogue Con-
verter; Voltage and Current measurement circuits; Resis-
tance meter; Capacitance meter; Temperature measure-
ment interface; Biofeedback monitor; Constant voltage
model train controller; Pulsed model train controllers;
Position sensor (optical, Hall effect, etc-); Stepper motor
interface; Relay and LED drivers; Triac maths switching
interface.
179 pages Order code I3P385 £4.99

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
John Crisp
if you are, or soon vvill be, involved in the use of
Mon:processors. this p-actical Introduction is essential
reading_ This book provides a thoroughly readable introduc-
tion to microprocessors. assuming no previous knowledge
of the subject. nor a technical or mathc-rnatical
ground_ tt is suitable for students, technicians, engineers
and hobbyists, and covers the full rancie of modem
microprocessors.

After a thorough introduction to the subject, ideas are
developed progressively in a well -structured format All
technical terms are carefully introduced and subjects irytah
have proved difficult, for example 2's comPernent are
clearly explained_ John Crisp covers the compare range of
microprocessors from the popular 4 -bit and 8 -bit designs to
today's super -fast 32 -bit and 6a -bit versions that power PCs
and angina management systems etc.

Contents: The woad changed in 1971; Microprocessors
don't have ten fingers; More counting; Mathematical
micros; Ifs all a matter of laic; Registers and memories; A
microprocessor based system: A typical 8 -bit microproces-
sor; Programming, High level languages; Micros are getting
bigger and Eerier; Tne pentean; Tire PawerPC; The Alpha
21164 microproceesa: Interfacing; Test ec.icenera and
fault finding
222 pages EilarMigal £16.99

PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides a wealth of circuits and circuit modules for use
in remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic, infra-
red, optical fibre, cable and radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical remote control
projects. But this is not all, as each of these pro'
provides a model for building dozens of other related
circuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly
to suit your own requirements. This book tells you how.

Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to a
remote control system, the use of a microcontroller in
remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp,
and the application of ready-made type -approved
418MHz radio transmitter and receiver modules to
rertegcesontrol systems.
760 Order code BP413 E5.99

DISCOVERING ELECTRONIC CLOCKS
W. D. Phillips
This is a whole book about designing and making
electronic clocks. You start by connecting HIGH and
LOW logic eignals to logic gates. You find out about
and then build and test astable's. crystal -controlled
eatables, counters, decoders and displays. All of these
subsystems are carefully explained, with practical work
supported by easy to follow prototype board layouts.

Full constructional details, including circuit' diagrams and
a pr rated circuit board pattern, are given for a &gal
electronic clock The circuit for the First Clock is modified
and devehoped to produce additional designs which include
a Big Digit rtn,k &nary Clock. Linear Clock. Andrew's Clock
(with a semi -analogue display), and a Circles Clock. All of
these designs are unusual and distinctive_

This is an ideal resource for project work in GCSE
Design and Technology: Electronics Product and for
project work in AS -Level arid A -Level Electron; = and
Technology.
tot pages. 44 spiral bound Order code DEP1 £16.50

DOMESTIC SECURITY SYSTEMS
A. L Brown
This book shows you how. with c.ornmon sense and basic
do4eyourseff slake you can protect your home. It also
gives tips and ideas which will help you to maintain and
improve your home security, even if you already have
an alarm. Every circuit in this book is clearly described
and illustrated, and contains components that are easy to
source. Advice and guidance are based on tie real ex-
perience of the author who is an alarm installer. and the
designs themselves have been rigorously put to use on
some of the most crime -ridden streets in the world.

The designs include all elements, including sensors,
detectors, alarms, controls, lights, video and door entry
systems. Chapters cover installation, testing, main-
tenance and upgrading.
192 pages U12_99

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK
Mike James
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this
cookbook provide the basis to make PiC and 8051
devices realty work. Capabilities of the variants are
examined, and ways to enhance these are shown. A
survey of common interface devices, and a descrip-
tion of programming models, lead on to a section on
development techniques. The cookbook offers an intro-
duction that will allow any user, novice or experienced.
to make the most of microcontrollers.
240 pages £19.99

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Pentad
This book first covers the basis of simple logic circuits
in general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic
integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates,
oscillators, timers, flipflops, dividers, and decoder cir-
cuits. Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the
use of TTL devices in the "real world'
142 pages Order code BP332 £4.95

ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR
BEGINNERS
Owen Bishop
This book describes over 60 modular electronic circuits,
how they work, how to build them, and how to use
them. The modules may be wired together to make
hundreds of different electronic systems, both analogue
and digital. To show the reader how to begin build-
ing systems from modules, a selection -Of over 25
electronic systems are described in detail, covering
such widely differing applications as timing, home
security, measurement. audio (including a simple radio
receiver), games and remote control.
200 pages Temporarily out of print

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.FLE., ROLM.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory.
and "cut -and -tried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A
strong practical bias - tedious and higher mathematics
have been avoided where possible and many tables
have been included.

The book is divided into six basic sections: Units and
Constants, Direct -Current Circuits, Passive Components,
Aftemating-Current Circuits, Networks and Theorems,
Measurements.
256 pages Temporarily out of print
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Bebop To The Boolean Boogie
By Clive (call me Max)

Maxfield
ORDER CODE BEB1

£24.95
470 pages. Large format

Specially imported by EPE-
Excellent value

An Unconventional Guide to
Electronics Fundamentals,

Components and Processes
This book gives the "big picture" of

digital electronics. Tnis in-depth, highly
readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows you
how electronic devices work and how
they're made. You'll discover how transistors operate, how printed circuit
boards are fabricated, and what the innards of memory ICs look like. You'll
also gain a working knowledge of Boolean algebra and Karnaugh maps, and
understand what Reed -Muller logic is and how it's used. And there's much,
MUCH more (including a recipe for a truly great seafood gumbo!). Hundreds
of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important points of each
topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor makes it a delight to read,
but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed and accurate. A meat
reference for your own shelf, and also an ideal gift for a friend or family
member who wants to understand what it is you do all day....
470 pages - large format Order code 8E81 E24.95

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS -A PRACTICAL APPROACH
With FREE Software: Number One Systems - EASY -PC
Professional XM and Pulsar (Limited Functionality)
Richard Monk
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combination logic.
sequential logic including the design and construction of asynchronous and
synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together with a considerable practi-
cal content plus the additional attraction of its close association with computer -
aided design including the FREE software.

There is a 'blow-by-blow guide to the use of EASY -PC Professional XM (a
schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). The
guide also conducts the reader through logic circuit simulation using Pulsar
software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production techniques make
the bock unique, and with its host of project ideas make it an ideal companion
for the integrative assignment and common skills components required by
BTEC and the key skills demanded by GNVO. The principal aim of the book is
to provide a straightforward approach to the understanding of digital elec-
tronics.

Those who prefer the 'Teach -In' approach or would rather experiment with
some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed circuit
board production and project ideas especially useful.
250 pages

FREE
SOFTWARE

Order code NE28 E16.99

DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to estab-
lish a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of gates and
flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning.

Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping are explained,
demormtreted and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the subject
of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important ripple counters.

No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, and
the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also are many
working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of microprocessor
techniques as applied to digital logic.
200 pages Order code PC106 E8.95

Bebop Bytes Back
By Clive "Max" Maxfield

and Alvin Brown

ORDER CODE BEB2

£29.95
Over 500 pages. Large

format
Specially imported by
EPE - Excellent value

An Unconventional Guide
To Computers

Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes:
Fully Functional Internet -Ready
Virtual Computer with Interactive

Labs
This follow-on to Bebop To The

Boolean Boogie is a multimedia ex-
travaganza of information about how
computers work. It picks up where "Bebop I" left off, guiding you through
the fascinating world of computer design . . . and you'll have a few
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition to over 200
megabytes of mega -cool multimedia, the accompanying CD-ROM (for
Windows 95 machines onlyl contains a virtual microcomputer, simulating
the motherboard and standard computer peripherals in an extremely
realistic manner. In addition to a wealth of technical information, myriad
nuggets of trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations, the book
contains a set of lab experiments for the virtual microcomputer that let
you recreate the experiences of early computer pioneers. If you're the
slightest bit interested in the inner workings of computers, then don't dare
to miss this one!
Over 500 pages - large format E29.95

FREE
CD-ROM

eloop BYTES Back
An Unconventional Guide To

Computers

FA' Foch:et:I limoset-t - ,

*Sod Capp*? with ,

fists raise lobs

OrdeT code OEM

NEVJNES INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CDROM
Edited by Owen Bishop
An expert aoviser, an encyclopedia, an analytical tool and a source of real
design data, all in one CD-ROM. Written by leading electronics experts,
the collected wisdom of the electronics world is at your fingertips. The
simple and attractive Circuits Environment 7v is designed to allow you to
find the circuit or advice notes of your choice quickly and easily using the
search facility. The text is written by leading experts as if they were
explaining the points to you face to face. Over 1,000 circuit diagrams
are presented in a standardised form, and you are given the option to
analyse them by clicking on the Action icon. The circuit groups covered
are: Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power, Sensing, Signal Processing, Filters,
Measurement, Timing, Logic Circuits, Telecommunications.

The analysis tool chosen is SpiceAge for Windows, a powerful and
intuitive application, a simple version of which automatically bursts into
action when selected.

A'ewnes Interactive Electronic Circuits allows you to: analysi circuits
using top simulation program SpiceAge; test your design skills on a
selection of problem circuits; clip comments to any page and define
bookmarks; modify component values within the circuits; call up and
display useful formulae which remain on screen; look up over 100
electronic terms in the glossary: print and export netlists.

System Requirements: PC running Windows 3.x. 95 or NT on a 386 or
better processor. 4MB RAM, 8MB disk space.
CD-ROM Order code NE-CD1 E49.99

EV/
CD-ROM

Ai© mad_ Witql12k,
AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND
ENCLOSURE DESIGN
V. Capel
This book explores the various features. good points
and snags of speaker designs. It examines the whys and
wherefores so that the reader can understand the
principles involved and so make an informed choice of
design, or even design loudspeaker enclosures for him -
or herself. Crossover units are also explained. the
various types, how they work. the distortions they
produce and how to avoid them. Finally there is a
step-by-step description of the construction of the
Kapeitmeisterloudspesket enclosure.
149 pages Order code 8P256 E3.99

PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides circuits arid background information
for a range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls, filters,
mixers. etc. The use of modem low noise operational
amplifiers and a specialist high perfomsance audio
preamplifier i c. results in circuits that have excellent

performance, but which are still quite simple. All the
circuits featured can be built at quite low cost gust
a few pounds in most cases). The preamplifier cir-
cuits featured include: Microphone preamplifiers Ilow
impedance, high impedance, and crystal'. Magnetic
cartridge pick-up preamplifiers with R.I.A_A. equalisa-
tion. Crystal/ceramic pick-up preamplifier. Guitar pick-up
preamplifier. Tape head preamplifier (far use with com-
pact cassette systems/.

Other circuits include: Audio limiter to prevent over-
loading of power amplifiers. Passive tone controls.
Active tone controls. PA filters (highness and low-
pass). Scratch and rumble filters_ Loudness filter. Audio
mixers. Volume and balar.:e controls.
92 pages Order code BP309 £3.99

HIGH POWER AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
Practical construction details of how to build a num-
ber of audio power amplifiers ranging from about 50
to 300:400 watts r ms. includes MOSFET and bipolar
transistor designs.
96 paces Order code BM] E3.99

ACOUSTIC FEEDBACK - HOW TO AVOID IT
V. Capel

is the bane of a c address systems_ Whle
fee-one:A cannot be complete eliminated. many Wings can
be cone to reduce it to a level at wt.ictt it is no former a
problem

Mikh of the ucutie is often the hail itself, not the
itiornerrt but there is a simple and practical way of grers.

improving acoustics. Some microphones are prone to feed-
back while others are not Certain toimispealar systems are
much better than others. and the way the units are posi-
tioned can prod ice a reduced feeatack. Ail these mias-
ma are fully explored as well as electronic aids such as
equalizers, frequent odcfress and notch filters.

The special requirements of live group concerts are con-
sidered, and also the related problem of instability that a
son eciii es encountered with large set-ups. We e --en take a
lock at soma unsuccessful attempts to cure feedback so as
to save readers wasted time and effort dup1r_ating them.

Also included is the circuit and layout of an inexpensive
but highly successful hvininotch filter, and detals cn hew
to operate it.
92 pages Order code BP310 E4.99
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SCROGGIES FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
AND ELECTRONICS- ELEVENTH EDITION
Si W. Amos and Roger Amos
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anyone work-
ing with electronics, who reeds to know the art and craft
of the subject it covers both the theory arid practical
aspects of a huge range of topics from valve and tube
technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes
to radar, to digital tape systems and optical recording
techniques.

Since Foundations of Wireless was first published over
60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to
become familiar with the principles of radio and elec.
tronice Toe original author Sowerby was succeeded by
Scroagie in the 1940s. whose name became synonymous
with this classic primer for practitioners and students
aide. Stan Amos, one of the fathers of modern electronics
and the author of many well-known books in the area.
took over the revision of this book in the 1930s and it is
he, with his son, who have produced this latest version_
400 pag.s Order code NE27 E19.99

ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE
Ian Sinclair
Assuming no poor knowledge, Electronics Made Simple
presents an outfit* of modem electrons= with an em-
phases on understanding how systems work rather than
on details of circuit diagrams and calculations. It is ideal
for students on a range of courses in electronics, includ-
ing GCS -E. MG and GNVQ, and for students of other
subjects who will be using electronic imtruments and
methods.

Contents: waves and pulses, passive components,
active components and Cs, linear circuits. block and
circuit diagrams, hem radio works. disc and tape record-
ing, elements of TV and radar, digital signals. gating and
Legit circuits, counting and correcting, microprocessors,
calculators and computers. miscellaneous systems.
Pale Igo (large format) ger3.177rvi: E12.99

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES
Hans -Gunther Steidle

The tables in this book contain information about tte
package shape, pin connections arid basic electrical data
for each of me many thousands of transistors listed. The
data includes maximum reverse voltage. forward current
and power dissipation, current min and forward transad-
mittance and resistance, cut-off frequency and details of
applications_

A book of this sire is of necessity restricted in its scope,
and the individual transistor types cannot therefore be
described in Os sort of detail that maybe found in some
larger and considerably more expensive data books. How-
ever, the fist of manufacturers addresses_ will make it
easier for the prospective user to obtain further informa-
tion, if necmsary.

Lists over 8.000 different transistors, including fem.
2110 pages Temporarily out of print

MORE ADVANCED USES
OF THE MULTIMETER
R. A, Penfold
This book is primarily
intende.d as a follow-up to
BP233, Isee below). and
should also be of value
to anyone who already
undo stands the basics
of voltage testing and
simple c....eiipunent testing.
By using the techniques
dr-r---ribed in Chapter 1

you can test and analyse
the performance of a
range of components with
just a multimeter (plus a
very few inexpensive com-
ponents in some cases).
Some useful quick check
methods are also covered.

White a multimeter is supreme
its limitations. The simple add-ons described in Chapter 2
extended the capabilities of a multimeter to make it even
more useful.
84 ATVs Order code 8P265 £2.95

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK
Steve Money
The principles of operation of the various types of test
instrument are explained. in simple terms with a minimum
of mathematical anaffe.s. The book covers analogue and
digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators,
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practi-
cal uses of the instruments are also examined.

Everything from Oscillators, through R, C 6 L measure-
ments (and much more) to Waveform Generators and
testing Zeners.
2E6pags Order code PC109 £8.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of
limited experience of ele=ctronics Chapter 1 covers the
bats of analogue and digital muitimeters. discussing the
relative merits arid the limitations of the two types. In
Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are
described, including tests for transistors. thyristors. resis-
tors, capacitors and diodes. arcurt testing is covered in
Chapter 3, with subjects such es voltage, current and con-
tinuity cite -s being dlscuseed.

In the main little or no previous knowledge or ex-
perience is assumed. Using these simple component and
circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to
confidently tackle servicing of most electronic projects.
R5P4ges Order code BP239 £295

NEWNES ELECTRONICS TOOLKIT- SECOND EDITION
Geoff Phillips
The author has used his 30 years experience in industry to
draw together the basic information that is constantly
demanded. Facts, formulae, data and charts are presented

to help the engineer when designing, developing, evaluat-
ing, fault finding and repairing electronic circuits. The
result is this handy workmate volume: a memory aid,
tutor and reference source which is rekunimended to all
electronics engineers. students and technicians.

Have you ever wished for a concise arid comprehen-
sive guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb?
Have you ever been unable to source a component, or
choose between two alternatives for a particular applica-
tion? How much time do you spend searching for basic
facts or manufactures specifications? This book is the
answer, it covers resistors. capacitors, inductors. semicon-
ductors; locric circuits, EMC, audio, electronics and music,
telephones, electronics in lighting, thermal considerations.
connections. reference data.
158 pages CINIZEICERLI E12-99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
Robin Pain
This is not a took of theory. It is a book of practical
tips, hints, and rules of thumb, all of which will equip the
reader to tackle any job. You may be an engineer or tech-
nician in search of information and guidance, a college
student, a hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or
simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested m
ela-tronic fault finding but finds books on the subject too
mathematical or specialized.

The book covers: Basics - Voltage, current and resis-
tance; r4pnitance, inductance arid impedance; Diodes
and transators; Op -amps and negative feedback; Fault
finding - Analogue fault finding, Digital fault finding;

Memory; Binary and hexadecimal; Addressing; Discrete
logic; Microprocessor action; 113 control: CRT control:
Cnnamic RAM; Fault biding digital t vac: fr., Dual trace
oscilloscope; IC replacement.
274 pagm Order code NE22 E113.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT IN ELECTRONICS
F. A. Wilson

This book is not for the expert but neither is it for
the completely uninitiated. his awurrnecl the reader has
some basic knowledge of electronics. After dealing with
subjects like Fundamentals. Waves and Particles and The
Nature of Light such things as Emitters, Detectors and
Displays are discussed. Chapter 7 details four different
types of Lasers before concludino with a chapter on Fibre
Optics.
161 pages Order code BP359 £4.95

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
F. A. Wilson C.G.IA. C.Eng., ELLE, F.I. Mgt.
This book examines what digital technology has to offer
and then considers its arithmetic and how it can be ar-
ranged for making decisions in so many processes It then
looks at the part digital has to play in the ever expanding
information Technology. especially in modem transmis-
sion systemsstems arid television. It avoids getting deeply in-
volved in methematim.

Various chapters cover. Digital Arithmetic, Electronic
Logic, Conversions between Analogue and Digital Struc-
tures, Traniinion Systems. Several Appendices explain
some of the concepts more fully arid a glossary of terms
is included.
183 pages Order code BP376 £4.95

jject BuTiAmg,
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project
building. tt provides a complete introduction to the practi-
cal side of this fascinating hobby, including:

Component identification, and buying the right parts;
resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc;
advice on buying the right tools for the job; soldering;
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction
methods. including stripboard, custom printed circuit
boards, plain matrix boards, surface mount boards and
wire -wrapping; finishing off, and adding panel labels;
getting -problem- projects to work, including simple
methods of fault-finding.

In fact everything you need to know in order to get
started in this absorbing and creative hobby.
135 pages Order code BP392 E4.95

45 SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TERMINAL BLOCK
PROJECTS
R. Betsbington
Contains 45 easy -to -build electronic projects that can be
constructed, by an absolute beginner, on terminal blocks
using only a screwdriver and other simple hand tools. No
soldering is needed.

Most of the projects can be simply screwed tociethet,
by following the layout diagrams, in a matter of mmutes
and readily unscrewed if desired to make new circuits.
A theoretical circuit diagram is also included with each
project to help broaden the constructors knowledge.

The projects included in this book cover a wide range
of inteieede under the chapter headings: Connections and
Components. Sound and Music, Entertainment, Security
Devices, Communication, Test and Measuring.
163 pages Order code BP378 E4.95

30 SIMPLE IC TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS
R. Bebbington
Follow on from BP378 using Cs.
117 pages Order code 8P379 E4.99

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.S
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed Cr-
cuit board designs from rnagsfnes and bccis and cc. are
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including
graphic methods and designing your own nobs.
8ilpsgf Order code 8P121 £3.99

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Serv-
ice or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is £5 - to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order but please allow a
maximum of 28 days for delivery - more for overseas orders. Please check price and
availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics:ETI) before ordering from
old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE/ETI.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OFWIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to oversees orders or queries by Fax.

Email:dbsigepemag.wimborne.co.uk

BOOK ORDER FORM
Full nem....

I Address:

Post code: Telephone No:

Signature:

I enclose cheque!PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for E

ri Please charge my Visa/Mastercard E Card expiry date

I Card Number

Please send book order codes*

Please coruinue on =separate sheet of Leper if necessary 33
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK
ALAN WINSTANLEY
orli ERE are several new uploads to the EPE web site

(www.epemag.vrimborne.co.uk), including a new series of
pages devoted to the Modern Electronics Manual and the
Electronics Service Manual. Both Manuals are constantly updated
Ad ring binders designed for students or hobbyists, or those seek-
ing training or re-training in basic electronics. The web pages pro-
vide a comprehensive listing of each Manual's contents, and there
is also a new facility for secure on-line ordering with world-wide
shipping. You can view these pages by going to manuals.htm on
the EPE web site, or follow the links.

DESOLDERING GUIDE
The author has finally created the sequel to the popular Basic

Soldering Guide, an on-line resource which is used by colleges, stu-
dents and technicians. The "BSG" is linked by the Edinburgh
Engineering Virtual Library and is a well -established educational
resource. The new follow-up is the Basic Desoldering Guide, which
illustrates simple techniques of using desoldering pumps as well as
copper braid. There is also the new Black Museum of Bad Soldering
which depicts some real -life examples of poor soldering technique
(the author is collecting more). You can catch up with all of this-
fourteen colour photos in all - at desolderpix.htm.

ZOOM THROUGH THE HAYES
If you're out looking for a new modem, read the box carefully!

One classed as a "Winmodem" relies on the processor power of a
Windows PC instead of its own built-in signal processing. They will
only work in Windows. The giveaway is that they are usually cheap-
er than "fully blown" modems by £10 or £20 or more. 3COM/US
Robotics is the best knoivn brand of Winmodem which appear as
OEM internal modems favoured by Dell and others.

An alternative type of Winmodem uses the Lucent chipset and is
manufactured under many brands: Zoom (www.zoomtel.com) pro-
duces such a PCI card (hence the telltale "LT" Winmodem label).
Look closely in the specifications or ads for talk of "using the power
of Windows" or "only works in Windows" - sure signs that you're
holding a cheaper Winmodem rather than a completely stand-alone
device.

A Winmodem will be perfectly adequate for many users, but
some brands are evidently more highly regarded than others. One
major advantage of the budget Zoom PCI internal Winmodem, apart
from the fact that unlike a traditional ISA card it will happily share
Interrupts, is that it is easy to upgrade the Windows driver without
needing to "flash" the modem firmware. It may simply require
copying over a new .vxd driver file into Windows. Unlike a
firmware flash upgrade, which is a one-way street, this means that
the old drivers can be restored by the user if desired, so you can
experiment to obtain the best overall performance. The most com-
prehensive resource on Lucent chipset modems and others is avail-
able on http://1308hi.com/561dx2-lucent.htm

Hayes Corporation is usually the name associated with computer
modem technology, and many experienced users will have grappled
with the arcane delights of the Hayes Command Set when trying to
coax a modem into operation at one time or another. Modem
settings can be customised with the addition of the appropriate
command in the 'tint string" - the chain of Hayes commands which
initialises the modem each time it dials. Windows 95/98 users can
add extra settings by going to Device Manager/Modems (select
yours)/Properties/Connection/Advanced. Modem handbooks
often quote the available Hayes command switches.

In April. Zoom announced that it had acquired much of Hayes
Communications' modem assets. This includes well-known brands
such as Hayes and Accura. Bundled into the deal was the entire
assets of Hayes Europe along with Hayes' UK headquarters.

I have been pretty encouraged by my own experiences with
Zoom modems. Close examination inside a recent desktop PC

revealed its modem was actually an old US Robotics X2
Winmodem, a 33.6K version at that, "flashed" up to 56K. I decid-
ed to "flash" it further to V.90 using the latest patch from USR (now
3COM) to see if it would improve its negotiation. Doing so can be
a nerve-wracking experience, because applying the wrong patch
can render a modem totally unusable. Since ISP's V.90 compatibil-
ity standards are gradually being refined, it is wise to get in the habit
of checking for the latest modem driver or.fimiware upgrades. the
latter usually being "flashed" into the modem's PROM chip using a
simple on -screen procedure. In my case the upgrade didn't make
much difference to reliability. Time for a change.

I decided to experiment with a Viom Dual -Standard 56K/X2
flash-upgradeable internal modem. The Zoom has a five-year guar-
antee with improved built-in lightning protection and it installed
immediately without hesitation. Performance and negotiation was
generally more reliable than the USR, although this could partly be
due to the type of modem racks in use at the other end: perhaps they
didn't like my USR card much.

Later I handed the Zoom over to another user along with a V.90
flash upgrade file, which somehow turned out to be the wrong one.
After running the upgrade the modem was crippled, but praise goes
to Zoom UK who graciously provided another (V.90) PROM chip,
and now it works fine. Rather than revert to the earlier ISA modem,
though, I settled for another off-the-peg Zoom, this time a 56K/V.90
Dual Standard PCI Winmodem. This also installed easily, and it will
have to do until ISDN2e or ADSL comes along, as wireless modems
and cable modems are frustratingly out of reach. In the meantime I
can busy myseff fiddling with different version of Windows drivers.

BIG FOOTED E-MAIL FOR LIFE
If you have several E-mail addresses, or indeed if you keep

changing your Internet Service Provider, one useful way to keep
things under control is to use an E-mail re -direction service. One
which has been running for a couple of years now is Bigfoot
(vrww.bigfoot.com), an unfortunate name perhaps but a proven and
reliable service!

One drawback to changing ISPs is the often longwinded task of
informing everybody of your change of address. Bigfoot has isever-
al free options to help make life a little easier. Mail can be forward-
ed to a single E-mail address or forwarded on to a maximum of five
addresses, the latter is useful if you travel and use Compuserve or
AOL to log in whilst abroad.

The addresses to which you would like your mail redirected are
set up through the members' page at Bigfoot's web site, and when
you need to alter any of the addresses it is a straightforward task to
input a new E-mail address. After registering you are given an
address in the form of yournamebigfoot.com which you then
hand out to all and sundry, safe in the knowledge that your true
address can change whenever you like.

For those pdople who post messages to Usenet (newsgroups) the
Bigfoot service also offers a Spam (unsolicited E-mail) blocking
option so that mail funu known sources of Spam is not forwarded.
Something to check out next time you are on-line.

VIRUS UPDATES
Much has been written about Windows viruses, especially

Melissa (June '99 Net Work) and Worm.Explore.Zip (first
unleashed in Israel in June '99, also see August '99 Net Work).
Microsoft has posted a fix which discourages Outlook users from
opening a possibly harmful E-mail attachment, thereby also reduc-
ing the virus' propagation to the addresses contained in the Address
Book. Go to oMceupdate.microsoft.com for the patches.(Outlook
97, 98, 2000).

Don't forget to check the Net Work page of the EPE web site for
this month's round up of suggested URLs. My E-mail address is
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk
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BABANI BOOKS
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing)
Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and you will
find many of them described on the previous pages or the next two issues
of Everyday Practical Electronics (all books with a BP prefix to the order
code are Babani books). Many readers have asked us to also supply various
other Babani books, which have a reputation for value for money.

Our customers tell us they appreciate cur speedy service and low
postage charge and they would like to be able to purchase all the books
from us and thus keep the postage charge to an absolute minimum (1.50p
for UK p&p no matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be
able to respond; we are now able to meet all your requirements for
Babani books - if it's in print we can supply it.

Cods Tide Price Code Tide Price Cod: title e
Price

3P36 50 Orcues Using Germanium. SiIcon and 2.ener 8P326 An Introduction to Sate:Ate Communcsnorts [5.95 RPM Sage Instant Accountrks Excesthed [595

Diodes [1.95 BP327 DOS One Step eta Tune lowers Version 6.2) [4 99 39399 Wendows '95 One Step ate Tune £4 .95

5P37 50 Proacts using Re ,s. SCRs and TR1ACs E2-95 89329 Sage Ese(athed ES 95 39.003 The Interne: and Wend Wets Web 'sprained E595
5944 IC 55$ PMActs 53.99 89329 Electronic Music Learning Proje f4.93 a.4,14 How to Create Pfd fa -the Web Using HTML 1599
BP76 Rower Supper Projects 0.0-P 89331 A Begnners Guide to AUDI £4.95 Ms Worn; for Wirdows 95 essitined 0595
8912$ 25 Simple Arrate3 Band Meals E1.95 13Paas [495 BP406 MS -Word 95 Enplaned 0399Magic Electronics

99132 25 Siam SW Broadcast Band eterel. 51.95 89337 A Conde Users G to Lotus 1.2-3
BP407 Esal 95 Explained £399

BP144 Further Practical ElectroMa Catiretions for Windows ES 55 89408 Access 95 - One Step at a Trne £599

89145

6 Formulae
25 Simple Tropioal end MW Bard Aerials

fel 95

f 1 75
BP341

BP30
MS-DOS Explathed ica.ers V6.21
Getting Started in Practical E..-trorics

56.99

[499 39409 MS Office 95 One Step ate Tmat E699

BPI 82 1.501 Projects 1295 89346 Progeamrr6r.g in 1. feat& &LW for Wincions £5.% EP410 35 Coto -Dar -ay Terminal Mock Proiects £499

B91E4 An trorockicton to 68030 Assent* Langtsage L2-45 BP349 PreaCal Opto-EiecOont Projects f4 95 99412 A Pranzal APGnIXt1 to Excel for Wthdons 95 Et 99

89192 Mae Advanced POWW Soap's. £2.95 BM° Ekctroric Board Comes E4 55 556415 Ush-g Netstaite on the Internet E6.99

89259 leaning to Proaarn in C [4 55 BP352 Excel 5 Explained £595 39416 Practical Alarm Projects [499

89259 A Concise introctuction to MIX [495 BP255 A Guide to the Words Redo Stations 59417 &Planing Mknisolt PubLVIer for Wthdow/95 £599

37261 A Canselnooduction to Lotus 1-2-3 11995'6 Edition) £5 95 9P4113 Word 95 Assistant 5693

(Pereeed ErStonl E.3 95 89362 Ares On. Step at a Tare E495 5F419 Using Mcrosoft Explorer On the 1, i.e,iert £643

69262 A Concise Int:mixt:on to Wordperhict B.363 Prectral VecPc.* Mufc Prciects 5495 59420 E-Maa on the Internet £699

(Revised Etition) 95 Electronic Projects for use Garden EA 95 39421 Wei:loan 95 Assistant f 6.99

BP273 Practial Electronic Sensors 51 93 89370 Tre Superhet. Ric Handbook £495 89322 Essentials of Computer Security 55 99

ants &nil* Short Wave Receiver Constru:- f3 55 89373 An Introduction to fietnons for PC and 6-.424 Minoscet Exchange fa Business and Home Use [6 99
anal An 1m:oda:don to UHFMIF for Redo [493 Mac Users E555 BP:25 feticrorh Internet Explorer Assistant E5 99

59753 PrtGran,T49 in 0 MAW' (revised er_ttc,. £5.99 69375 The No -.-e Radio An-atem Examination 5P425 MS orrice 97 Explained £6 99-if
Pi:bx Address LOuctroesior Systems

trVoducticm to Redo Wave Propagator,
Antennas fa VHF and UH.,

BP292

89293

eno,

£4.99
[3.95
Et 95

Bina°
69383

Handbook
Advanced Praeca For The fectric Gultar
Understanding the WIP4tratiCS cf Eectromcs

£4.95
E4 99

E599

5F4.27

89473

fiiescapa Internet Nav:gator Ass:oar:

MS Word 97 Eirtathed

15 99

£6 99

ante 1.4 59 89397 Wthdows One Step at a Tx,* 54.95
9.9429 MS Excel 97 Expenec. I 56.99

Pi.i,xiiifer and Fitter C..;,:..ut3
An introduction to Scanners and SoothingBP311 £459 arms Why Not Perscra!se Your PC El 99 37430 MS Access 97 -One Step eta lime f599

99312 An tranxluction to h6cronsves 53.95 89369 Paver Pont for WrOcrers Ex P.a.ned E5.95 39432 Simple Sereor Tennral Stock Protects E4.99

B9315 An inOcciaction to the Bectrorragneoc Wave E4.95 Eng,' An Introduction to Ens Wor,..d n Wet 89434 PC Hardware AsS.s.ant f 6 99

89316 Pranicai Electronic Design UM [5.99 for PC and Mac Users E.6 pa SP435 Pros.or,n'og C - f 6 99

BP317 Practical Bennett Timing E4.95

89320
fira4

P./coon-4 Projects for Your PC
The An of Soldering

13.99
£3.99 IF NO PRICE IS SHOWN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (0.0.P.)

89325 A Concise Users Guide to Windows 11 54.45 SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS

PCB SERV!
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are tufty drilled and
rcder tinned. All prices include VAT arid postage and packing. Add £1 per board
for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset
BHZ 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to
orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: orders@epemag.wimbome.co.uk . Cheques
shoub be crossed and made payabre to Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment
In £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held In stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mall.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability In the latest Issue.

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

Special KNOCK DOWN SALE of PCBs.
We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being
offered at the knock down price of £2.00 each -
no matter what size they are (some of these
boards are worth over £15.00 each) while
stocks last. This price includes VAT and UK
post - overseas orders please add 50p postage
(or £1 per board for airmail postage).

Print Timer, 874; Stereo HiFi Controller - Power
Supply. 885 - Main Board, 887 - Expansion/DispLay Boards, (pair) 888;
Power Controller. 905; Active Guitar Tone Control. 907; TV Off-er (pair),
908909: Video Modules - 1 Simple Fader, 910; Video Enhancer, 912; 12V
35W PA Amplifier, 930; *National Lottery Predictor, 935; MIDI Pedal, 938;
Club Vote Totaliser, 939; Ramp Generator - Logic Board (double -sided
p.t.h.). 944 - Analogue board. 945; Microcontrolled 3 -Digit Timer. 933.
Low -Range Ohmmeter Adaptor. 926; Vanclata - Boot Control Unit. 953 -
Display Unit. 954; Capacitor Check. 955.

Any of the above for Just £2 each Inc. VAT and p&p.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the

Back Issues page for details.

£2.00
EACH
inc. VAT
and p&p

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Digital Delay Line NOV 95 958 £8.04
50Hz Field Meter 959 £8.32
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teach -In '96) 960 £6.15

PROJECT TITLE Order Cod

961
962
963i565

£8.04
£7.66

£11.33

Stereo -Cordless " Headphones DEC 95
Transmitter
Receiver

*EPE Met Office - Sensor/RainfalFVane
Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b.

*EPE Met Office -JAN 9u
Computer Interface (double -sided) 964 £7.69

Audio Signal Generator 969 £6.58
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach -In '96) 972 £6.63
Printer Sharer 973 £9.93

Van -Speed Dice (Teach -In '96) FEB'96 974 £5.69
Mats Signalling Unit -2 12V Capacitive PSU 975 £6.07

Multi -Purpose Mini Amplifier MAR'96 976 £6.12
High Current Stabilised Power Supply 979 £6.62
1.1ind Machine Mk III -Sound and Lights 980 £7.39
Infra -Zapper Transmitter/Receiver (Teach -In 961

Bat Band ConvertenE.F.O. APR'96 984ab £5.80
Hearing Tester 985 £6.87
Event Counter (Teach -In 96) 986 £8.39

B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter MAY'96 984at £5.80
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm 988 £6.76
Mind machine Mk III - Tape Controller 989 £6.70
Midi Analyser 992 £6.74
Countdown Timer (Teach -In 16) 993 £9A4

Sarah's Light JUNE'96 996 £7.17
Home Telephone Link 997 (pr) £10.72
*PuiStar 998 £6.60
VU Display and Alarm 999 £7.02

Ultra -Fast Frequency Generator JULY'96
994/995 (pr) . £12.72and Counter -CL.cillatorl_C.D. Driver

Timed NiCad Charger 100 £6.99
Single -Station Radio 4 Tuner 101 £7.02
Twin -Beam Infra -Red Alarm -TransmittevReceiver 102/103 (pr) £10.50
*Games Compendium 104 £6.09

Mono "Cordless" Headphones AUG'96
990,991 (pr) £10.16- TransmittedReceiver

Component Analyser (double -sided p.t.h.i 105 £12.18
Garden Mole -Ester 106 £6.07
Mobile Miser 107 £6.36
Bike Speedo 108 £6.61

*PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock SEPT 96 109 £6.31
Power Check 110 £6.42
Analogue Delay/Flanger 111 £7.95
Draught Detector 112 £6.22
S Exposure Timer 113 £6.63
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Video Fade -to -White OCT-96 114 £6.98
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver 116 £7.52
Vehicle Alert 117 £6.55
10MHz Function Generator- Main Board 118 £7.33

-PSU 119 £5.39
i unable Scratch Filter waraAgal 115 £7.83
*Central Heating Controller 120 £7.85
D.C. to D.C. Converters - Negative Supply Generator 122 £5.96

- Step -Down Regulator 123 £6.01
- Step -Up Regulator 124 £6.12

*PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer Igeliiiin 127 £7.23
Stereo Cassette Recorder

PlaybackPSU 128 £7.94
RecordErase 129 £9.04

*Earth Resistivity Meter =Mal
Current Gen. - Amp,Rect. 131(132 (pr) £12.70

Theremin MIDI/CV Interface (double -sided rith.) ' 130 (set) £40.00
Mains Failure Warning 126 £6.77
Pacific Waves lingiail 136 £9.00
PsiCom Experimental Controller 137 £6.78
Oil Check Reminder lialian. 125 £7.16
Video Negative Viewer 135 £6.75
Iri-Colour NiCad Checker 138 £6.45
Dual -Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info.) 139 £7.20
*PIC-Agoras - Wheelie Meter Irp1:11111341 141 £6.90
418MHz Remote Control - Transmitter 142 £5.36

- Receiver 143 £6.04
Puppy Puddle Probe 145 £6.10
MIDI Matrix - PSU 147 £5.42

- Interface 148 £5.91
Quasi -Bell Door Alert MAY 97 133 £6.59
2M F.M. Receiver 144 £7.69
*PIC-A-Tuner 149 £7.83
Window Closer - Trigger 150 £4.91

- Closer 151 £4.47
Child Minder Protection Zone MIAMI

- Transmitter 153 £6.58
- Receiver 154 £6.42

Pyrotechnic Controller 155 £6.93
*PIC Dig -drogue Clock 156 £7.39
Narrow Range Thermometer 158 £6.37
P.licropowsr PIR Detector - 1 MIAMI 152 £6.69
Infra -Red Remote Control Repeater

(Multi -project P.C.B.) 932 £3.00
Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40

- Mixer Board 160 £6.75
Co ter Dual User Interface 161 £6.70
*PEsT Soarer 162 £6.60
Variable Bench Power Supply W' leN:Y/I 932 £3.00
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55
Micropower PIR Detector -2 Controller 163 £6.72
*PIC-010 164 £7.02
Active Receiving Antenna Mina 140 £6.59
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82
Micropowar PIR Detector -3

Alarm DisamvReset Switch 166 £5.72
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12

Remote Control Finder OCT97 168 £6.32
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23
*PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90
*EPE Time Machine spa /NM 171 £8.34
Auto -Dim Bei:night 172 £6.63
Portable 12V PSUICharger 173 £6.61
Car Immobiliser MalgEril 175 £7.00
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32
Surface Thermometer =.W 174 £7.64
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi -protect PCB) ftlaiSal 932 £3.00
*Virtual Scope - Digital Board 176 £14.49

Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34
*Water Wizard 180 £7.69
Kissometer 181 £7.67
*EPE PIC Tutorial EALINI:ill 182 £7.99
The Handy Thing (Double -Sided) 183 £6.58
Lighting -Up Reminder 184 £5.90
*Audio System Remote Controller- PSU 185 £7.05

Main Board 186 £8.29
Simple Metal Detector MULE

(Multi -project PCB) 932 £3.00
Single or Dual -Tracking Power Supply 187 £7.90
*RC -Meter 188 £7.66
Security_Auto-light &pail 189 £8.10
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo Amp i ier

Tone Control 190 £7.78
20W Amplifier 191 £8.58

*Dice Lott 192 £8.05
EPE Mood Changer JUNE 98 193 £7.75
*AT89C2051i1051 Programmer

Main Board 194 £8.50
Test Board 195 £8.69

*Reaction Timer Software only - -
*PIC16x84 Toolkit rt Aikita 196 £6.96
*Greenhouse Computer

Control Board 197 £9.08
PSU Board 198 £8.10

Float Charger =LIMB 199 £6.59
L9h1bulb Saver 202 £3.00
Personal Stereo Amplifier Ilitiatalf:DI 932 £3.00

(Multi -project PCB)
*Greenhouse Radio Link 200 £8.32
*PIC Altimeter 201 £8.15
Voice Processor Emus 203 £7.18
*Dgisery FCC Expander 204 £7.69
IR Remote Control

Transmitter 205 £3.00
Receiver 206 £3.50

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
*PIC Tape Measure Mai=
Electronic Thermostat

T -Scat
PhizzyB

A -PCB B -CD-ROM C -Frog. Microcontroller
15 -Way IR Remote Control

Switch Matrix
15 -Way Rec!Decoder -

207

208

Bee (A)(B)(C)

211
212

£6.82

£4.00
£14.95

each

£3.00
£4.00

Damp Stat DEC -98
Handheld Function Generator
*Fading Christmas Lights
PhizzyB 1.0 Board (4 -section)

209
213
215
216

£4.50
£4.00
£5.16
£3.95

Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game JAN 99
*EPE Mind PICkler
PhizzyB ItO Board (4 -section)
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller

210
214
216
217

£7.55
£6.30
£3.95
£6.72

Light Alarm FEB'99 218
219+a
220+a
-

£6.78
£9.92
£8.56
-

*Wireless Monitoring System - Transmitter
Receiver

*PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal Software oni
*Wireless Monitoring System -2 P.1AR99

F.M. Trans.Ptec Adaptors
*Time and Date Generator
Auto Cupboard Light
Smoke Absorber

219a1220a
221
222
223

See
Feb'99
, £7.37

£6.36
£5.94

Ironing Board Saver APR'99
Voice RecordiPlayback Module -
Mechanical Radio (pair)
*Versatile Event Counter

224
225
226A&B
207

£5.15
£5.12

£7.40 pr.
£6.82

*PIC Toolkit Mk 2 MAY99
A.M./F.M. Radio Remote Control

-Transmitter
Receiver

227

228
229

£8.95

£3.00
£3.20

*Musical Sundial JUNE99 231
232

£9.51
£8.79PC Audio Frequency Meter

*EPE Mood PICker JULY -99 233
234
235
932

£6.78
£6.72
£7.10
£3.00

12V Battery Tester
Intruder Deterrent
LE.D. Stroboscope

(Multi -project PCB)

Ultrasonic Puncture Finder AUG 99 236
237
238

' 239
240
932

£5.00
£8.88
£6.96
£6.77
£6.53
£3.00

*8 -Channel Analogue Data Logger
Buffer Amplifier (Oscillators Pt 2)
Magnetic Field Detective
Sound Activated Switch
Freezer Alarm (Multi -project PCB)
Child Guard SEPT 99 241

242
£7.51
£7.64Variable Dual Power Supply

EPE SOFTWARE
Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk * are
available on 3.5 inch PC -compatible disks or free from our Internet
site. Four disks are available: PIC Tutorial (Mar -May '98 issues);
PIC Toolkit Mk2 (Mar -Jun '99 issues); PIC Disk 1 (Apr '95 -Dec '98
issues): EPE Disk 2 (Jan '99 issue to current cover date). The disks
are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to cover
our admin costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.35
surface mail, £4.35 each airmail. All files can be downloaded free from
our Internet FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wlmborne.co.uk.

r

Order

Name

Address

I enclose

EPE

Code

payment

BOARD

Minimum

PRINTED

Project

of £_

Practical
MasterCard

order

Everyday

for

SERVICE

Electronics
or

Quantity

(chequeiP0

Visa
credit

CIRCUIT

No.
cards

in £ sterling

£5

Price

only)

Ei...1,..1

41111Z

to:

Signature Card Exp. Date
Please supply name and address of cardholder thAterent from the address shawl

NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server:
http://www.epemag.wimbome.co.uk
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EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

CLASSIFIED

ELECTRONICS
ETI
ELECTRONICS
10111 irrtllnow

Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI reaches twice as
many UK readers as any other independent monthly
hobby electronics magazine, our audited sales
figures prove it. We have been the leading
Independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last fourteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our cldssified and semi -display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added.Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161..
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 29 volts d c. at I amp cortnucus. 1-5 amps pea};.
fuEy vahable from 1 to 20 s'olts. Tve.n
Varna and
Current meters
for easy read-
out 240 w41 a:
input. Fu':y srro-attuad. see 21:1-rtx14ambare.

-11111

£45 vkr
Post T:4

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

n337 WHITEHORSE ROAD CROYDON
SURREY, CR0 21411. Tel: 0181484 1865

rirez-nrs, NA at oni.FOns.o.*.t tratimem wain. IS It02-
Pas a sins Fur W Lw tr csi.

ASTRA Desk Top Accountimr
.as you twirled that wur cu,o,xnet,
will in on ming the Euro and so
leave pis off their list of supplicW

www-Astra.Accounts.co.uk for a P2nFitutse-dn
sniiitiott to help pal sith this looming pmlilern

S Sinus Ltd. Bretton coun. Sgt, 5PS. UK
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BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
& QL PARTS

ZX M/CROORIVES E15. INTERFACE ONE U0,
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR £15, 50 FOR £50.

CH_ BOARDS 5.6 tt 7. POPULATED WITH
JS ROMS, £30. LANPOPULATak £12: LOCROORIVES

£10 EACH, TOP 6 BOTTOM CASES £15,
mEMBRViES E15

THE P.C., MAC and OL'a 'Utast Friend"
MAC UNK £10 - P.C. UNK £25 - OL UNK £12

CAMBRIDGE 288 A4 NOTEBOOK
COMPUTER ASE AGAIN £99,

MO
°MY 1' TinCK, 4xAA BATTS. 20 HOURS WORK
LCD SCREEN. 72 Cot. 6 LINES. 321( RAM, EXTRA

RAMS & EPROMS. 9 On D SERIAL PORT, ROM HAS
BBC BASIC. WPROCESSOR. SPREADSHEET. DATA

BASE, IMP 'EXPORT TO PC et:. V52 TERt,mai,_

W.M. MICHARDSON i 1120.
PliONE. FAX 01494 6713196

RAVENSMEAD. CHALFONT ST PETER.
BUCKS. SLR BNB.

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING

GNVQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING
(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME

HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

Next course commences
Monday 13th September 1999

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by
personal contact and through a quarterly

Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the

Secretary:
Mr. M. P. Moses,

5 Park View, Cwmaman,
Aberdare CF44 6PP

Space donated by
Everyday Practical Electronics

Miscellaneous

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR -
KIT Electronics. 52 Severn Road, Clacton.
C015 3RB.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
details send to P. Agar. Unit 5. East Belfast
Enterprise Park, 308 Albenbridee Road. Belfast.
BT5 4GX, or phone/fax 01232 738897.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
pans in stock. For free advice/lists please ring.
Geoff Davies (Radio). Tel. 01788 574774.
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive,
Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR. or phone Brighton
883871. fax 01273 706670.
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER: PIC16F84
89C2051. ACR90S1200 and 68HC II with real
time clock. I2C ELPRON1, RS232. RS485, 128
KB-1MB EPROM Emulator. Fax 852 29522558
(Hong Kong), htip://www.wvtek.com.
SECOND USER TEST EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE: Scopes, generators. dmms. etc. HP.
Tektronix, Damon. Hameg, Marconi, Fluke.
etc. Low prices. Also some non -working
equipment for parts. experiments, etc. Ring
or E-mail for list. 07930 144803 or
bfordarnitectelcom.com.
FREE CATALOGUE: New company offers
surplus stock to the public, components. tools
and anything that comes along. Phone or write
to: WCN Supplies, 61 Millbrook Road East,
Southampton S015 IHN. Tel. 01703 226522.
WANTED: Probes for Bell Model 640
Gaussmeter or would consider complete unit.
Phone/Fax 0121 357 9909.

ENTERPRISING PERSON with knowledge
and capability of making alarms wanted for a
great idea 1 have. Fifty-fifty split is guaran-
teed for this gentiine proposition. I'm definite
we will get a result. Please contact: Dean
Felix, 19 Eastland Walk. Bramley. Leeds
LS13 2H A.
MICROCHIP PICMASTER EMULATOR
complete with PIC16C71 module. psu and
leads, etc., used once only. £225. Tel. Leeds
0113 252 4186.
PART-TIME ELECTRONICS OR ELEC-
TRICAL ENTHUSIAST wanted for work on
electronic project. must be a real whizz kid.
Apply with all relevant details to Eng Group
Services Ltd.. Unit 10 Fazeley Street Ind. Estate.
Birmingham B5 5RS.
REPLACEMENT LAMPS at the lowest
prices, all types supplied, e.g. standard, pygmy.
reflector, coloured. diSco, stave, low enemy,
halogen, sodium, metal halide. We also supply
decorative fibre option lamps, bubble tubes, lava
lamps etc.: quantity discounts. Phone/Fax 01260
271573.
DISCO AND PA EQUIPMENT at discount
prices. Radio tics from £100, twin CD
player £289. 2 a 160W amplifier £185. 2
400W amplifier £329. 3 -disc karaoke player
£209, mixing packages from £229. Par56 inc.
lamp £26. Phone/Fax for price list: 01260
271573.
40 a SIEMENS V23102 24V SSR. £50 ono;
50 a Gen. Semiconductor MBR1060 power
Schottky diodes. £40 ono: 3 a Hitachi mono-
chrome display 1120mm x 90mm display). £40
each ono; 1 a Raaco professional pcb repair
kit. £100 ono; 1 x Cliff solder fume extractor.
£50 ono: I x wrist strap test point, £40 ono. All
items brand new and boxed/tubed. Tel. 01535
600726

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ftp:/Iftp.epemag.wlmbome.co.uk
Arras the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP session
using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub -directories:
PIC-project source code files: /pubiPICS
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it. then fetch all

the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!
EPE text files: ipubiclocs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt
Ingenuity Unlimitedsubmission guidance: ing_unlitxt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nIcadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt

On-line readers! Try the new EPE Chat Zone -
a virtually real-time Internet "discussion

board" in a simple to use web -based forum!
http://wwvi.epemag.wlmbome.co.uktwwwboard

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com

Ensure you set your FTP
software to ASCII transfer
when fetching text files, or
they may be unreadable.
Note that any file which ends
in .zip needs unzipping
before use. Unzip utilities
can be downloaded from:
http://www.winzlp.com or
http://www.pkware.com
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Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits
All Ow Kits Include
Detailed Instructions with Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
High Quality Components

Ow Prodriii Sin& indoi101
Transmitters from 0 05W to 35W
FM Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limiters
Antennas
RF Power Amps

Ow Kits Arc Also Available
Fully Assembk4I And Tested
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:V T.a.a.,wt1at k, IS

Visit our Website at http::-ttiww.veronica.co.uk

Contact Us Now For A Free Brochure
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COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras

with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R.. Radios.
Clocks. Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receiver (Wireless).

Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built

Units. Bug Detector etc.

A.L. ELECTRONICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.

Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
FREE COMPONENTS

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE
Set
SF2
SPa
SP5
SP7
SPIO
SF11
SPi 2
SP18
SF20
SF21
SF23
SF24
SP25
SP25
SF28
SP29
SP31
SP36
SP37
SP39
SF40
SP41
SP42
SP47
SP1M
SPICr3
SP104
SP105
SPI 09
SF111
SP1t2
SP115
SF116
SP118
SP120
SP 124
SP130
SP i31

15 x 5mm Red LEDs
12 x 5mrn Green LEDs
12 x 5mm Yellow LEDs
15 a 3mrn Red LEDs
12 x 3mm Green LEDs

100 a 1144148 lodes
30 x 1N4001 diodes
30 a 1N4002 A. -A=5
20 x BC I82 trans Irks
20 a 601134 transistors
20 a 00212 trantdc.s.
20 x BC549 transistors
4 a CMOS 4001
4 a 555 trners
4 a 74t Op Amps
4 . CMOS 4011
3 x CMOS 4013
4 x CMOS 4071

25 x 1 0 -25V radial elect. caps.
15 x 10035V radal elect. caps.
10 x 470/6V radial elect
15 x BC237 transistors
20. Maect transistors

200 a Mixed 0-25W CF. resistors
5 x Min.PB sertiches

20 a 8 -pin DIL sockets
15 a 14 -pin OIL sockets
15 x 16 -pin DIL sauces
4 a 74LS00

15 a EiC557 transistors
15 a Assorted polyester caps
4 x CMOS 4093
3 x 1 Ornrn Red LEDs
3 x 1Ornm Green LEDs
2 x CMOS 4047
3 x 74LS93

20 x Assorted ceramic disc cars
100 x Mixed 0.5W C F resistors
2 x T1.071 Op Amps

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film
Rfl 5 each value -tonal 365 0-25W U.63
PP7 10 eaYi matte - tote/ 730 0-25W £4.00
PPIO MOO popked raises 0-4W E.5.80
RP4 5 eadi rale-total 365 0.5W M75
RP8 10 ett vakie-tom 730 0-5W £6.35
RP11 1000 pow's/ valves 0-5W £8.10

SRI 33
SP134
SF135
SF135
SP137
SP t 38
SP140
SPI42
SF143

SP145
SP146
SP147

SP151
SP I 52
SP153
SF154
SP156

SPI60
SP161
SP155
SPIV
SP168
SP175
SP177

SP182
SPI 83
SP187
SPI91
SPI92
SP193
SF194
sPi95
SP197
SP198

20 x 1N4004 modes
15 x 1N4007 diodes
6 x Mitt skirt swilthes
3 al3FY50 transors
4 x WOOS 1-5A bridge rectifiers

20 x 22:63V radial el act_ caps.
3 z W04 1-5A bridge rectifiers
2 x CMOS 4017
5 Pars mat crocodIe curs

(Red & Mad()
6 x 21-X300 tramistors

10 a 2N3704 trar4Vors
5 a Strbeard 9 strips x

25 bates
4 x errm Red LEDs
4 a 8mm Green LEDs
4 Omen Yearn LEDs

IS x 6C548 barcsrs
3 x St/X*0RM. 14 strps

27 lx,les
10 2N3904 trart..-astors
10 a 2N3906 transistors
2 a LF351 OpArnps
6x00107tions 'ors
6 x 13C1133 transistors

20 x 1:53V racial e'Lect. caps
10 5 IA 24:10.ii quick hicw

fuses
zo x 4.7A63V radial etect. caps.
20 n BC547 1rarisators
15 x 80239 trarts;stors
3 x CMOS 4023
3 x CMOS 4066

20 x 60213 transistors
8 x 0A90 eSodes
3 a 10rnm Yellow LEDs
6a20FMOILsrxikets
5 x 24 pen OIL sockets

1999 Catalogue now available £1
inc. P&P or FREE with first order.

P&P £1.25 per order. NO VAT
Orders to:

Sherwood Electronics,
7 Williamson St., Mansfield,

Notts. NG19 6TD.

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery
- frustrated orders - over productions etc.
Send 50p stamped self-addressed label or

envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Reed

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell,
Epsom, Surrey icr17 3E0

Tel: 07775 945386
Mall Order UK only.

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. Th;s
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousands of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!
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OUP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS

HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK
BK ELECTRON/CS

1000's
SOLD

TO PRO
USERS

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100W + 100W ) MXF400 (200W 200W)

MXF600 (300W  300W) MXF900 (450W 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES:  independent power strophes with two toroidal transterrners  Twin LED Vu Meters
 Level controls  Ruminated erthaf I Switch  Jack /XLIi inputs  Spee/ron outputs Standard 7751W
inputs  Open and short circuit proof * Latest floe -Fats for stress tree poorer dekvery into virtual, any
toad . tlgh slew rate  Very row distortion  AturrurstAm cases . MXF ADO 8 lAXF940 fan cooled with D C
loudspeaker and thermal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC

MXF200 W19* D11" H31" (2U)
MXF400 W19"SIZES:- 012' H5-1-' (3U)
MXF600 W19 D13" 1-15-1.' (3U)
MXF900 W19' 014:' H5-.1' (3U)

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 £233.85
MXF600 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. £12.50 EACH

OUR X03 -S STEREO 3 -WAY ACTIVE CROSS -OVER SWITCHABLE 2 -WAY

411111111111111?
BASS S.,/C---)(111:7 TOP / BASS/MID YTOP\ ASS MID/TOP \
CONFIGURED 3 WAY 2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED

FEATURES:
Adnrzed 3. Way Stereo Active Cress -Over (awitchable two way), hOuSEd in a IT s RI case. Eacn chanr.s!
r -as Mee tete! controls. Bass. S/4 I Teo The rernoratVe front tesva Icons access to the programmable rat
Salta -ea to adpst the cross -over trequehcy_ Bass -SEA 1.25!250/543010. IA4-TOO to 3i5W, .3,1 at 24C per
octave_ The 213 way selector switches are eyes accessed lay rer-..evsso tne front Wore (ace stereo channel
cart Ce =trig:wed separately Bass h ert Sri.tches are ncryporated wi each aannia titrrr.al 77.5.7V
inparcelpot. Fully compaafe with OMP Rack Arne fer and Men es.

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

SoundLAB SPM 12 AND 16 CH.MIXERS
The 12 and 16 Channel SPM Series Of Studio Quality Mixers
Are Ideal For Fixed Installation Stage And Mobile Use.
* 48v PHANTOM POWER
* BUILT IN POWER SUPPLY
* 230V AC/50Hz
* PEAK INPUT LEVEL LEDS
* PRE FADE LISTEN (PFL)
* SUB MASTER OUTPUT
* COMBINED XLR/ %;JACK
* 60mm FADERS * CH.MUTE
* 2 STEREO AUX.SEND/RETURNS
* CONSTANT PAN CONTROL
* 3 BAND E0 WITH MID SWEEP
* HEADPHONE/CONTROL ROOM 0/P
* CD/TAPE INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS
* BUS ASSIGN SWITCH
* MONITOR SEND

SP111202 4UONO MIC/LINE4STEREO INPUTS £299.00 FREEPRICES:-
SPM1602 &MONO 1,11C/LINE.4STERED INPUTS £399.00 UK P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER MPX-7700 ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS
* 4 STEREO INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2 DJ MIC INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC

EQUALISERS
i*HEADPHONE

MONITOR WITH PFL
* ASSIGNABLE

CROSSFADE
* DIGITAL ECHO

STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- .2X7 GRAPHIC EQUAL (SERS .2 MONO Id IC INPUTS *DJ MIC
WITH FADER, TALKOVER AND VOICE CHANGER 4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH NOP:DUAL
FADERS AND ASSIGNABLE CROSSFADE CHANNELS SWITCHABLE. TURNTABLE 1MAG
CARTRIDGE). CD, LINE, TAPE. ETC. *ECHO WITH BALANCE. REPEAT AND DELAY
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH FREFADE LISTEN .cHoicE OF 6 SOUND EFFECTS STEREO
MONO SWITCH .2 X LED VU METERS 'MASTER FADER .OUTPUT 77-n11
*SIZE:- 482X240X1I5mm *POWER -230V AC SW 6V -fa PRICE:- £169.00 + £5.00 P&P

DI  MICROPHONE CYBERWAVE FMM 1000
 IDEAL FOR:- LIVE BANDS, PUBLIC ADDRESS & KARAOKE ETC.
* ON/STANDBY/OFF SWITCH MOUNTED ON WIC BARREL FOR EASE OF USE
* 100 HOURS BATTERY RUNNING TIME. I PP3 (NOT SUPPLIED)
* SINGLE CHANNEL RF MICROPHONE 174.23 OR 174.56MHz
* MAINS ADAPTOR FOR RECEIVER SUPPLIED  FM LOCK INDICATOR
& VOL CONTROL ON RECEIVER. PRICE:- £119.99 FREE UK P&P

Access

/Ws
DELIVERY CHARGES:- PLEASE INCLUDE AS ABOVE -TO A MAXIMUM
AMOUNT £30.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOL.COLLEGES.
GOVT. BODIES PLCs ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE

FAXCOUNTER.CREIVT CARD OURS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAX

- X *PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.*PROMPT DELIVERIESN
*LARGE 1A41 S.A.E. 60p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

01111 FLIGHTCASED
VW LOUDSPEAKERS

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take
advantage of the latest loudspeaker technology and
enclosure designs. All models utilize high quality studio

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners,
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporates a forge
16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted with Ole latest Speakoeconnectors
for your convenience and safety. Five models to choose from._

E 1

0
a

PLEASE NOTE:- POWER RATINGS
QUOTED ARE IN WATTS RMS. FOR
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET.
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM_

15.15 inert speaker
12.12 inch speaker

ibt FC15 300 WATTS Freq Range 35Hz-20KHz. Sens 101dB, Size 11695 W502 D415mm
PRICE:- £299.00 per pair

ibt FC12-300 WAT TS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz. Sens 96dB. Size H600 W405 0300mm
PRICE:- £249.00 per pair

ibt FC12-240 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20KHz, Se-ds 97dB. Size 11600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair

ibt FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 100dB, Size H546 W380 D300mm
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair

ib/ WM12-200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20Kftz, Sens 97dB. Size H418 W600 D385mm
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair, Wedge Monitor £7.00 each
Optional Metal Stands PRICE.- £49.00 par pair Delivery:- £6.00

cf

Wij74 COLOSSUS POWER
VERY HIGH POWER LOUDSPEAKERS

THE COLOSSUS RANGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS
ARE DESIGNED FOR USE IN SUPERIOR HIGH
POWER OUTPUT SYSTEMS. All MORES An E I OHM

COLOSSUS 12MB:-* 12 INCH * 450WATT R.M.S.
 900 WATTS PEAK  Sens 93 dB.. Res Freq_55 Hz.
* Frequency Range 40 liz-3.51(fizPRICE £129.00
COLOSSUS 15X13:-* 15 INCH * 600WATTS
 1200 WATTS PEAK  Sens 99 dB = Res Freq 35 Hz_
 Frequency Range 30 Hz -I OKHz PRICE £159.00
COLOSSUS 18X13:-* 18 INCH * 600WATTS R.M.S.

1200 WATTS PEAK *Sens 100dB.* Res F req 30 Hz.
* Frequency Range 27 Hz-t0Kz PRICE £183.00
ALL MODELS ARE DELIVERED CARRIAGE FREE(M ONLY)

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES SUPPLIED READY
BUILT AND TESTED

These rrc--t. row altyzy award Mile rcixdatial tar gait y. reiatiely perfc..rr.arce atareaiste price Foss
inscie are avacati_, tix.neects altheprofessenai andbotby market te inclusbry.Lersurelnseursente 54ti

Ft etc l`then comp wring proes. NOTE tr.-wain:dere nclucte torod..v power uppity. rites, heat win. grass icre
PCB s- cr:.e c I Cu Is to power a co,oate'e Vu meter AA t me open end shyt Pm/2 prxt
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OMP/MF 100 Moe-Fet Output power 110 watts
R-1,1 S into 4 arms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz -

Damping Factor >300. Stew Rate 45V/uS. T.H
typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500rnV. S.NR. -
110dB Size 300 x 123 x 60rnm

PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P
OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R MS into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz 100KRz
 3oB. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50V/uS. T H D
typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S1411 -110dB.
Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE:- £66.35 + £4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Moe-Fet Output power 300 watts
R Rt S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 11-12 - 100KHz
-3r1B. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V/uS. T.H D.

r- typical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV: -MOB.
Sae 330 x 175 a 100mm

PRICE:- £83.75 £5.00 P&P

OLIP/MF 450 Moe-Fet Output power 450 watts
Rt.( S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz -100KHz

-3d13, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 75VIuS.
TN D. typical 0.001% -Input Sensitivity 500mV, S
-110dB. Fan Cooled, D.C.Loudspeaker Protection. 2
Second Anti -Thu rnp Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm

PRICE:- £135.85 +n.00 P&P
OUP/UF 1000 Moe-Fet Output power 1000 watts
RMS. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.f.tS into 4 ohms,
freqincy response 1Hz 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor >300, Slew Rate 75V1uS. T_HD. typiCal
0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. SEA -110B. Fan
Cooled. D.C_ Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm

PRICE:- £261.00 + £12.00 P&P
NOTE 1.10S-FET It0EULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS -

STANDARD  INPUT SENS SC.::=1I. BAND wiOtH -WrZ/04/._ OR
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE( INPUT SENS
77Eall, BAND WIDTH SCANa ORDER STANDARD OR PEC

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salesobkelec.com

Ry



Electronics, Electrical &
Mathematics Principles V6

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or improving
your knowledge of electronics and maths then this is the software for you.

Electionics, ElecIsical and Mathematics Piinciples VG REM
DC AC Ekts-r9 Sers-Ccrtd Oc.,Aztct: Melia Mearue I4i:to PIC. 'mix. Irttle4 Help
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CD-ROM for Windows '95, '98 & NT.
Topics range from Ohm's law and simple DC through AC theory to
the latest PIC16FB4 and PIC16C71 microcontrolters where the
architecture and complete instruction set can be explored through
the interactive graphics. Mathematics are developed from simple
number systems to solving linearequations.

Additions to V6 include:- Circuit theorems, Norton, Thevenin's &
Superposition... Magnetism & Electromagnetism... Motors,
Generators & Transformers... Three phase systems... More on
complex numbers... A beginners introduction to PIC's...
Statistics... Single page colour printing... Faster graphics...
PLUS: all the Electronics Toolbox routines, along with an Illustrated
Components, Tools & Equipment Dictionary.
A total of over 900 main menu selections.

Please telephone or visit our web site for more information.
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£99.95*
Multi-user site licence

additional £500*
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COMPLETE PC BASED ELECTRONICS, ELECTRICAL AND MATHEMATICS COURSE
where Ihe colourful interactive graphics make it ideally suited for both personal study and

a more enjoyable way of revising.
Currently used in hundreds of UK and overseas schools and colleges to support

GCSE, A Level, City and Guilds, BTEC, GNVQ's and University courses.

EPT Educationat Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales©eptsoft.demon.co.uk www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk

*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.

Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders,accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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111.111. JAM., INDIA.
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